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Thesis Abstract

Presupposing a specific understanding of ‘apologetics’ and the need to investigate biblical apologetic foundations, this thesis explores the hypothesis that Acts 17:16-34 is to be seen as an apologetic model ‘then’ and ‘now’.

It seems plausible, in view of the content and purposes of Acts, that Luke recorded this narrative about Paul in Athens, not just to provide confirmation of the truth of the Christian faith for insiders, but primarily as an apologetic model for relating to Gentile outsiders. This understanding of Acts 17:16-34 as a Lucan apologetic model seems consonant both with the contemporary exegetical discussion on authenticity, the Athenian context and Paul as speaker, and with a responsible exegetical study of the text itself.

This thesis identifies key positive elements of this Lucan model: the apostle presents essential Christian truth claims in Athens, about who God is and how he has revealed himself, which should be seen as indicators of a normative worldview content. It is further argued that contextual understanding, application of appropriate justification procedures, and ‘positive deconstruction’ of alternative worldviews characterize Paul’s approach in the agora. The justification for the apostle’s truth claims is an overall argument from natural theology through ultimate authority to the resurrection, which is offered with the threefold aim of generating interest, persuading, and confronting.
Through a critical comparative review of the extent to which contemporary apologists Alister E. McGrath and Donald A. Carson apply this Lucan-Pauline model to the specific challenge of postmodernism, it is argued that the content, the approach, the arguments, and the aims of this first-century model justifiably may be seen as valid and relevant for contemporary apologetics in comparable agora contexts. A perspective is also offered towards a more adequate application of the model to the postmodern challenge.
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ACTS 17:16-34
- AN APOLOGETIC MODEL THEN AND NOW?

Lars Olof Martin Dahle
Work on the thesis started because of an interest in the theory and practice of apologetics both in an historical and a contemporary perspective. It became clear that there is a widespread unease with apologetics in contemporary theology, despite its prominence historically as a theological discipline. Wherever practised, however, contemporary apologetics seems largely to be characterised by a neglect of biblical foundations and models. Where biblical material is used, Acts 17:16-34 keeps recurring as a biblical paradigm for apologetics. This has not been fully developed, however, neither exegetically nor in terms of contemporary apologetics. A general interest in apologetics has thus led to an investigation of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model ‘then’ and ‘now’.
1. INTRODUCING THE CRITICAL EXPLORATION OF ACTS 17:16-34 AS AN APOLOGETIC MODEL ‘THEN’ AND ‘NOW’

Outline:

1.1 The Research Problem

1.2 What is Apologetics?

1.3 Major Reasons for the Selection of Acts 17:16-34

1.4 Key Hermeneutical Issues

1.5 Key Research Questions

1.6 The Procedure of the Exploration

1.1 The Research Problem

This thesis investigates Acts 17:16-34 and its implications for apologetics. The focus is on an analysis and an assessment of this New Testament passage as an apologetic model
‘then’ and ‘now’. This means that the thesis explores this passage as a Lucan description of Paul as an apologist in Athens, whether it was intended as an apologetic model ‘then’ (i.e. in its original New Testament context), and if, and (in that case) to what extent, it may function as an apologetic model ‘now’ (i.e. in the contemporary context).

1.2 What is Apologetics? ¹

An exploration of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model ‘then’ and ‘now’ presupposes a justifiable definition of ‘apologetics’.

1.2.1 Lexical definitions and common usage

1. The term ‘apologetics’ is derived from the Greek word ἀπολογία, which as a general term describes “a speech in defence”². More precisely, ἀπολογία either denotes the defence speech itself or the action of giving a verbal defence, an answer, a reply or an account in the face of an accusation (κατηγορία).³

2. In ancient Greek, ἀπολογία could be used as a technical term for a forensic speech.⁴ Forensic speeches were typically related to "past events, and concerned with truth or

¹ This section presents a key assumption for the argument of this thesis.
² LSJ ἀπολογία.
³ See BAGD ἀπολογία.
⁴ “It was a term used in the courts of law in the ancient world.” (Cowan 2000:8) Falkenroth writes accordingly about ἀπολογία as a term “from criminal law” (Falkenroth 1986:97).
justice. The context was usually the formal setting in the courtroom. Classical examples of judicial defences include the defence of Socrates, as recorded in Plato's *Apol.* and Xenophon's *Apol.* 'Apologetics' as used in this thesis, however, is not a formal forensic or judicial term per se.

3. The word ἀπολογία occurs a number of times in the New Testament, both in the sense of a defence speech (Acts 22:1; 1 Cor. 9:3) and of an action in court (2 Tim. 4:16; Acts 25:16). It is also used more generally of an eagerness to defend oneself (2 Cor. 7:11), as well as of the specific defence of the Christian gospel (Phil. 1:7,16; 1 Pet. 3:15).

4. As a modern English term, 'apologetics' has been defined as "the art, science, or practice of arguing in defence or in explanation, as of an idea, belief, person, etc." The word is often used to describe the general (or specific) reasoned defence of a given religious position (or worldview). This implies that any worldview has its own apologetic

---

5 Satterthwaite 1993:357.
6 See BAGD ἀπολογία.
7 On the apologetic significance of 1 Pet. 3:15, see DiCello 1999.
8 Longman: 'apologetics'. A similar definition (i.e. "the defense of a cause or party supposed to be of paramount importance to the speaker") has recently been applied as an analytical tool in an historical study of pagan, Jewish and Christian 'apologetic' in the Roman Empire (see Edwards et al 1999:1).
9 This thesis uses the term 'worldview' as defined by Sire: "A worldview is a set of presuppositions (assumptions which may be true, partially true or entirely false) which we hold (consciously or subconsciously, consistently or inconsistently) about the basic makeup of our world." (Sire 1997:16)
traditions, approaches and representatives. The most common use of apologetics, however, is as a specific description of the reasoned defence of the Christian faith.

5. The word 'apologetics', as used in this thesis, is a theological term. In Christian theology, apologetics has traditionally been assigned the role of defending and explaining the reliability and relevance of the Christian faith in the face of historic and contemporary challenges. Standard textbooks in Christian apologetics tend to distinguish between the 'science' of apologetics (which is a theological discipline) and the 'art' of apologetics (which refers to actual 'apologies' being offered as responses to specific challenges to the Christian faith). In Christian theology, apologetics usually describes a certain mode of

10 Griffiths writes accordingly about what he describes as the principle of the necessity of interreligious apologetics (see Griffiths, P. 1991:1): “If representative intellectuals belonging to some specific religious community come to judge at a particular time that some or all of their own doctrine-expressing sentences are incompatible with some alien religious claim(s), then they should feel obliged to engage in both positive and negative apologetics vis-à-vis these alien religious claim(s) and their promulgators.” (Griffiths, P. 1991:3) I have two objections to Griffith’s argument, however: a) His concept of “interreligious apologetics” should have been expanded also to include secular worldviews. b) He unwarrantedly restricts interreligious apologetics to “representative intellectuals”, as if apologetics as such was limited to such elitist groups. As defined in this thesis, apologetics is an activity that is found at various levels. These two objections indicate the need to modify Griffith’s principle along these lines, but do not invalidate the principle as such. A representative example of such ‘interreligious apologetics’ is found in Chapman 1995:172-225.

11 This is the way standard reference works define ‘apologetics’; e.g. as in Webster: “1. systematic argumentative tactics or discourse in defense; 2. that branch of theology devoted to the defense of a religious faith and addressed primarily to criticism originating from outside the religious faith; esp. such defense of the Christian faith”.

12 See e.g. Richardson, A. 1947:19-20; Reid, J. K. 1969:9-10; Lewis, G. 1990:21: and McGrath, A. 1992a:12-13. The ‘science’ of (or theoretical) apologetics has helpfully been defined as “that branch of Christian theology which seeks to provide a rational justification for the truth claims of the Christian faith” (Craig 1994:xi). The ‘art’ of (or applied) apologetics has correspondingly been defined as “the utilization of appropriate justification procedures and relevant data in the actual presentation and defense of the Gospel to a particular target audience” (Netland 1994:96; see also Netland 1988).
theological argumentation, which includes a defence against accusations, critiques of other beliefs and a positive commendation of the Christian faith as truth.\textsuperscript{13} This is related to the common and essential distinction between 'negative' (or defensive) apologetics and 'positive' (or offensive) apologetics.\textsuperscript{14} Whereas the aim of 'negative' apologetics has been appropriately described as establishing 'the epistemic permission' to accept Christian truth claims, the intention of 'positive' apologetics, on the other hand, has been aptly described as establishing 'the epistemic obligation' to accept Christian truth claims.\textsuperscript{15} Furthermore, apologetics is usually considered to be relevant for both Christians and non-Christians.\textsuperscript{16} Apologetics is thus widely regarded to be concerned with the rational justification of Christian truth claims for both Christians and non-Christians.

\subsection*{1.2.2 Assuming a specific understanding of apologetics}

\textit{This thesis assumes a specific understanding of apologetics as the rational justification of Christian truth claims over against specific questions, objections and alternatives, in order to establish 'the epistemic permission' and 'the epistemic obligation' of the Christian}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{13} See e.g. Dulles 1971; Mæland 1984; McGrath, A. 1992a:9; and Guerra 1995:3,180.
\item \textsuperscript{14} See e.g. Craig 1994:xv; Frame 1994:1-3; Keyes 1999:56; and Cowan 2000:8.
\item \textsuperscript{15} Thus, Christian apologetics has both a negative dimension (showing 'the epistemic permission' of belief) and a positive dimension (showing 'the epistemic obligation' to belief). See e.g. Griffiths, P. 1991; Nash 1988:14-16; and Netland 1994:101.
\item \textsuperscript{16} Craig seems representative for many apologists, when he claims that "apologetics specifically serves to show to unbelievers the truth of the Christian faith, to confirm that faith to believers, and to reveal and explore the connections between Christian doctrine and other truths" (Craig 1994:xii).
\end{itemize}
faith for both Christians and non-Christians.\textsuperscript{17} This definition seems justifiable in the light of common usage and implies that the following is assumed about apologetics:

a) The term 'apologetics' is limited to denote 'the rational justification of Christian truth claims'. Thus understood, apologetics takes on a \textit{significant yet limited role}\textsuperscript{18}. In terms of practice, then, apologetics (as an 'art') is distinct from, but often intertwined with, the \textit{kerygma} (the actual proclamation and offer of the Gospel)\textsuperscript{19}, and in terms of theory, apologetics (as a 'science') is distinct from, but is informed by, biblical and systematic theology.\textsuperscript{20} The definition introduced above also implies that there are specific Christian truth claims and that these central truth claims can and should be justified rationally\textsuperscript{21}. This rational justification is done on the basis of key criteria of truth\textsuperscript{22}, thus seeking to show\textsuperscript{23},

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{17} For other related definitions, see Richardson, A. 1947:19-20; Reid, J. K. 1969:9-10; Dulles 1971:13; McGrath, A. 1992a:9 (see also 6.2.1.1); Mæland 1985:112; Craig 1994:xi; Gustavsson 1997:196-199; and Geisler 1999:37.
\textsuperscript{18} An example of a limiting feature of apologetics \textit{per se} is that "the true story, the narrative, the illustration may unlock more suppressed emotions and bring translation to a person better than any argument could" (Zacharias 2000c:40). This seems to be due to the role of imagination in communication (cf. Hart 2000).
\textsuperscript{19} Groothuis points out, accordingly, over against Newbigin, that apologetics in principle should be seen as distinct both from the actual proclamation of the Gospel and the communal manifestation of the Gospel. (See Groothuis 2000:157; cf. Newbigin 1989:227 and Newbigin 1995:94.)
\textsuperscript{20} This emphasis is found e.g. in Alister E. McGrath's writings; see further 6.2.1.1.
\textsuperscript{21} This include e.g. "arguments to the effect (1) that there is a God; (2) that human beings are radically estranged from God; (3) that the life and death of Jesus Christ would be such as to constitute a remedy for this estrangement; and (4) that this life and death occurred as a matter of historical fact" (Meynell 1993:9).
\textsuperscript{22} Cook points out the need for Christians to "develop appropriate criteria for truth and falsity..., which will allow truth claims to be made and reinforce the spreading of the gospel and the defence of the faith" (Cook 1988c:706). \textit{Three key criteria of truth} are assumed in this thesis. These criteria are 1) 'consistency and coherence', 2) 'correspondence with reality', and 3) 'pragmatic relevance or adequacy'. (See further Chapman 1977a; Cook 1986:26; Cook 1996:3-7; Geisler 1976:13-147; Groothuis 2000; Gustavsson 1997:28-38; Nash 1988:51-66; Nash 1999:228-
within the limitations of human rationality\textsuperscript{24}, that the Christian faith, in its central truth claims, a) makes sense as a coherent worldview, b) corresponds to the known facts, and c) is the most adequate (and attractive) worldview available.

b) Apologetics is further understood as a responding activity 'over against specific questions, objections and alternatives'.\textsuperscript{25} This implies that the 'art' of apologetics is seen as a context-specific activity where relevant questions are answered, relevant objections are dealt with, and relevant alternatives are 'positively deconstructed'\textsuperscript{26} in order to justify Christian truth claims. Thus, such questions, objections and alternatives are shown to be invalid obstacles to accepting Christian truth claims as true.

c) It is further implied that apologetics is practised 'in order to establish 'the epistemic permission' and 'the epistemic obligation' of the Christian faith'. 'Negative' apologetics argues thus, over against relevant questions, objections and alternatives, that a person is epistemically permitted to accept the truth claims of the Christian faith. 'Positive' apologetics, then, on the other hand, argues, over against relevant questions, objections and alternatives.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Craig makes the crucial distinction (in Cowan 2000:28-54) between 'showing' and 'knowing' the Christian truth claims to be true, plausibly arguing that whereas the former activity primarily is related to the task of apologetics, the latter activity is related directly to the inward witness of the Holy Spirit. These plausible and significant distinctions will be presupposed in this thesis.
  \item Christian apologetics should thus "recognize the limits of reason and when there are unreasonable and inappropriate demands for proof and justification. This may be demonstrated by showing that nothing would count as satisfying these demands." (Cook 1988a:226)
  \item A significant example of this understanding of apologetics is found in C. Chapman's trilogy: see further Chapman 1977a, Chapman 1977b and Chapman 1977c.
  \item The expression 'positive deconstruction' was coined in Pollard 1997:43-70 (on the basis of
\end{itemize}
alternatives, that a person is epistemically obliged to (i.e. ought to, but is not coerced to) accept central truth claims of the Christian faith.27 Thus, apologetics is both a clarifying and a challenging activity.

d) It is also assumed that Christian apologetics is aimed at both Christians and non-
Christians.28 In terms of ‘negative’ apologetics, this means showing a) both the Christian and the non-Christian that is is not incoherent or irrational to believe and b) the non-
Christian that there are valid grounds to accept central Christian truth claims. In terms of ‘positive’ apologetics, this means showing a) both the Christian and the non-Christian that the claims to the absolute truth of the Christian faith are valid and b) both the Christian and the non-Christian that relevant questions, objections and alternatives do not constitute sufficient reasons for not accepting central Christian truth claims.

This thesis, then, investigates Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics on the basis of this specific understanding of apologetics.

1.3 Major Reasons for the Selection of Acts 17:16-34

The justification for the focus in this thesis on Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model ‘then’ and ‘now’ includes the following key reasons.
1. Scholars point out that Acts 17:16-34 is the most extensive example in the New Testament of a dialogue with, and an address to, a pagan and pluralistic context.²⁹

2. Some contemporary biblical scholars suggest that Acts 17:16-34 should be understood as apologetics, and, as such, possibly intended by Luke as a model.³⁰

3. Some contemporary historians suggest that Acts 17:16-34 is a biblical passage which has played a key role in the history of apologetics, and thus contributed – explicitly or implicitly - to significant apologetic discussions, paradigms and argumentative strategies.³¹

4. It has been observed by a number of authors that the original non-Jewish pluralistic context of Acts 17:16-34 to some extent seems comparable to contemporary contexts characterized by pluralism and biblical illiteracy.³²

²⁸ Due to the nature of the (supposed) original setting of Acts 17:16-34, the emphasis in this thesis will be on apologetics in relation to non-Christians. Chapter 2 will discuss Luke’s possible intentions with this passage for his Christian readership.


³¹ Skarsaune argues that this is particularly evident in Justin's apologies (see Skarsaune 1996; Skarsaune 1998). Shotwell emphasizes that Justin's seminal role (as an apologist) "is evident from the fact that Irenaeus, Tertullian, Origen and even Eusebius adopted his apologetic material for their own apologies" (Shotwell 1998:52). McGrath points to Tertullian's "celebrated contrast between Athens and Jerusalem" (McGrath, A. 1995a:5) and to Augustine's exodus model on the relation between Christianity and pagan philosophy (see McGrath, A. 1995a:6).

³² See e.g. Mæland 1985:17; Hemer 1989b:255; Carson 1996b:496; Wright 1997:94; and to some extent also McGrath, A. 1998a:9-10. This, of course, is not only true of Athens, but also of other key first-century Hellenistic centres such as Corinth and Ephesus.
5. Paul's approach in Athens (Acts 17:16-34) is referred to by some contemporary apologetics as a model for apologetics in the modern secular and pluralistic world, but has never been fully developed as such.\textsuperscript{33}

The exploration of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model 'then' and 'now' seems thus legitimate as a crucial investigation into what has been claimed to be a key example of New Testament foundations and models for apologetics.\textsuperscript{34}

1.4 Key Hermeneutical Issues

A number of key hermeneutical issues arise from the nature of the Book of Acts, from the character of the passage itself, and from the problems related to using and applying such a biblical text as a model in apologetics. Thus, in order to explore and assess possible apologetic patterns, approaches, paradigms and argumentative strategies in Acts 17:16-34, the following hermeneutical issues have to be properly addressed.

1.4.1 The textual content and clarity of Acts 17:16-34

The first issue is the textual content and clarity of Acts 17:16-34. Does the Lucan account of Paul's visit to Athens – when taken at face value – describe a discernible,
conscious and coherent apologetic pattern, approach or strategy? If such a model— or maybe even several models— could be uncovered, it still remains to assess what the status of this/these would be. For such a model to be repeatable or recommended— or to have any normative authority for apologetics— the following issues would also have to be adequately addressed.

1.4.2 The narrative character of Acts 17:16-34

The second issue is the narrative character of Acts 17:16-34. It seems highly plausible that historical precedent in the Bible must be related to authorial intent in order to have any normative value. This implies that Luke should be seen to have intended to establish a positive precedent— whether normative, recommended or repeatable— of apologetics in Acts 17:16-34, if this passage can be seen to a) fit a positive repeated pattern in Acts and b) relate to Luke's purpose(s) for writing Acts.

17:16-34 is not mentioned in Hughes 1971. See also Ramm 1979.

I agree with Fee that historical precedent in the Bible, "to have normative value, must be related to intent. That is, if it can be shown that the purpose of a given narrative is to establish precedent, then such precedent should be regarded as normative." (Fee 1982:99) He adds that "in matters of Christian experience, and even more so of Christian practice, biblical precedents may sometimes be regarded as repeatable patterns— even if they are not to be regarded as normative." (Fee 1982:101). For a thorough defence of the centrality of authorial intent, see Vanhoozer 1998:201-280.

Admitting his indebtedness to Fee (see previous footnote), this is suggested by Witherington as a principle for distinguishing "what Luke sees as norms and what he sees as merely historically interesting" (Witherington 1998:100). See also Stott 1990:11-12.

This means that it is also essential properly to assess "the function of the passage at hand" (Liefeld 1995:116).
1.4.3 The historical authenticity of Acts 17:16-34

The third issue is the historicity of Acts 17:16-34. The authenticity of any biblical narrative where the truth claims of the given text involves historicity is crucial when determining its didactic and theological value. The focus here is not primarily Luke's credibility as a historian as such, but whether the passage should be seen as a reliable source to authentic apostolic apologetic thinking and practice. Such a claim to reliability would be valid if it can be shown that the passage “shows 1. traces of the alleged situation into which it was purported to have been delivered and 2. traces of the personality and traits of the alleged speaker”.

1.4.4 The theological validity of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics

The fourth issue is the theological validity of Acts 17:16-34. Commentators would agree in seeing the Lucan account of Paul's speeches in Acts as a secondary source to Paul's theology from a strictly historical point of view. This implies that the apologetic model(s) that might be uncovered in Acts 17:16-34 must be compared with appropriate passages in Paul's letters (as the primary source of Pauline theology), in order to assess whether the Areopagus Speech should be seen as genuine, representative and complete as Pauline, apostolic apologetics. Such a comparison should be done with the intention to

---

38 This important qualification is found in Long: "Only where a text's truth claims involve historicity does a denial of historicity become a denial of the truth value of the biblical text, and thus become a problem for those holding a high view of Scripture." (Long 1994:170) This will be discussed in relation to Acts 17:16-34 in 3.3.

39 Gempf 1993b:301. He adds: "If discontinuities appear, then there is reason for questioning
explore, if possible, legitimate ways to show consistency between Acts 17 and the various relevant Pauline passages. This relates to the wider question of whether Acts 17:16-34 should be seen as an example of genuine, Judeo-Christian apologetics in a pagan and pluralistic context.

1.4.5 The applicability of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics to other contexts

The fifth issue is the applicability of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics to other contexts. If the historical authenticity and the theological validity of the apologetics of Acts 17:16-34 can be established as legitimate – or even plausible – interpretative options, the fundamental question of its applicability to other (more or less) comparable cultural contexts (as a supposedly repeatable, recommended or normative model) still has to be critically assessed. A critical study of this passage as an apologetic model might yield some underlying theological principles – or argumentative and communicative strategies – for apologetics. Such principles, if uncovered, would be relevant to any other – or at least to comparable – cultural contexts. This is closely related to the question of the applicability of the passage as an apologetic model in the contemporary context.

the faithfulness of the speech to the event.” (Gempf 1993b:301) See further 3.3.1.
40 A thorough defence of the legitimacy of such a procedure – when done appropriately - is found in Blomberg 1986.
1.5 Key Research Questions

The preceding hermeneutical discussion leads to the identification of two major research questions – and two sub-questions – for the exploration of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model in this thesis. The purpose of this thesis is to give valid answers to these questions and thereby to make a critical and creative contribution both to the 'science' and the 'art' of apologetics.

1.5.1 An apologetic model 'then'?

The focus of the first major research question is on the textual content and clarity of this passage as apologetics and the potential status of this content: If Acts 17:16-34 is seen as an apologetic model in its New Testament context, can its key elements be identified, and if so, are they intended as normative, recommended or repeatable elements of a positive model? This means that the actual content of the passage must be properly analysed and assessed.

In order to answer this major research question, however, two sub-questions also need to be addressed. First, in terms of the narrator and the narratees\(^{41}\): Did Luke intend to provide his readers with an apologetic model in Acts 17:16-34 by recording what Paul supposedly did in Athens? Secondly, in terms of the orator and the oratees: Does Acts 17:16-34 provide

---

\(^{41}\) As Given has pointed out, Acts 17:16-34 must be read at two levels, i.e. both on the level of narrator/narratees and on the level of orator/oratees (see Given 1995).
valid insights into the apologetic thinking and practice of the apostle Paul? These two sub-
questions will only be answered in a limited way in this thesis.

1.5.2 An apologetic model ‘now’?

The focus of the second major research question is on the potential contemporary 
applicability of the apologetic content of this passage: If Acts 17:16-34 is established as an 
apologetic New Testament model, to what extent can its content be applied with validity 
and relevance in contemporary apologetics? This may be answered through an analysis of 
how representative apologists have applied this passage in a contemporary context. Such 
an analysis leads to a critical comparison between the model ‘then’ and ‘now’.

1.6 The Procedure of the Exploration

This introductory chapter has introduced the thesis as a critical exploration of Acts 
17:16-34 as a potential apologetic model in its New Testament and contemporary contexts. 
The procedure of this exploration is as follows:

Chapter 2 presents a preliminary analysis of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics (when taken at 
face value) in its immediate literary context (i.e. the Book of Acts as apologetics). This 
preliminary analysis is taken further both by a critical literature review of key issues in the 
contemporary exegetical discussion of Acts 17:16-34 in chapter 3 and a detailed exegetical 
study of the passage in chapter 4. This dual approach, which naturally has some degree of 
overlap in the material, constitutes the basis for chapter 5 with its focus on a systematic 
analysis and assessment of the content of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model ‘then’.
Chapter 6 contains a critical dialogue with two significant, contemporary apologists on their use of this New Testament passage in relation to a specific contemporary challenge. Thus, chapters 2-5 deal with the first major research question and the two sub-questions, whereas the focus of chapter 6 is on the second major research question. Finally, chapter 7 presents summary and conclusions, including some key implications for the ‘science’ and the ‘art’ of apologetics.
2. ACTS 17:16-34 IN THE CONTEXT OF ACTS AS APOLOGETICS: A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

Outline:

2.1 Introducing the Chapter

2.2 Acts 17:16-34 in the Context of the Practice of Apologetics Recorded in Acts

2.3 Acts 17:16-34 in the Context of an Apologetic Purpose of Acts

2.4 Preliminary Conclusions

2.1 Introducing the Chapter

Taken at face value, Acts 17:16-34 describes Paul’s visit to Athens on his so-called ‘Second Missionary Journey’. What seems evident from the biblical text, as a minimum, is that it claims to be a Lucan account of a supposedly Pauline speech (17:22-31) within a narrative framework (17:16-21, 32-34). The apostle is depicted as a public speaker and debater in the synagogue (17:17a), the marketplace (17:17-18) and the “Areopagus” (17:19-33).
This thesis assumes that the commentator's first task is a preliminary study of the given text before dealing with appropriate critical questions. Following on from 1.4.2, this chapter explores Acts 17:16-34, when taken at face value, in the literary context of a) potential apologetic material recorded in Acts and b) a possible apologetic purpose of the Book of Acts. The issues related to the literary appropriateness, the historical authenticity and the theological adequacy of Acts 17:16-34 will be dealt with in chapter 3.

The aim of this chapter, then, is to assess a) whether Acts 17:16-34 can be shown to conform to a positive repeated pattern in Acts of apologetic convictions, approaches and arguments and b) whether this passage can be related – as apologetics – to Luke's authorial intent for the Book of Acts. This chapter is thus a preliminary investigation into whether Luke intended to provide his readers with an apologetic model in Acts 17:16-34 by recording what Paul supposedly did in Athens (see 1.5.1).
2.2 Acts 17:16-34 in the Context of the Practice of Apologetics Recorded in Acts

2.2.1 Introducing apologetic words, settings and arguments in Acts

The wider cultural context of the Book of Acts is the Hellenistic pluralistic world of the first century where the Christian faith started as a minority faith. The description in Acts of apostolic evangelism and church life clearly includes the practice of apologetics, since the truth claims of Christianity had to be justified in this pluralistic context over against relevant questions, objections and alternatives. This section locates the essential apologetic material in Acts by focusing on the meaning and use of words related to apologetics (2.2.2), which indicate significant settings for apologetics (2.2.3). This leads on to a preliminary analysis of major apologetic arguments being used in these settings by the early church, as recorded in Acts (2.2.4). Finally, Acts 17:16-34 is preliminarily assessed in light of this recorded practice of apologetics in Acts at large, in order to determine whether the apologetic approach and argument of this specific passage, when taken at face value, can be shown to conform to a positive repeated pattern in Acts (2.2.5).

42 On the basis of the definition of apologetics presented in 1.2.2, the following analysis of key material in Acts treats the apologetic activity as distinct in principle from the actual preaching of the Gospel (the kerygma). This New Testament kerygma consists of two interlocking parts: a) The proclamation of the message of the salvation to the world, centred in the person and work of Jesus Christ; and b) The offer of this salvation to the world, personally appropriated through faith in Jesus Christ. The New Testament apologetic, on the other hand, as will be shown in the following, is concerned with responding to essential questions, objections and alternatives to this Gospel. In practice, however, the kerygma and the apologia are often intertwined. (See also Bruce 1977:21; McGrath, A. 1992a:49; and Molland 1985:29.)
2.2.2 The Lucan use of key words relating to the practice of apologetics

There are a number of words used by Luke in Acts to indicate the practice of apologetics.

1. The basic word is ἀπολογία. It is being used in Acts both in the technical sense of a formal defence in the lawcourt (25:16; BAGD 2a), and in the general (more informal) sense of defending oneself or one's message before others (22:1; BAGD 1).43

“The language of apologia, of charge and countercharge, is a prominent feature of the textual surface of Acts. This one book contains six out of ten occurrences in the NT of the verb apologeomai (two others being in Luke’s Gospel), two out of eight NT occurrences of apologia and a high proportion of the NT usages of forensic terms like kategoriē.”44

2. A cluster of words, also from a legal context, is coming from the μαρτυρ root. It indicates a witness "to facts and events on the one hand, and to truths vouched for on the other"45: (1) μαρτυρεω (to be a witness, to testify)46 and (2) μαρτυς (a witness).47 The use of μαρτυς in 1:8 seems especially significant, since this verse could be seen as an outline of the content of the Book of Acts. The disciples are being told that their testimony to the historicity and the truth of the Gospel is: a) authorized by Jesus, to whom they are to

43 See also ἀπολογέω (19:33; 24:10; 26:1.24) and 1.2.1.
45 Green, M. 1970:83. As Trites points out, this witness to the claims of Christ was done in a context of hostility, contention and active hostility, which to a large extent accounts for the use of juridical terminology. (See Trites 1977:129-133.)
46 Cf. 10:43; 14:3; 23:11; 26:5; 26:22.
bear witness ("my witnesses"); b) empowered by the Holy Spirit, whom they are to receive as a gift, and c) intended to be spread across geographical and cultural boundaries. Consequently, it should come as no surprise to find apologetic themes recurring throughout the Book of Acts.

3. There are also words denoting the act of arguing and persuading. The main words being used in Acts are διαλέγομαι (meaning to 'speak', 'discuss' or 'debate') and πειθω (meaning to 'persuade' or 'convince'). They indicate that the apostles were seeking to convince others of the truth of the Gospel, on the basis of public and private argument and debate. Other less frequent words in Acts indicating the same approach include the following: συμβιβάζω (‘prove’; 9:22), συζητέω (‘argue’; 9:29), παρατίθημι (‘prove’ or ‘demonstrate’; 17:3), συμβάλλω (‘debate’; 17:18) and διακατελέγομαι (‘refute’; 18:28).

The Lucan use of these words indicate both a) the centrality of apologetic material in the Book of Acts and b) some of the significant settings for apologetics in Acts.

2.2.3 The Lucan description of various settings for apologetics

The major settings for apologetics in the Lucan account of the early church include the following:

---

48 17:2; 18:4; 19:8.
49 17:4; 18:4; 19:8. See also Paul’s statement in 2 Cor. 5:11 (cf. 3.3.3 and 5.4.2.10).
50 See also the survey below on "apologetic dialogues" in Acts.
1. The judicial/forensic speeches\(^{51}\) indicate that the early church had to stand up in court - or other formal judicial settings - to defend itself (ἀπολογία) against legal accusations (κατηγορία). This is the formal judicial setting where the truth is being established by legal means or evidence. The apostles, however, seem to have used these legal occasions for evangelistic purposes.

2. The so-called missionary speeches\(^{52}\) show that the primary concern for the apostles was the communication of the Gospel. Their message\(^{53}\) is characterized as a) 'good news' (εὐαγγέλιον/εὐαγγελίζω; e.g. 13:32), b) 'proclamation' (κήρυγμα/κηρύσσω; e.g. 10:42), and c) 'witness' (μάρτυς/μαρτυρία/μαρτυρεῖν; e.g. 2:32).\(^{54}\) The apologetic dimension of their message is seen most clearly in the third of these characteristics, where the apostles as witnesses both attested to the Gospel events as facts and vouched for the uniqueness and credibility of the Gospel.\(^{55}\)

---

\(^{51}\) Formal judicial speeches in Acts are recorded in 7:2-53 (Stephen's speech to the Sanhedrin), 22:1-21 (Paul before the hostile crowd in the temple court), 23:1-6 (Paul before the Sanhedrin), 24:10-21 (Paul before the governor Felix), 25:8,10f (Paul before the governor Festus), 26:2-23 (Paul before king Herod Agrippa II), and 28:17-28 (Paul before the leading Jews of Rome). Some commentators would include Acts 17:16-34; see discussion in 3.4.2. For a discussion on the forensic speeches in Acts 24-26, see esp. Winter 1993b and Baasland 1994.

\(^{52}\) The 'missionary speeches' to Jews are recorded in 2:14-36 (Peter in Jerusalem at the day of Pentecost), 3:12-26 (Peter in Jerusalem after the healing of the crippled beggar), 4:8-12 (Peter before the Sanhedrin), 5:29-32 (Peter and the other apostles before the Sanhedrin), 10:34-43 (Peter at Cornelius' house in Caesarea), and 13:16-41 (Paul in Pisidian Antioch). The 'missionary speeches' to a Gentile or pagan audience are found in 14:15-17 (Paul to a crowd in Lystra), and 17:22-31 (Paul before the Areopagus in Athens).

\(^{53}\) J. Stott succinctly summarizes the apostolic kerygma in Acts as "a fourfold message - two events (Christ's death and resurrection), as attested by two witnesses (prophets and apostles), on the basis of which God makes two promises (forgiveness and the Spirit), on two conditions (repentance and faith, with baptism)" (Stott 1990:81).

\(^{54}\) See further Green, M. 1970:56-92.

\(^{55}\) Trites summarizes his helpful and significant analysis of the concept of witness in Acts as
3. The Lucan description of apologetic challenges and responses includes various dialogues. According to Luke, the apostle Paul was clearly involved in a series of significant apologetic dialogues, which included the following:

(1) 9:22. Paul proved (συμβιβάζειν) in the synagogue in Damascus that Jesus is the Christ.

(2) 9:29. Paul talked (λαλέω) and argued (συζητέω) publicly in Jerusalem, especially with the Greek-speaking Jews.

(3) 17:1-4. Paul discussed (διαλέγομαι), explained (διαφωνία; here: 'opened' their minds), and proved (παρατίθημι; BAGD 2c) in the synagogue in Thessalonica that Jesus is the Christ. (See further 2.2.4)

(4) 17:17-18. Paul discussed (διαλέγομαι) both in the Athenian synagogue and the Athenian agora. The emphasis is on his debate (συμβιβάζειν) in the latter context with the Athenian philosophers.

(5) 18:4. Paul discussed (διαλέγομαι) in the synagogue in Corinth, seeking to persuade (πείθω) both Jews and Greeks.

(5) 19:8-9. Paul spoke boldly (παρατίθημι) in Ephesus. First in the synagogue, arguing persuasively (διαλέγομαι και πείθων) about the kingdom of God, and then in the lecture hall of Tyrannus, where he conducted daily discussions (καθ' ἰμέραν διαλέγομαι).

(6) 24:25-26. In a judicial setting in Caesarea, Paul spoke on faith, righteousness, self-control and the future judgment in a dialogue (διαλέγομαι) with governor Felix.

(7) 26:27-29. In a judicial setting in Caesarea, Paul argued in a dialogue with king Herod Agrippa II (and with governor Festus in the background) for the truth (ἀλήθεια) and the

follows: "For Luke the idea of witness is a living metaphor. Christians take Christ's side in real courts of law when his claims are in dispute and when their loyalty is tested by persecution. The witness is Messianic, juridical and religious. The fundamental witness to Christ includes two prominent witnesses in accordance with Deut. 19:15, namely, the witness of the apostles and the witness of the Holy Spirit (Acts 5:32). The witness of the apostles guarantees both the historic facts of the life, death, resurrection and ascension of Christ, and the authoritative form of their transmission and communication. The witness of the Spirit makes possible the boldness of the apostles and other Christians, and enables them to perform signs and wonders which provide external confirmation of their testimony. The witness of both apostles and the Spirit is strengthened by a third witness, that of the Old Testament scriptures (10:43), which serves to confirm and corroborate the evidence presented by the other two sources. When taken together, Luke maintains, the witness of the apostles, the Spirit and the Old Testament constitute a compelling case for the claims of Christ as Lord and Messiah." (Trites 1977:153)

56 It should be noticed that the dialogues mentioned below represent various formal settings.
reasonableness (σωφροσύνη) of the Christian Gospel, since it corresponds to history (οὐ γὰρ έστιν ἐν γωνίᾳ πεπραγμένον τοῦτο) and is consistent with the Old Testament prophets (τοῖς προφήταις). Agrippa admitted to the persuasive (πειθω) nature of Paul's arguments. 57

(8) 28:23-24. Paul explained/set forth (ἐκκινημα) and declared (διαμαρτύρομαι) the Kingdom of God in a discussion with the leading Jews in Rome. He persuaded (πειθω) some of them of the truth of the Gospel of Christ. The basis of the discussion was the Old Testament Scriptures.

In addition to Paul, both Stephen in 6:8-10 58 and Apollos in 18:24-28 59 are described by Luke as being engaged in significant apologetic discussions with non-believers. There are also a number of recorded occasions where the apostle Peter seemed to have played a key role as an apologist in such discussions (see e.g. 4:20; 5:32).

The words used by Luke to describe these dialogues indicate the essential role of apologetics in these various settings. Thus, the practice of apologetics in the early church did not only take place in the form of public speeches, but also in the form of dialogues. The frequent dialogues in Acts also indicate the extent to which the early church was involved in public and private debate and argument. 60

57 It has been suggested that had "Paul addressed himself most immediately to Festus, perhaps he would have used an approach like that in Acts 17:16-31" (Carson 1999, on Jan 26; see also 6.2.2.2).
58 The word συζήτεω (i.e. 'argue' or 'debate') is used of the discussion between Stephen and the Jews.
59 The words used in 18:28 indicate the strong apologetic emphasis of the ministry of Apollos: He vigorously (Εὔτονως) refuted (διακατελέγχωμαι) the Jews publicly/in public debate (δημοσίᾳ), showing (ἐπίδεικνυμι) from the Old Testament Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ.
60 See also Marshall 1992b.
4. In the Book of Acts, the recorded practice of Christian apologetics is not only for outsiders (i.e. non-Christians), but also seems to include apologetics for insiders (i.e. for the church, rationally to justify apostolic doctrine and to challenge Christian deviations/heresies). This 'church setting', however, is irrelevant for the understanding of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics.

This brief survey of apologetic settings in Acts indicates that the early church considered critical arguments and logical persuasion not only legitimate but also essential in its witness to the world.

2.2.4 The Lucan description of key apologetic arguments

The preceding survey of significant words and settings leads to a preliminary analysis of essential sequential arguments used in the apostolic apologetic according to Acts.

1. Arguing from Scripture (or special revelation) to the Gospel events (history)

The most common apologetic argument in Acts is clearly based on the OT Scriptures. It is being argued, for predominantly Jewish audiences, that Jesus is the promised Messiah, the...
Christ. This argument from the OT Scriptures, arguing that "this Jesus...is the Christ" (17:3), is quite dominant in the Acts material.  

Paul's arguments in Thessalonica are typical of this approach (cf. 17:1-4). His arguments are based on the Scriptures (17:2), where he points to OT prophecies about Messiah (17:3a). At the same time, he proclaims the real, historical Jesus as the Christ (17:3b). The use of παρατίθημι ('place beside') indicates that Paul actually is setting the fulfilment (Jesus of history) alongside the predictions (Messiah or Christ of the OT). The structure of this argument in the 'synagogue setting' seems thus to be a move from the written special revelation (i.e. the OT) - as the shared common ground⁶⁵ - to the facticity, meaning and


⁶⁴ Kemmler's analysis of these verses is crucial. He points out that the Lucan use of διελέξατο (17:2) here refers either to arguments on the basis of Scripture or to debate over the actual meaning of Old Testament texts, whereas the use of διανοίγω and παρεξηγεῖμαι (17:3) indicate a process of opening the hearers' understanding followed by the setting forth of evidence in proper rhetorical form. (Kemmler 1975:35-42). Following on from Kemmler's analysis, Witherington makes two highly significant comments: "One of the significances of this sort of presentation of Paul's approach is that it suggests that it was believed that the gospel could be substantiated and be shown to be reasonable to both Jews and Gentiles (cf. below on Acts 17:16ff); at the same time it was assumed that the gospel should be responded to freely on the basis of the appeal to the mind in addition to the pull of the pathos inherent in the message. Proclaiming the gospel was not to be seen as an attempt to dupe an unsuspecting public and suck them in by mere eloquence without rational substance." (Witherington 1998:506; see also further Kemmler 1975:72-75.)

⁶⁵ The question of 'common ground' refers to the issue "whether there is any area of neutral evidence or starting point at which Christian and non-Christian can meet" (Geisler 1999:157).
significance of the Resurrection.\textsuperscript{66} This was done in order to persuade (πειπω, 17:4) listeners with a Jewish background of the truth of the Gospel.

2. Arguing from general revelation\textsuperscript{67} to the Resurrection (in history)

The speeches to a Gentile audience (in Lystra and Athens)\textsuperscript{68} seem to indicate a different approach altogether. In these Gentile contexts, no OT passage is quoted or referred to openly. Luke describes Paul as using his knowledge of the religious and cultural background of Lystra and Athens in order to establish vital points of contact (14:15-17; 17:22-23, 28). Both speeches are concerned with the clarification of essential misunderstandings (14:11; 17:18) by focusing mainly on who God really is: the Creator, the Sustainer and the Judge (14:15-17; 17:24-31). Challenging idolatry also seems essential to this approach (14:15; 17:29-30).

Pagans are held accountable for their belief and behaviour, since the apostles seem to claim that there is “sufficient knowledge of God available to them to ensure their responsibility”\textsuperscript{69}. The structure of this argument in the non-Jewish setting seems thus to be

\textsuperscript{66} Bruce observes that in "the proclamation of the apostles the argument from prophecy and the argument from miracle coincided and culminated in the resurrection of Jesus." (Bruce 1977:17)

\textsuperscript{67} For the purpose of this thesis, the following distinction is presupposed: “General revelation is the traits of the author reflected in his product, the fingerprint of the potter in the clay, so to speak, whereas the arguments of natural theology are the human products of men’s rational reflection upon general revelation.” (Craig in Cowan 2000:39)

\textsuperscript{68} See further discussion in 3.5.2.

\textsuperscript{69} Droge 1992:306-307, where he is referring to Rom. 1:18ff.
a move from God's general revelation in creation and human history\textsuperscript{70} - as the shared common ground - to the facticity, meaning and significance of the Resurrection.

3. Arguing for the credibility and significance of the historical resurrection of Jesus

As suggested above, the arguments from Scripture and from creation both move towards the facticity, meaning and significance of the Resurrection. The focus in the apostolic apologetic is usually on the historical fact of the Resurrection (\(\alpha ν \alpha ς τας ις\)) of Jesus, the crucial role of the apostles as eyewitnesses and the significance of this key event. This argument seems thus to occur everywhere\textsuperscript{71} - both in formal and informal settings, and both in relation to Jews and Gentiles. "Throughout the book of Acts, the apostolic preaching again and again centers the truth of the Christian faith on the historical fact of the resurrection of Christ."\textsuperscript{72}

The historical evidence for the Resurrection of Jesus is claimed to be open to investigation, since "it was not done in a corner" (26:26). This is underlined by expressions like "he gave many convincing proofs that he was alive" (1:3f), where "the language used (\(\tau εκμηριον\)
suggests the convincing and decisive nature of the proof that was offered." 73 The fact of
the Resurrection of Jesus is supposed to have vindicated Jesus as "both Lord and Christ"
(2:36), "the Servant" (3:26), "the capstone" (4:11), and as "judge of the living and the
dead" (10:43, cf. 17:31). The argument, then, has as its focus the facticity, meaning and
significance of the Resurrection of Jesus.

4. Arguing for conversion: 'The epistemic obligation' of the Christian faith
The argument for the facticity, meaning and significance of the Resurrection seems to have
constituted the basis for an emphasis on conversion in the apostolic message.74 Paul's
summary of his overall witness in his speech to the Ephesian Elders in Miletus indicates
the centrality of conversion: "I have declared (διαμαρτυρομαι)75 to both Jew and Greeks
that they must turn to God in repentance (μετανοει) and have faith in our Lord Jesus."
(20:21) Despite its inherent attractiveness, this Christian kerygma was controversial in the
first century, as Green emphasizes:

"Conversion, then, in our sense of an exclusive change of faith, of ethic and
of cult, was indeed utterly foreign to the mentality of the Graeco-Roman
world... It is at this point that the uniqueness of Christian conversion stands

73 Marshall 1992c:42. See also 1 Cor.15:4-20. Following Trites' analysis of Acts, Craig points
out that "the operative question for Luke is, On what grounds or evidence can people have faith?
Hence he put the greatest emphasis on the factual content of preaching." (Craig 1998a:175; see
Trites 1977:128-153.)
74 See esp. the use of μετανοει in 2:38; 3:19 and 17:30.
75 Trites observes that in Acts "διαμαρτυρομαι refers to the solemn attestation of the
apostolic message with a view to winning converts (e.g. 2:40; 8:25; 18:5; 20:24). The verb is used
of Christian testimony before both Jews and Greeks (e.g. 10:42; 20:21; 23:11; 28:23), and of the
Holy Spirit's testimony (20:23; cf. 21:4,11)." (Trites 1977:74) See also above under 2.2.2 on
μαρτυρει.
out. They called on Jews as well as Gentiles to put their faith in God's Messiah and join the company of his people. For the Gentile this would be conversion to a new faith; for the Jew it would be, in an important sense, conversion within the faith in which he had been nourished, and of which Christ was the summit and goal. But the shock would be as great for the Jew, or even greater, than for the Gentile. Both would have to be baptized into the Church of the Messiah. ... A more humbling renunciation of all privilege, all acquired and inherited merit and standing before God, could not be imagined. The *skandalon* of conversion to Christianity was absolute.\(^76\)

There was thus a need for an apologetic argument in order to establish the validity of this Christian truth claim over against relevant questions, objections and alternatives. The basis for this argument is both the unique, authoritative status of Jesus Christ as Lord (see e.g. 2:36-38; 4:12; 5:30-32; 10:42-43; 17:7; and 17:30-31 with its stress on πίστις\(^77\)) and the reality of the one, true God (cf. 14:15; 17:24-30). The aim of this argument, then, is to justify the stress on conversion as a natural consequence of 'the epistemic obligation' of the Christian faith. The intention was thus to challenge unbelief/alternative beliefs and to encourage the adoption of the Christian faith.

*These four key arguments should be seen as complementary and interlocking in the Lucan account.* In the Jewish context, truth was established by an appeal to the Jewish

---

\(^76\) Green, M. 1970:176-177. It seems, though, that Green overstates the case when he claims that the concept of conversion was "utterly foreign to the mentality of the Graeco-Roman world" (italics added). In the pluralistic context of the first century various religions and cults challenged people to change their belief and behaviour and to embrace a new philosophy of life. It is true, however, that the nature of conversion to Christianity (or to Judaism) was uniquely radical since it involved "a rejection of the pluralistic perception of divinity present in an epiphany or in any idol" (Winter 1991:129). See also Nock 1972:77-137 on the crucial difference between the 'adhesion' to the mystery religions and the 'conversion' to Christianity (where conversion to the Christian faith also involved the renunciation of previous religious practices).

\(^77\) See further the exegetical comments on 17:31 in 4.4.3.
Scriptures (e.g. as in Jerusalem and Thessalonica, cf. 2:14-36 and 17:1-4), whereas in the non-Jewish context, truth had to be established without explicit reference to the OT Scriptures as the common ground (as in Lystra and Athens, cf. 14:15-17 and 17:22-31). Green makes the plausible suggestion that there are two major and parallel approaches in Acts: “Jews were approached via the Old Testament; pagans, it seems, through the light of natural revelation, leading on to Christ.” Following on from this dual approach, both Jews and Greeks were confronted with arguments for the truth of the Gospel events and for ‘the epistemic obligation’ of the Christian faith. The subsequent extensive treatment of the apologetic arguments in Acts 17:16-34 in chapters 3 - 5 at large – and specifically in 5.4 - will provide a test of the validity of this preliminary analysis.

2.2.5 Acts 17:16-34 in the context of the practice of apologetics recorded in Acts

The practice of apologetics plays a significant role in the Lucan account of apostolic evangelism and church life in Acts. The preceding analysis of this material has yielded some important insights about Acts 17:16-34: a) Some significant words related to the practice of apologetics are used in the passage, especially διάλεγομαι (17:17) and συμβάλλω (17:18); b) The apologetic settings described in the passage are public dialogues in the synagogue and the agora (17:17-18), and a public ‘missionary speech’ to Gentiles (17:22-31); c) The recorded arguments in the passage are based on God as Creator.

---

79 See also the comments on πίστιν παρέχω (17:31) in 4.4.3.
and Sustainer (17:24-29) and on the Resurrection (17:18, 31) in order to argue for 'the epistemic obligation' of (i.e. conversion to) the Christian faith (17:29-30).

Taken at face value, then, *Acts 17:16-34 clearly seems to fit a positive repeated pattern in Acts* of key apologetic approaches and arguments, "that are endorsed and replicated in the lives of various of the persons who seem to be seen as examples in Acts."\(^80\) If this positive pattern (as argued in 1.4.2) could be related to Luke's authorial intent, such a pattern should be seen as a normative, recommended or repeatable apologetic model. This leads naturally to the question of Luke's purpose with *Acts.*

2.3 *Acts 17:16-34 in the Context of an Apologetic Purpose of Acts*

2.3.1 *A threefold purpose of Acts: Acts as history, theology and apologetics*

The question of the purpose of *Acts* must be seen in the wider context of Luke-Acts. Many contemporary NT scholars appropriately treat the third Gospel and the Book of Acts as a unity, forming "two parts of one work, conceived in its final form as a unity, whether or not the original composition of the Gospel took place independently of the plan to produce the two-part work."\(^81\) This would imply that Luke-Acts, on the basis of the introductory passages in Lk 1:1-4 and Acts 1:1-5, should be seen as having the same


\(^81\) Marshall 1993:182. Witherington observes accordingly, that most contemporary scholars "in fact would argue for the theological and thematic similarity and unity of the two volumes" (Witherington 1998:5).
author\textsuperscript{82}, the same recipient ("Theophilus"), and a complementary content (describing the life of Jesus and of the early church).

The purpose of Acts is a key topic in the current discussion on Acts.\textsuperscript{83} Powell suggests that "the most important theories regarding the purpose of Acts may be grouped into six categories: irenic, polemical, apologetic, evangelistic, pastoral, and theological"\textsuperscript{84}. It is outside the focus of this thesis to evaluate these theories, but it is appropriate to offer some general comments. First, the possibility of complementary purposes should not be ruled out. It seems possible – and even probable - that Luke had more than one purpose in mind when writing Acts.\textsuperscript{85} Secondly, as Peterson points out, "a growing number of scholars propose that the book of Acts is a work of edification for Christians".\textsuperscript{86} This is, at least partly, due to the plausible observation that "the overall shape of Luke-Acts, its contents,

\textsuperscript{82} Carson, Moo and Morris are representative of a broad conservative tradition when they claim that there is "no convincing reason to deny that the author of Acts was a companion of Paul. That he was his companion is the natural implication of the "we" passages. That this companion was none other than Luke ‘the beloved physician’ is the unanimous opinion of the early church. We have good reason, then, to conclude that Luke was the author of Acts." (Carson et al 1992:190; see also e.g. Guthrie 1970:99-109; Marshall 1980:44-46; Herner 1989a:308-410; and Bruce 1990a:1-9. In this chapter, however, 'Luke' simply refers to the author of Luke-Acts, without necessarily closing the authorship issue.

\textsuperscript{83} Helpful introductions to key areas of contemporary scholarly discussion on Acts are provided in Powell 1991, Marshall 1992a, Liefeld 1995, and Green, J. 1997.

\textsuperscript{84} Powell 1991:13. Powell uses 'apologetic' in the narrower sense of a defence over against (Roman and Jewish) accusations. This illustrates the fact that many New Testament scholars seem to use this term narrowly about strictly forensic defences or exclusively about the defence over against (external) accusations and objections. The definition assumed in 1.2.2. however, seems much more plausible.

\textsuperscript{85} Witherington claims accordingly that Luke's "accomplishments in writing the Acts of the Apostles are numerous. In a single stroke he provided early Christianity with a sense of definition, identity and legitimization, things Theophilus presumably needed reassurance or more certainty about" (Witherington 1998:76).

\textsuperscript{86} Peterson 1998a:534 (italics added).
and narrative style suggest that it was addressed to a Christian audience, rather than to outsiders". Thirdly, Acts - as a work of edification for Christians - could plausibly be seen as having a threefold purpose: historical, theological and apologetic. This is a more integrative approach, where the manifold purpose of Acts is expressed on (at least) three levels, i.e. as history, theology and apologetics:

1. Acts has undoubtedly a basic historical purpose. Luke writes as a Christian historian, presenting an account of the origins of Christianity to his Christian narratees. Marshall observes accordingly, that Luke-Acts "demonstrates affinities both to historical monographs and to biographies, but it appears to represent a new type of work, of which it is the only example, in which under the shape of a 'scientific treatise' Luke has produced a work which deals with 'the beginnings of Christianity'". Guthrie, Bruce, and Hemer are other significant examples of scholars who emphasize the basic historiographical nature and purpose of Acts.

2. The selection of historical material in Acts served Luke's theological purpose. In the Book of Acts (which appropriately has been described as "The Continuing Words and

---

87 Peterson 1998a:533.
88 Peterson observes accordingly that Luke-Acts "were written primarily as a work of edification for a Christian audience, rather than as a direct apology for unbelievers" (Peterson 1993:104).
90 See e.g. Guthrie 1970:349; Hemer 1989a; and Bruce 1990a:22. It should be pointed out that even though the questions of historiography and historicity are closely related, they are not identical. See further 3.3.
Deeds of Jesus by his Spirit through his Apostles, Luke writes as a theologian-evangelist about such key theological themes as divine purposes, christology, salvation, promise-fulfilment, and the Holy Spirit. It could thus be argued that the theology of Acts is theocentric, christocentric and pneumocentric.

3. As 'theological history', the Book of Acts could plausibly be seen as an apologetic book for Christians, written (as will be argued in the following) both in order to confirm the validity of key Christian truth claims and to provide apologetic tools and models for relating to outsiders.

2.3.2 Acts as Lucan apologetics (1): Providing confirmation for insiders

The stated intention in Luke-Acts is to show Theophilus (and possibly also other recipients) "the certainty (ἀσφαλεία) of the things you have been taught" (Lk 1:4). The basis for this certainty is, among other things, that Jesus after the Resurrection "gave many convincing proofs (τέκμήριον) that he was alive" (Acts 1:3). To argue for the certainty and validity of the Christian faith – in the one, true God and in Jesus Christ - seems thus to

---

91 Stott 1990:34.
93 Powell 1991:57; see also Halse 1997.
94 Alexander points out that there are a number of apologetic readings of Acts among the commentators. She describes these as: a) Acts as internal inner-church polemic, b) Acts as sectarian self-defence over against Judaism, c) Acts as religious propaganda over against Greeks, d) Acts as political self-defence over against Rome, e) Acts as a legitimating document for Christians. (See Alexander 1999:16-19.) These alternatives, however, have not convinced the present author.
95 On the relevance of this dual purpose of Acts to the discussion in chapter 6, see Larkin.
have been the primary apologetic purpose or function of Luke-Acts. This implies that Luke's purpose was to "give the original readers confidence that the Christian message which they have heard and accepted is valid and true - both as a record of what has happened and in its theological significance". We may add that confirmation of the truth of the Gospel for Christian converts/believers is mentioned as a major and unifying purpose of Acts by a significant number of scholars.

Through his account of apologetic practice (see 2.2), Luke shows the Christian converts that the Christian faith is valid and makes sense over against relevant questions, objections and alternatives. Luke's apologetic in Acts for Christian believers includes an account of at least three different challenges and responses. This is well expressed by Bruce:

"Of three main types of Christian apologetic in the second century Luke provides first-century prototypes: apologetic in relation to pagan religion (Christianity is true; paganism is false); apologetic in relation to Judaism (Christianity represents the fulfillment of true Judaism); apologetic in relation to the political authorities (Christianity is innocent of any offence against Roman law)."

These apologetic challenges and responses seem to have been recorded with a dual intention. First, as this section has argued, Luke’s intention was to confirm the truth-value

---

2000.

96 Marshall 1992a:45. See also Bartchy 1995 for a slightly different approach.

97 This is the observation in e.g. Marshall 1992a:38-46; Marshall 1992c:158; Carson et al 1992:198; and Peterson 1993:102-104. Alexander, however, seems largely to neglect this essential element in her (otherwise largely valuable) discussion on Acts as an apologetic text (see Alexander 1999).
of the faith of the Christian converts and thus to provide them with a sense of definition, identity and legitimization over against alternative beliefs. The preface to Acts indicates that Theophilus (and other recipients) needed this assurance in a challenging pluralistic context. Secondly, (which will be argued in the following) Luke’s intention was to enable the church to reach out in apologetics and relate meaningfully to relevant questions, objections and alternatives.

2.3.3 Acts as Lucan apologetics (2): Providing tools and models for relating to outsiders

Luke offers examples and precedents of apostolic apologetic to his Christian readers to provide them with effective apologetic tools and models for relating to non-Christians.

1. Apologetic tools in Acts for relating to the Roman authorities

When commentators write about the Book of Acts as apologetics, most commonly the relationship to the Roman authorities is in view. A prominent exponent for this view on the purpose of Acts is F. F. Bruce. He suggests that both parts of Luke’s history “have a strong apologetic emphasis; if in the first part he rebuts the charge that Jesus was personally a rebel against Rome, in the second part he defends the Christian movement in

---

98 Bruce 1990b:175.
99 Cf. also Skarsaune 1993.
100 See e.g. Sterling 1992:386 and Alexander 1999:25. Peterson points out that "although the primary audience for which Luke writes is the Christian community, his apologetic method offered Christians a 'missionary tool', to assist them in evangelism" (Peterson 1993:103).
general against the accusation of provoking disorder wherever it spread. It is clearly the
case throughout Acts, that Luke establishes the law-abiding character of Christianity by
introducing a variety of officials aquitting Paul (and the others) of the legal charges that are
being brought against them. The fact that Paul made an appeal to Caesar, exercising
his privilege as a Roman citizen, underlines this aspect of Acts. Thus, the Book of Acts
describes the Christians as law-abiding subjects of the emperor, as long as this does not
hinder their ultimate loyalty to Christ as Lord.

The question, however, is why this pattern is present in Acts. It seems improbable that Acts
was written as a court brief with Paul's trial in Rome in mind, since "Acts contains so much
else that is concerned with different interests ... [and] there is far too much 'in house'
material for Christians to make this at all plausible". Luke's intention was rather to
provide the Christians, when faced with accusations of being subversive and creating
disorder, with arguments and precedents showing that Christianity was harmless, innocent
and law-abiding.

2. Apologetic tools in Acts for relating to Judaism

The first Christians had to face religious accusations from the Jews. Luke seems to have

\[102\] Bruce 1977:57.
\[106\] See e.g. 4:19; 5:29.
\[107\] Marshall 1992a:33. It is quite clear, though, that the trials and defences of Paul were
\[108\] See also Alexander 1999:33-38.
recorded Stephen's speech (7:2-53) as an apologetic model for how to respond to such accusations,\textsuperscript{109} whereas the recorded arguments in synagogue (and other Jewish) settings for Jesus as the promised Messiah (see 2.2.3) seem to have been intended as the corresponding positive model for relating to Judaism.\textsuperscript{110} One of the key examples of such models is Acts 26:1-29.\textsuperscript{111}

Acts 26:1-29 presents Paul in a largely Jewish setting in Caesarea, where he delivers a formal forensic \textit{apologia} before the Jewish king Herod Agrippa II. The Pauline defence speech (26:1-23) - where he defends himself over against Jewish accusations (26:2,7) - has been characterized as "primarily a Jewish speech in which Paul presents his testimony or witness to Agrippa"\textsuperscript{112}. The apostle is finally interrupted in his speech (26:24).

Straight after the speech, there follows a significant apologetic interaction with the Jewish king Agrippa and the Roman governor Festus (26:25-29). This means a change from a predominantly Jewish setting (in the speech) to a 'mixed' setting (in the interaction). Paul claims in this dialogue - over against an objection from the governor\textsuperscript{113} - that the Christian

\textsuperscript{109} Bruce observes that Stephen's defence is no forensic defence, but "rather an apology in the sense that it is a reasoned defence of the position which he had maintained in the Hellenistic synagogue which he attended in Jerusalem, and it may be regarded as a sample of Christian Hellenistic apologetic against Jewish objections to the gospel" (Bruce 1977:24).

\textsuperscript{110} It has also been suggested that Acts is directed to Jewish Christians in Rome and has as one of its purposes an apology for the apostle Paul. (See e.g. Carson et al 1992:197-198 and Alexander 1999:43-44.) Acts, however, seems to be less of an "in house" argument for Paul than an argument (intended for Christians) for the validity of the Christian faith over against Judaism and paganism.

\textsuperscript{111} See Malherbe 1989.

\textsuperscript{112} Witherington 1998:735.

\textsuperscript{113} Luke seems to have given us "a portrait of a down-to-earth Roman not willing to believe anything esoteric that goes beyond his view of common sense" (Witherington 1998:749).
Gospel should be accepted as true, because it is coherent and makes sense intellectually (26:25), corresponds to the known facts of history (26:26\(^{114}\)) and prophecy (26:27), and can transform people's lives (26:29).

Here, Luke seems to describe Paul as making an implicit use of key criteria of truth (see 1.2.2): consistency and coherence, correspondence with reality, and pragmatic relevance or adequacy.\(^{115}\) Luke's intention with these verses seems to have been to provide his Christian readers, whether they were facing Roman, Jewish or pagan challenges, with key arguments for the truth of the Gospel. Thus, the description of this 'mixed setting' in Acts 26:25ff leads naturally to a description of responses to the pagan challenges.

3. Apologetic tools in Acts for relating to paganism

The first Christians lived in the Hellenistic pluralistic world with its variety of philosophical and religious beliefs. Luke's account in Acts of apostolic witness includes encounters with various pagan beliefs, especially in 16:6-19:20. The only developed model in Acts of apologetics to pagans, however, seems to be Acts 17:16-34.

\(^{114}\) The expression "not in a corner" (οὐ γὰρ ἐστὶν ἐν γωνία πεπραγμένον τοῦτο) in 26:26 refers both to Paul's claim a) to be "a responsible philosopher... who takes part in public life and human affairs" and b) that Christianity (the Gospel events, the message and the new Christian church) "is a public phenomenon subject to public scrutiny" (Witherington 1998:749-750). See also Malherbe 1989:154-157.

\(^{115}\) Alexander observes that Paul's appeal is "addressed specifically and very directly to a leading, highly placed patron of Diaspora Judaism, and its object is not to exonerate Paul but to bring the hearer – any hearer – to share his religious world-view" (Alexander 1999:38).
Acts 17:16-34 presents Paul in a largely non-Jewish setting in Athens, where his proclamation of the Gospel was followed by initial apologetic discussions in the synagogue (with Jews and 'godfearers') and in the *agora* (with casual Greek bypassers and philosophers). This resulted in an opportunity to deliver what is usually described as a 'missionary speech' before the Areopagus Council.

The apologetic intention of this Areopagus Speech, when taken at face value, seems to have been to seek to justify the Christian beliefs in the one, true God and in the Gospel of Jesus, over against specific Athenian questions, objections and alternatives. Luke's intention with this passage seems thus to have been to provide his Christian readers with key apologetic approaches and arguments in a pagan setting.

### 2.3.4 Acts 17:16-34 in the context of an apologetic purpose of Acts

The preceding analysis has shown that Luke in the Book of Acts argues for the historical and theological truth of the Christian Gospel for Christian converts. This is done *both* to confirm the truth-value of their faith *and* to give them tools and models for their own apologetic ministry. The recorded positive pattern of key apologetic approaches and arguments provided the Christian believers with such tools and models. *This section (2.3) has thus indicated that Acts 17:16-34 – if seen as one such model – can be related to Luke's apologetic purpose of Acts.*
2.4 Preliminary Conclusions

The preliminary analysis in this chapter leads to some significant observations about Acts 17:16-34 in the context of Acts as apologetics:

a) Acts 17:16-34 contains explicit apologetic material. The Lucan narrative seems to draw attention both to the Athenian questions, objections and alternatives and to Paul’s responses as being significant. This chapter has thus confirmed the legitimacy of the focus on this passage.

b) Taken at face value, Acts 17:16-34 seems to fit the wider Lucan description in Acts of the apologetic practice of the early church, in terms of convictions, settings and arguments. Some essential elements of a positive repeated apologetic pattern in Acts have been identified: (1) There seems to be key theological convictions of the truth and uniqueness of the Christian faith as an underlying basis for the recorded apologetic. (2) There seems to be an appreciation in the recorded apologetic both of differences between various settings and of the corresponding need to understand relevant questions, objections and alternatives in these settings. (3) There seems to be a common argumentative structure in the recorded apologetic, starting from an identified common ground (whether Scripture or creation), focusing on the credibility of the Resurrection, and moving towards the challenge of ‘the epistemic obligation’ of the Christian faith.

c) An understanding of Acts as apologetics, written for Christians with the dual intention to provide them both with confirmation of the truth of their Christian faith and with
apologetic tools and models for reaching outsiders, seems plausible and gives a credible literary context for seeing Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model.

*These three significant observations lead to the preliminary conclusion that Acts 17:16-34 seems to be a Lucan apologetic model (see 1.5.1).* It remains to see whether the critical study in the subsequent chapters will validate this preliminary analysis.
3. EVALUATING THE CONTEMPORARY EXEGETICAL DISCUSSION OF ACTS 17:16-34
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3.1 Introducing the Chapter

The aim of this chapter is to give an essential critical overview of the current state of the interpretation of Acts 17:16-34, which is a key pericope in Acts scholarship. The present chapter forms the basis for the subsequent exposition, assessment and application of the text in chapters 4, 5 and 6.
The wealth of critical material dealing with this passage\textsuperscript{116} makes it imperative for the purpose of this thesis to select the most significant contemporary material. The intention of the present chapter, then, is to evaluate key contributions in the contemporary exegetical discussion on Acts 17:16-34, with specific reference to the Scandinavian and the English-speaking scene. This will be done by defining the ‘contemporary’ debate (3.2) and discussing the key issues involved (3.3-5). The relevance and validity of the critical conclusions (3.6) will be shown in the subsequent exposition of the passage in chapter 4.

### 3.2 Background, Contributors and Topics

#### 3.2.1 Setting the scene

Acts 17:16-34 has been a focus of attention in contemporary New Testament scholarship in general and in Acts scholarship specifically. It has in fact "attracted more scholarly attention than any other passage in Acts".\textsuperscript{117} The critical discussion in this chapter is limited to the post 1960-period, since this appears to be a natural starting-point for the ‘contemporary’ discussion, given the following reasons:

1. By that time, the earlier commentators - especially E. Norden (1913), A. Schweitzer

\textsuperscript{116} Barnes notes that "the bibliography compiled by A.J. and M.B. Mattill [A Classified Bibliography of Literature on the Acts of the Apostles (New Testament Tools and Studies, vii [1966], pp.430-9, nos 6029-6179] (which goes down to 1961) catalogues more than 150 studies devoted to Acts 17:16-34 alone, excluding all discussions of the passage in works of wider compass". (Barnes 1969:407) This implies that the literature available on this speech is immense. More recent selected bibliographies are found in e.g. Weiser 1985:453-455 and Bruce 1990a:379-380.
(1931), M. Dibelius (1939), N. Stonehouse (1949), M. Pohlenz (1949), and B. Gartner (1955) - had laid the foundations for the subsequent debate by their crucial, but to a large extent conflicting, contributions. The most significant of these early contributors were Martin Dibelius and Bertil Gärtner.

In 1939, Martin Dibelius' essay *Paulus auf dem Areopag* appeared. In this influential study, he argues that both the setting (on the hill) and the speech itself largely are the free literary compositions of the author in order to provide his contemporaries with a model for preaching to pagans. Dibelius claims that the Lucan Paul’s speech is “a hellenistic speech about the true knowledge of God”\(^{118}\). The speech consists of a synthesis “of rational hellenism and the Christian missionary message”\(^{119}\). Therefore, Dibelius argues, the speech is contrary to Old Testament thought and totally foreign to the rest of the New Testament.

Bertil Gärtner’s monograph on Acts 17:16-34 from 1955, *The Areopagus Speech and Natural Revelation*, was a direct response to Dibelius, where Gärtner argued for the historical authenticity and the theological adequacy of the speech.\(^{120}\) According to Gärtner, the historical setting for the Areopagus Speech was an informal court session. Contrary to Dibelius, Gärtner argues,

\(^{117}\) Witherington 1998:511.
\(^{118}\) Dibelius 1956:57.
\(^{119}\) Dibelius 1956:75.
\(^{120}\) N. Stonehouse had already addressed the issues raised by Dibelius in a seminal essay in 1949 (Stonehouse 1949), but Gärtner's treatment is much more comprehensive. "nearly 250 pages of tightly packed arguments" (Gasque 1975:213).
“(i) that the background to the speech is to be found rather in Hebrew than in Greek thought, and especially in the Old Testament; (ii) that it has parallels in the apologetic preaching of Hellenistic Judaism; and (iii) that it is genuinely Pauline in the sense that its main features reflect Paul’s thought in his letters, although of course Luke has abbreviated it and put it into its present literary form”.121

Thus understood, the Areopagus Speech is not “a deliberate assimilation of current philosophy” (as Dibelius had argued), but “a clear-headed adaptation to the listeners’ phraseology that does not overshadow the specifically Christian content”122. Following on from the fundamental Dibelius/Gartner-debate, many contemporary contributors have, broadly speaking, focused on a) the question of the authenticity of Luke’s account, b) the proper understanding of the ancient Athenian context, and on c) evaluating the Lucan Paul’s encounter with Athens.123

2. In 1961, J.N. Sevenster published his seminal study Paul and Seneca, where he explored theological similarities and differences between Paul and the contemporary Stoic philosopher. Even though admitting a clear resemblance between the apostle and Seneca in their views on divine providence, Sevenster concludes that "Seneca is in the last resort not serious when he speaks of the personal god"124. The theological relationship between Paul and the natural theology of Stoicism (as well as of Epicureanism) remains a crucial topic for the proper understanding of Acts 17.

121 This succinct summary of Gartner's main argument is found in Stott 1990:288-289. Gasque observes: "Although not all will be convinced by the arguments brought forward by Gartner, he has presented a case which cannot (or, at least, should not) be ignored". (Gasque 1975:214)
122 Gartner 1955:71.
124 Sevenster 1961:37; cf. Nash 1992:67-79 and Paige 1993:717. Gibson points out in a recent article, that in "the quarter of the century since Sevenster, a considerable volume of research has
3. In the same year, U. Wilckens’ influential monograph Die Missionsreden der Apostelgeschichte appeared. This study broke new ground, by focusing on the significance of the Form-und Traditions-geschichtliche questions for the proper understanding of any of the ‘missionary speeches’ in Acts, including the Areopagus Speech. Wilckens claimed that both Paul in 1 Thess. 1:9-10 and Luke in Acts 17:22-31 are reflecting a widespread common pattern of early Christian preaching to Gentiles. Such literary and historical questions continue to be significant in the contemporary debate.

Taken together, these three key factors (see 1-3 above) seem to justify the selection of 1960/1961 as a natural starting-point for the contemporary discussion.

3.2.2 Major contemporary contributors

Many contributions to the understanding of Acts 17:16-34 have been published since 1960/1961. This includes general commentaries on Acts by English, German and Scandinavian scholars, specific articles and monographs dealing with the Areopagus Speech, as well as more general works that are especially relevant.

sought to place Paul more precisely within his Hellenistic context” (Gibson 2000:313).


This contemporary exegetical discussion tends to polarize into two major alternative approaches. The dominant German exegetical tradition – following the form criticism of M. Dibelius and the redaction criticism of H. Conzelmann and E. Haenchen and still prominent in some of the more recent commentaries129 – tends to regard the material in Acts 17:16-34 as - more or less - a Lucan invention. There are, however, other recent German studies130, which are more positive to the authenticity of Luke’s account. The dominant British exegetical tradition131, on the other hand, following the historical and archaeological studies by W. Ramsey and A. N. Sherwin-White and largely identifying with the theological analysis by Gärtner, tends to treat the Lucan material as a reliable historical source for knowledge about Paul in Athens.132 This significant discussion will be evaluated in this chapter.

---


129 See Ludemann 1989; Schneider, G. 1982; and Schille 1983.

130 Notably the following commentaries: Roloff 1981; Weiser 1985; and Pesch 1986.

131 On the difference between the 'German' and the 'British' exegetical approaches to Acts, see e.g. Larsson 1990. Given tries to steer a middle way between these two approaches and calls for an interpretative approach he characterizes as "Not either/or but both/and in Paul's Areopagus Speech" (Given 1995). His contribution is esp. valuable in terms of understanding the text simultaneously from two complementary perspectives, i.e. from the orator/oratees perspective as well as from the narrator/narratee perspective. The authenticity question (see 3.3), however. is inadequately treated by Given.

132 See esp. the writings of F. F. Bruce, I. H. Marshall, C. J. Hemer, B. W. Winter and C. H. Gempf. W.C. van Unnik claimed in 1966 that the view that Luke accurately records a historical speech by the apostle reflects "a certain naivete" (van Unnik 1968:30). This has been seriously
3.2.3 Major topics

A number of key issues have been raised in the contemporary scholarly discussion on Acts 17:16-34. As indicated above (3.2.1-2), it seems possible to identify at least three main interrelated areas of discussion. The first area has to do with the authenticity of the Lucan account of Paul's visit to Athens, in terms of setting, speech and speaker. The second main area deals with specific questions regarding Paul in the Athenian context, in terms of location, occasion, religion, and philosophy. The third area focuses on Paul as public speaker and missionary; i.e. his rhetorical and missionary approach when faced with Athens. This chapter will evaluate the contemporary discussion of these topics.

3.3 The Question of the Authenticity of the Account: Setting, Speech and Speaker

3.3.1 Introducing the authenticity question

The commentators present conflicting views on whether Acts 17:16-34 should be seen as historically and theologically authentic. This section (3.3.) briefly assesses this discussion on the basis of two key assumptions.¹³³
The first assumption is that the larger discourse unit (in this case the Book of Acts) should be assessed for its generic and historical character before rendering verdicts on the smaller units (in this case Acts 17:16-34). This is due to fundamental principles of discourse, such as the principles that a) "language is multi-tiered" and b) that "each successively higher level of textual organization influences all of the lower levels of which it is composed". It has previously been argued that the Book of Acts should be seen as having a basic historical purpose (2.3.1). This means, among other things, that the author of Acts makes "fairly unmistakable historical truth claims". It should be noted that these claims to historicity seem to have been taken increasingly seriously among contemporary commentators. Thus, an approach to Luke-Acts "with - at the very minimum - an open mind regarding their historical value" seems justified. This implies that to consider the Book of Acts as having a basic historical character is a legitimate - or even a plausible - exegetical view.

The second assumption is that the authenticity question primarily should be discussed on the basis of indications in the actual passage. This means exploring whether there are clear indications in the text itself, that this passage should be treated in a different way than the rest of the Book of Acts. Gempf states the issues:

---

134 See Bergen 1987. Long points out that "one must consider the character and truth claims (the apparent [embodied] intent) of the larger discourse unit before passing judgment on the historical value of the smaller" (Long 1994:48).
136 Larsson makes this observation in an overview article on Acts in 1993 (Larsson 1993:15). One significant indication of this change of attitudes is seen in the general outlook of the major
"A more helpful criticism of the speeches in Acts would be if it could be shown, in the account of Paul's visit to Athens, that either the altar mentioned by Paul could not have existed (thus suggesting that the speech was unsuitable for the alleged situation) or that the speech goes against Paul's own theology (thus suggesting that the speech was unsuitable for the alleged speaker)."

This naturally leads to the contemporary discussion on the authenticity of the setting and the speech (3.3.2) as well as of the speaker (3.3.3).

### 3.3.2 The historical authenticity of the Athenian setting and the Areopagus Speech

#### 3.3.2.1 Athenian motifs in the text

The commentators agree on the presence of a number of explicit Athenian motifs in the Lucan account. These are usually confirmed by archaeological and literary evidence.

1. The number of explicit Athenian motifs in the narrative framework include a) the presence of a synagogue in Athens (17:17a); b) the Athenian agora as a crucial place for philosophical and religious discussion (17:17b-18); c) the fact of philosophical and religious pluralism (17:16-18; with Stoicism and Epicureanism as the dominant rival philosophical schools and a seemingly endless variety of religious altars and images); d) the use of the specific Athenian term ἰδρήμολογος as a description of Paul (17:18); e) series Acts in Its First Century Setting (AICS).

---

138 Gempf 1993b:302. This is the application to Acts 17:16-34 of the general hermeneutical rule referred to in 1.4.3.
the description of the Athenians as being notoriously curious (17:19-21); f) the negative reaction to the declaration of the resurrection (17:32a); and g) the use of the appropriate title Ἀρεσκαγίτης (17:34).

2. The number of explicit Athenian motifs in the recorded speech include both a) references to Athenian religion (objects of worship, 17:23; hand-made temples, 17:24; sacrifices, 17:25; and gods 17:29) and b) allusions/references to Greek literature (at least in 17:28, but probably also in other parts of the speech).

On the basis of such textual observations, regardless of their basic view on authenticity, most commentators tend to agree that Acts 17:16-34 has a definite ‘local colour’. The presence of explicit Athenian motifs in the Lucan account, however, does not present any final evidence in terms of authenticity, since such motifs could have been fabricated by the author (on the basis of common knowledge) to provide the setting and/or the speech with ‘local colour’.

C. Hemer has made a significant contribution to this discussion on authenticity by drawing the attention to tacit Athenian motifs, which Luke does not mention, but whose implicit

140 See Levinskaya 1996:154,158-162.
141 See e.g. Bruce 1990a and Conzelmann 1987.
142 This view is found in some recent commentators such as Gill, D. 1999.
dynamic "gives point to the scene in a Pauline rather than a Lucan context".\textsuperscript{143} He summarizes this argument in the following way:

"[There] are several latent motifs which are not explicable as redactional. The topographic unity of the scene, for which I have argued in \textit{NTS} 20 (1974), pp. 341-50, is focused in Pauline Athens, and embedded in literary and archaeological backgrounds which are never made explicit by Luke. There is the further point that the speech appears to use implicitly arguments directed at the thinking of Stoics, Epicureans and the traditional religions of Athens, and that a catena of citations from Aratus, Epimenides and Aeschylus underlies the debate."\textsuperscript{144}

The presence of such implicit Athenian motifs in the Lucan account, however, should not be considered as conclusive 'proof'\textsuperscript{145}, but rather as 'evidence' pointing to the historical authenticity of the setting and the speech\textsuperscript{146}. Though clearly indicating traces of the alleged original situation, these arguments from explicit and implicit Athenian motifs have not solved the specific historical question of whether an altar 'To an unknown god' existed - or could have existed - in Athens at this time.

\textsuperscript{143} Hemer 1989b:242-243 (Hemer's original reads 'Lukan'). Hemer also observes that, in contrast to the 'immediacy' of e.g. Acts 27-28, "the scenes which must have come from Paul's own vivid description, such as those before the Areopagus and at Ephesus, are again subtly different, vivid but not 'immediate'" (Hemer 1989a:389).

\textsuperscript{144} Hemer 1989a:215-216; cf. also Hemer 1974. See further the section on location (3.4.1).

\textsuperscript{145} This is also acknowledged in Hemer 1989b:242.

\textsuperscript{146} Winter suggests that the convention surrounding the Areopagus speech supports that it is a speech delivered \textit{in situ} in Athens, since Paul was asked to present a 'declamation speech' before the Areopagus Council. Winter claims thus that "a good case could be argued that the Athenian speech is a summary of a written source because of established conventions in the 1\textsuperscript{st} century" (Winter 1991:115).
3.3.2.2 The altar: A testcase? \(^{147}\)

In 17:23 the Lucan Paul refers to an altar with the inscription 'Αγνώστω θεό. All commentators would agree that such an altar has not been identified by archaeological excavations or in the extrabiblical literature\(^ {148}\), and this question has often been considered as the major historical problem regarding the historical authenticity of Acts 17:16-34.

1. Some commentators consider the altar as being a Lucan invention. Conzelmann is a representative of this view (which follows Norden in his pioneering work from 1913):

"Paul's use of the altar inscription as his point of contact with the Athenians is a purely literary motif, since there was no inscription in this form."\(^ {149}\) It has been pointed out recently, however, on the basis of literary evidence about "altars to unknown gods", that "it is too early to conclude from silence that the singular could not have been used".\(^ {150}\) Other commentators would therefore argue for the existence of such an altar in Athens at this time, at least with the plural inscription, and that Paul possibly changed the plural into

---

\(^{147}\) See also 3.4.3.2 for a discussion on Paul's use of the altar in his argument.

\(^{148}\) The literary evidence includes esp. Pausanias's Desc. 1.1.4 and 5.14.8, Diogenes Laertius Vit. 1.110, and Philostratus's Vit. Ap. 4.3. "The one relevant piece of archaeological data comes from an altar from the second century A.D. found in the precincts of the temple of Demeter in Pergamum in Asia Minor. Unfortunately, the inscription is broken off at the crucial point, but it appears probable in view of the number of letters per line and the fragment of a word we do have that is should be restored to read 'to gods unknown. Capito the torchbearer [dedicated this altar].'" (Witherington 1998:522) For an overview and a further discussion of the literary and archaeological evidence, see: Bruce 1990a:380-381; Weiser 1985: 467-468; Hemer 1989a:117-118; Gill, D.W. 1994a:446-447: Horst 1999; and Witherington 1998:521-523.

\(^{149}\) Conzelmann 1987:140.

\(^{150}\) Gempf 1993a:51. Hemer comments: "Much is sometimes made of the objection that the passages which speak explicitly of 'unknown' gods always do so in the plural, but these plurals, with the plural βωμον, may be generalizing plurals, or Paul may have chosen to refer to a
singular.\textsuperscript{151} Winter suggests, however, that whether Paul "actually saw the divine title in the plural or the singular would have been of no importance to his audience, for the terms 'god' and 'gods' were used interchangeably by Stoics and Epicureans in the same sentence\textsuperscript{152}.

All this implies that such an altar clearly could have existed in Athens at this time.

2. Wycherley has offered an alternative explanation to this historical enigma, suggesting that the 'altar' was a hero shrine, which could have been linked to Mycenaean tombs in the Athenian agora. These (Bronze Age) tombs were later considered sacred and became places for offerings.

"A legend and a name might grow and attach itself to the spot, but not necessarily so; the cult might remain truly the cult of an unknown god. Strictly speaking it would be a hero-cult, and the shrine a heroon; but the distinction is not at all clear, and even an obscure local hero could be called theos. Some at least of the cult of 'unknown' and nameless deities may well have arisen in this way.\textsuperscript{153}

This explanation would imply that Paul appropriately could have referred to such a hero-cult of an unnamed θεός in his speech.

Two alternative - and what seem to be equally plausible - explanations have thus been offered to the historical problem of the altar 'To an unknown God'. The whole discussion is a result of lack of proper historical evidence, and it seems therefore inappropriate to dedication to a particular god." (Hemer 1989a:117)

\textsuperscript{151} There is no need to conclude - with Barnes - that Paul is "using the sophisticated trick of slightly misrepresenting the evidence in his own favour" (Barnes 1969:418)

\textsuperscript{152} Winter 1991:115; see also Winter 1991:119-120.

\textsuperscript{153} Wycherley 1968:621. See also Gill, D.W. 1994a:446-447.
reach any final conclusions. What should be pointed out, though, is that the contemporary scholarly debate has not shown, in any convincing way, that the altar mentioned by Paul could not have existed. Therefore, the unresolved historical question of the altar 'To an unknown god' does not constitute a valid objection to considering the Lucan account in Acts 17:16-34 as suitable for the alleged situation in ancient Athens.\textsuperscript{154} It still remains to see, however, whether the speech can be shown as suitable for the apostle Paul as the alleged speaker.

3.3.3 The historical and theological authenticity of the speaker

The contemporary discussion on the authenticity of the alleged speaker in Athens has focused on the relationship between the theology of the Lucan Paul in Acts 17:16-34 and the theology of the Pauline epistles.\textsuperscript{155} Four passages seem to have been particularly

\textsuperscript{154} Witherington writes accordingly, that the evidence "can be interpreted in various ways, but one thing is clear – flat dismissal of the historical possibility of such inscriptions is out of the question, since it is based largely on an argument from silence" (Witherington 1998:520-521).

\textsuperscript{155} A comparison between the Areopagus Speech and the Pauline Epistles must be done in an appropriate way. Conzelmann claims that "the 'genuineness' of the speech cannot be demonstrated by going through the Pauline epistles and finding reminiscences ... The question rather is whether, on the one hand, the theme of the Areopagus speech as a whole has a parallel in Paul, and on the other hand whether specifically Pauline theologumena are to be found in it." (Conzelmann 1987:147). Another approach is represented by Wenham who claims that it is "worth emphasising the occasional nature of Paul's letters and the limited scope of Luke's description of Paul" (Wenham 1993:257). The subsequent analysis follows Wenham, emphasizing the possibility of complementarity rather than presupposing contradiction, thus insisting on a responsible 'harmonization' - if possible - between the Lucan account in Acts 17:16-34 and relevant Pauline passages. The legitimacy of this approach was indicated in 1.4.4.
prominent in – or relevant for – this discussion\textsuperscript{156}: 1 Thess. 1:9-10, 1 Cor. 2:1-2, 1 Cor. 9:19-23, and Rom.1:18-23.\textsuperscript{157}

3.3.3.1 Consistency with 1 Thess. 1:9-10: Convincing and converting Gentiles.

Most commentators seem to agree on the presence of certain basic similarities in structure and content between Acts 17:22-31 and 1 Thess. 1:9-10. These similarities have been helpfully outlined by Hvalvik in the following way\textsuperscript{158}:

a) Acts 17:29-30 and 1 Thess. 1:9: Conversion from idols to the living God.

b) Acts 17:31a and 1 Thess. 1:10b: The coming divine judgment.

c) Acts 17:31b and 1 Thess. 1:10a: The resurrection of Jesus.

These basic similarities between these two passages, however, have been explained in different ways. Some would suggest that 1 Thess. 1:9-10 just reflects "formulations which are taken directly from common church tradition"\textsuperscript{159}, and does not necessarily state a specifically Pauline theology. Others would argue that only Acts 17:29-31 reflects an authentic Pauline theology, and that these verses have been added to the main portion of the speech (17:22-28) which reflects a syncretistic theology.\textsuperscript{160} It seems more appropriate,
though, on the basis of 1 Thess. 1:9-10\textsuperscript{161}, to interpret the whole Areopagus Speech as an authentic reflection of the language of early public presentations to Gentiles.

The basis for this latter view is found in a series of observations. Both passages relate to the essential missionary process of convincing and converting Gentiles. Gempf remarks that the differences in content "between the two passages are slight and consistent with the fact that the one is directed toward pagans and the other toward those who have become Christians."\textsuperscript{162} Wenham makes the significant additional observation that 1 Thessalonians usually is "thought to have been written from Corinth very shortly after Paul's visit to Athens",\textsuperscript{163} which (on the basis of the essential similarities between the two passages) implies that the case for Luke having accurate information about the Pauline ministry at this time is considerably strengthened. The appropriate conclusion, then, is that 1 Thess. 1:9-10 is consistent with the Areopagus Speech and provides the interpreter with an essential key to a proper understanding of the speech in a missionary context (see also 3.5.2).

\textsuperscript{161} Winter observes that "while other public speakers might measure their success by passing the magic audience number of 17, the success of their pupils, and their public following, Paul assesses his coming to the Thessalonian brethren by declaring that it had not been in vain for they had changed their spiritual direction, their attitude to religious service and their philosophical re-orientation of history ([1 Thess] 1:9-2:1)" (Winter 1993a:65).

\textsuperscript{162} Gempf 1993a:53; cf. also Stott 1991:38-43.

\textsuperscript{163} Wenham 1993:247. See 1 Thess. 3:1. Wenham is even more explicit in an earlier article: "It could be a remarkable coincidence that Luke describes Paul's evangelistic ministry at this time in terms so strikingly similar to those actually used by Paul in describing his own ministry in this period; but it is simpler to do without the hypothesis of coincidence and to suggest that Luke had accurate information about Paul's ministry at this time." (Wenham 1988:54) This is affirmed in a recent article, where Wenham claims that 1 Thess. 1:9-10 should be seen as "significant evidence that Paul did preach in places like Athens in the way Acts describe" (Wenham 2000:87; italics added).
3.3.3.2 Consistency with 1 Cor. 2:1-2: Paul's missionary strategy.

The distinctive theological emphasis of the Areopagus Speech, combined with what many commentators would see as a meagre result (17:32-34), has led to the opinion, held both in scholarly and popular circles, that Paul either is misrepresented or actually failed in Athens. These interpretations of the Areopagus Speech are usually defended with reference to 1 Cor. 2:1-2.

Vielhauer holds the view that Luke misrepresents Paul as having a friendly attitude towards pagan religion, as proclaiming the gospel in Stoic terms, and as preaching natural theology instead of the cross of Christ. Vielhauer insists that the real Paul would have preached Christ crucified (cf. 1 Cor. 1:22-2:5). This view of Acts 17:16-34, however, runs contrary to the argument presented above, in 2.3.1-2 and 3.3.1, in favour of the general historical reliability of the Lucan account.

The view that Paul actually failed in Athens, and therefore changed his missionary strategy when coming to Corinth, is found in some more popular treatments but is "not much in vogue in current academic circles." Stott provides an accurate summary of this popular view:

---

164 This will be discussed in relation to Paul’s apologetic in Athens in 5.3.1.3 and 5.3.2.
"The popular reconstruction of the situation is well known. Paul arrived in Corinth from Athens. His sermon to the Athenian philosophers (so the theory goes) had been a flop. Not only had it been too intellectual, but Paul had not preached the gospel. He had focused on the creation instead of the cross. As a result, there had been no conversions. So, on his way from Athens to Corinth, Paul repented of the distorted gospel he had preached in Athens and resolved in Corinth to limit his message to the cross."\(^{168}\)

This understanding of Acts 17 and 1 Cor. 2, however, has in some recent studies been shown to be quite untenable. Carson points out that this popular interpretation not only misunderstands the Acts 17 passage, but also is an example of an exegetical fallacy of causation, which mistakes correlation for cause (\textit{cum hoc, propter hoc}). "In fact, there is a geographical and temporal correlation (Paul did travel to Corinth from Athens), but not a shred of evidence for causation."\(^{169}\) Stott, in the form of four key arguments, presents one of the more thorough refutations of this popular view:

"First, there is no trace in Luke's narrative that he is displeased with Paul's performance in Athens... Secondly, it is inaccurate to dub Paul's visit to Athens a failure... Thirdly, I believe Paul did preach the cross in Athens... Fourthly, what Paul renounced in Corinth was not the biblical doctrine of God as Creator, Lord and Judge, but the wisdom of the world and the rhetoric of the Greeks. His firm 'decision' to preach nothing but Jesus Christ and him crucified was taken because of the anticipated challenges of proud Corinth, not because of his supposed failure in Athens... Paul did not change his tactic in Corinth, but continued to teach, argue and persuade (18:4-5)"\(^{170}\)

\(^{168}\) A summary found in Stott 1992:60.

\(^{169}\) Carson 1996a:134; see further 6.2.2.2.


The basis for this interpretation is strengthened even further when looking at Paul in 1 Cor. 2 against the appropriate cultural background (which in fact seems to have been similar to that of 1 Thess. 1-2). Winter argues -- in a recent major study -- that 1 Cor. 2:1-5 should be seen as an apologia for Paul's anti-sophistic stance when coming to Corinth for the first time, where sophists...
A further argument in favour of the theological consistency between Acts 17 and 1 Corinthians 2 is provided by Gempf. He notes that the style of argument in 1 Corinthians is similar to that of the Areopagus Speech. "In 1 Corinthians more clearly than the other letters, Paul employs the tactic of citing slogans of his opponents with apparent approval, only to add such severe qualifications and restrictions as to reverse the meaning... This is precisely the tactic used in the Athens speech."\(^{171}\)

The appropriate conclusion, then, is, on the one hand, that the charge of inconsistency between the Areopagus Speech and 1 Cor. 2:1-2 does not hold, and, on the other hand, that consistency between the two passages can be shown.

### 3.3.3.3 Consistency with 1 Cor. 9:19-23: Cultural sensitivity and adaptability

The relevance of 1 Cor. 9:19-23 to the discussion of the historical and theological authenticity of the Lucan Paul in the Areopagus Speech seems to have been underestimated by a number of commentators.

_________________________

seemed to have been a major force at that time. Paul thus "refused to anchor the confidence of the Corinthian converts in the persuasiveness of rhetorical argumentation; therefore he adopted an anti-sophistic posture to eliminate any confusion of his message with that of the sophists. ...He did not aim to persuade his audience of the truth of this message by the use of the three pisteis in rhetoric, namely ἤθος, πράσος and ἀπόδειξις. His reasons for it are clearly spelt out in 1 Corinthians 2:1-5: he does not wish their πίστις to rest in human wisdom but ἐν διανομένῃ θεόσ." (Winter 1997b: 161.187) Paul thus clearly aimed at persuasion in Corinth (see e.g. 2 Cor. 5:11), but he avoided manipulative persuasion.

Accordingly, Witherington points out (in a comment to Acts 17:3: see 2.2.4), that Paul "did not resort to sophistic rhetoric but rhetoric of a more sophisticated and substantial sort, involving proofs and not mere flattery or emotional appeal" (Witherington 1998: 505).\(^{171}\) Gempf 1993a:54. This 'tactic', however, does not rule out the affirmation of elements of truth within pagan beliefs.
This significant Pauline passage describes the apostle's willingness and determination, as an evangelist-apologist, to sacrifice "matters of racial identity, religious sensitivity and conscience"\textsuperscript{172}. This cultural sensitivity and adaptability is seen worked out in a non-Jewish setting (i.e. 'for those without the law'; 1 Cor. 9:20) most clearly in Athens, where Paul "met [the Gentiles] on their own ground"\textsuperscript{173}. Thus, the Areopagus Speech illustrates the apostle's aim not to make "the law of Moses...the basis or aim of his preaching to [the Gentiles]"\textsuperscript{174}. Winter suggests that the repeated 'I have become' (1 Cor. 9) indicates that at a point in time Paul made a decision as a missionary strategist: "He would be cross-cultural in his gospel presentation and life-style, and, by all...means, innovative in his approach."\textsuperscript{175}

These brief observations on Paul’s explicit statement in 1 Cor. 9:19-23 – on how he consciously relates to Jews and Gentiles with "magnificent cultural flexibility"\textsuperscript{176} – strengthen the case (argued above in relation to 1 Cor. 2:1-2) for seeing Acts 17 and 1 Corinthians as complementary rather than contradictory.

3.3.3.4 Consistency with Rom. 1:18-23: Natural theology.

The understanding of the relationship between Acts 17 and Romans 1 has been in the forefront of the contemporary discussion. Some scholars, like Haenchen, Vielhauer and

\textsuperscript{172} Prior, D. 1985:159.
\textsuperscript{173} Morris 1989:136. As Longenecker argues: "From the days of the Fathers, Paul's Athenian experience has been cited as the illustration of the 'all things to all men' principle as it worked out in the Gentile situation." (Longenecker 1964:230; see also Berentsen 1983:107-109,113-114; and Moe 1950:279-297.)
\textsuperscript{174} Findlay 1988:854.
Conzelmann, claim that these passages are incompatible. On the other hand, other scholars like Bruce, Hemer and Gempf, claim that they are expressing the same theology.

Following on from Dibelius, the representatives of the first view claim that the Lucan Paul is "telling pagans they possess a natural kinship with God which needs only to be purified, corrected and enlarged (Acts 17:22-31); in his letters, Paul says pagans will suffer the wrath of God because their ignorance of God is without excuse (Rom.1:18-23)."\textsuperscript{177} In a significant article on the rhetorical characteristics of Acts 17 (see 3.5.1), Yeo finds it "hard to see how Paul could be so negative in Romans 1 and how the Lucan Paul could be so positive in Acts".\textsuperscript{178} The heart of the matter, however, is whether such statements describe the two passages in an accurate way.

One of the most prominent exponents of the alternative view (which follows Gärtners basic approach), Bruce, suggests a totally different interpretive approach: "In truth every theme in the Areopagitica is treated by Paul in Romans 1-3. If the author of Rom.1-3 were brought to Athens and invited to expound his teaching to the court of the Areopagus, it is difficult to think how he would have responded otherwise than Paul is represented as doing in Acts 17:22-31"\textsuperscript{179} The exegetical result of such an approach to the two passages is presented by Gempf: "Both Romans and Acts 17 display the conviction that enough can be known about God from his universe to make human beings reject idolatry. Neither Romans

\textsuperscript{175} Winter 1994a:1176.  
\textsuperscript{176} Carson 1999 (on Feb. 22); cf. also 6.2.2.2.  
\textsuperscript{177} Powell 1991:35.
nor Acts 17, however, holds much in the way of hope that people will come to know God by natural revelation alone.  

Shields suggested a third alternative in 1977; on the one hand that the similarities between the two passages prevent it from being a pure Lucan invention, and on the other hand that the differences make it "nearly impossible to attribute the Athens sermon as we have it to the apostle to the Gentiles." This ambiguous approach is unconvincing, however, since it both seems to minimize the major difference in settings/audiences and largely to ignore Luke's general credibility as a historian.

The interpretation offered by Bruce and Gempf above seems to be the most adequate treatment of both passages as well as of the relationship between them, since it takes both context and audience into proper account. It also seems to be the only view (of the three mentioned above), which takes seriously Luke's general reliability as a historian. This exegetical approach implies that both passages are seen as affirning a) the reality of God's revelation through creation, b) the availability of this revelation to humanity after the Fall, c) the constant human suppression of this awareness of God, and d) the resulting human ignorance and guilt. This leads to the appropriate conclusion that, if context and audience are taken into proper account, the essential theological consistency between Acts 17 and

---

178 Yeo 1994:97. Yeo's original reads 'Lukan'.
179 Bruce 1984:2586; see also Guthrie 1981:162-163.
180 Gempf 1993a:54.
182 This interpretation of Rom.1 is also supported by the careful arguments in Baker 1998 and Kjaer 1997. See also Lewis, G. & Demarest 1996 I:69-71.
Romans 1 can be shown. This, however, does not mean that the apologetic arguments of the two passages necessarily should be seen as identical, but possibly as complementary.

The preceding discussion (in 3.3) has concluded positively about the authenticity of the Lucan account in Acts 17:16-34, on the basis of an evaluation of the contemporary discussion of the authenticity of the setting, the speech and the speaker. This leads to an assessment of the contemporary discussion on contextual questions (3.4) and questions concerning rhetoric and mission (3.5).

---

183 Hemer observes accordingly, that the “difficulty with Romans 1 is … only serious if the two versions of Paul may be shown to be incompatible, rather than just contextually different. It cannot of course be demonstrated that they proceed from the same mind. Their general compatibility is all that can, or need, be affirmed.” (Hemer 1989b:251)

184 Craig points out that the expression ἄφορα τά ... νοούμενα καθοράτατι (Rom. 1:20) could be interpreted as indicating “that inferential reasoning is involved in the perception of God’s invisible nature in the creation, meaning something like ‘God’s invisible nature is perceived through reflecting on the things that have been made’” (Craig in Cowan 2000:40). Few, if any, commentators seem to interpret Paul’s speech in Acts 17:16-34, however, as an inferential reasoning from nature about the existence and nature of God (i.e. as ‘theistic proof(s)’). See further 3.4.4.3.

185 There is thus no need to postulate that the speech has originated as a Hellenistic Jewish sermon (as claimed in Barrett 1991:243-244 and Barrett 1998:cxvii.825-826).
3.4 The Question of the Athenian Context: Location, Occasion, Religion and Philosophy

3.4.1 The location of the speech

3.4.1.1 A general location to Athens

The Lucan account clearly locates the Areopagus Speech in Athens, which the preceding discussion (3.3.2) has argued for as an appropriate general setting for the speech. Thompson gives a succinct and graphic summary of first century Athens:

"Athens was 8 km (5 miles) inland from the port of Piraeus. Inside the gate, a visitor would find himself on a long avenue flanked by large buildings. It led to the agora (market place), the political, commercial and social centre surrounded by public buildings. It was close to the large rocky hill called the Acropolis where there were many temples to the gods. The Acropolis was approached by a marble staircase lined with sculptured friezes and monuments. At the top there was the Parthenon built by Pericles in the fifth century BC, in honour of the city's goddess Athena, and a magnificent statue of her stood to the left. Nearby was the Areopagus. Named after the god of war, Ares, this small hill was originally the meeting place for the most ancient court and council of Athens, though when Paul was called to explain his teaching the court had moved to the 'Royal Porch' in the agora. The Areopagus was surrounded by altars and monuments. The synagogue where Paul preached was near the agora."\(^{186}\)

The exact location of Paul's speech in Athens, however, has – despite Thompson's claim above - been the focus of an extensive scholarly discussion.\(^{187}\)

\(^{186}\) Thompson 1986:52.

\(^{187}\) See e.g. the overview in Morland 1994:250-251.
3.4.1.2 Ares Hill or the Stoa Basileios?

The scholarly discussion on the exact location in Athens is due to the ambiguous expression "Ἀρείως Ποίγος" (in 17:19 and 17:22). At the time of Paul, this seems to have been used both geographically about 'Ares (or Mars) Hill' and technically about 'the Areopagus Council'. According to the ancient evidence, the council seems to have had their sessions on the Ares Hill and/or in the Stoa Basileios (near the north-west corner of the agora). The case for the Ares Hill setting is often argued by scholars who would question the historicity of the Lucan account, but this should not be seen as decisive.

In two carefully argued articles, both firmly based on the ancient evidence, Barnes argues for the Ares Hill setting, whereas Hemer argues for the Stoa Basileios setting. According to Barnes, "the obvious meaning of the words in Acts should be accepted: Paul was taken before the Areopagus, i.e. before the council sitting on the hill". Hemer, on the other hand, claims that the Stoa Basileios "is a legitimate option, and in fact a strongly probable one which permits a natural, attractive and illuminating reconstruction of the...

---

189 Overviews of the debate are given e.g. in Morland 1994:250-251 and Gill, D.W. 1994a:447-448.
incident as focusing closely on a small, significant locality."\(^{193}\) Whereas both options are quite possible\(^ {194}\), Hemer's proposal seems to fit the textual evidence better altogether.\(^ {195}\)

The basis for Hemer's argument is found in a significant series of connections\(^ {196}\) concerning the northwest corner of the agora: a) This corner was close to the main entrance when coming from Piraeus (cf. 17:15-16); b) The north-west corner was close to the *Stoa Basileios* and the *Stoa Poikila* (where Zeno and his followers, the Stoics, taught; cf. 17:17-18); c) This specific corner was close to many Hermac-figures (cf. κατειδωλος, 17:16)\(^ {197}\); d) The north-western corner was also one of the meeting-places of the *Ἀρειως Πόγος* (17:19), especially in routine matters.\(^ {198}\) In locating the whole scene to the

---

\(^{193}\) Hemer 1974:349.

\(^{194}\) Gill suggests that it perhaps "is misplaced to try to identify the actual place; the fact that Paul appeared before the Areopagus is the essential point" (Gill, D.W. 1994a:448). Gempf observes accordingly, that since "there are good arguments on both sides of this controversy, it is probably best to leave the question open" (Gempf 1993a:52).

\(^{195}\) It is crucial to note that the argument that the Areopagus hill "was not large enough to hold a crowd is false" (Marshall 1980:285). This implies that the location at the hill "cannot be excluded simplistically by this supposition" (Hemer 1989a:117).

\(^{196}\) Hemer admits that the whole argument is circumstantial (see Hemer 1974:349). These observations are also brought out, at least partly, in Wycherley 1968:619-620 and Gill, D.W. 1994a:441-445.

\(^{197}\) Wycherley's note on the meaning of κατειδωλος seems to support Hemer (see Wycherley 1968:619-620).

\(^{198}\) In the article published posthumously in 1989, Hemer clarifies his position in relation to Barnes: "We differ from him in suggesting that this continuity [of place and practice] embraced both locations, and that the *Basileus* was a convenient venue for routine matters in the heart of the city, whereas the religious associations of the hill were reserved for religious functions or homicide cases." (Hemer 1989b:240)
north-west corner of the *agora*, then, "the whole occasion assumes a strikingly economical dramatic unity of place"\(^{199}\).

Hemer's specific proposal should also be seen in the context of an understanding of the *agora* setting in its totality. Longenecker provides an illuminating description of the Athenian *agora* at this time:

"The *agora* lay west of the Acropolis. It was the forum and marketplace of the city and, therefore, the center of Athenian life. The commercial sections included the large Stoa of Attalus, stretching along the eastern side and flanked by a number of smaller colonnades on the northern and southern sides. The western side consisted of important public buildings: the circular Tholos, or office and dining room of the Prytanuem; the Bouleuterion, or senate house; the Metroon or official archives, before which stood the temple of Ares and statues of the eponymous heroes of the city; the temple of Apollo Patroon; and the Stoa Basileios."\(^{200}\)

This plausible location of Paul's speech to the *agora* setting in general – and specifically to the north-western corner of the *agora* - will be presupposed in the following discussion.

### 3.4.2 The nature of the occasion

#### 3.4.2.1 Facing the Areopagus Council?

The location of the whole scene to the north-western corner of the *agora* rules out the suggestion made by some commentators that the "\(\text{Ἀρείως Πάγος}\) simply describes an

---

\(^{199}\) Hemer 1989b:240.

\(^{200}\) Longenecker 1981:473.
unofficial gathering of Athenians generally on the Ares (or Mars) Hill. The majority of interpreters (exemplified above by Barnes, Hemer, Gill and Gempf) interpret 17:19ff as a description of Paul in a setting before the Areopagus Council. The main textual basis for this understanding is found in expressions such as ἐν μέσῳ τοῦ Ἀρείου Πάγου (v.22) and ἐκ μέσου αὐτῶ (v.33) as well as the reference to Διονύσιος ὁ Ἀρεοπαγίτης (v.34). The question facing the interpreters, then, is the nature of this occasion, i.e. whether Paul was facing a formal trial or whether the Council setting could – or maybe should - be explained in another way.

3.4.2.2 Facing a trial?

A judicial reading of this passage would fit the wider context of Acts 16 -19, where the judicial element is quite obvious; Paul is facing accusations and courts everywhere (except in Berea). The view held by most recent commentators, however, seems to be that the Lucan record in Acts 17:19-34 doesn’t qualify as a formal trial scene. This judgment is based on a series of textual observations by the commentators. First, the narrative framework does not seem to point to a formal trial, since there is a lack of explicit judicial proceedings, both in terms of formal charges and final rulings. Secondly, the emphasis on the curiosity of the audience (17:19-21) seems to make a narrow judicial reading of this

---

201 See e.g. Morrice 1972.
202 Marshall takes this reference as decisive, since it "suggests that Luke meant to describe a meeting of the court, no doubt in public session and not necessarily taking the form of a legal trial" (Marshall 1980:285).
text impossible.\textsuperscript{204} Thirdly, as will be shown below (3.5.1), the speech itself is not characterized rhetorically as a formal, forensic speech by the commentators. In the light of such textual observations, a judicial reading of Acts 17:16-34 seems to be highly improbable. \textit{It seems thus possible to conclude that Paul clearly wasn't facing a formal trial setting before the Areopagus Council.}

\textbf{3.4.2.3 Facing a formal enquiry?}

The preceding discussion has shown the probability of a Council setting and the improbability of describing this setting as a formal trial. This, however, still leaves the question of the precise nature of the occasion unresolved. Faced with this problem, many commentators have described the passage as an account of a more or less formal enquiry before the Areopagus Council.\textsuperscript{205} According to common suggestions, the function of the Council might have been that of a) an informal legal enquiry (i.e. a preliminary investigation of possible accusations against Paul), or b) an education commission (to license Paul as a public lecturer in Athens), or c) an authorized religious commission (sanctioning the official introduction of foreign gods to Athens). The first alternative seems less likely in the light of the discussion above (3.4.2.2), whereas the second alternative

\textsuperscript{204} See esp. Krodel 1986:327; Pesch 1986:135; and Schneider, G. 1982:237. This is qualified by Morland's suggestion that the narrative aside in 17:21 indicates that a judicial interpretation of this text never could function alone or be the primary interpretation (see Morland 1994:265).

\textsuperscript{205} This seems to be the main view among English-speaking scholars as well as among those who would argue for the historical authenticity of the Lucan account. See e.g. Hemer 1974; Kennedy 1984:129-130; Krodel 1986:326; Larsson 1987:385-386; Bruce 1990a:377-378; and Morland 1994:255. See also Schneider, G. 1982:236-237 and Pesch 1986:135.
seems to lack any clear indications in the text itself. Winter suggests the third alternative in a significant article, where he argues that the Lucan narrative fits the picture given in recent research regarding the role and function of the Areopagus Council. In his seminal study, Winter presents relevant background evidence, arguing that "... the Council of the Areopagus, together with the Council of 600 and the Demos ('the People'), sanctioned the official introduction of new gods to Athens. This involved the Areopagus engaging in an evaluation of the cult to see if these were genuine gods being promoted by the particular herald. This was not an adversarial procedure or a trial, as Barnes suggests. It sought only to ascertain several matters: Had there really been an epiphany of the divinity? Was official recognition to be given? What divine honours and statues would be appropriate? When would the annual official feast day be?"

This understanding of the Council setting corresponds to the second Athenian comment in v.18 (Ξένου δαίμονιν δόκει καταγγέλει τὸ εἶναι), which indicates that some in Athens saw Paul as a herald of foreign divinities. It therefore seems to have been an appropriate task for the Areopagus Council - as an authorized religious commission – to investigate about Paul's new message. Winter claims that the Lucan summary of Paul's speech "indicates that he was aware of this perception of himself and exploited it, claiming that he was not introducing new gods but declaring the nature of the God whose presence

206 Witherington's recent suggestion that Paul faced "an adversarial situation" (Witherington 1998:516) seems thus unlikely because of the lack of formal charges in the Lucan text (and is also inconsistent with his positive reference to Winter's study one page later!). The suggestion that Paul faced an "education commission" goes back to Gärtnner 1955:56-65, but it seems to be more of a conjecture than the third alternative suggested by Winter.

they had already recognised with the erection of an altar to him.\textsuperscript{208} This plausible and illuminating understanding of the nature of the occasion will be presupposed in the following.

3.4.3 The religious context

The Lucan account of Paul before the Areopagus Council as a herald of foreign gods is set in a context of religious pluralism.\textsuperscript{209} The commentators agree that the Lucan account of the Areopagus incident stresses the religious context of ancient Athens by focusing on the excessive religiosity of the Athenians. The primary concern in the contemporary discussion has been with how properly to understand the Lucan Paul's interaction with the religiosity of the Athenians, both in terms of the popular piety of the Athenians in general and his use of the specific altar 'To an unknown god' in particular.

3.4.3.1 Paul and the popular piety of the Athenians

It is generally agreed among the commentators that the Lucan narrative touches on Paul's attitude to the popular piety of the Athenians in three different contexts; the introductory scene in 17:16, the \textit{exordium} of the speech in 17:22-23, and the main portion of the speech in 17:24-29.

\textsuperscript{208} Winter 1996:89.
\textsuperscript{209} See e.g. Aune 1993.
1. In the introductory scene, \( \kappa\alpha\tau\varepsilon\iota\delta\omega\lambda\omicron\varsigma \) is used (17:16). The meaning of this word has been a matter of some debate. Wycherley suggests that it should be translated 'a veritable forest of idols', thus conveying an eyewitness impression of the vast amount of images of Hermes all over the city but especially "at the north-west corner of the agora, between the Poikile (Painted) Stoa and the Basileios (Royal) Stoa".\(^{210}\) Gill suggests, on the other hand, the translation 'full of idols', which implies a more general reference describing Paul's actual view of Athens when entering the city. This would include the temples on the Akropolis as well as the cultic centres in and around the agora.\(^{211}\) Both alternatives are conjectural, and both seem to be possible in the light of the available evidence. Many commentators seem to find Wycherley's suggestion attractive. As pointed out by the commentators, Luke's emphasis in 17:16, however, is clearly on Paul's strong emotional reaction when confronted with this idolatry. Stott seems to express the unanimous scholarly opinion that "the pain or 'paroxysm' which Paul felt in Athens was due neither to bad temper, nor to pity ... [but] rather to his abhorrence of idolatry".\(^{212}\)

2. Most commentators underline the striking contrast in the Lucan account between Paul's initial reaction (17:16) and Paul's positive tone in the exordium (17:22-23), when mentioning their religiosity. A common suggestion to this crux interpretum is that Paul here uses "a laudatory introduction"\(^{213}\), what rhetorically should be described as a captatio

\(^{212}\) Stott 1990:279.
\(^{213}\) BAGD p.173.
benevolentiae\textsuperscript{214}. Some commentators argue, however, that it was "forbidden to use complimentary exordia in addressing the Areopagus court, with the hope of securing its goodwill"\textsuperscript{215}. The word being used, δεισιδαμονεστέρους(17:22b), is in fact quite ambiguous, meaning either 'very religious'\textsuperscript{216} or 'very superstitious'\textsuperscript{217}. Zweck and Given both argue plausibly that this ambiguity is intended and serves an ironic purpose, possibly for (at least some of) the original listeners and in any case most certainly for the readers. As Zweck comments; "In any case the description is not without irony for Luke's Christian readers."\textsuperscript{218}

3. It seems to be generally agreed that the main portion of Paul's speech (17:24-26,29) contains a strong critique of idolatry. This view is aptly summed up by Gempf:

"It is wrong to try to locate the Creator of all in a building fashioned by humans (17:24). It is wrong to try to give gifts to the giver of life (17:25). It is wrong to try to identify the God who created all nations with any particular city (17:26 ... ). And finally, it is wrong to think that the one who gives life to people can be something that itself has no life, but is shaped by human hands (17:29)."\textsuperscript{219}


\textsuperscript{215} Bruce 1988:335. This, however, only seems to have applied to the formal court sessions. So, from the perspective of the oratees, unless Paul "is a fool or exceedingly arrogant, he must be complimenting them" (Given 1995:365).

\textsuperscript{216} See Weiser 1985:467; Schneider, G. 1982:237-238; Conzelmann 1987:140; and Larsson 1987: 386.


\textsuperscript{218} Zweck 1989:102. See also Given 1995:364-365 and 4.4.1.

\textsuperscript{219} Gempf 1993a:52. Gempf's interpretation of 17:26b represents one of two approaches, taking it as denoting 'the order of history' in contrast to 'the order of creation'. See the textual comments on 17:26 in 4.4.2.2 on the interpretation of this highly disputed phrase.
This understanding and critique of idolatry, which has been seen (by commentators) as either highly simplistic or highly sophisticated, will be assessed in 4.4.2.3 and 5.3.

3.4.3.2 Paul’s use of the altar

Previously in this chapter (see 3.3.2.2), the question of the historical authenticity of the altar ‘To an unknown god’ was discussed. In this context the focus is on Paul’s use of this altar inscription in the overall argument. The commentators agree that the most striking aspect of Paul’s interaction with the Athenian religious audience clearly was his daring use of the Athenian altar ‘To an unknown god” (17:23) in the speech.220 The commentators have tried to uncover the key to this Pauline strategy, and have come up with a series of suggestions.

1. Larsson seems representative of many scholars when he suggests that Paul’s main point, when using this specific altar, seems to be to establish a point of contact ("what you worship", indicating a pantheistic view of God, 17:23b), in order to be able to present the biblical truth about God (as being truly personal, 17:24ff).221

2. Many scholars emphasize what seems to many to be the most obvious reason, that the altar was (or at least could be interpreted as) an admission of religious ignorance, and

220 Larsson calls this the most surprising and shocking element in this speech! (See Larsson 1987:392.)
possibly even an expression of religious openness. It has been pointed out "that what Paul picked out for comment was the Athenians' open acknowledgement of their ignorance, and that 'the ignorance rather than the worship is thus underscored'. The ambiguity of the inscription is well expressed by Krodel:

"Paul suggests that by erecting this altar with this inscription the Athenians themselves announced the failure of polytheism and its cults to come to terms with the deity of God. Simultaneously this inscription expresses a hunch, a vague notion that the reality of God, his deity, is to be found beyond all pagan cults, temples, and religious efforts. Thus the inscription marks the place where the Athenians are open for knowledge of the true God, where they are truly 'religious'."

3. Skarsaune suggests that Paul used the Athenian altar's indication of religious ignorance for a quite specific purpose. This particular altar (admitting ignorance about God) would implicitly have functioned as a devastating critique of all the other altars (claiming knowledge about the gods). This would imply that the Lucan Paul in Athens followed the Socratic philosophical tradition in its critique of religion as idolatry.

---

225 See Skarsaune 1996:589-597 and Skarsaune 1998:130-136. This plausible suggestion is made on the basis of a careful comparison between Paul (in Acts 17) and Justin Martyr (esp. in 1. Apol. 5.1-4 and 2. Apol. 10.4-8).
4. Quite a few commentators mention the background story in Diogenes Laertius Vit. 1.110.226 The most promising use of this background material is found in Gempf, who emphasizes 'safety precaution' as yet another aspect of why Paul used this altar:

"More significant is the way that the practice of this anonymous worship was linked to themes central to Paul's speech: besides being an indication of religiousness, it also is clearly presented by Diogenes Laertius as a 'safety precaution'. The thinking was that if the gods were not properly venerated they would strike the city. Hence, lest they inadvertently invoke the wrath of some god in their ignorance of him or her, the city set up these altars to unknown gods (Diogenes 1.110-113). Both the admission of ignorance and the desire to avoid divine catastrophe are used to great effect by Paul in his speech."227

These different suggestions regarding 'the altar to an unkown god' should probably be seen as complementary rather than contradictory. Paul used the ambiguous altar inscription to introduce key interlocking topics ('admission of ignorance'; 'critique of idolatry'; 'desire to avoid divine catastrophe'). These topics functioned - explicitly or implicitly - as crucial points of contact for Paul's argument (see further 4.4 and 5.2.2.1).

3.4.4 The philosophical context

Luke's account of the Areopagus Speech is clearly set in the pluralistic, philosophical context of ancient Athens. This is the background for the intensive contemporary scholarly discussions concerning a) Paul's relationship to the natural theology of Epicureanism and

---

226 See e.g. Hemer 1989a:117 and Bruce 1990a:380-381.
227 Gempf 1993a:51.
Stoicism, b) the *traditionshistorische* background to the individual elements of the speech, and c) the possible usage of Socratic traditions in the Lucan account.

### 3.4.4.1 Epicureanism and Stoicism

The commentators seem, to a large extent, to be in substantial agreement concerning the content and character of Epicurean and Stoic philosophy. These Hellenistic philosophies can be summarized as follows:228

1. **Epicureanism** was founded by Epicurus (341-270 B.C.) as a basically materialistic worldview229, based on the atomic theory of Democritus. The Epicurean philosophy, e.g. as taught by Lucretius in *Nat.* (1st cent. B.C.), had its appeal mainly in the higher classes and could be summarized as follows: a) They argued in a deistic and polytheistic fashion about the gods being so far away from the world as to exercise no influence in its affairs. b) The world was seen to be the result of chance (the random motion and combination of atomic particles). c) Death was considered to be the end of all existence, and therefore there would be no judgment. d) They held, therefore, that pleasure (*hedone*; not a sensualist but a lofty view of pleasure) was the chief end of life, esp. a life of tranquillity (*ataraxia*) with no pain, disturbing passions or superstitious fears. The following motto is thus an

---


229 Epicurus is mentioned, together with Democritus and Lucretius, as one of the exponents of "naturalism as a metaphysical program ... before the development of modern science" in Koons 2000:62. See also Thiselton 1995:122.
appropriate summary of Epicureanism: "Nothing to fear in God; Nothing to feel in death; Good [pleasure] can be attained; Evil [pain] can be endured."\(^{230}\)

2. Stoicism was founded by the Cypriot Zeno of Zitium (340-265 B.C.), by Cleanthes (331-233 B.C.) and by Chrysippus (c. 280-207 B.C.). It gradually developed into a basically pantheistic (or "panentheistic"\(^{231}\)) worldview. The name was taken from the Stoa Poikile (i.e. the painted colonnade or portico) in the Athenian agora where Zeno taught habitually. One famous Stoic in the first century was Paul's contemporary Seneca (4 B.C. – A.D. 65; see 3.2.1). The Stoic philosophy had become very popular at the time of Paul and could be summarized as follows: a) They argued in a pantheistic fashion that God was the world soul, or, Logos, the inherent Reason of the Universe. b) Since God to the Stoics was the world soul, everything that happened was the will of God. Therefore all things must be accepted, as they are, without resentment. c) Their teaching focused on living in harmony with nature as well as an emphasis on the rational abilities of humankind and the self-sufficiency (autarkeia) of the individual. d) The ethical teaching of Stoicism was, at its best, characterized by moral earnestness and a high sense of duty. The chief end of Stoicism, however, was apatheia, not sympatheia.

Commentators have pointed out that Stoicism was known for its emphasis on arguments for the existence of the divine. Watson mentions various Stoic ‘natural

\(^{230}\) This motto was written about A.D. 200 by Diogenes, an Epicurean, and is quoted in Witherington 1998:514.
\(^{231}\) Witherington 1998:514.
theology' arguments, showing that the argument from the design of the universe to an intelligent designer of the universe (i.e. the teleological argument) seems to have been common. "The logical development of that [argument] is the argument from God's providence. This was a topic of which the Stoics were particularly fond."\(^{232}\) Winter draws attention to what seems to have been "a standard Stoic apologia on the immortality of the gods... 'first they prove that the gods exist; next they explain their nature; then they show that the world is governed by them; and lastly, that they care for the fortunes of mankind'."\(^{233}\)

3. Barrett has pointed out that "Stoics and Epicureans resembled one another more closely than either party would allow. Both saw that in a chaotic world the only way to peace was the disciplining of desire".\(^{234}\) Witherington observes that both schools were "essentially materialists ... [and both] emphasized "the rational over the emotional".\(^{235}\) A further point of contact between the two schools is mentioned by Winter. He points to the fact that both Stoicism and Epicureanism "had adopted the principle of accommodation of their beliefs with popular religion for their followers...[, since they] had to endorse religious pluralism if they were to maintain their following, given the growing cult of the veneration of the


\(^{233}\) Winter 1991:118. The quote is from Balbus' debate with opposing philosophical schools c. 77-78 in Cicero Nat. Deor. II.3. Acccording to Diogenes Laertius, Zeno VII.148. leading Stoics such as Cleanthes, Chrysippus and Posidonius all produced works on natural theology. (See Winter 1991:118.)

\(^{234}\) Barrett 1987:78.

deceased emperor as one of the ways of affirming loyalty to the Principate. These key observations by commentators regarding a common ground between Stoicism and Epicureanism must be kept in mind when considering Paul's approach in Athens.

The preceding outline of Epicurean and Stoic beliefs, as presented in the contemporary discussion, leads naturally to a discussion of Paul's engagement with these philosophies.

3.4.4.2 The 'traditionshistorische' background to ambivalent allusions in the speech

Most writers seem to agree on the presence of ambivalent allusions in the main portion of Paul's speech (17:24-29). These could refer either to Hellenistic philosophy or to the Hebrew Bible and Hellenistic Judaism. Some commentators (following Dibelius) emphasize the Hellenistic philosophical background, whereas others (following Gärtner) argue for a predominantly Old Testament and Jewish background. This exegetical debate should be decided preliminarily on the basis of a discussion on Paul's strategy (see 3.4.4.3 and 3.5) and finally on the basis of a critical exposition of the text itself (see chapter 4).

The following list gives the most relevant background references (including references to parallel material in contemporary and later sources) to the ambiguous statements in

---

237 See e.g. Haenchen 1977; Conzelmann 1987; and Balch 1990.
238 See e.g. Larsson 1987; Hener 1989b; Bruce 1990a; and Gempf 1994.
17:24-29, as it is presented in the recent debate:\textsuperscript{239}

- 17:24a: “God who made the world and everything in it.” This could refer to Is. 42:5\textsuperscript{240}; Ex. 20:11; Wis. 9:9; 2 Macc. 7:23 and/or Plato Tim. 28C; 76C; Epictetus 4.7.6.

- 17:24b: “God does not live in temples built by hands.” This could refer to 1 Kings 8:27; Is. 66:1 and/or Plutarch Mor. 1034b.

- 17:25a: “He is not served by human hands, as if he needed anything.” This could refer to Ps. 50:10-12; Mic. 6:6-8; 2 Macc. 14:35; T. Naph. 1:6 and/or Plato Tim. 33D, 34B; Euripides Herc. fur. 1345-46.

- 17:25b: “God himself gives all men life and breath and everything else.” This could refer to Gen. 2:7; Is. 42:5; Neh. 9:6; 2 Macc. 7:23 and/or Corp. Herm. 5:10; Euripides Herc. fur. 1345f.

- 17:26a: “From one man he made every nation of men.” This could refer to Gen. 1:27-28 and/or Hellenistic myths about primeval man.

- 17:26b: “That they should inhabit the whole earth; and he determined the times set for them and the exact places where they should live.” If about history of nations, this might refer to: Deut. 32:8; Dan. 2:21ff; 4:37; 7:12,25. If about seasons of the year, this might refer to: Job 38:4-12; Ps. 74:12-17; Jer. 5:22; 31:35; 1 QM IX:12f; IQH I:13f,19. The Hellenistic background (in either case) is Plato Leges X:886a; Cicero Tusc. 1.26.68; Virgil

\textsuperscript{239} This list is primarily based on Morland 1994:249-250; Larsson 1987:388-392; Bruce 1990a:382-387; Pesch 1986:136-140; and Hemer 1989a:118. See also Charles 2000.

\textsuperscript{240} It has been suggested that “the ministry in Athens ought to be regarded, as far as Paul is concerned, in the light of the prophetic role of Jesus of Nazareth, the Servant of Yahweh of Isaiah 42:49; that Paul consistently viewed his own apostleship to the Gentiles in terms of the Isaiah passages, via his personal commission from the risen Jesus: and that the speech of Acts 17 finds its
“God did so that men would seek him and perhaps reach out for him and find him.” This could refer to Is. 45:19; Ps. 14:2 and/or Dio Chrysostom Or. 12:60.

Though God is not far from each one of us.” This could refer to Ps. 139:7-10 and/or Seneca Ep. 41.1.

“For in him we live and move and have our being.” It is possible that this is a Stoic formula, often attributed to Epimenides the Cretan (see Diogenes Laertius Vit. 1.110), but it also corresponds to Jewish critique of idolatry.

“We are his offspring.” This is a quote from the Stoic poet Aratus (Phaen. 5). It also corresponds to Gen. 1:26 and Aristobulus fragm. 4.

“... we should not think that the divine being is like gold, silver or stone - an image made by man’s design and skill.” This could refer to Ps. 115:4; 135:15; Is. 40:18-19; Wis. 13-15 and/or Plutarch Mor. 167d-f.

This list of background references, then, demonstrates that a number of statements in Paul’s speech could be interpreted as Jewish and/or Hellenistic. This implies that the crucial question, for the interpreters, is the normative background and framework for these ideas when used by Paul. Three major alternatives are presented in the contemporary motivation in this special self-consciousness of the Apostle Paul" (Fudge 1971:198).

It remains an open question both how much Paul actually knew of Greek culture in general and of Athenian culture specifically and where he had acquired this knowledge. Bruce points out that although the apostle was born in Tarsus, a Greek centre of learning, "it was probably at a later stage that he acquired the measure of literary knowledge and Stoic thought that is attested in his writings and speeches" (Bruce 1993:682: see also Légasse 1995:373-376). Hemer’s judgment seems wise: "We cannot now specify how far Paul’s knowledge of the intricacies of Athenian
discussion:

1) *Paul used these ideas in a Hellenistic way, and therefore the speech should be seen as a syncretistic speech.* Some recent commentators argue that Paul should be seen as presenting orthodox Stoicism, which is said to be different from the Stoics of the first century since they had assimilated to the practices of popular Athenian religion. This interpretation of the Areopagus Speech also implies that Paul took the Stoic side against the Epicureans, thus creating a division among the audience (17:32).²⁴² This 'liberal' view of the speech has been seriously challenged²⁴³, however, both in terms of its inadequate understanding of Stoicism and its inadequate interpretation of the speech.

2) *Paul used the ideas in an exclusively Jewish-Christian way. The correlation of Jewish-Christian and Hellenistic ideas should therefore be seen as merely superficial, coincidental or just phonetic.* This 'conservative' view of the speech appears in different versions, including some more popular ones.²⁴⁴ This view, however, seems to run counter to the textual evidence.²⁴⁵

3) *By establishing legitimate ‘points of continuity and contact’, Paul is able to explore the ambiguity of these references in order to present the authentic Christian Gospel.* This view tradition extended, but it suffices to show that he had struck some significant vein of the richer hidden complex." (Hemer 1989b:246)


²⁴⁴ See esp. Valen-Sendstad, A. 1995b. Gärtner’s classical treatment of the Areopagus Speech has *some* affinities to this position.

claims that Paul is engaged in an apologetic dialogue with the Hellenistic philosophers (see 3.4.4.3).

3.4.4.3 'Polemical engagement\textsuperscript{246} through an 'apologetic dialogue'\textsuperscript{2}

The Areopagus Speech presents the interpreter with certain basic ambiguities. The speech is thus characterized both by the use of ambiguous religious expressions of Hellenistic and/or Jewish background and by the use of some forensic language even though the setting should not be seen as an adversarial trial. \textit{A theological understanding of the speech as apologetics, however, seems to provide the reader with a plausible key to these ambiguities.}\textsuperscript{247}

Hemer suggested such a reading in 1989, when he coined the phrase 'apologetic dialogue' about the Areopagus Speech:

"The speech may be understood as apologetic dialogue directed successively to the classes of interlocutors represented among the hearers, the representatives of Stoicism, Epicureanism and Athenian religion. Yet the speech is not structured in any such way. It reads more like an abbreviation which has consolidated the three lines of argument to a presentation of Christ within which the elements of the response to different misunderstandings are included together.\textsuperscript{248}"

\textsuperscript{246} The term 'polemical engagement' is found in Wright 1997:80-83.
\textsuperscript{247} The ambiguities are outlined in 3.4.2 and 3.4.4.2. See also Morland 1994:248-251.
\textsuperscript{248} Hemer 1989b:243. Barrett suggested a similar approach in 1974: "Paul finds Athens in the grip of popular, superstitious religion. This bears witness to both elements in the truth contained in the altar dedication, Ἀγνωστῷ θεῷ, there is a God, and men do not know him. Paul enlists the aid of the philosophers, using in the first place the rational criticism of the Epicureans to attack the folly and especially the idolatry of popular religion, and then the theism of the Stoics to establish (against the Epicureans) the immediate and intimate nearness of God, and man's obligation to follow the path of duty and of (true) religion, rather than that of pleasure. But all these propaedeutics come in the end under judgement: men must repent. for God has appointed a day in which he means to judge the world in righteousness, by a Man whom he has appointed, and raised from the dead (17:31)." (Barrett 1974:75) Surprisingly enough, however, there are no references to
Hemer argues that the basis for this understanding of the speech is found in observations such as these:249 Paul seems to expose an inconsistency in Stoic pantheism, which could be described as "the inconsistency between the transcendent reality to which their thinkers aspired and the man-made images of Athens."250 Paul did this by using their own terminology; e.g. their belief that God is the source of all life (17:25b) and a statement from Aratus, one of their poets (17:28). Paul also seems to argue against the polytheistic deism of the Epicureans by presenting God as creator (17:24), sustainer (17:25, using their own belief that the gods need nothing from men and cannot be served by men), and judge (17:30-31). Further, Paul's dialogue with popular Athenian religion is seen e.g. in his reference to their religiosity (17:22), but comes to a focus (in 17:28a and 17:31) "in the implied references to the traditions surrounding the Cretan seer Epimenides and the court of Areopagus itself."251 In Hemer's words:

"The passage is a fascinating study in cross-cultural communication, in building bridges where possible without shirking the necessity of dialogue on points of basic disagreement, while seeking to meet those issues where the questioner is, on his own ground and terminology... And where Luke uses the terminology of Hellenistic philosophy, he is not putting in Paul's mouth words impossible for Paul; rather, the apologist is meeting his audience on their own ground to respond to them there, endorsing what he can in their terms, but effectually also submitting their ideas to a profound critique."252

Barrett's article in Hemer's 1989-studies on Acts 17:16-34.

250 Hemer 1989b:244. It seems somewhat imprecise, though, by Hemer to use the term 'transcendent reality' about Stoic pan(en)theistic beliefs.
251 Hemer 1989b:245. The references are to Diogenes Laertius Vit.1.110-112 and Aeschylus Eumen. 647-648.
Hemer's concepts of 'apologetic dialogue' and 'bridge-building' were carried further by Winter in 1991 - in his response to Balch and Neyrey - as an appropriate way of understanding Paul's interaction in his speech with the Stoics and the Epicureans. Winter identifies a series of common themes in Paul's speech, both in relation to Stoicism and to Epicureanism, as well as key elements of critique:

1. Five themes seem to have provided the background for Paul's dialogue with the Stoics:253 a) Paul might have used the Stoic apologetic 'natural theology outline' in order to present a Christian apologia on the nature of the one and true God (see 3.4.4.1).254 b) The nature of the unknown God (17:23) was introduced in the light of the misunderstanding concerning 'Jesus and the Resurrection' (17:18) and the Stoic interchangeable use of 'god' in singular and plural. c) Paul relates to the Stoic pantheistic view of the divine in order to introduce God as truly personal (17:23-24). d) The Stoic view of providence "provided an important link and it was here that he was able to find significant common ground as he moved to his thesis on the knowable God and Jesus and his resurrection".255 (See 17:25-28.) e) The theme of judgment (17:31) would also have been a point where there was some common ground between Paul and the Stoics.

2. Four themes provided common ground between Paul and the Epicureans256: a) The gods

---

254 Winter points out that "the summary in Acts 17 certainly deals with the nature of God as creator of the world who is Lord of heaven and earth (v. 24a), it affirms he gives life and all things to all his creation (v. 25b), and his providential care is intrinsically bound up with the needs of all mankind (v. 26)" (Winter 1991:118).
256 Winter 1991:123-124. Winter's concluding comment seems appropriate: "While areas of agreement for Paul with the Stoics would have been far greater, consensus on four doctrines is
are 'living, immortal and blessed' (17:24-29; see also 1 Thess. 1:9, Rom. 1:23, 1 Tim. 1:11 and Diogenes Laertius Epicurus X.139-154). b) The knowledge of the divine was manifest (17:23b; see also Diogenes Laertius Epicurus X.123). c) God does/the gods do not live in man-made temples (17:24b). d) God has/the gods have no need of anything (17:25).

3. Winter emphasizes further that Paul, in his critique of idolatry, challenged both Stoics and Epicureans, since both philosophical schools had endorsed religious pluralism and adopted the principle of accommodation towards popular religion (cf. 3.4.4.1). "The notional caveats which they provided for their adherents enabled the latter to participate in cultic activities. It shows the uneasy but obviously necessary rapprochement they felt that they had to reach with it."257

Hemer and Winter's approach to the Areopagus Speech seems both valid and helpful. Paul's use of ambiguous religious concepts and expressions could thus be seen as apologetic devices in order to establish legitimate 'points of continuity and contact' for the communication of the Gospel.258 This perspective also indicates that Paul actually was using the philosophers' own arguments and their own poets to uncover their pragmatic accommodation to the religious pluralism of the day.259 It seems thus plausible to describe

sufficient to reject Neyrey's thesis that Luke has Paul siding with the Stoics against his stereotyped Epicureans." (Winter 1991:124 contra Neyrey 1990) It is surprising that Hansen 1998:312-313, in spite of references to the evidence presented by Winter, still sticks to Neyrey's thesis. It is also remarkable that Croy 1997, who argues along the same lines as Neyrey, makes no reference neither to Hemer's nor to Winter's discussions.

258 See further 5.2.2.1.
259 Paul seems thus to be saying: "You are guilty – of allowing idolatry – on your own
Paul's approach to Stoicism and Epicureanism in Acts 17 as 'polemical engagement' through an apologetic dialogue.\(^{260}\)

3.4.4.4 Paul depicted as a Christian Socrates?

There seem to have been an extensive use of the Socratic tradition in antiquity, both in the Graeco-Roman world in general and by Greek philosophy in particular. A crucial issue facing the commentators, then, is whether Luke, implicitly or explicitly, is using the Socratic tradition in Acts 17:16-34 in order to "portray Paul as a new Socrates for his Greek audience"\(^{261}\).

A number of recent commentators would agree with the claim that "the prelude to the Areopagus Speech depicts Paul according to the model of Socrates".\(^{262}\) There are three textual features in 17:16-21 that are emphasized by many commentators as possible Socratic allusions: a) the comment about foreign gods, b) the description of the Athenian scene and c) the rhetorical technique being used.\(^{263}\)

a) The only undisputed reference to the Socratic tradition in the prelude to the speech is the comment on foreign gods (17:18), where the actual wording reflects the Socratic grounds!*

\(^{260}\) See further chapter 5.

\(^{261}\) Keener 1993:373.


\(^{263}\) Sandnes 1993:21.
tradition.\textsuperscript{264} The question is, though, what this actually meant at the time of Paul, a point which seems to have been neglected by most commentators. Kvalbein shows that the Greek philosophers at this time were arguing about Socrates, the Stoics treating him as a 'hero' whereas the Epicureans saw him as a 'fool'.\textsuperscript{265} Neither of the philosophical schools would therefore consider a reference to the accusations against Socrates as a serious charge which would result in a formal trial. These observations strengthen the case for not seeing the Areopagus setting as an adversarial trial (see also 3.4.2).

b) and c). Socrates and Paul are both depicted as using the \textit{agora} (or the market-place) as the scene for their activity in Athens, talking to casual passers-by (17:17b). The rhetorical strategy used in this \textit{agora} context by Socrates, as well as by the Lucan Paul, was dialogue (17:17). Many commentators tend to interpret both these aspects as being implicit Socratic allusions. This depends, however, on the overall approach to the text.\textsuperscript{266}

\textsuperscript{264} Sandnes 1993:21-22. See Plato \textit{Apol.} 24b-c.
\textsuperscript{265} Kvalbein 1982:91-92.
\textsuperscript{266} Given suggests that there is a conscious link between the ambiguities and the Socratic allusions in the Lucan account:

"In light of the well known Stoic pretensions to dialectical mastery and expertise in detecting ambiguities and sophisms, as well as the equally well known shortcomings of the Epicureans in such matters, Luke's casting of Paul in the role of Socrates, the returned father of dialectic can hardly be coincidental or innocent. In the opening encounter in the agora, his point is not simply to link Paul with Socrates as one who dialogues, but also to portray the Athenian philosophers as grossly misunderstanding Paul's message as the proclamation of a new god and goddess precisely through their failure to disambiguate \textit{anastasis}. In the speech, Luke's point is not simply to link Paul with Socrates as one who appeared before the Athenian court, but also to portray the Athenian intellectuals as victims of sophist verbal cunning through their failure to recognize Paul's 'wickedly sophistical use of ambiguity', to borrow Guthrie's expression." (Given 1996:350)

There are clearly some key elements of truth in Givens' analysis, \textit{but he takes it too far when describing the Lucan Paul as a 'sophist'}. As shown in 3.3.3.2, mainly on the basis of Winter 1997b, Paul consciously and consistently seems to have adopted an anti-sophistic stance.
Sandnes extends the possible Socratic parallels to the speech itself\(^{267}\), emphasizing that "Paul, like the philosopher, starts from the position of his audience. Furthermore, he closes in an indirect and surprising way, thus leaving his audience in doubt: 'who is this man mentioned at the end of the speech?'."\(^{268}\) This perspective on the speech (see also 3.5.1.4) seems to be both legitimate and suggestive and has apparently not yet been seriously challenged by other commentators.

3.5 The Question of Paul as Public Speaker in Athens: Orator and Missionary

3.5.1 *Paul as orator in Athens*

3.5.1.1 *The rhetorical context* 

Commentators unanimously agree that the Lucan account describes Paul as a public speaker in Athens.\(^{269}\) Winter claims that Paul was asked to present 'a declamation speech' when facing the Areopagus Council. The basis for this argument is found in the following observations from the text: a) The actual invitation given to Paul was to present his teaching as a 'herald of strange gods' (17:19-20; see 3.4.2.3); b) The nominated topic was 'Jesus and resurrection' (17:18-19); c) The Στηθείς θείς δε of 17:22 opens up the possibility

---

\(^{267}\) Witherington makes an additional point, mentioning that Luke's portrayal of Paul in 17:25a seems reminiscent of Plato's description of how Socrates "had discussed whether human service to the gods was possible or not (Euthyphro 12 E – 15 E)" (Witherington 1998:525).

\(^{268}\) Sandnes 1993:24.

\(^{269}\) It was argued in 3.3.3 that this Lucan description was appropriate for Paul as the alleged
of a gap between the nomination of the topic and the actual delivery of the speech\textsuperscript{270}; d)
The beginning of Paul's speech follows the conventional pattern of the \textit{exordium} (17:22-23a), leading up to the \textit{propositio} (17:23b). This means that Paul was "being given the opportunity to establish his credentials as a speaker ... in the same way that any public orator often was invited to do ... when he came to a city in the East in the 1st century".\textsuperscript{271}

This emphasis on Paul as a public speaker in Athens leads naturally to a brief evaluation of recent discussions on the rhetorical genre, structure and strategy of Paul's speech. The rhetorical exegetical approach "seeks to explore the argumentative strategy and persuasive power of discourse"\textsuperscript{272} and is very common among more recent studies on Acts 17:16-34.

\subsection*{3.5.1.2 The rhetorical genre}

Classical rhetorical textbooks refer to three kinds of speeches: forensic, deliberative and epideictic.\textsuperscript{273} Recent rhetorical studies of the Areopagus Speech seem to be unanimous

---

\textsuperscript{270} Winter makes the plausible suggestion, that "the normal convention of a day's grace was ... allowed in order [for Paul] to prepare his ' declamation' on the nominated topic of ' Jesus and resurrection' (Acts 17:19). It would be composed and memorised to be presented the following day. Such speeches could be published and it is known that they were circulated in Athens."

Winter 1991:114. See also Winter 1996.

\textsuperscript{271} Yeo 1994:75. This approach (which recently has become increasingly popular in New Testament studies) seems to be esp. appropriate in this context, since this text claims to be a recorded summary of a speech held in one of the major rhetorical centres of the Graeco-Roman world. There is no doubt that the Lucan account "uses devices of structure and emphasis appropriate to the elevated and literary rendering of a formal speech" (Hemer 1989b:256).

\textsuperscript{272} See esp. Aristotle \textit{Rhet.} 1.3.1-4; Cicero \textit{Her.} 1.2.2; and Quintillian \textit{Inst. Orat.}3.4.
in their analysis. The formal forensic category is seen as inappropriate in the light of the structure and content of the formal forensic speeches elsewhere in Acts.\(^{274}\) As shown in 3.4.2.3, however, this does not rule out a setting before the Council. The epideictic category is also seen as irrelevant, since Paul neither is "praising nor lamenting anyone"\(^{275}\).

The deliberative category, however, is shown to fit the textual evidence in the Lucan account. Yeo provides a succinct summary: "The speech is deliberative because of the appeal the rhetor puts forward (v. 30) in order to change the course of action of the audience. Second, the time referent is predominantly future. Thirdly, the topoi concern what is advantageous and expedient to the audience."\(^{276}\) This would imply, then, that the deliberative category is the appropriate rhetorical genre for the Areopagus Speech.\(^{277}\)

3.5.1.3 The rhetorical structure

Yeo offers a detailed and plausible analysis of the rhetorical structure of the Areopagus Speech as a deliberative speech. His analysis can be summarized as follows:\(^{278}\)

---

\(^{274}\) On forensic speeches in Acts, see 2.2.3.

\(^{275}\) Sandnes 1993:14.

\(^{276}\) Yeo 1994:83. Satterthwaite argues accordingly that "Paul's speech in Acts 17:22-31 emerges as a textbook example of a deliberative speech: proem (v.22. seeking to secure audience goodwill); narration (v.23a, giving background); division (again a single proposition: I will tell you of this God you worship as unknown, v.23b); demonstration (God as incomparably greater than idols, vv.24-29); peroration (vv.30-31)" (Satterthwaite 1993:360).

\(^{277}\) Kennedy 1984 launched this approach, and a number of commentators have followed: Zweck 1989; Morgenthaler 1993:331-332; Sandnes 1993; Satterthwaite 1993; and Yeo 1994. (See also Powell 1991:96-99.)

\(^{278}\) See Yeo 1994:77-80. This analysis seems dependent on Zweck 1989, but is more detailed and covers the whole speech.
1. 17:22 *Exordium* (or *proem*), with address (v. 22 a) and *captatio benevolentiae* (v. 22b).

2. 17:23 *Narratio*, with *narratio* proper (v. 23a) and *partitio* or *thesis* (v. 23b).

3. 17:24-29 *Probatio* (or *pistis* or *confirmatio*), with three 'proofs': a) First proof (vv. 24-25): Nature of God as maker (v. 24) and sustainer (v. 25) in relation to the World; b) Second proof (vv. 26-27a): Providence of God to Humankind as maker (v. 26a) and determiner (v. 26b) with divine purposes (v. 27a); c) Third proof (vv. 27b-29): Affinity of humanity to God since God is immanent (v. 27b), with *chreia* or *iudicatum* (v. 28) and first *adfectus* (appeal) with *comminatio* (v. 29).

4. 17:30-31 *Peroratio* (or *conclusio*), with *recapitulatio* with first *adfectus* (appeal) in *expolitio* (a refined restatement; v. 30a), second *adfectus* (v. 30b), and rationale for appeal (v. 31).

Yeo's detailed rhetorical outline is a stimulating and attractive attempt to analyse Paul's overall argumentative structure in his speech. This outline seems to be preferrable to an alternative outline offered by Sandnes, where the *exordium* is 17:22b-28 and 17:29-31 constitutes the *propositio*. The problem with this latter analysis is that 17:22b-28 seems to carry more weight than just being an *exordium*.279 The major divisions of Yeo's outline are

---

279 This is recognized in Morland 1994:265. The analyses presented by Zweck and Yeo are similar to the analyses in e.g. Krodel 1986:329; Larsson 1987:382; Roloff 1981:257; Pesch 1986:132; and Weiser 1985:456. As will be shown in the exegesis of 17:22-28 in 4.4.1-4.4.2, this majority view seems to fit the textual evidence better.
representative of most of the recent rhetorical studies and will be used – to a large extent\textsuperscript{280} – as a framework for the detailed exposition of the speech in chapter 4.\textsuperscript{281}

3.5.1.4 \textit{The rhetorical strategy}

The rhetorical strategy suggested by Sandnes seems much more promising for the understanding of Acts 17:16-34 than his rhetorical outline (see 3.5.1.3). He claims that Paul, when facing the curious and critical audience in Athens, used an appropriate rhetorical strategy called \textit{insinuatio} (i.e. a subtle approach), where the immediate aim was “to promote curiosity and elicit questions.”\textsuperscript{282} The textual basis for this approach is found in the following observations: a) This indirect strategy is reminiscent of Socrates, which could explain the possible use of the Socratic tradition in 17:16-21 (see 3.4.4.4); b) The \textit{insinuatio} strategy is a plausible way of explaining the surprisingly cryptic way of introducing Jesus as in 17:31; c) This strategy is also a plausible key to the responses to the speech mentioned in 17:32-34, where especially the wish for more information (in v. 32b) fits the supposed aim of promoting curiosity and eliciting questions. \textit{This suggested rhetorical strategy, then, seems to fit the textual evidence.} Chapters 4 and 5 will show the validity of this analysis.

\textsuperscript{280} Yeo’s detailed outline of the \textit{probatio} seems less convincing than his overall structure of the speech. See further 4.4.2.
\textsuperscript{281} See further chapter 4.
\textsuperscript{282} Sandnes 1993:26. He refers to Cicero \textit{Her.} 1.6.9-10 and Quintillian \textit{Inst. Orat.} 4.1.42-50 for the \textit{insinuatio} approach, arguing that the \textit{insinuatio} “will in an indirect way attract the attention of this [critical] audience, if necessary even by applying concealment” (Sandnes 1993:15).
3.5.2 Paul as missionary speaker in Athens

3.5.2.1 A 'missionary speech'

Given the importance of the rhetorical dimensions of the text (see 3.5.1), many commentators agree that the focus in Luke's account is on Paul as a Christian speaker in this specific context. As indicated in 2.2.3, the Areopagus Speech has often been described as one of the 'missionary speeches' or ('missionary sermons') in Acts. This is not a formal literary category, but the description 'missionary speech' relates to the explicit evangelistic purpose of these speeches, in contrast to the formal defence speeches and hortatory speeches. The focus of this section is the attempts in the contemporary discussion to compare and contrast the Areopagus Speech with other 'missionary speeches' in Acts.

Many commentators stress the dissimilarities between the Areopagus Speech and the other speeches. Jervell represents this strand of thought: "But this speech is more or less a foreign body within Acts, not a typical missionary speech, and from the point of composition and structure no lines lead from this speech to other parts of Acts." Larsson points out, however, that there seems to be a basic similarity in structure among the 'missionary speeches' in general, though they were addressed to widely different audiences. He presents the following list of identical elements, when comparing Peter's

---


284 Jervell 1984:17. The scenes in Lystra and Athens, however, are "not to be seen as isolated exceptions to a general rule" (Marshall 2000:108).
speech on the day of Pentecost with Paul’s speech in Athens.\textsuperscript{285}

a) Peter and Paul both addresses the audiences (2:14 and 17:22a).

b) Peter and Paul both relates their message to the specific situations (2:16-21 and 17:22b-23).

c) Peter and Paul both presents the Christian message in three basic parts: \textit{First}, a summary of the acts of God and/or Jesus (2:22-24 and 17:24-28a) is given. \textit{Secondly}, proofs from the Old Testament (2:25-36) or from Greek literature (17:28b) are introduced. \textit{Thirdly}, an appeal is made to the audience about conversion (2:37-40 and 17:29-31).

d) In both cases, Luke mentions the results of the speech (2:41 and 17:32-34).

This list of connecting observations is significant, since it clearly links the Areopagus Speech to a key ‘missionary speech’ to the Jews.\textsuperscript{286} It seems to be generally recognized among the commentators, however, that despite the similarities noted above, \textit{the speeches to Gentiles} in Acts 14:15-17 and 17:22-31 stand out as quite unique among the ‘missionary speeches’ in terms of approach and emphasis. This means that the closest parallel to the studied presentation in Athens is found in the hurried speech in \textit{Lystra}. In an illuminating article, Gempf identifies some of the common features between these two passage as a) a pagan audience, b) various misunderstandings, c) idolatry, d) conversion and e) God as Creator and Sustainer.\textsuperscript{287} There seems, however, to be a \textit{difference} in emphasis between the


\textsuperscript{286} From this perspective - as argued in 3.3.3.1 - a passage like 1 Thess.1:9-10 serve as an important key to its interpretation.

\textsuperscript{287} Gempf 1995. This comparison may shed new light on pagan misunderstandings: “The Athenians imagine two new gods, while the Lystrans think they are seeing two old ones! Could
speech in Lystra and the speech in Athens. Craig mentions the explicit emphasis in Acts 14:17 on inferential reasoning on the basis of the created order: “Moreover, Acts 14:17 states that although God let the Gentiles go their own way, still he did not leave them amartyron, that is without evidence or witness, which is constituted by the created order.” On the other hand, the emphasis in Acts 17 – as indicated by Winter (see 3.4.4.3) – seems to be to argue for the plausibility of a Judeo-Christian natural theology over and against competing natural theologies.

3.5.2.2 A role model for mission?

Larsson suggests that Luke included the Areopagus Speech in the Book of Acts in order to provide his readers with a missionary model for evangelism among pagans. On the basis of such suggestions, Morland has attempted to express Paul’s missionary strategy in Athens. He emphasizes the following crucial aspects:

a) Paul introduced himself in a positive way to catch the attention of the audience (17:22b in contrast to 17:16); b) Paul used the pagan altar inscription (17:23a) and the quotation from the pagan poet Aratus.

Luke be warning his readers of ways in which pagans misunderstand?” (Stott 1990:282; referring to a comment from C. Gempf in a private communication.)

288 Craig in Cowan 2000:40.
289 Larsson 1987:393. See also Bruce 1977:47. It has been suggested that Luke's intentions in this passage should be summed up as: "(1) to communicate the Christian message to his readers in the language of the audience, utilizing pagan categories to express the reality of divine revelation; (2) to build on pagan concepts through illustration, both philosophical and literary; (3) to adjust pagan assumptions in the light of biblical revelation (viz., via creation, transcendence, and self-disclosure); (4) to give evidence of God's self-disclosure (through the resurrection); and (5) to move toward the goal of repentance on the part of the reader through rhetorical persuasion." (Charles 1995:53. He refers to Flender 1967:71-72.)

(17:28b) as argumentative starting-points; e) Paul's use of ambiguous statements (which, as shown in 3.4.4.2, could refer either to Greek literature and philosophy or to Old Testament/Jewish material) should probably be seen as intentional in order to establish possible points of contact; d) The basis for Paul’s missionary or communicative strategy is found in the dual fact that God is close (17:27) and that the Athenians are God’s “offspring” (17:28-29); e) While using aspects of the Athenians’ beliefs as legitimate 'points of continuity and contact', Paul simultaneously modifies and corrects their basic view of God (17:24b-25a; 17:29); f) The main portion of the speech (17:24-29) seems to prepare the ground for the introduction of the distinctively Christian gospel in 17:30-31 (cf. also 17:23b). These key observations will be explored in depth in the exegetical discussion of these verses in chapter 4, as well as in the analysis and assessment of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics in chapter 5.

This approach to the speech needs to be qualified by the critical insights of some recent commentators. First, Liefeld stresses the importance of seeing Paul's approach in Athens in the context of the whole of Acts 17. Paul came to Athens as a refugee, without his missionary team, and seemingly with no explicit plan to reach out to Athens.

"Paul's speaking in the synagogue in Athens and engaging in discussions in the marketplace were not part of a planned gospel outreach but were a reaction to the pervasive idolatry that 'greatly distressed' him. A council meeting is the occasion of the speech itself, where Paul responds to an
inquiry as to his teachings. So Paul's mode of communication was suited to the occasion – not preaching, but explaining or teaching.\textsuperscript{291}

Secondly, Gempf criticizes the uncritical use of the speech by some contemporary missiologists, who treat the Areopagus Speech as a key example of a culturally sensitive 'Missionary Primer' in a pagan context.\textsuperscript{292} Gempf makes a crucial point in relation to this missiological theory:

"In fact, perhaps the hardest thing to reconcile with the Missionary Primer theory is that there is no case in Acts in which we have an evangelistic 'first contact' sermon to pagan Gentiles. In both Lystra and Athens, as presumably elsewhere, Luke knows that the apostles gave such a message, but he only repeats the follow-up talk intended to clarify misunderstandings.\textsuperscript{293}

Thus, the recorded 'missionary speech' in Athens was neither part of a long-term planned evangelistic outreach (but provoked) nor a 'Missionary Primer' \textit{per se} (but the follow-up speech). \textit{If the text is to be properly applied as a role model for mission (or for apologetics), this must be done with these key qualifications in mind.}

3.6 Conclusions

This concluding section has a dual function. \textit{First}, it gives a \textit{summary} of this chapter's critical assessment of the contemporary exegetical discussion on the authenticity of the

\textsuperscript{291} Liefeld 1995:69.
\textsuperscript{293} Gempf 1995:68.
account, the Athenian context, and Paul as a public speaker. Secondly, it constitutes a vital background for the subsequent, detailed exegetical study of the passage in chapter 4.

3.6.1 The Question of the Authenticity of the Account

The assessment in 3.3 on the contemporary discussion of the authenticity of Acts 17:16-34 indicated that various frameworks of interpretation play a key role and that the selection of a given framework needs to be properly justified.

This chapter has concluded, with Hemer, Bruce and Gempf (as prominent exponents of this view), that Luke's inevitable claims to historicity should include the account in Acts 17:16-34. This Lucan account has been shown to be appropriate both for Athens as the alleged situation (including the altar 'To an unknown god') and for Paul as the alleged speaker (in a comparison with his letters). This implies that the sceptical attitude (of Dibelius, Conzelmann and others) towards the authenticity of this text clearly seems unfounded. It has thus been established, that the view that this Lucan account can be shown to be suitable (or appropriate) – both for Athens as the alleged situation and for Paul as the alleged speaker – is a plausible and valid exegetical framework. This framework, then, will be presupposed in the exegetical discussion in the next chapter.

294 It was shown that neither the largely unresolved historical question of the altar 'To an unknown god' nor the theological relationship between this passage and relevant Pauline passages (such as 1 Thess. 1:9-10, 1 Cor. 2:1-5 and Rom. 1:18-23) constitute valid objections to treating the Lucan account as historical. This approach claims thus, with Blomberg: "Unless there is good reason for believing otherwise one will assume that a given detail in the work of a particular historian is factual" (Blomberg 1987:240). He adds, "This method places the burden of proof
3.6.2 The Question of the Athenian Context

The assessment in 3.4 of the contemporary discussion of questions related to the Athenian context (i.e. location, occasion, religion and philosophy) led to a number of conclusions.

It seems plausible (as Hemer argues) to locate the whole Athenian incident to the northwestern corner of the agora. Paul engaged in various discussions in the agora and was subsequently (as Winter has argued) invited to the Areopagus Council (in the Stoa Basileios) as a herald of foreign gods to explain his teachings. A majority of the commentators would at least agree in seeing the Areopagus Speech as something else than a judicial defence before the Council. As argued by Barrett, Hemer and Winter, Paul was using this occasion to engage critically with both Athenian idolaters (focusing on the various key dimension of the specific altar) and Epicurean and Stoic philosophers (in an apologetic dialogue with these worldviews). It is possible, as argued by Sandnes and others, that Luke (at least to some extent) may be alluding to Paul as a Christian Socrates. It remains to be seen, however, whether the exegetical discussion in the next chapter will demonstrate the validity of these conclusions about the contemporary discussion of Acts 17:16-34 and the Athenian context.

squarely on the person who would doubt the reliability of a given portion of the text” (Blomberg 1987:240). See also Goetz & Blomberg 1981.
3.6.3 The Question of Paul as Public and Missionary Speaker in Athens

The assessment in 3.5 of the contemporary discussion of questions related to Paul as public and missionary speaker in Athens led to a number of conclusions.

The plausible view was adopted that the rhetorical context for Paul was as a public speaker before the Areopagus Council to be assessed as a herald of foreign gods (see 3.6.2). Before this curious and critical audience, Paul presented what recent rhetorical studies have identified as a deliberative speech. Yeo’s plausible analysis of the overall rhetorical structure of Paul’s deliberative speech was largely adopted, as well as Sandnes’ attractive analysis of Paul’s rhetorical strategy (to promote curiosity and elicit questions).

Most commentators seem to agree that the Lystra incident provides the closest parallel to the Athenian episode, but it has been shown (esp. by Larsson) that there also are similarities (in structure and content) between Acts 17 and Acts 2 (as a key example of a speech to Jews). Liefeld argues plausibly that Paul’s speech should not be seen as part of a planned evangelistic outreach, but as a provoked speech. This is complemented by Gempf’s key observation that the speech is a follow-up speech and not ‘a missionary primer’.

*It remains to be seen, however, whether the exegetical discussion in the next chapter will demonstrate the validity of these conclusions about the contemporary discussion of Paul as a public and missionary speaker in Athens.*
4. AN EXPOSITION OF THE GREEK TEXT OF ACTS

17:16-34

Outline:

4.1 Introducing the Chapter

4.2 Context, Text and Structure

4.3 The Introduction, 17:16-21

4.4 The Areopagus Speech, 17:22-31

4.5 The Epilogue, 17:32-34

4.6 Conclusions

The following exegesis is primarily based on a critical interaction with the following commentators: Bruce 1988; Bruce 1990a; Conzelmann 1987; Gempf 1994; Haenchen 1977; Krodel 1986; Larsson 1987; Longenecker 1981; Lövestam 1988; Marshall 1980; Pesch 1986; Roloff 1981; Schneider, G. 1982; Weiser 1985; and Witherington 1998. Important treatments are also Carson 1996b; Gempf 1988; Gempf 1993a; Gempf 1993b; Given 1995; Gooding 1990; Gärtner 1955; Kjær-Hansen 1996; Prior, K. 1995; Stonehouse 1949; Stott 1990; Winter 1991; Winter 1996; and Yeo 1994. Some older Scandinavian contributions have also been consulted: Danbolt 1948; Falk-Rønne 1979; Frøvig 1944; Fougner 1976; Mosbech 1945; and Odland 1936.
4.1 Introducing the Chapter

Building on the critical engagement with the commentators in chapter 3, this chapter presents an exegetical study of Acts 17:16-34 based specifically on the Greek text. The first part of the study deals briefly with preliminary questions related to context, text and structure. The subsequent verse-by-verse exposition has a dual emphasis. In the textual sections, the stress is on the analysis of crucial elements of the text and their specific meaning. In the critical sections, the overall meaning and theological significance of each verse and the key elements explored in the textual section will be drawn out. This dual exegetical discussion leads – together with the preceding discussion in chapters 2 and 3 – to some conclusions on Luke’s apologetic intentions (as the narrator) and Paul’s apologetic thinking and practice (as the orator).296

4.2 Context, Text and Structure

4.2.1 Context in Acts297

The wider context for Paul's visit to Athens is 15:39-18.22. The apostle Paul visited the Roman provinces of Macedonia and Achaia (i.e. Greece) for the first time on his so-called "Second Missionary Journey" (c. A.D. 48-50).298 In this part of Acts, the emphasis is on

296 Thus, answers may be given at the end of this chapter to the two sub-questions identified in 1.5.1.
297 See also chapter 2.
298 For the chronology, see e.g. Alexander 1993:122-123.
Christianity and the pagan world, and Paul's visit to Athens clearly plays a key role in this section of Luke's narrative.\textsuperscript{299}

The \textit{immediate context} for Paul's visit in Athens is 17:10-18:18.

a) Paul at Berea (17:10-13), where the emphasis on the synagogue ministry and the Bereans' "examination of the Scriptures" forms a clear contrast to 17:16-34.

b) The transitional verses of 17:14-15 depict Paul in travel from Berea to Athens. The apostle had to leave Berea in a state of emergency because of strong opposition, and was brought by friends to Athens (17:15). His travel companions Silas and Timothy, however, stayed behind in Berea (17:14). They were soon to join him in Corinth (17:15; 18:1,5; cf. 1 Thess. 3:1-6).\textsuperscript{300}

c) Paul at Athens (17:16-34).

d) In a new transitional verse Luke records Paul's travels from Athens to Corinth (18:1).\textsuperscript{301}

e) Paul at Corinth 18:2ff, where the emphasis is on Paul's ministry in the synagogue (18:4-7a\textsuperscript{302}; as a contrast to the non-Jewish emphasis in Athens) and in a private house (18:7b-11;

\textsuperscript{299} As expressed by Gooding: "The only speech from this period that Luke summarises at any length is Paul's address to the Court of the Areopagus at Athens. Some, if not all, of the members of the court were intellectually sophisticated, but all of them, naturally enough, were pagans. In explaining to the court the essential features of Christianity, Paul inevitably does so against the background not of Judaism but of pagan religious, philosophical and political thought and practice. And Luke provides us with a comparatively full outline of this address because it is typical of the special emphasis he wishes this section of Acts to carry." (Gooding 1990:247-248)

\textsuperscript{300} A responsible harmonization of Acts 17:14-15; 18:5; and 1 Thess. 3:1-6 might lead to a more complicated reconstruction of the events. In that case it is possible that "Bruce, Marshall and Polhill are right that Timothy and Silas did rejoin Paul in Athens briefly, from which point, after hearing their reports, Paul sent them to Thessalonica and Philippi respectively, after which they met Paul again in Corinth" (Witherington 1998:510).

\textsuperscript{301} See further on the relationship between Acts 17-18 and 1 Cor. 2:1ff in 3.3.2.

\textsuperscript{302} Luke's emphasis on reasoning, persuasion and witness in Paul's ministry in Corinth (as in
as a contrast to the marketplace in Athens). Before leaving Corinth (18:18b), Paul is vindicated by Roman law (18:12-18a).

4.2.2 Text-critical remarks

The text of this passage seems largely well established by the text critics. The most disputed case is in 17:26 where the Western text adds \( \alpha \iota \mu \omega \tau \varsigma \) after \( \varepsilon \nu \omicron \varsigma \). Most commentators seem to claim that the shorter Alexandrian text should be preferred as the more difficult (i.e. the more ambiguous) reading and as supported by what seems to be the best external evidence.\(^{303}\) The following exegetical discussion is based on the widely agreed text of 17:16-34 as found in UBS.

4.2.3 Narrative structure

The passage falls naturally into three main narrative parts:\(^{304}\) The first part in vv. 16-21 consists of the Lucan introduction, the next part in vv. 22-31 is the Lucan summary of the Areopagus Speech, and the final part in vv. 32-34 is the Lucan epilogue. This structure is used as the general outline of the exegetical study in this chapter. More detailed outlines are given under each of the three major sections.

\(^{303}\) See the discussions in Metzger (p. 456) and in Witherington 1998:526. For a discussion of other less disputed cases of different textual variants in this passage, see Metzger (pp. 455-460).

\(^{304}\) Weiser's judgment is representative of what seems to be the unanimous opinion among the commentators: "Die Szene zeigt einen sehr klaren Aufbau. Die VV 16-21 bilden die Einleitung, die VV 22-31 den Hauptteil; die Rede des Paulus in Form einer Missionspredigt vor gebildeten Heiden und die VV 32-34 den Abschluss: die Wirkung der Rede." (Weiser 1985:455) It is a matter
4.3 The Introduction, 17:16-21

Outline:

17:16 Paul waiting in Athens: Distressed by idols.
17:17 Paul’s dialogues in the synagogue and in the marketplace.
17:18 Initial reactions of Athenian philosophers to Paul’s message.
17:19-20 Paul brought to the Areopagus to present his teaching.

4.3.1 Paul waiting in Athens: Distressed by idols, 17:16

17.16 Ἐν δὲ ταῖς Ἁθηναῖς ἐκδηχομένου αὐτοῦ τοῦ Παύλου παραξύνετο
tὸ πνεῦμα αὐτοῦ ἐν αὐτῷ θεωροῦντος κατείδωλον οὖσαν τὴν πόλιν.

Textual comments:

1. Ἐν δὲ ταῖς Ἁθηναῖς

"Athen, damals eine stille Kleinstadt mit etwa 5000 Bürgern, lebte von seiner grossen
Vergangenheit."305 The Greek city-state Athens (Ἀθῆναι) had been a crucial political,

of debate, though, whether the expressions 'missionary speech' or 'sermon' are appropriate
categories (see 3.5.2).

305 Haenchen 1977:496. Witherington suggests accordingly, that the size of Athens at this time
was "down to perhaps as few as five thousand to ten thousand voting citizens" (Witherington
1998:513). The city could thus be described as “a provincial backwater, a small university town of
about twenty-five thousand people, more concerned with ideas than commerce and living in the
economical and cultural centre in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. After the Romans had conquered Greece (in 146 B.C.), Athens became a *civitas libera et foederata* (i.e. a free and allied city within the Empire, linked to Rome by treaty). It was independent of the governor of Achaia, paid no taxes to Rome and enjoyed internal judicial autonomy. At the time of the apostle Paul – in spite of its political decline - Athens still seems to have been one of the major cultural and intellectual centres in the Roman Empire. This could be seen primarily in its function as a leading centre of learning, but also in terms of the many major buildings and monuments of great art still being present there. Athens also remained "the symbol of the great philosophers in popular opinion": The intellectual, moral and religious atmosphere of the city at this time has been described as "mildly promiscuous... [and representative of] a culture in moderate decline."

2. ἐκδεχομένου αὐτοῦ τοῦ Παύλου

Paul spent some time in Athens waiting *ἐκδέχομαι* means to 'wait (for)', 'expect') for his travel companions and fellow missionaries Silas and Timothy (see 4.2.1).

3. παρατύπητο τὸ πνεῦμα αὐτοῦ ἐν αὐτῷ

---

306 Jeffers comments: “In view of its prominent past, the Romans recognized Athens as a free and allied city and allowed it to continue its institutions and self-governance.” (Jeffers 1999: 261)

307 Jeffers observes that a federate city like Athens “paid no tribute to Rome and was independent of the provincial government of its province” (Jeffers 1999:117).

308 Athens came to be “regarded as something like the cultural capital of the Hellenistic world, the heart of everything that was Greek” (Wallace & Williams 1998:210).


The use of the emphatic word παρωξύνο (means to 'spur', 'stir to anger'; cf. 1 Cor. 13:5 and the cognate noun in Acts 15:39) indicates that Paul's spirit (πνεῦμα) was strongly aroused or provoked within him (by anger, grief and/or a desire to convert them). "The imperfect tense indicates that this was not restricted to the initial shock of what he saw, but it remained with him."311 This verb (παρωξύνομα) is used in the LXX of God's reaction to idolatry, cf. Dt. 9:7,18, 22; Ps. 106:28-29; Hos. 8:5; Is. 65:2-3. (Cf. the striking contrast between Paul's reaction in this verse and Paul's exordium in vv. 22-23; see also 3.4.3.1.)

4. θεωρούντος κατείδωλον οὖσαν τὴν πόλιν

Paul was observing (θεωρέω means to 'see', 'look at', 'observe') the city of Athens and was obviously struck by all the religious objects of worship (cf. vv. 22-23). κατείδωλος occurs only here in the NT and has not been found elsewhere in the Greek literature. It denotes probably "a veritable forest of idols" (see 3.4.3.1), thereby conveying an eyewitness impression (cf. θεωρούντος) that the city (τὴν πόλιν) itself was full of idols.312 The whole Greek pantheon was seemingly represented in ancient Athens. "The abundance of images at Athens is abundantly attested [to] in literature and in the remains."313 κατείδωλος should probably be understood both as a general description of Athenian religious images and as a specific reference to the vast number of Hermes' images

312 Wycherley 1968:619. He points out that κατα compounds often refer to luxuriated vegetation or growth (literally or figuratively).
present all over the city (and esp. to those at the entrance to the agora). Stonehouse points out, however, that "the special circumstances in Athens merely provided the occasion for Paul's deep indignation; his fervent monotheism was the actual cause of it"  

Critical comments:

This introductory verse sets the scene for the Athenian incident, which took place while Paul was waiting for his travel companions in Athens (v. 16a). No missionary outreach to this city seems to have been planned in advance (see 3.5.2.2).

The emphasis in Luke's introductory remark is clearly on what Paul actually saw (κορείδωλον) and felt (παρωξύνο) as a Christian, when encountering the beauty and brilliance of Athens (v. 16b). "The aesthetic point of view which characterized classical culture is absent. The Jewish-Christian rejection of 'idols' dominates."  

The focus of this verse is negatively on Paul's abhorrence of idolatry and positively on his zeal and jealousy for the Name of God. Paul's deep distress was caused by his consistent monotheism and is paralleled in 1 Cor. 8:4ff, 10:14,19f; Rom. 1:23,25; and 1 Thess. 1:9. What Paul saw in Athens moved him, not only to anger but to action (vv. 17ff). This transitional verse, then, gives a glimpse of the depth and power of Paul's motivation and zeal as a Christian evangelist and apologist.

---

314 Stonehouse 1949:11.
4.3.2 Paul's dialogues in the synagogue and the marketplace, 17:17

17:17 διελέγετο μὲν οὖν ἐν τῇ συναγωγῇ τοῖς Ἰουδαίοις καὶ τοῖς σεβομένοις καὶ ἐν τῇ ἀγορᾷ κατὰ πᾶσαν ἡμέραν ἰμέραν πρὸς τοὺς αρατυγχάνοντας.

Textual comments:

1. διελέγετο

διαλέγομαι means either to 'discuss/conduct a discussion' (17:2) or simply to 'speak, preach' (possibly 18:4,19), and is here used both for the synagogue ministry and the agora ministry (see also 2.2.2). The use of this word in the context of Athens possibly indicates a Lucan description of Paul using the Socratic method of teaching by means of dialogue (19:9; see 3.4.4.4). The emphasis (as in 17:2-4) is on logic, rhetoric and persuasion and seems to imply that Paul dealt carefully with the listeners' questions.

2. μὲν οὖν

This expression ('so', 'therefore') connects v. 17 to v. 16, thereby indicating that Paul's distress or anger is the cause for his actions in v. 17ff. Longenecker suggests that μὲν οὖν marks a new division in the narrative by "tying together Luke's introduction (v. 16) with his source material (v. 17ff)".316

3. ἐν τῇ συναγωγῇ
Luke briefly describes Paul's visit to the συνεχώρη in Athens. At the time of Paul, in the 1st century A.D., synagogues existed wherever Jews lived. References to the synagogue at Athens is illustrated by the occurrence of Jewish inscriptions there (CIJ 712-15). A Pauline synagogue ministry in Athens is both consistent with Paul's usual custom (17:2; see also 9:20; 13:5,14,46; 14:1; 16:13; 17:10; 18:4,19; 19:8; 28:17) and in accord with Paul's explicit obligations and strategy in e.g. Rom. 1:16 and 1 Cor. 9:19ff.

4. τοῖς Ἰουδαίοις καὶ τοῖς σεβομένοις

The community of the synagogue is here specified as consisting of Jews (τοῖς Ἰουδαίοις) and 'God-fearers' (τοῖς σεβομένοις). The latter seems to be a technical term (cf. 10:2,22,35; 13:16,26,43,50; 16:14; 17:4,17; 18:7), which - in a Jewish context - describes "pagans who accepted the ethical monotheism of Judaism and attended the synagogue, but who did not obligate themselves to keep the whole Jewish law." The emphasis here is on the Jewish background and character of the synagogue setting as a contrast to what follows.

5. καὶ ἐν τῇ ἁγορᾷ

The Lucan transition to Paul's Gentile ministry in Athens is smooth and swift. The apostle...
went to the agora (cf. 16:19), which had a crucial function in Athens both as a market place and as a centre of public life (cf. 3.4.1.1). The apostle reasoned or argued in the agora. This description of philosophical debate in the agora was characteristic of Athenian life and may be reminiscent of Socrates (as noted in 3.4.4.4).

6. κατὰ πᾶσαν ἡμέραν

Paul seems to have frequented the agora every day (κατὰ πᾶσαν ἡμέραν) during his visit in Athens. This public and frequent ministry is paralleled in e.g. Ephesus (19:9-10).

7. πρὸς τοὺς παρατυγχάνοντας

Both Plato and Luke use the word παρατυγχάνω ('happen to be near/present') to describe the "casual passers-by" (NEB), with whom Socrates and Paul interacted respectively in the agora.321 The implicit emphasis in Luke's narrative is on the Gentile background of those Paul met in the agora setting.

Critical comments:

This verse introduces Paul's evangelistic and apologetic ministry in Athens, both in terms of methods and settings. Paul's emotional and spiritual distress (v. 16) resulted in a missionary activity directed towards the synagogue (v. 17a) and the agora (v. 17bf).
Luke briefly mentions Paul's ministry in the synagogue (possibly on the Sabbath), but gives no information about the content or the results. It is reasonable to assume, however, that Paul's message in the Athenian synagogue resembled his approach in other synagogues (e.g. 13:1ff and 17:2-4; see also 2.2.4). The emphasis in Luke's narrative is clearly not on Paul's synagogue ministry in Athens, but on his daily public discussions in the agora with those who happened to be there (vv. 17b-18). Schneider points out that "die Erzählung will an die sokratische Anknüpfungsmethode erinnern". This would imply that Paul here probably is described by Luke as a 'Christian Socrates', both in terms of the scene (agora) and the rhetorical strategy (dialogue).

This verse describes Paul's move from the Jewish context of the synagogue to the non-Jewish context of the agora. Luke's narrative is not explicit at this point, but it seems that this Pauline move is a result not of Jewish rejection but of a deliberative strategy. In order to communicate with the pagan Athenians, the apostle entered the public scene of the agora and argued for the truth of the Gospel. Luke's intention (as indicated in 2.3.3) seems to be to give his readers an extensive example of Paul's evangelistic and apologetic approach, when encountering pagan philosophy and religion in public.

4.3.3 Initial reaction of Athenian philosophers to Paul's message, 17:18

17.18 τινές δὲ καὶ τῶν Ἐπικουρείων καὶ Στοίκῶν φιλοσόφων συνεβαλλον αὐτῷ, καὶ τινές ἔλεγον, Τί ἂν θέλοι οἱ σπερμολόγοι οὗτος λέγειν; οἱ δὲ.

322 Schneider. G. 1982:236. See the discussion in 3.4.4.4.
Textual comments:

1. τινὲς δὲ καὶ ... φιλοσόφων συνέβαλλον αὐτῷ

Some (τινὲς) philosophers (φιλόσοφος, hapax legomena in NT) responded to Paul by συνέβαλλον (συμβάλλω means 'to converse' or 'to engage in argument'; cf. 4:15 and 2.2.2). The juxtaposition of the two schools in Luke's narrative should not be seen as a literary invention (in order "to create a milieu") but as Luke's faithfulness to the original historical situation (cf. 3.6.1).

2. τῶν Ἐπικουρείων καὶ Στοϊκῶν

Grammatically, "only one article governs both nouns in expressions like 'the Epicureans and Stoics'." Paul met with representatives of these two rival and influential Hellenistic philosophical schools.

3. καὶ τινὲς ἔλεγον ... οἱ δὲ

This juxtaposition introduces two significant comments from the philosophers. The

---

324 Carson 1996a:82.
325 See 3.4.4.1 for a summary of Epicureanism and Stoicism; cf. also Frøvig 1938.
326 The attitudes referred to in 17:18ff should probably not be taken as referring to a division between Epicureans (mocking) and Stoics (confused but interested) in their evaluation of Paul, as claimed by e.g. Hansen 1998:310-311. See the discussion in 3.4.4 and the comments to 17:32 in 4.5.1.
interpretation of the meaning and significance of these comments influences the understanding of the whole passage. When referring to the philosophers' comment, Luke uses a cultured - or classical - style.

4. ... Ti ἀν θέλοι ὁ σπερμολόγος οὗτος λέγειν

The use of potential optative (Ti ἀν θέλοι; BDF § 385.1) introduces the description of Paul as a σπερμολόγος, a colourful word of Athenian slang meaning 'a seed-picker'. It was used of birds (esp. the rook) picking up seeds, as well as non-literally of the idler or worthless loafer in the market place (cf. also the similar meaning of ἀγοραῖος in 17:5). The meaning here is "a retailer of secondhand scraps of philosophy"327. This arrogant and derogatory comment indicates that Paul by some philosophers was considered as a 'babbler', 'charlatan' or 'dilettante', i.e. someone not to be taken seriously intellectually.

5. ... Ξένων δαιμονίων δοκεῖ καταγγελεύς εἶναι

Paul is also described as a preacher (καταγγελεύς meaning 'announcer, herald')328 of foreign divinities (Ξένων δαιμονίων; the latter word is here used in its neutral, Greek sense). Some philosophers thus saw Paul as a propagandist for obscure, oriental gods.

---

327 Bruce 1988:331.
328 Winter observes: "The term καταγγελεύς was used in the time of Augustus of 'a herald' of the imperial cult, and also of the herald of the Areopagus who appeared on the archon-list and possessed the seal of Athens. This would suggest that Paul was seen by his hearers to be announcing new deities to the Athenians." (Winter 1996:80)
Garland comments on the convenience of the *agora* (cf. v. 17; see also 3.4.1.1) when introducing new gods to Athens:

"A convenient forum in which to advertise the benefits of a new god and hence to drum up popular support would have been a public meeting place such as the Agora, the civic, administrative and commercial heart of the city and a popular venue for all those who wished to exchange ideas."  

The actual wording of this Athenian comment on foreign gods undoubtedly reflects the Socratic tradition. In Luke's narrative, however, it is not meant as a formal judicial charge but as a technical term for a new religious message in the Athenian setting (as shown in 3.4.2.3). Due to possible religious and commercial consequences, such a message had to be investigated by the Athenian authorities.

6. ὅτι τὸν Ἰησοῦν καὶ τὴν ἀνάστασιν εὐηγγελίζετο

The use of the word *εὐηγγελίζομαι* (meaning to 'proclaim/preach good news') indicates a proclamation of the Christian gospel, here summarized as 'Jesus and the Resurrection' (*τὸν Ἰησοῦν καὶ τὴν ἀνάστασιν*). This Lucan expression is a key summary of the apostolic *kerygma* (as defined in footnote 42), and Kirk explains what was implicit in this pregnant formula in this setting:

---

330 Sandnes 1994:21 refers to Plato *Euthphr.* 1C, 2B, 3B; *Apol.* 24B-C; and Xenophon *Mem.* 1.1.1. This expression is the only undisputed reference to the Socratic tradition in Acts 17:16-34 (see also 3.4.4.4).
"a) Historical events are crucial to a right understanding of God. b) The only image of God which is allowed is that of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, who perfectly represents Him (Col. 1:15; Heb. 1:3). c) Death is not survived by a mysterious human essence called the soul. Rather it is conquered, so that a complete physical transformation may take place. In this way Paul raised physical existence to a position of crucial importance, over against the Greek denial. By implication he rejected any use made of religion to favour the spiritual over the material or the sacred over the secular."331

This Pauline Gospel of ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’, however, seems to have been misunderstood as a new, foreign divine couple (‘Jesus and Anastasis’): the ‘Healer’ (cf. ἀσις /ασθ) and his wife ‘Restoration’ (cf. αναστατηρια).332 This Athenian misunderstanding of the concept of the Resurrection must be seen as a natural consequence of the Greek belief in the immortality of the soul. Paul returns to the topic of resurrection towards the end of his speech (cf. v. 31).

Critical comments:

Luke moves from a general description of the daily discussions in the agora (v. 17) to a specific focus on the reactions of some philosophers. This verse, then, introduces some crucial apologetic challenges that Paul encountered in Athens, where he had to justify the truth claims of the Christian faith over against specific questions, objections, and alternatives.

332 According to Bruce 1990a:377, this plausible interpretation was suggested in Chase 1902:205-206. Regardless of how the misunderstanding is explained, however, it seems to be "difficult to escape the implications of the reference to foreign 'gods' followed by ὄτι" (Winter 1996:81 contra McKay 1994:411-412).
The contemporary and rival philosophical schools of Epicureanism and Stoicism were major alternatives to the Christian faith in the Hellenistic setting. Their teaching could be summarized as the Epicurean emphasis on 'chance, escape and the enjoyment of pleasure' contra the Stoic emphasis on 'fatalism, submission and the endurance of pain'.

It seems reasonable to assume that Paul's dialogue with them would focus on questions of natural theology as well as on the specific truth claims of the Gospel.

Luke, using classical Greek, mentions two of the philosophers' comments. In the first comment, the apostle is accused of being ridiculous (a σπερμολόγος). This objection to the apostle and his message indicates that Paul encountered an audience, which was (at least partly) critical. The second comment describes Paul as a herald or advocate of foreign gods. This misunderstanding naturally leads to the new challenging setting in vv. 19-33 and the questions in vv. 19-20. The comments about 'foolish' and 'foreign' illustrate how a mixture of criticism and curiosity characterized the audience in Athens.

Luke adds an explanatory comment at the end of v. 18, thereby providing the readers, negatively with the background for the second comment, and positively with a brief summary of Paul's initial presentation in the agora as described in v. 17b. As in Lystra (14: 8-20), Luke "only repeats the follow-up talk intended to clarify misunderstandings".

333 This is a simplified but accurate summary by Stott 1990:281. See also 3.4.4.1.
334 Gempf 1995:68; see also 3.5.2.2. This textual element may be an implicit and soft Lucan critique of Paul's initial communicative approach as not being context-sensitive enough. Such an interpretation would suggest that Paul had to rethink his approach in Athens. For a further
4.3.4 Paul brought to the Areopagus to present his teaching, 17:19-20

17.19 ἐπιλαβομένοι τε αὐτοῦ ἐπὶ τὸν Ἀρείον Πάγον ἡγαγον λέγοντες.

Ἀνάμεθα γνώσαι τίς ἡ καὶ ἡ αὕτη ἡ ὑπὸ σοῦ λαλουμένη διδαχὴ;

Textual comments:

1. ἐπιλαβομένοι τε αὐτοῦ

The word ἐπιλαμβανομαι ('take hold of, grasp, catch, sometimes with violence') either describes the arrest of Paul (cf. 21:33) or the act of accompanying him (peacefully) to the Ἀρείος Πάγος. Witherington prefers the rendering ‘to take by force’ in his recent commentary. He claims that "both the immediate narrative context with its allusion to Socrates and then the reference to the Areopagus, and the usage of the verb in the immediately surrounding chapters where Paul is regularly being hauled before officials to answer charges"⁵₃₅ suggest such a rendering. The latter friendly sense of 'accompanying' seems more reasonable, however, in view of a) the discussions in chapter 3 on the occasion (see 3.4.2) and possible Socratic allusions (see 3.4.4.4) and b) the overall interpretation of 17:18-20 (in 4.3.3-4).

2. ἐπὶ τὸν Ἀρείον Πάγον ἡγαγον λέγοντες

Paul was brought to (ἐπι; here with the accusative: 'of place' (BAGD III.1), either 'on' or discussion, see 5.4.2.2.
'before'\textsuperscript{336}) the \textquoteright \textit{Αρειος Πάγος} (literally 'the Hill of Ares', the Greek god of war). As shown in 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, this either refers to a) the hill of Ares or to b) the court or Council of the Areopagus (which at this time probably had its meetings in the \textit{Stoa Basileios}).

It seems plausible to interpret this expression as a description of the Areopagus Council for the following reasons:

a) A number of elements in the wider textual context seem to point in this direction (see 3.4.2.1), esp. the expressions \textit{ἐν μέσῳ τοῦ Αρειοῦ Πάγου} (v. 22) and \textit{ἐκ μέσου αὐτῶ} (v. 33), and the reference to \textit{Διονύσιος ὁ Ἀρεοπαγίτης} (v. 34). The textual comments in vv. 22, 33 and 34 will validate this premise.

b) As indicated in 3.4.2, the Areopagus Speech (vv. 22 - 31) does not look like a formal, legal defence, and Luke does not give any hint of any formal, legal proceedings in the narrative framework. It seems therefore highly improbable that the Areopagus setting described in Acts 17:19-33 was a formal adversarial setting in court. As shown by Winter (see 3.4.2.3), however, the Lucan narrative fits the picture given in recent research regarding the role and function of the Areopagus Council in relation to the official introduction of new gods in Athens.

\textsuperscript{335} Witherington 1998:515.

\textsuperscript{336} Knowling argues that \textit{ἐπὶ} with accusative \textquoteleft would be the correct expression for taking any one before an official court... But it does not therefore follow that a regular trial was instituted ... since there is nothing in the context to indicate this. But the form of expression certainly does
c) The second Athenian comment in v. 18 (ἐξένων δαίμονιων δοκεὶ καταγγελεύς εἴναι) indicates that Paul was brought before the Council as a herald of foreign divinities. It would then have been an appropriate task of the Council to investigate Paul's message.

3. Εὐνόμωσα γνῶναι τις ἡ κατινη αὕτη ἡ ὑπὸ σοῦ λαλομένη διδαχὴ; 
Εὐνόμωσα is usually translated 'may we...?' but could also be translated 'we have power and authority'. In the latter case it is used as a synonym for ἔξεστιν. Γνῶναι is normally translated 'to know' but could also be translated 'to form a judgement'. The usual translation, which is preferred here, indicates that there is a request for more information from Paul. The emphasis is on his teaching (διδαχὴ) as being καινὴ, which means 'new, fresh, unknown, strange, remarkable' (also with the connotation: 'the marvellous, unheard-of'). In Acts, διδαχὴ "is used for early Christian preaching ... and in the mind of Luke, denotes the testimony of the apostles to Jesus Christ (cf. Acts 1:21)".

Critical comments:

337 The two latter alternative translations (i.e. 'we have power and authority' and 'to form a judgment') are suggested by Winter. He argues that this alternative rendering is plausible "when these words are read within the semantic fields of politeia. ... Good grounds exist, then, for arguing that, in this verse, Paul was not being asked to provide an explanation. Instead the Council was informing him initially 'we possess the legal right to judge what this new teaching is that is being spoken by you'." (Winter 1996:81-82) The first alternative translation ('we have power and authority') seems possible, whereas the second alternative rendering ('to form a judgment') seems less likely since the stem γνῶσκειν : γνωσίς in the traditional meaning 'to know' - 'knowledge' plays a significant role in this passage (cf. v. 19, 20, 23, 30).
This verse marks the transition between the general agora scene (vv. 17b - 18) and the specific agora setting before the Areopagus (vv. 19-33). As argued in 3.4.1, this transition is probably not a change of location geographically, but nevertheless a significant change of contexts. Paul is thus leaving the general marketplace setting with its more informal discussions and entering the more formal setting of the Areopagus Council. The main intention of v. 19, then, is to introduce the Areopagus setting, which makes the interpretation of this disputed verse crucial for the understanding of the whole passage.

Paul was taken to the open meeting of the Areopagus Council, which was the appropriate Athenian body in the matter of new or foreign deities. The conventions surrounding a herald's official introduction of new deities into the Athenian Pantheon (see 3.4.2.3) thus throws light on Paul's speech. Paul clearly used this formal Athenian context for apologetic purposes.\(^{339}\)

In v. 19 (and v. 20), Luke describes the Athenians' request for more information about Paul's message. The emphasis in the latter part of v. 19 seems to be on 'the new teaching', which refers to 'the foreign gods' in v. 18 and is the focus of vv. 20-21. The audience Paul was facing in this open meeting of the Areopagus Council could thus be characterized as both critical and curious (see also v. 18 and 3.5.1.4).

\(^{338}\) Wegenast 1986:769.  
\(^{339}\) See e.g. Sandnes 1993:15; Bruce 1977:47-48; and Bruce 1990a:379.
17.20 ἐξενιζοντα γάρ τινα εἰσφέρεις εἰς τὰς ἄκοας ἡμῶν· βουλόμεθα οὖν γνῶναι τίνα θέλει ταύτα εἶναι.

Textual comments:

1. ἐξενιζοντα γάρ τινα

The conjunction γάρ is used to express cause or continuation. It ties v. 20 to the previous verse, thus explaining the reason for the assessment of Paul by the Council.

ἐξενιζοντα τινα (‘surprising things’; ἐξενιζω means ‘to surprise or astonish with something new or strange’, BAGD) refers to Ἐξενων δαίμονιων in v. 18. Winter comments that the neuter construction "would indicate the caution with which the content of Paul’s proclamation is treated, for they would not concede that these 'things' were deities before examination"340.

2. εἰσφέρεις εἰς τὰς ἄκοας ἡμῶν

εἰσφέρω (meaning to 'bring in', 'carry in', 'lead in') is often used in the Socratic tradition to describe the introduction of foreign (or other) gods.341 Paul introduces a message (about 'foreign gods') that is strange 'to our ears' (ἐις τὰς ἄκοας ἡμῶν; ἄκοη here means 'the ear', cf. Mk. 7:35).

340 Winter 1996:82.

341 Sandnes 1993:21-22 refers to Xenophon Apol. 10-11, as well as to Justin 1 Apol. 5.4 and 2 Apol. 10.5. Unlike Socrates, Paul was not on a formal trial in Athens. This allusion to the Socratic
3. βουλόμεθα οὖν γνῶναι τίνα θέλει ταύτα εἶναι.

This phrase is usually translated 'we would (βουλόμεθα) know (γνῶναι) therefore (οὖν) what these things mean (τίνα θέλει ταύτα εἶναι; cf. 2:12).\(^{342}\) A neuter word (ταύτα) again underlines the caution of the Athenians (cf. v. 20a). The use of γνῶναι seems to be significant (cf. vv. 19, 23, 30), and indicates (when understood in its traditional meaning) what is at issue at the most basic level, i.e. "not a legal problem, but an epistemological one."\(^{343}\)

Critical comments:

Verses 19 and 20 provide the background to why Paul was brought to the Areopagus Council. The Athenians were confused by his teaching (v. 20a) and wanted to know more about it (v. 20b). "May we know' occurs in v. 19, the wish is given a reason and explained in v. 20a, and then is repeated with a variation in vocabulary, in v. 20b.\(^{344}\) This verse (v. 20) has a dual emphasis, in v. 20a on the strangeness of Paul's message and in v. 20b on the curiosity of the Athenians.

tradition, however, indirectly underlines the critical attitudes in the audience.

\(^{342}\) Winter suggests another possible translation (on the basis of alternative translations of γνῶναι, cf. v. 19, as well as of θέλω, which is "best rendered 'maintain', 'hold' or 'claim' when it is followed by the accusative and the infinitive, as in Acts 17:20b"): 'We therefore wish to make a judgement (γνῶναι) on what it is being claimed (or decreed) these things are.' (See Winter 1996:82-83.)

\(^{343}\) Conzelmann 1987:140.

\(^{344}\) Conzelmann 1987:140.
The "strange" message of Paul was his gospel of τὸν Ἰησοῦν καὶ τὴν ἀνάστασιν (v. 18). These two crucial aspects of Paul's message resulted both in criticism (v. 18) and curiosity (vv. 19-20) among the Athenians. Jesus was a foreign Hebrew name of a concrete, historical person (an unknown Jew), whose death in Palestine on a Roman cross was said to bring salvation for everyone. Therefore the focus in the Christian gospel was not on a mythological figure – but on recent historical events. The Resurrection was an entirely new concept to the Athenians; not the mysterious survival (or the immortality) of the soul, but the complete physical transformation of the body. The Christian message – of the past Resurrection of Jesus resulting in the future Resurrection of his followers – was therefore a gospel of life and hope.345

This verse, which often seems to be neglected by the commentators, is crucial in Luke's introduction to the Areopagus Speech. The Athenians openly acknowledge their ignorance about the Christian gospel. By emphasizing the strangeness (or the foreign nature) of the gospel (v. 20a), Luke here seems implicitly to indicate the limitations of natural revelation. The Christian gospel brings a message, which is completely new (cf. vv. 18f, 30f). This emphasis on the "strangeness" of the gospel functions in Luke's narrative as a realistic backdrop to Paul's apologetic endeavour in Athens.

In order to overcome this situation, Paul uses the ignorance (v. 20a) and curiosity (v. 20b) of the Athenians as legitimate and crucial points of contact. This dual theme of

345 Some of these observations are taken from Kirk 1992:148-149. See further 4.4.3-4.5.1.
ignorance and curiosity holds a key to an understanding of Paul’s apologetic strategy in Athens. Their ignorance provided him with a theological starting-point (cf. v. 23f), whereas their curiosity gave him a rhetorical starting-point (cf. vv. 19-22).\footnote{346}

4.3.5 Luke’s explanatory comment about the Athenians, 17:21

17.21 Ἀθηναῖοι δὲ πάντες καὶ οἱ ἐπιδημούντες ξένοι εἰς οὐδὲν ἔτερον ηὐκαίρουν ἢ λέγειν τι ἢ ἀκούειν τι καὶνότερον.

Textual comments:

1. Ἀθηναῖοι δὲ πάντες καὶ οἱ ἐπιδημούντες ξένοι

Luke’s comment describes both the resident Athenians and the foreign visitors. ἐπιδημεύω means to 'stay in a place as a stranger or visitor' or to 'be in town'. The expression ἐπιδημούντες ξένοι describes "the μετοικοί ('resident aliens'), as they were called in Athenian law.\footnote{347}

2. εἰς οὐδὲν ἔτερον ηὐκαίρουν

The use of the word ἡὐκαίρεω ('have a favourable time, leisure, opportunity', to 'spend time') implies that the Athenians "used to spend their time in nothing else than...".

\footnote{346}{See further 5.2.}

\footnote{347}{Bruce 1990a:378. It should be noticed that in the polis "for which we have the fullest information, Athens, full citizenship was mainly confined to the children of marriages between...".}
3. ἧ λέγειν τι ἥ ἀκούειν τι καλότερον

The Greek comparative degree (καλότερον, from καλός) here ought to be translated by the English positive degree ("latest new"):348 "telling and hearing the latest news" (cf. v. 19 on Paul's καλὴ διδακτὴ). As Hemer points out, this comment on the Athenian character is true to the ancient literature, but was probably common knowledge.349 Luke seems to use these words about the Athenians with an ironic emphasis, thus implicitly referring to σπερμολόγος in v. 18: "It is [in fact] they who were 'collectors of scraps'."350

Critical comments:

The focus of this verse is on the attitude of Athenians in general. The interest in novelties (as such) seems to have been part of the general Athenian intellectual atmosphere, and therefore characterizing residents and visitors alike.

In this concluding introductory remark, Luke affirms that Paul faced an audience characterized by curiosity. Apart from being an important clue to the meaning of the speech (regarding the rhetorical starting-point), the tone in this verse seems to be rather

citizens, and naturalization of foreigners was rare. Athens attracted numerous alien residents (metoikoi) who had legal but not political rights" (Wallace & Williams 1998:95-96).

348 BDF § 244.2.

349 Hemer 1989a:117. As Haenchen remarks: "Die Neugier der Athener war sprichwörtlich" (Haenchen 1977:499). Key references to similar criticisms of the proverbial curiosity of the Athenians are found in Longenecker 1981:474; Conzelmann 1987:140; and Witherington 1998:517. It has been pointed out that at this time "Athenian desire for entertainment also extended to gladiatorial shows, drawing the criticism of several famous moralists" (Keener 1993:373).

sarcastic and ironic. The Athenians are here characterized as "seekers after the new rather than the true; seekers after the curious rather than the κόριτσι."\textsuperscript{351} This verse is a narrative aside, and provides thus Luke's readers with some crucial clues. The comment about the Athenians serves as a striking contrast to the attitude of the Bereans (17:11), but even more as an important clue to the negative reactions recorded in vv. 18 and 32a.

"For as much as they liked to hear 'new' gossipy things, a truly new approach to and from God which would undercut the status quo of popular religion and philosophical sophistication would be threatening indeed.\textsuperscript{352}

As observed in 3.4.2.2, this verse clearly indicates that a judicial reading of this narrative as an adversarial trial is highly unlikely. The main motif behind the interrogation of Paul, then, seems to have been curiosity. However, as Winter points out (cf. 3.4.2.3), this understanding "by no means excludes a gathering of the Areopagus fulfilling its role by assessing the claims of Paul."\textsuperscript{353}

4.4 The Areopagus Speech, 17: 22-31

Outline:

17:22-23 The setting and the exordium.

17:24-29 The probatio.

17:30-31 The peroratio.

\textsuperscript{351} Witherington 1998:535.
\textsuperscript{352} Krodel 1986:327.
\textsuperscript{353} Winter 1996:87.
4.4.1 The setting and the exordium, 17:22-23 – Introducing the topic(s)

17.22

Σταθείς δὲ [ο] Παῦλος ἐν μέσῳ τοῦ Ἀρείου Πάγου ἔφη· Ἄνδρες Ἀθηναίοι, κατὰ πάντα ὡς δεισιδαιμονεστέρους ἰμᾶς θεωρῶ.

Textual comments:

1. Σταθείς δὲ [ο] Παῦλος ἐν μέσῳ τοῦ Ἀρείου Πάγου

Σταθείς is derived from θέτω, meaning 'step up or stand to say something or make a speech' (Lk. 18:11; Acts 2:14). Without the article ἐν μέσῳ means 'into the middle, before (someone)', and probably indicates the Council, not the hill (cf. 4:7; 17:19). Paul is here assuming "the common posture of an orator",354 and presents his speech before the Council as a response to the invitation in v. 19, possibly after a day's preparation (see 3.5.1.1).

2. ἔφη· Ἄνδρες Ἀθηναίοι

ἔφη introduces direct discourse. Paul starts his speech by an opening call for attention. This vocative address is similar to e.g. 13:16 and probably follows rhetorical conventions in Athens.355 It should be noted, in contrast to 13:26, "that Paul does not use the word [ἀδελφοί] when speaking to a Gentile audience".356

---

354 Yeo 1994:84.
Paul refers here to something he saw or perceived (θεωρέω) in Athens, i.e. that the Athenians in everything (κατὰ πᾶντα) was δεισιδαίμονεστέρους. The adjective δεισιδαίμων either means 'religious' or 'superstitious', but often seems to be as vague as the English 'religious'. In this exordium it is best translated 'very or uncommonly religious'. While Paul seems to use this ambiguous word primarily as a captatio benevolentiae, a gentle irony also seems to be implied. Conzelmann remarks that the piety of the Athenians "was as well known as their curiosity".

Critical comments:

The description of the Areopagus setting in vv. 19 and 20 included an invitation to Paul to present his 'new teaching' on the 'foreign gods' of 'Jesus and resurrection' before the Areopagus Council. Following on from that, Luke now introduces the specific occasion (v. 22a) and a summary of the actual speech before the Council (vv. 22b-31). The following exegetical discussion will demonstrate the appropriateness of Paul's speech, both rhetorically for this specific occasion and apologetically for this specific audience.

355 See e.g. Witherington 1998:520.
357 It occurs only here, but the noun δεισιδαίμωνια appears in 25:19. The adjective is a comparative form "compounded from deido (fear) and daimon (a deity or demon)" (Schneider, J. et al 1986:85)
358 See 3.4.3.1 and 3.5.1.3.
359 Conzelmann 1987:140.
Paul begins his *exordium* in a conventional way (v. 22b) by addressing the audience, followed by the *captatio benevolentiae*, where Paul, in seeking to secure initial audience goodwill, is commending the Athenians for being very religious. As Yeo notes:

"The use of "laudatory introduction" may not be exclusively positive or negative. It should be seen as a rhetorical technique whereby the "preacher" establishes rapport with the audience by means of a *captatio benevolentiae* (currying favor)."

There is a marked contrast between what Paul felt (v. 16) and what he said (v. 22b; cf. also ΔΙΑΛΕΓΟΜΟΙ in v. 17 and the discussion in 3.4.3.1). This might be accounted for by exploring the crucial difference between Paul's listeners (the oratees) and Luke's readers (the narratees):

a) With regard to the original Athenian context, Paul is adopting a certain rhetorical and apologetic strategy. His aim is to catch the attention of the audience and at the same time to establish crucial points of contact.

b) At the same time, the ambiguity of the word ΔΕΙΣΙΔΑΙΜΟΝ communicated to Luke's readers (and possibly also to some perceptive listeners) the actual irony of the situation described. Though being very religious, the Athenians were actually superstitious and ignorant about the true God.

17.23 διερχόμενος γὰρ καὶ ἀναθεώρῳν τὰ σεβάσματα ὑμῶν εὕρον καὶ ὁμών ἐν ὦ ἔπεγέγρατο, Ἀγνώστῳ θεῷ. δ' οὖν ἀγνοούντες εὐσεβείτε.
οὕτο εγὼ καταγγέλλω ἡμῖν.

Textual comments:

1. διερχόμενος γὰρ καὶ ἀναθεωρῶν τὰ σεβάσματα ἡμῶν

The use of γὰρ καὶ indicates "the smooth transition from the exordium proper to the narratio". Giving the reason (γὰρ) for the statement in v. 22b, Paul uses the verbs διερχομαι ('go through' [Athens]) and ἀναθεωρέω ('look at again and again'; 'examine', 'observe carefully'). This verse (as well as v. 16) has "the typical motif of 'sightseeing', periegesis." σέβασμα is a neutral word for 'object of worship' or 'sanctuary' and would include both altars and images. The Athenians would understand this positively, but (at least) to Jewish readers a reference to 'idols' would be implied. The context clearly implies that Paul observes Athenian religion with a specific intention, i.e. in order to identify possible points of contact.

2. εὐρον καὶ βωμὸν ἐν ὧ ἐπεγέγραπτο, Ἁγνώστῳ θεῷ

Paul found (εὐρον) a specific altar (βωμός), with the inscription (ἐπιγράφω meaning 'write in or on') 'To an unknown god' (Ἀγνώστῳ θεῷ). βωμός is the regular Greek word for altar. It occurs only here in the NT, because this is a pagan altar (but is often used with

361 See e.g. Marshall 1980:285 and Given 1995. See also 1.5.1 and 3.5.1.
363 Moxnes 1995:120.
this meaning in LXX). The following is assumed about the altar ‘To an unknown god’ (on the basis of 3.3.2.2, 3.4.2.3 and 3.4.3.2): a) There are good reasons for supposing the historical authenticity of such an altar in Athens at this time; b) Paul uses the altar to establish significant (explicit or implicit) points of contact concerning admission of ignorance, critique of idolatry, and the desire to avoid divine judgment; c) The Council would not be taken by surprise by "the epigraphic citation but rather the affirmation that this was not a new divinity for the Athenians to recognize, for they had already erected an altar to him"; d) It is also crucial to note that the reference to the altar seems to have a somewhat similar function in Paul’s argument in this pagan context as an OT quotation in the synagogue context (see also v. 28).

3. Ὄ...τοῦτο

The use of neuter, not masculine, forms in describing the divine nature (cf. v. 29) seems to play on the pantheistic beliefs of many Athenians (maybe especially the Stoics).

4. ὁ οὖν ἄγνοοῦντες εὐσεβεῖτε

ἄγνοοῦντες is catching up the word Ἀγνώστῳ of the altar inscription. Grammatically speaking, the emphasis here is on their ignorance (ἄγνοοῦντες), not on their worship (εὐσεβεῖτε). This is indicated both by the word order and "the fact that ἄγνοοῦντες is a participle, rather than an adverb being used, [which] means that the worshippers are being

---

304 Cf. Wis. 14:20 and 15:17, where σεβάσματα "is used pejoratively" (Gibson 2000:326).
described as ignorant. Given points out that here ἀγνοεῖω probably carries the double meaning of "a straightforward, non-culpable epistemic failure resulting in a lack of knowledge, or a culpable moral failure of acting ignorantly in regard to what is right, to act amiss."

5. τότε ἐγὼ καταγγέλλω ὑμῖν

An emphatic statement about what (τότε) Paul (stress on ἐγὼ) intended to proclaim (καταγγέλλω, cf. v. 18: καταγγελεύς) to the Athenians. Καταγγέλλω is used frequently in Acts "of the official apostolic proclamation of the gospel", but did not as of itself carry such connotations to the original Athenian audience. It seems more appropriate – both in the light of the narrative framework and the speech – to describe the speech as an apologetic follow-up speech than as an evangelistic sermon per se (see also 3.5.2).

Critical comments:

This verse, which is highly significant for the understanding of the whole speech, is clearly linked to the previous verse. As a proof of his statement in v. 22b (about the religion of the Athenians), Paul now relates how he walked around in Athens – on "an

---

365 Winter 1996:84.
366 Gempf 1988:233. There is an interesting parallel to this in Jn. 4:22a; see the discussion in Haacker 1986:460-461.
368 Stonehouse 1949:30.
369 Thus, to call the speech "a model of Christian evangelism (εὐθηνομελεῖας) and proclamation (καταγγέλλω) in a Gentile context" (Hansen 1998:314) seems slightly inaccurate.
370 As Weiser points out, "der Interpretation des Verses 23 kommt für das Verständnis der
inspection tour’ – carefully observing their σεβασμοτα. Among all the religious objects of worship in Athens (cf. v. 16), Paul found an altar with the inscription Αγνώστω θεω', which he chose as the starting-point in his speech due to the following reasons (see also 3.4.3.2):

a) The ambiguity of the inscription made it possible both to find points of contact and at the same time to respond implicitly to the suggestion that he was preaching foreign gods (17:18). Through his reference to the altar, Paul is in fact arguing for ‘the epistemic permission’ of his claims about God.

b) More precisely, Paul finds points of contact both in the Athenians' seemingly open acknowledgment of ignorance and in their desire to avoid divine wrath. Thus, common ground with the audience is established. This specific altar (claiming ignorance about God) implicitly functions as a devastating critique of all the other altars (claiming knowledge about the gods). This means that Luke (explicitly or implicitly) describes Paul as following the traditional philosophical critique – as exemplified by Socrates – of religion as idolatry.371

After having used this altar as his starting-point, Paul states that he will proclaim to them what is worshipped as unknown. This proposition (propositio or partitio) is later to

---

be demonstrated by Paul in vv. 24-29.\textsuperscript{372} Paul makes a bold claim in v. 23b, i.e. to assume that his teaching really will bring new knowledge about the Unknown God. Implicit here is the belief that the Unknown God has revealed himself – and Paul as his authoritative herald. God is in fact known to Paul – and through Paul's message the Athenians can get to know Him. Thus, without such a communication, they would not really know the truth about God's nature and actions.

*It is now possible to conclude with an outline of the structure and content of 17:22-23:*

17:22a Setting

17:22b *Exordium* (1); Vocative address.

17:22c *Exordium* (2); The *captatio benevolentiae*: The religiosity of the Athenians.

17:23a *Exordium* (3); The *narratio*: Paul's tour of Athens and the altar.

17:23b *Exordium* (4); The *propositio*: Paul's aim is to make known the Unknown God.

4.4.2 The *probatio*, 17:24-29 – Setting forth key arguments

4.4.2.1 The *Probatio I*, 17:24-25 – On the nature of God

17.24 ὁ θεὸς ὁ ποιήσας τὸν κόσμον καὶ πάντα τὰ ἐν αὐτῷ, οὗτος οὐρανοῦ καὶ γῆς ὑπάρχων κύριος ὁ ἐν χειροποιητοῖς ναοῖς κατοικεῖ

*Textual comments:*

\textsuperscript{372} Satterthwaite 1993:360.
1. θεός

Paul starts his *probatio* by changing from a neuter (v. 23b) to a masculine form when describing the Divine Being. Thereby the apostle both affirms the existence of a personal God and identifies the Athenian ἀγνωστός θεός as this one, true God.

2. ποιήσας τὸν κόσμον καὶ πάντα τὰ ἐν αὐτῷ

Here, Paul seems to express the teachings of crucial OT passages (cf. Ex. 20:11; Ps. 145 (MT 146):6; Is. 42:5; cf. also Acts 4:24) in a way that would be understandable to the Gentile audience. The use of the word κόσμος is significant (there is no equivalent Hebrew term, the OT equivalent is 'heaven and earth', cf. v. 24b), since this is a term used both in Greek-speaking Judaism (cf. Wis. 9:9; 11:17; 2 Macc. 7:23) and by Greek philosophers (Plato *Tim.* 28C; 76C; Epictetus 4,6,7). By using κόσμος (cf. Rom. 1:20), Paul communicates to the Athenians that the personal God is the Creator of the Universe.

3. οὗτος οὐρανοῦ καὶ γῆς ὑπάρχων κύριος

The demonstrative pronoun οὗτος is emphatic, meaning "this same creator God". Being the sovereign Creator, God is also the Lord (κύριος) of heaven and earth. (Cf. also Deut. 10:14; Is. 66:1-2.) The use of ὑπάρχω indicates a more formal style. The introduction of

---

373 For possible references and quotations from Hellenistic writers in this and the following verses: see 3.4.4.2.
374 See e.g. Larsson 1987:388.
God as Κ’ΩΡΙΟΣ is significant for Paul's argument later on in the speech (esp. as a premise for the emphasis on conversion and judgment in vv. 30-31). At this stage in the speech, however, it points to God's active Lordship in creation. 376

4. οὐκ ἐν χειροποιητοῖς ναοῖς κατοικεῖ

A sovereign Creator and Lord does not dwell (κατοικεῖω meaning 'live, dwell, reside, settle (down)') in man-made (χειροποιητοῖς, i.e. 'made by human hands (of buildings, specifically temples)') temples (ναός, generally of temples). This temple critique is reminiscent of 1 Kings 8:27, 2 Chron. 6:18 and Is. 66:1f (cf. also Is. 46:6; Mk. 14:58), and it corresponds to Acts 7:48 (in a Jewish setting)377 as well as to e.g. Jos. Ant. 8:227-29, Sib. Or. 4:8-11, and Plutarch Mor. 1034b. The Epicureans would have agreed with this critique, since they were "notionally opposed to all forms of superstition"378.

Critical comments:

Paul begins his probatio by introducing the sovereign and transcendent Creator and Lord of the universe. Bruce observes that as "at Lystra, Paul begins with the revelation of God in creation"379. Paul's language is that of a Greek-speaking Jew when speaking to pagans

376 See e.g. Weiser 1985:470.
377 Hemer comments perceptively, that "Stephen's critique ... is reflected in words ascribed to Paul, on whom Stephen's words ostensibly made great impact" (Hemer 1989a:190). See also Weinert 1987:90.
379 Bruce 1990a:382.
about the creational monotheism of the OT. Consequently, there are many allusions to the OT (in this verse as well as in the following verses) but no explicit quotations. For Paul, "the unknown God among the gods is in fact the true and only One. He is the God of the OT and of salvation-history."380

In v. 24a, Paul thus states his belief in a personal God before the Athenians. Being the personal Creator of everything, God is therefore also the sovereign Lord of heaven and earth. Given the premise in v. 24a, the statement of v. 24b seems to be a logical and natural consequence. The sovereign Creator, who is Lord of the Universe, clearly does not live in 'man-made' temples. This temple-critique was uttered nearby Parthenon and in the midst of all the other religious altars and images in Athens.381 Nevertheless, Paul's refutation of any attempt to limit or localize the Creator would be acceptable to the Athenian philosophers (esp. the Epicureans), at least on the surface.382 On a deeper level, though, as indicated by the following verses, Paul's creational monotheism not only rules out polytheistic paganism (see 3.4.3) but also challenges both Stoic pantheism and Epicurean deism (see 3.4.4.3).

17.25 οὐδὲ ὑπὸ χειρῶν ἀνθρωπίνων θεραπευέται προσδεόμενος τινος. αὐτὸς διδοὺς πάσι ζωὴν καὶ πνοὴν καὶ τὰ πάντα·

381 Hemer 1989a:118.
Textual comments:

1. οὐδὲ ὑπὸ χειρῶν ἀνθρωπίνων

χεῖρ ἀνθρωπίνη is an idiom (lit. 'human hands'; cf. v. 24b) for 'a human being as a means of accomplishing something' (Louw-Nida 9.5), possibly in contrast to the divine hands of the Creator (cf. v. 24a).

2. θεραπεύεται

The word θεραπεύω means 'to serve (a divinity)'. This critique of the thought that God should need anything (and therefore a critique of sacrifices), is found in Is. 46:1, Jer. 10:5; Ps. 50:9-12 (cf. also Mic. 6:6ff) as well as in 2 Macc. 14:35 and e.g. Euripides Heracl. 1345-46 and Plato Euthphr. 14 C.

3. προσδέομενος τινος

'As if he needed anything'; from προσδέομαι, i.e. 'to need (in addition/further)'. The emphasis here is on God's self-sufficiency as the sovereign Creator and Lord of the Universe. The Epicureans would have agreed with the notion that God (or the gods) has no need of anything.

4. αὐτὸς διδοὺς πᾶσι ζωῆν καὶ πνεῶν καὶ τὰ πάντα

This triad (ζωῆν καὶ πνεῶν καὶ τὰ πάντα) about God as the source (i.e. the giver, use

of διδωμι) of life may be adapted from current terminology. But the actual content may
be found in Gen. 2:7ff; Is. 42:5; Ps. 50:7-15; Neh. 9:6 (cf. also 1 Sam. 2:6) as well as in 2
Macc. 7:23; and 3 Macc. 2:9. Cf. also Corp. Herm. 5;10. 'Zoe' (i.e. the Greek word for
'life') was popularly associated with 'Zeus', and it is therefore possible that Paul implicitly
says, 'Not Zeus but Yahweh is the source of life!"383 The expression ζωήν καὶ πνεῦμα is
an example of "intentional assonance"384. The Stoics would have agreed with the notion
that the divine being is the source of all life (see also below on v. 28).

Critical comments:

Paul continues his probatio by refuting in v. 25a the opinion that God needs any sacrifices.
God does not need the service of humankind, as if the sovereign Creator and Lord was
dependent on his creatures. The premise for this critique is found in v. 25b, where Paul
introduces God as the source of life (as expressed in the significant triad
ζωήν καὶ πνεῦμα καὶ τὰ πάντα). The point is that God is the Sustainer of everything
and therefore is in no need of anything. Carson points to the crucial theological and
apologetic importance of this verse:

"This passage not only insists that God sustains life and rules
providentially, but that he is characterized by aseity... It means that God is
so independent that he does not need us. We cannot give him anything he
lacks, or wheedle something out of him by cajoling him."385

384 Bruce 1990a:382.
The implication for humanity is clear; since God is "the giver of life and 'everything' we are and have, we should love, trust and obey God."386.

The emphasis of 17:24-25 is thus on God as the sovereign Creator and source of life. Humanity should not (as popular Athenian religion had done) seek to localize God in temples or manipulate him by sacrifices. *These verses constitute a formal unit within the speech, with a clear chiastic structure. This composition is indicated by the following outline:*

a) 17:24a Premise (for v. 24b): God is sovereign Creator and Lord.

b) 17:24b First critique: Therefore, he does not live in temples.

c) 17:25a Second critique: God does not need humanity's service/sacrifices.

d) 17:25b Premise (for v. 25b): God is totally independent as the source of life.

It seems, then, as if Paul's intention in vv. 24-25, at the surface level, is to seek to establish as much common ground as possible in relation to his philosophical audience. As shown above, these verses clearly play on: a) the Epicurean belief that God (or the gods) needs nothing from human beings, as well as b) the Stoic belief that the divine being is the source of all life. The sophisticated audience would thus largely regard the critique of popular polytheism so far in the speech as plausible. The underlying biblical dynamic view of God, however, as both transcendent Creator and immanent Sustainer, would challenge their

---

386 Krodel 1986:333.
philosophical systems deeply. Implied here, then, seems to be a simultaneous affirmation of Epicurean deism and Stoic pantheism as 'half-truths', needing to be modified and corrected in the light of Paul's Judeo-Christian creational monotheism. At a deeper level, then, these verses signal a confrontation with these influential Athenian worldviews.

4.4.2.2 The probatio II, 17:26-27 – On divine intentions with humanity

17.26 ἐποιησέν τε ἐξ ἐνὸς πᾶν ἔθνος ἀνθρώπων κατοικεῖν ἐπὶ πάντος προσώπου τῆς γῆς, ὑρίσας προστεταγμένους καιροὺς καὶ τὰς ὀρθεσίας τῆς κατοικίας αὐτῶν

Textual comments:

1. ἐποιησέν

ποιέω (to 'make', 'create') should be taken as the main verb (with ὁ θεός in v. 24 as the subject) with two dependent and parallel infinitives (κατοικεῖν in v. 26 and ζητεῖν in v. 27) expressing purpose. "Gott hat die Menschheit geschaffen, um ihr - so die beiden finalen Infinitive - eine dobbelte Bestimmung zu gegeben: Sie soll die Erde bewohnen und ihn suchen."388

2. τε ἐξ ἐνὸς πᾶν ἔθνος ἀνθρώπων

God created ἐξ ἑνὸς ('from one [man]'), i.e. from Adam (though his name is not mentioned) as "the single progenitor of the human race." Paul probably relates the Genesis material (cf. Gen. 1-2; Rom. 5:12-19; 1 Cor. 15:45-49) to Hellenistic myths about the primal man and to the Stoic conception of the unity of all human beings. God has created πᾶν ἑθνὸς ἀνθρώπων, which could be rendered either "the whole race of men" or "every nation of men." The second alternative should be preferred in the light of 2:5, 10:35 and 14:16 and of Paul's emphasis here being on unity in diversity. Rajak remarks that it is "noteworthy that ... Paul draws the attention of his hearers to the racial variety of human beings in the world (the Greek word is ethnos), when he tells them that all races were created by God from a common origin." 393

Humanity is created with a purpose, i.e. to 'inhabit' (κατοικεῖν) 'the whole (face of the) earth' (παντὸς προσώπου τῆς γῆς). This expression underlines God's providence for all humanity (cf. v. 26b) and emphasizes that wherever people are, they have the same origin in the one and only God. It also functions as a contrast to v. 24b about God. There is

389 See the text-critical discussion in 4.2.2.
390 This corresponds to the subtle introduction of Jesus (as 'the second Adam') in v. 31; see further 4.4.3.
392 The first alternative is preferred by e.g. Dibelius 1956:27-38 and the second by e.g. Bruce 1990a:383. Conzelmann remarks that there in fact seems to be "little difference between the two alternatives" (Conzelmann 1987:142).
alliteration with initial π.

4. ὧρίσας προστεταγμένους καιροὺς καὶ τὰς ὑροθεσίας τῆς κατοικίας αὐτῶν. God has determined (ὁρίζω meaning to 'determine', 'appoint', 'designate'\(^{394}\), cf. v. 31) specific times (προστεταγμένους καιροὺς) for humankind and lit. 'the boundaries of their inhabitation' (τὰς ὑροθεσίας τῆς κατοικίας αὐτῶν). The meaning of these expressions is highly disputed. The καιροὶ ('periods') and ὑροθεσία ('boundaries') could be interpreted in two different ways: a) As the order of history, alluding to Deut. 32:8 (i.e. God has set specific times and borders for the nations; cf. Gen. 10), or b) As the order of creation, alluding to Ps. 74:17 (i.e. God has set specific seasons and places adequate for human habitation; cf. Is. 45:18; Gen. 8:22).

Both interpretations seem possible, and "the point in any case is the goodness of God in providing for the needs of mankind".\(^{395}\) The most natural interpretation, however, seems to be the order of creation: (1) This view is in accord with the parallel passage in Acts 14:17. (2) This interpretation fits the wider context and theme of the speech, with its explicit emphasis on creation. (3) The goodness of God in creation (v. 26a) is a natural premise for seeking God (v. 27a). (4) The notion of divine providence in creation is a crucial point of

\(^{394}\) Bruce points out that aorist participle is used (ὁρίζων) to indicate that, in the Divine plan, the determination of a home for humanity preceded its creation. (Bruce 1990a:383)

continuity and contact with Stoicism.

Critical comments:
Paul continues his *probatio* by moving from the doctrine of God to the doctrine of humanity, following on from the emphasis on God as the Sustainer of humanity in v. 25b. The apostle asserts the unity of all human beings, on the basis of being created by the one, true God from one man (v. 26a). Paul’s statement would challenge the Athenians, since they considered themselves ἀυτοχθόνες (i.e. sprung from the soil of their native Attica). The statement that humanity covers the earth, which is seen as God’s first intention with humankind (cf. Gen. 1:28), further underlines the universal aspect. In the next phrase (v. 26b), Paul proclaims that God has provided humanity with stability through the order of creation. God’s goodness is evident in his present provision for the needs of humanity. This statement would be affirmed by the Stoics, but would deeply challenge the deistic thinking of Paul’s Epicurean listeners (cf. v. 27b).

The intention of this verse, then, is to affirm "the horizontal dimension of God’s purpose" with all of humanity (characterized by unity in diversity): to fill the earth and to live according to the order of creation, which the Creator has designed for human beings. This implies that the one, true God cannot properly or justly be described as a ‘foreign' God

---


396 This was "a claim reflecting the fact that they belonged to the earliest wave of Greek immigration into the land, so early that, unlike later arrivals, the Achaeans and Dorians, they had lost all memory of their immigration." (Bruce 1990a:382; see also Krodel 1986:333-334.)

(cf. v. 18ff). "Thus not only is there no room for racism or elitist tribalism, but one of the entailments of monotheism is that if there is one God he must in some sense be God of all, whether acknowledged or not." 398

17.27 ζητεῖν τὸν θεόν, εἰ ἄρα γε ψηλαφήσειαν αὐτὸν καὶ εὑροῖν, καὶ γε οἷς μακρὰν ἀπὸ ἕνος ἑκάστου ἡμῶν ὑπάρχοντα.

Textual comments:

1. ζητεῖν τὸν θεόν

The infinitive ζητεῖν (‘seek’, ‘search’, ‘look for’) expresses God’s purpose when creating human beings, i.e. to seek God (τὸν θεόν). ζητέω is a pregnant term, which is used in the LXX and the NT to denote the human response (indicating a response of the whole person) to God’s actions initiated for his salvation. 399 It is used in Hellenistic literature to describe the rational search for what is true and divine. The idea and vocabulary of seeking God is found in texts such as Is. 45:19; 55:6; 65:1; Ps. 14:2; Pr. 8:17; Jer. 29:13; Am. 9:12, as well as in Plato Apol. 19b, 23b and Dio Chrysostom Or. 12:60. Paul’s usage of ζητεῖν τὸν θεόν is clearly derived from the biblical material (where humanity’s response includes the rational 400), and is here used in ‘polemical engagement’ (see 3.4.4.3) with the

398 Carson 1996b:500. See also 6.2.2.2.
400 It seems that many commentators tend to downplay the rational element in the biblical material, both in terms of God’s revelation and of humanity’s responses to God. Neither a rationalistic nor a fideistic/existentialistic interpretation of seeking (v. 27), conversion (v. 30) or
impersonal, rationalistic notion of seeking the divine (probably), held by the philosophical audience.

Paul introduces εὑρίσκω (to 'find', 'discover', 'come upon'; here used in the optative mood) as an appropriate counterpart to ζητεῖν. Gempf perceptively remarks, however, that "the verb for 'finding' is weakened in three ways. The first is the grammatical construction: the use of the optative mood in Greek [εὑροῖεν] introduces a note of uncertainty, coupled with a phrase (εἰ ἀρα γε), which is best translated 'if perhaps'. The finding is by no means certain. Second, the force of the verb is weakened by being paired with the colorful verb 'groping' (ψηλαφάω), a word used in such sources as Homer's Odyssey (9.416) and the Greek version of Deuteronomy (LXX 28:29) to mean a 'blind feeling around'. Third, the verb phrase is followed by the clause 'although he is not far'. The concessive nature of this clause only makes sense if the 'groping' is unsuccessful." 401

In this context, then, ψηλαφάω (usually meaning 'touching with hands') should be understood as 'feeling around'. Implied here is a dramatic description of "the groping of a blind person or the fumbling of a person in the darkness of night." 402.

πίστις (v. 31) is warranted. As Hemer argues (over against the treatment of πίστις and its cognates in some of the theological dictionaries); "faith as trust is stressed to the initial exclusion of faith as assent, but the New Testament argument is for trust which goes beyond (but includes) assent to a practical sufficiency of relevant evidence" (Hemer 1989a:441).

401 Gempf 1993a:52. It should be noted that Gempf's third comment, strictly speaking, belongs to the next textual comment.

402 Witherington 1998:528, where also additional evidence from classical and biblical sources for this usage can be found.
3. καὶ γε οὐ μακρὰν ἀπὸ ἐνὸς ἑκάστου ἡμῶν ὑπάρχοντα

As indicated above (see previous comment), καὶ γε should be seen as concessive, as in 21:17. The use of ὑπάρχω indicates a formal style (cf. vv. 24 and 29). This subordinate participle is most naturally seen as a contrast to v. 27a. Paul includes himself in this expression ('though he is not far from each one of us'). So, God is near (contra Epicurean deism), because he is the truly personal God (contra Stoic pantheism). Cf. also Ps. 139 (LXX 138):7-10.

Critical comments:

This verse, which is closely linked both grammatically and logically to the preceding verse, states that God's prime intention in creation is that humanity shall seek God (v. 27a). The premise given here is that God is not far away (v. 27b).

This verse emphasizes the following crucial points about God and humanity: (1) The sovereign Creator and Sustainer made men and women (v. 26) so that they would seek him. That was his prime intention with humankind or "the vertical dimension of his purpose." Human beings seek God on the basis of God's self-revelation of his "eternal power and divine nature" (Rom. 1:19f) in creation. (2) Even though being made by God and totally dependent on him, humanity seems nevertheless to be unable to find God on the basis of general revelation alone, though he remains very close to each one (vv. 27b-28). As Pesch asserts: "Mit der Nähe der Schöpfers kollidiert die Gottesferne des in der
‘Unwissenheit’ (v. 30) befangen Menschen.”⁴⁰⁴ (3) Humankind cannot find God, the reason for that being the 'blind feeling around'. This is a strong statement about the human predicament, i.e. the claim that humanity is basically flawed, not only because of ignorance but also because of blindness. Paul here seems to be hinting at rebellion – or sin – as the deepest problem behind humanity's blindness.

Paul is therefore challenging the critical and curious Athenian audience at this point by implicitly suggesting the following about seeking and finding God: God, who he is and what he really is, cannot be discovered by popular religion or sophisticated philosophy. Therefore, in order for God to be found, God himself would have to make a move, i.e. to reveal himself. This verse clearly indicates that there is "a groping for God in the darkness, when the light of special revelation is not available"⁴⁰⁵. Humankind is thus described as seeking God without actually finding him, a situation characterized by irony and tragedy. This implies that humanity is seen as "blindly and unsuccessfully groping for someone who stands so close and who desires to be found"⁴⁰⁶.

_We may thus conclude, on the basis of the preceding discussion, that 17:26-27 constitutes a grammatical and logical unity within the speech. The overall argument of these verses on God and humanity could be expressed structurally in the following way:_⁴⁰⁷

---

⁴⁰⁵ Bruce 1990a:383.
⁴⁰⁷ It should be noted that this structure is slightly different to Yeo's outline (see 3.5.1.3), since he takes v. 27b as belonging to vv. 28-29.
a) 17:26a God created humanity as a unity.

b) 17:26b God's first intention with humanity: to fill/cover the earth.

c) 17:26c God is supplying order and stability in the order of creation.

d) 17:27a God's prime intention with humanity: to seek God.

e) 17:27b Premise (for v. 27a): God is near (but humanity is blind).

4.4.2.3 The probatio III, 17:28-29 – On the nature of humanity

17.28 ἐν αὐτῷ γὰρ ζῶμεν καὶ κινούμεθα καὶ ἐσμέν, ὡς καὶ τινὲς τῶν αὐθεντικῶν εἰρήκασιν, Τοῦ γὰρ καὶ γένος ἐσμέν.

Textual comments:

i: ἐν αὐτῷ γὰρ ζῶμεν καὶ κινούμεθα καὶ ἐσμέν

γὰρ connects this verse to the previous one, thereby indicating in what sense God is near.

The triadic formula about human existence (ζῶμεν, i.e. 'to live'; κινούμεθα, i.e. 'to move (about)'; εἰμί, i.e. 'to be') in God is probably not a literal quotation from Stoic philosophy, for there is no consensus as to its source. The expression ἐν αὐτῷ, when

---

408 "A strictly literal translation of κινούμεθα in Ac 17.28 might imply merely moving from one place to another. The meaning, however, is generalized movement and activity; therefore, it may be possible to translate κινούμεθα as 'we come and go' or 'we move about' or even 'we do what we do.'" (Louw-Nida 15.1)

409 See the discussion in Bruce 1990a:384. It is possible that this is an allusion to a poem originally addressed to Zeus, and usually attributed to the Cretan poet Epimenides, and which is quoted in Titus 1:12. If so, this would be additional evidence for a "Pauline context, where Paul is interacting with the specific traditions of Athenian religion" (Hemer 1989a:118), since Epimenides...
used by Paul, should not be taken in a pantheistic sense but as denoting humanity's living in God's presence and having existence through him (cf. Deut. 4:7; Ps. 139:5; Rom. 11:36). Paul seems thus to be using a common vocabulary (here probably with Greek thinking in general) and a commonly used form (the triad) to express humanity's total dependence on God. Gärtner points out that the triadic formula is a reminder of the Jewish attack on idolatry: The idols lack life, they cannot move, and they have no real existence.\footnote{Gartner 1955:197,222.}

The phrase, though plural in form (τινες τῶν καθ’ ὑμῶς ποιητῶν εἰρήκασιν), should probably be taken as a way of introducing one single quotation. Paul introduces the quotation in the latter part of the verse as an appeal to an authority, which gives this quotation a somewhat similar argumentative function in this pagan context as that of an OT quotation in the synagogue context (see also v. 23). Conzelmann remarks that the quotation "serves both as proof and explanation"\footnote{Conzelmann 1987:145.} in the speech.

3. Τοῦ γὰρ καὶ γένος ἔσμεν \footnote{For a very helpful discussion on the Aratus quotation, see Lövestam 1988:289-91.}

τοῦ here means τοῦτο (BDF § 249). This quotation is "die erste Hälfte einer figures in Diogenes Laertius' story of the origin of the altars. As Witherington notes, however, Epimenides was no Stoic. (See Witherington 1998:530.)
griechischen Hexameter-Ziele\textsuperscript{413}, undoubtedly taken from Paul's fellow Cilician, the Stoic poet Aratus' poem \textit{Phaen}. 5 (from about 270 B.C.), although a similar line may be found in Cleanthes' somewhat earlier \textit{Hymn to Zeus} 4. This quotation, with the ambiguous term \( \gamma\varepsilon\nu\omicron\varsigma \) ('offspring'), was used apologetically already by the Jewish Hellenistic apologist Aristobolus (in \textit{fragm.} 4) "to interpret the biblical creation story\textsuperscript{414}. "Being God's offspring", then, as Krodel points out, "does not imply that we have a divine spark within us, be it an immortal soul or a divine logos. But ...it means that we are dependent on God."\textsuperscript{415} Humanity is thus God's offspring, since both man and woman are created in the image of God. Ladd comments perceptively:

"Here is a theology of the universal Fatherhood of God; and it follows that all men, being the creatures of the one God, are brothers. However, this is a theology of creation, not of redemption. In this theology man's sonship to God is a universal truth that belongs to all men by nature, and since men are intrinsically the children of God, this fact should be determinative of their attitude toward God and of their relationship to one another."

\textit{Critical comments:}

Paul now moves from the doctrine of humankind to humanity's relation to God. Following on from the hints given in v. 25b and v. 27c, this verse emphasises humanity's total dependence on God.

\textsuperscript{413} Roloff 1981:264.
\textsuperscript{415} Krodel 1986:336.
\textsuperscript{416} Ladd 1974:160.
Paul is clearly in search of common ground and is using pagan sources to bridge some gaps. By using a common vocabulary and form (as in the triad) and an argument from one of their authorities (the Stoic Aratus), Paul is able to argue for biblical truth with the Athenians on their high ground. The apostle is thus able to find a crucial 'point of continuity and contact' in the Stoic view of providence. Humanity is totally dependent on the Deity. Paul's strategy here is reminiscent of Hellenistic Jewish apologists.

At the same time, there is an underlying 'point of discontinuity and tension' in terms of the nature of this Deity, once again challenging both Stoic pantheism and Epicurean deism.

"The poets are actually praising Zeus, but Paul makes it clear that he treats the quotations as referring to their highest conception of the supreme God, or rather their non-conception, the unknown God, of whom he proceeded to speak."^418

Whereas the Greeks (especially in the neo-Platonic and Stoic traditions) tended to think of the divine nature of humanity, Paul's thinking was in terms of man and woman made in the image of God. The content and logic of v. 28 is thus clearly that of Judeo-Christian monotheism along the lines of Genesis 1-2, with its emphasis on a) being, order and life in God and b) humanity as made in the image of God.^419

---

^417 Sherlock comments on the triad: "In its extreme form this can become monism or pantheism, but in essence it expresses classical trinitarian language about God, as Persons in relationships." (Sherlock 1996:209)


^419 Blocher comments perceptively on the crucial move in Paul's argument in v. 28 when seen in the light of the opening chapters of Genesis: "The apostle Paul, having stressed that in God we have life, movement (which is not so very far from order) and being, moves on to mankind's
17.29 γένος οὖν ὑπάρχοντες τοῦ θεοῦ οὐκ ὁφείλομεν νομίζειν χρυσῷ ἢ ἀργυρῷ ἢ λίθῳ, χαράγματι τέχνης καὶ ἐνθυμήσεως ἀνθρώπου, τὸ θεῖον εἶναι ομοίον.

Textual comments:

1. γένος οὖν ὑπάρχοντες τοῦ θεοῦ

οὖν ('therefore') links v. 29 with v. 28, with a repetition of the quotation from Aratus. This time the more formal ὑπάρχω is used (cf. v. 24 and v. 27).

2. οὐκ ὁφείλομεν νομίζειν ... τὸ θεῖον εἶναι ομοίον

νομίζειν ('to think, believe, hold, consider') is here used about idolatrous thinking about the Deity. This critique of idolatry resembles passages such as Gen. 20:4; Deut. 5:8; Is. 44:9-20; Ps. 115:4 (LXX 113:12); 135:15 (LXX 134:15) as well as Wis. 13-15. The expression οὐκ ὁφείλομεν νομίζειν ('ought not to think') "should be seen as logical persuasion, given that his audience conceded that the premise of the poets was correct".

The use of the neutral τὸ θεῖον (hapax legomena in the NT) is probably stylistically - and not theologically - motivated, and should thus be read as "an idiomatic Greek touch".

situation: "We are his offspring." (Blocher 1984:78)

421 Bruce 1990a:385.
3. χρυσός ἢ ἀργύρῳ ἢ λίθῳ

Of idols made of gold (χρυσός), silver (ἀργυρός) or stone (λίθος). Bruce remarks that "even if pagan philosophers rationalize the images as material symbols of the invisible divinity, the great bulk of the worshipers will pay divine homage to the images themselves".\textsuperscript{422}

4. χαράγματα τέχνης καὶ ἑνθυμήσεως ἀνθρώπου

The expression refers to images (of idols) fashioned (χαράγμα, here "used in the sense of handiwork, creation, produced by the artist or craftsman"\textsuperscript{423}) by the skill (τέχνη) and thought (ἐνθύμησις) of humanity (ἀνθρώπου).

Critical comments:

The Aratus quotation (from v. 28b) is repeated in v. 29a, this time functioning as a premise for the strong critique of idolatry in v. 29b. The logic of Paul's argument seems to be that, since human beings are living, God the Creator of humanity must be a living personal God. Consequently, this "living and life-giving deity"\textsuperscript{424} must be greater, not less, than his creatures, and should thus not be thought of or depicted as a material image. Thus, God created humanity, not the other way round.

\textsuperscript{422} Bruce 1988:340.
This explicit strong critique of pagan idolatry (see 3.4.3.1) was appropriate in Athens (a setting characterized by Luke in v. 16 as κατειδωλος, 'full of idols'), and was to a certain extent reminiscent of Greek philosophical critique (in the Socratic tradition) of popular religion.

"The idea that God cannot be depicted struck a chord among educated Greeks; but it was to just such that the speech before the Areopagus sought to present an apology for Christianity as the model of the only true worship of the 'unknown god'".425

This verse, however, also functions as an implicit critique of Stoic and Epicurean accommodation to popular religious pluralism. Both philosophical schools seem to have endorsed religious pluralism in order to maintain their following. This became especially important in the imperial period, "given the growing cult of the veneration of the deceased emperors"426.

This challenging of idolatry427 and of religious pluralism was thus an integral part of Paul's public presentation to pagans. This is clearly seen also in the parallel passages in Acts 14:15 and 1 Thess. 1:9 with the emphasis on 'turning from idols' (see 3.3.3.1 and

423 Martin, R. 1986:574.
426 Winter 1991:126-127. See also 3.4.4.1.
427 Stott summarizes the argumentative thrust of vv. 24-29: "All idolatry, whether ancient or modern, primitive or sophisticated, is inexcusable, whether the images are metal or mental. Material objects of worship or unworthy concepts in the mind. For idolatry is the attempt either to localize God ... or to domesticate God ... or to alienate God ... or to dethrone God." (Stott 1990:287) See further the discussion in 5.3.1.1 on idolatry and apologetics.
3.5.2.1). The notion of νομιζειν in v. 29 is preparing the way for the topic of conversion in v. 30, since the latter term both involves a change of thinking and of living.

This verse, then, functions as a transitional verse in Paul's argument. It seems to have a dual function, both as concluding the argument in vv. 24-29 and as introducing the argument in vv. 29-31. *We may thus conclude that 17:28-29 constitutes a unit of its own in the speech both grammatically and logically, concerning humanity's relation to God:*

a) 17:28a A common triadic formula: Human existence in God.

b) 17:28b Proof (quotation): Humanity is God's offspring.

c) 17:29a Premise: Humanity is God's offspring (repeated).

d) 17:29b Consequence: The Sovereign Deity is not like idols.

4.4.3 Peroratio, 17:30-31 – Challenging to response(s)

17.30 τούς μὲν οὖν χρόνους τῆς ἀγνοίας ὑπεριδῶν θεός, τὰ νῦν παραγγέλλει τοῖς ἀνθρώποις πάντας πανταχοῦ μετανοεῖν,

**Textual comments:**

1. μὲν οὖν τούς μὲν οὖν χρόνους τῆς ἀγνοίας

The expression μὲν οὖν ('so', 'therefore' or not translated) denotes a continuation in argument from v. 29. χρόνους τῆς ἀγνοίας lit. means 'times of ignorance'. It refers to Ἀγνώστῳ θεῷ and ἀγνοούντες in v. 23 and describes the Athenian idolatry in the past (cf. v. 29) before the arrival of the Christian gospel (cf. v. 18 and vv. 30b-31). The
emphasis here is that the knowledge of God was available, but suppressed (see Rom. 1:18ff and 3.3.3.4).

2. ὑπεριδῶν θεὸς

God has overlooked (ὑπερορᾶω, to 'overlook', 'disregard', 'pass over'; ὑπαξ lágo μην, 'hapax legomena in NT) their ignorance. God's patience and forbearance in view of the coming judgement is expressed in Ex. 34:6; Num. 14:18 as well as Wis. 11:23; 13-6-9. (Cf. also Acts 3:17, 14:16, and esp. Rom. 3:25.) The emphasis here is on the reasons for the delaying of divine judgment, both in view of their idolatry in general and their specific altar to 'The unknown god' as a safety precaution (cf. v. 23 and 3.4.3.2). As Gempf observes;

"Faced with a man who argued that all these precautions were in error and therefore presumably ineffective, any good pagan would have demanded; 'If we are so wrong, then why is there no catastrophe, no plague?' It is this question to which the speech responds. That there was no catastrophe was not due, as they thought, to the effectiveness of their idol-worship, but rather to God's mercy in overlooking their ignorance. [But] ... the catastrophe will not be held back for ever ..."

3. τὰ νῦν

νῦν means 'now'. τὰ νῦν means 'but now' or 'as far as the present situation is concerned':

---

428 It’s possible that the oratees could have heard the meaning ‘overlook’, whereas the narratees could have interpreted it (in the light of Is. 58:7) as ‘despise’ or ‘dismain’. In that case, the narratees “are being reminded that God has always been provoked to anger and jealousy by worship of the idol he abhors (Deut. 32:16)” (Gibson 2000:321).

It expresses a crucial turning point in the history of humanity as well as in the speech.

4. παραγγέλλει τοῖς ἀνθρώποις πάντας πανταχόου μετανοεῖν

In contrast to v. 30a, this phrase expresses God's present command (παραγγέλλω means to 'command', 'order') or will, stressing its content (μετανοεῖω is 'to change one's mind, repent, be converted'; cf. 2:38; 3:19; 20:21 and Is. 46:8(LXX), 1 Thess. 1:9-10 and 2 Pet. 3:9) and its universality (τοῖς ἀνθρώποις πάντας πανταχόου, i.e. to everyone everywhere; cf. Is. 45:15-24). As in v. 26, there is alliteration on παρ. The emphasis on repentance is highly significant, and includes

"... two movements here; one, to turn from idols made with hands or the imagination of humans; two, to turn to the living God who raised Jesus from the dead and appointed him to be the judge of all forms of idolatry."[431]

Ultimately, then, repentance is seen as the only appropriate human response to the one, true God.

Critical comments:

Paul's main point in the exordium (vv. 22b-23) and the probatio (vv. 24-29) is that "for us there is but one God, the Father, from whom all things came and for whom we live" (1 Cor. 8:6a). In the peroratio (vv. 30-31) he presents the consequences of this radical Judeo-

[430] Larsson points out that the expression τὰ νῦν in Acts has the function of strongly
Christian monotheism in the light of the distinctive Christian gospel about 'Jesus and the Resurrection'. This final part of the speech should thus "not be seen as anomalous, or a mere tacking on of a Christian addendum to an otherwise Hellenistic piece of rhetoric".\(^{432}\)

In v. 30, Paul moves from the past status (when God overlooked times of ignorance) to the present status (when God commands all to repent). The point of this verse seems to be both to explain why punishment is delayed, given the conditions of ignorance and idolatry already described, and to stress the responsibility of the Athenians. As Carson suggests, what Paul means is that

"God graciously overlooked their ignorance in the past, however culpable their ignorance was, for he did not punish them instantly, but in his forbearance 'left the sins committed beforehand unpunished' (Rom. 3:25). Now, however, as salvation has been brought near, so also has judgment drawn close. That is a characteristic of realized eschatology in the New Testament: the blessings of the age to come have dawned, but concomitantly the dangers have increased proportionately.\(^{433}\)

The fact that God, according to v. 30a, has overlooked past times of ignorance is a clear and strong statement about his mercy. At the same time, Paul is 'now' charging his listeners, both with popular idolatry and with the philosophers' accommodation to popular piety. This 'now' constitutes a clear turning point in the speech, where Paul in the *peroratio* stresses 'the points of discontinuity and tension' quite explicitly. The emphasis in v. 30b is on the universality of the summons to repentance, arguing on the basis of the unity of

emphasizing the new situation, which is the result of Christ's coming; see (Larsson 1987:380).\(^{431}\) Krodel 1986:338. See further the exegetical comments below (in 4.4.3) on v. 31.\(^{432}\) Witherington 1998:531.
humanity previously asserted. The personal Creator is now commanding everyone everywhere to repent, i.e. to change one’s ways of thinking and living in the light of Paul’s message. Thus, conversion to "a new worldview, not merely additional knowledge, is required"\textsuperscript{434}.

This verse, then, has a crucial function in Paul’s speech, stressing both God's mercy and his present command to repentance for all of humanity. The verse functions – in the light of Paul's rhetorical strategy – as a real challenge to the Athenians to reconsider their ways of thinking and living in view of the revealed person and will of the one true God. Implicit here is a strong notion of 'epistemic obligation', parallel to the emphasis in Rom. 1:20 on εἰς τὸ εἶναι αὐτοὺς ἀναπολογήτους.

17.31 καθότι ἐστησεν ἡμέραν ἐν ᾧ μέλλει κρίνειν τὴν οἰκουμένην ἐν ἰκανοσύγη ἐν ἀνδρὶ ὃ ὁρίσεν, πίστιν παρασχὼν πᾶσιν ἀναστήσας ὕπον ἐκ νεκρῶν.

Textual comments:

1. καθότι

καθότι means 'because', 'for', 'as', 'in so far as', and should here be translated as 'for'. It has a crucial role, since it links v. 31 to the previous verse and thereby introduces the reason for

\textsuperscript{434} Carson 1996b:310. See also 6.2.2.2.
the strong statement in v. 30b.

2. ἔστησεν ἡμέραν ἐν ᾗ μέλλει κρίνειν

Paul clearly uses judicial language in this phrase. God has appointed (ἰστημι) a day (ἡμέρα) of judgment (κρίνω means to 'judge', 'pass judgment on' and "is very frequently used in the NT in a strictly judicial sense"436). Cf. Amos 5:18; Is. 2:12 as well as Rom. 2:5,16; 1 Cor. 1:8; Phil. 1:6,10; 2 Thess. 1:10; 2:2. Winter points out that "the theme of judgment presented common ground between Paul and his Stoic audience"437.

3. τὴν οἰκουμένην

The world (οἰκουμένη), i.e. humanity or humankind as a totality, will be judged. The topic of judgment is thus a crucial part of the apostolic witness to Gentiles, cf. 10:42 and 1 Thess. 1:10 (cf. 3.3.3.1).

4. ἐν δικαιοσύνῃ

God will judge with justice (ἐν δικαιοσύνῃ). The topic of a righteous divine judgment is found in the OT, see esp. Ps. 9:8 (LXX 9:9); 95 (LXX 96):13; and 98 (LXX 97):9. For

435 Schneider notes that μέλλω is used "in the context of events which happens according to the will and decree of God" and occurs here "in the context of God’s action in grace and judgment" (Schneider, W. 1986a:326).
Paul, as Bruce underlines, the day of Yahweh is 'the day of Jesus'.

5. ἐν ἀνδρὶ ὁ Ἰησοῦς

The use of ἐν here is instrumental, "denoting personal agency". Jesus is introduced into the speech as 'the personal agent' of divine judgment in a rather cryptic and indirect way, i.e. as a man (ἀνήρ) God has appointed (ὁρίζω, cf. v. 26 and 10:42). Cf. esp. Rom. 1:4 "where the verb [ὁρίζω] is used, as here, in reference to the evidential power of the resurrection". This expression is probably primarily an allusion to the Adam-Christ-typology (cf. v. 26), but could also refer implicitly to the Son of Man as the eschatological judge in Dan. 7:13-14. The emphasis on the humanity of Jesus should be understood in the light of v. 18 and v. 29: Jesus was not a lifeless idol simply to be added to the pantheon as yet another 'god'.

6. πίστιν παρασκεύας πᾶσιν

God has furnished or offered (παράσχει means to 'grant', 'offer', 'present') proof (πίστις; here: not 'faith' but 'assurance', 'proof', 'evidence', or according to Louw-Nida (31.43) 'what

---

438 See Bruce 1990a:386.
440 Dulon comments on the use of ὁρίζω in v.26 and v.31: "After God had 'determined' allotted periods and boundaries for the men that he had created so that they should seek him, he 'appointed' a man to judge the world on the day appointed for it (Acts 17:26, 31)." (Dulon 1986:473)
441 Bruce 1990a:386.
442 See e.g. Larsson 1987:395.
443 See e.g. Bruce 1990a:386.
can be fully believed', 'that which is worthy of belief) for all (πιστίς). Again, one should notice both the alliteration on π. and a significant use of legal language in the apologetic argument. This usage of πιστίς (probably *hapax legomena* in the NT) seems to be inadequately treated in the theological dictionaries (cf. the comments to 17:27). An identical sense, however, is found in Plato *Phaed.* 70.B, Aristotle *Rhet.* 1.1, 3.13, and Josephus *Ant.* 2.218. Such usage would therefore be "natural enough in [an] address to a Gentile audience". In this speech, then, as Hemer emphasizes, πιστίς "expresses an idea of 'proof' or the 'confirmation of truth', which is intimately linked to the concept of 'witness' as testimony to the truth, a motif widespread in Luke and John". Thus, an intentional reference to the credibility of the eyewitnesses (as emphasized by Luke elsewhere; see e.g. Acts 1:3,22; 2:32) is probably implied here.

7. ἀναστήσας αὐτὸν ἐκ νεκρῶν

God raised (ἀνιστημι, meaning to 'raise (from the dead)') him (αὐτὸν) from the dead (ἐκ νεκρῶν); cf. vv. 18 and 32. "Wie in manchen anderen urchristlichen Verkündigungsaussagen vor Heiden kommt die Auferweckung Jesu zusammen mit seiner

---

444 The use of judicial language (πιστίς παρασχῶν) in this non-forensic setting should be seen as a crucial example of how the New Testament primarily seem to describe apologetics in legal (and not in military) metaphors. The emphasis is thus on arguments and evidence.

445 Hemer 1989a:441. See also BAGD πιστίς 1c.

446 Hemer 1989a:441. He refers to Trites 1977; see also the references to Trites in 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.
The apostles understood the Resurrection as an eschatological event, where Jesus was vindicated as the true Messiah (of Israel) and the unique Lord and Judge (of humanity). The Greek audience in Athens, on the other hand, would have been influenced by traditional ideas of the transmigration of souls. There was no concept of a general resurrection in Greek thinking, and it was only referred to resurrection "a. as an impossibility, or b. as an isolated miracle of resuscitation". This Greek background explains why Paul had to deal with the misunderstanding (v. 18) in the light of key Judeo-Christian beliefs (vv. 24-31).

**Critical comments:**

After having stressed the logic of Judeo-Christian monotheism (v. 30), Paul continues his *peroratio* by emphasising the specific Christian *kerygma* (v. 31), i.e. "for us ... there is but one Lord, Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. 8:6b). Thus, Paul finishes his speech with the coming judgment as the reason for repentance, followed by the resurrection of Jesus as the past event being evidence of this divine future judgment. Implicitly, this means that conversion is both possible and necessary 'now', before the final divine judgment.

In v. 31a, Paul mentions the future judgment of God as being definite, universal and righteous. Even though the Stoics had a notion of a judgment, "Greek thought had no room

---

447 Weiser 1985:476. He refers esp. to 1 Thess. 1:10; Hebr. 6:1f; and Acts 10:40-42.
448 Oepke 1985:61. See also Brown in Coenen & Brown 1986:259-261. Further material on the Greek view on the afterlife is found in the exegetical comments below to v. 32 (see 4.5.1).
for such an eschatological judgment as the biblical revelation announces."449 Here, then. Paul clearly turns the tables by telling the venerable Areopagus Council that God in fact will judge them. Winter comments perceptively:

"Those who had cast Paul in the traditional role of a herald would have realised from the speech itself that it was neither he nor his 'gods' who were seeking their official *imprimatur*. Rather the hearers were under investigation, including the Stoics and Epicureans who had improperly allowed their hearers to worship idols. The indictment that all were guilty before the God of heaven and earth was secured from the teaching of their own inspired poets. It was not an official authorisation that this divinity was seeking but their repentance in order to avoid the predetermined day of the great assize at the hands of the judge, the resurrected Jesus."450

Paul moves from the divine judgment to the divinely appointed judge, simply introduced as a 'man'. This indirect way of introducing Jesus was appropriate to the rhetorical concept and strategy of *insinuatio* (see 3.5.1.4). This would imply that the primary immediate aim of Paul's speech was to promote curiosity and elicit questions.

The last phrase of Paul's speech deals with the resurrection of Jesus. It is seen as the unique historical event, which furnished proof to all of his fitness to the office as the ultimate judge of the world. As Hemer notes, it is thus "the historical facts, and that of the [supernatural] resurrection in particular, which forms the confirmation of Paul's appeal to the Athenians and the base of his argument."451 As indicated in 2.2.4, Paul's arguments has at least two aspects: a) By the resurrection Jesus was vindicated, being exalted to a status

---

450 Winter 1996:85-86.
451 Hemer 1989a:442. Hemer's original text reads 'supranatural', here changed to 'supernatural'.
of lordship, and therefore having ultimate judicial authority. b) At the same time, the emphasis seems to be on the public access to the evidence of the resurrection, i.e. the possibility of testing the reliability of this unique claim. Implicit again (as in v. 30) is a strong notion of 'epistemic obligation'.

The peroratio in 17:30-31 constitutes a clear unit within the speech. The argument can be summarized as follows:

a) 17:30a Past status: God has overlooked times of ignorance.

b) 17:30b Present status: God commands all to repent.

c) 17:31a Reason: God has set a day for judgment and appointed a Judge.

d) 17:31b Evidence: God has raised the Judge from the dead.

Paul's concluding statements in v. 31 on the humanity, authority and resurrection of Jesus are stated rather indirectly, but are nevertheless at the heart of the Christian faith. We may sum up Paul's message to the pagans in Athens, in the words of N. T. Wright, as

"... a double and dramatic announcement about God: 1. The God of Israel is the one true God, and the pagan deities are mere idols. 2. The God of Israel is now made known in and through Jesus himself."

It seems plausible that such a challenging message would provoke the Athenian audience to diverse reactions, as shown by the Lucan epilogue to the speech (see below).

\[\text{\textsuperscript{452} Wright 1997:60.}\]
4.5 The Epilogue, 17:32-34

Outline:
17:32 Ambiguous reactions to Paul's speech.
17:33 Paul leaving the Areopagus Council.
17:34 Positive results of Paul's speech.

4.5.1 Ambiguous reactions to Paul's speech, 17:32

17:32 Ἀκουσαντες δὲ ἀνάστασιν νεκρῶν οἱ μὲν ἐκλεύαζον, οἱ δὲ εἶπαν, Ἀκουσόμεθα σοῦ περὶ τούτου καὶ πάλιν.

Textual comments:

1. Ἀκουσαντες δὲ ἀνάστασιν νεκρῶν

ἀκούω means to 'hear', 'receive news of'; in this case to hear about the resurrection of Jesus. Many commentators suggest that Paul was interrupted in his speech at this point\textsuperscript{453}, but this seems improbable (or at least unnecessary): a) In other places Luke informs his readers when this happens (cf. 22:22-24; 26:24),\textsuperscript{454} and b) Paul's speech (in Luke's condensed summary) makes sense as a coherent and intentional apologetic argument.


\textsuperscript{454} Sandnes points out that to interpret this speech as interrupted, would be to underestimate
2. οἱ μὲν ... οἱ δὲ

The grammatical structure 'οἱ μὲν ... οἱ δὲ' "usually assigns opposite reactions or circumstances (1:5; 11:16; 23:8; 28:24. Cf. 2:12-13)". A natural reading of this verse, then, implies that v. 32a describes the negative reaction, whereas v. 32b describes the positive reaction to Paul's speech. It has been suggested that (some of) the Epicureans were negative whereas (some of) the Stoics were positive. This seems improbable, though, since a) Paul had found areas of agreement with both Stoics and Epicureans (see 3.4.4.3), and b) both schools denied the resurrection of the body (see next textual comment).

3. ἔχειν ἀνόχων

ἔχειν ἀνόχων means to 'mock', 'jeer', 'sneer' or 'make fun of'. (This verb is hapax legomena in NT, but the compound διὰ ἔχειν ἀνόχων occurs in 2:13). This negative reaction towards the resurrection should be seen in the wider context in Acts, where scepticism towards the Resurrection is a recurring theme (cf. the Sadducees, e.g. in 4:2, and Festus in 26:24). The focus here in the Athenian context is on Greek thinking, where ἄναστοσις νεκρῶν

Luke's "role in the final redaction of this text" (Sandnes 1993:19).


457 Croy also admits this: "As far as we know, no Stoic ever entertained the notion of the resurrection of the body." He adds, though, that this is "reconcilable with Luke's narrative, for he portrays the more sympathetic members of the crowd only as curious and perplexed, not as wholeheartedly in agreement with Paul." (Croy 1997:37-38) This seems, however, to be an inadequate understanding of the contrast in 17:32. It seems better, therefore, to remain 'agnostic' about the nature of the two groups described in this verse.
probably was understood as "'the standing up of corpses" and thus seen as "too materialistic for their spiritualized thinking". Keener gives a succinct summary of Greek thinking on the afterlife and the resurrection:

"Among major schools of Greek thought, only Epicureans denied the soul's immortality: they believed that the soul was material, like the body, and died with it. Most Greeks believed in a shadowy afterlife in the underworld (perhaps similar to the Old Testament rephaim), sometimes coupled with reincarnation (as in Plato); under Plato's influence some Greeks sought to free the immortal soul from worldly existence so it could escape back to the pure heavens from which it was created. Stoics believed that the soul lived on after death (although, like everything else, it was eventually absorbed back into God), but like other Greeks they could not conceive of a resurrection of the body."  

This sceptical attitude towards the resurrection was also connected directly to the history of the Areopagus Council. According to Aeschylus, the god Apollos was reported as saying the following at the foundation - or inauguration - of the Areopagus Council by the city's patron goddess Athene: "Once a man dies and the earth drinks up his blood, there is no resurrection (ἀνάστασις)." (Eumen. 647f.) On the basis of such premises, a mocking attitude to the Christian Gospel of 'Jesus and the Resurrection' seems natural.

4... Ακουσόμεθα σου περι τούτου καὶ πάλιν

Some Athenians expressed their interest in more information about Paul's message, as in the words of NIV; "We want to hear you again on this subject." This should not be

---

460 Keener 1993:374.
understood as a polite dismissal ("enough for now, perhaps another time\textsuperscript{462}), but as a serious request in the light of the οὐ μὴν ... οὐ δὲ structure. It seems (as Marshall suggests) that "these people longed that what Paul said was true\textsuperscript{463}.

\textit{Critical comments:}

Luke starts his concluding comments by focusing on the dual Athenian reaction to Paul's speech. Some mocked and some were seriously interested. In Athens, then, as elsewhere, the resurrection of Jesus was both:

"... a point of fascination and a point of disruption. It promises new life and hope, but also implies the utter particularity of the Christian gospel: God has only ever raised one person from corruption to incorruption on this earth. The uniqueness of the message is that the transformation of all things, signalled for the end of time, has in principle already happened.\textsuperscript{464}

This dual reaction of scorn and interest indicates that Paul had hit some deep-seated targets in the audience. The Athenians were challenged at the basic worldview level and that produced both annoyance and longing. The latter (positive) reaction was, of course, what Paul had been aiming at, i.e. promoting curiosity and eliciting questions among his listeners (see 3.5.1.4).


\textsuperscript{463} Marshall 1980:291.

\textsuperscript{464} Kirk 1992:153.
4.5.2 *Paul leaving the Areopagus Council, 17:33*

*17.33 οὗτος ὁ Παῦλος ἐξῆλθεν ἐκ μέσου αὐτῶν*

*Textual comments:*

1. οὗτος

οὗτος refers to v. 32 and should be translated as 'at that' or 'under these circumstances'.

2. ὁ Παῦλος ἐξῆλθεν ἐκ μέσου αὐτῶν

The verb ἐξέρχομαι ('go out' or 'come out') should be seen as a contrast to ἐπιλαμβάνομαι in v. 19a, whereas ἐκ μέσου αὐτῶν ('from their midst', i.e. from the Council) functions as an opposite to ἐν μέσῳ τοῦ Αρείου Πάγου in v. 22a.

*Critical comments:*

This short verse, which is formed by Luke as a clear contrast to v. 19a and v. 22a, concludes the actual Areopagus scene (vv. 19-33). Luke simply states the fact: After having finished his speech and when encountered with the dual reaction of scorn and interest, Paul left the meeting of the Areopagus Council. As Schneider observes:

"Näürlich will der Erzähler mit dieser Angabe nicht der Methode des Paulus kritisieren. Er möchte vielmehr Kritik an den athenischen Hören
Thus, in vv. 32a and 33, Luke underlines that many in the Athenian audience failed to make use of the appropriate time to respond positively to Paul's speech. On the other hand, there was also real interest (v. 32b) as well as genuine faith (see below on v. 34) among some of the Athenians.

4.5.3 The positive results of Paul's speech, 17:34

17.34 τινὲς δὲ ἀνδρεῖς κολληθέντες αὐτῷ ἐπίστευσαν, ἐν οἷς καὶ Διονύσιος ὁ Ἀρεσπαγίτης καὶ γυνὴ δυνάματι Δάμαρις καὶ ἔτεροι σὺν αὐτοῖς.

Textual comments:

1. τινὲς δὲ ἀνδρεῖς κολληθέντες αὐτῷ ἐπίστευσαν

Certain (τινὲς δὲ) men (ἀνδρεῖς) became followers (κολλᾶμαι means to 'join': here: 'join a person', 'become a follower/disciple of someone', BAGD 2.b.α) of Paul. The use of πιστεύω (to 'believe (in)', 'have faith (in)', with God or Christ as object) is significant and points to the fact that there were genuine conversions following Paul's Areopagus speech.

---

465 Schneider, G. 1982:244.

466 Gill suggests that Dionysios and Damaris are literary conventions by Luke (Gill, D. 1999). This seems highly unlikely, however, in view of a) Luke's credibility as a historian (as argued in 2.3 and 3.3), b) the lack of any theological reasons for the inclusion of the two names (see Hemer 1989a:206-209), and c) the plausible reasons for their presence (see the exegetical comments below).
This expression, then, means that some "who had joined Paul came to faith". These were probably the first Christian converts in Achaia. The reference in 1 Cor. 16:15 to the household of Stephanas (in Corinth) as "the firstfruits of Achaia" might, as Witherington suggests, imply that "his house, through the conversion of the family, became the first Christian household and locus for a house church in Achaia".

2. ἐν οἷς καὶ Διονύσιος ὁ Ἀρεοπαγιτής

Bruce observes that there "is no need to include καὶ γυνῆ in ἐν οἷς, since οἷς is definitely masculine, having ἄνδρες as its antecendent". The first name mentioned among the converts is Dionysius ὁ Ἀρεοπαγιτής. The use of this title (which is the correct one for a member of the Council) indicates "one of the few examples of élite contact" in Acts. This confirms that Paul's audience contained members of the Areopagus Council (see the comments to vv. 19 and 22, as well as 3.4.2.3). Nothing more certain is known about Dionysios, so the suggestion made by Eusebius (in Hist. Eccl. 3.4.11; 4.23.3) that Dionysios was the first bishop of Athens seems to be quite speculative.

3. καὶ γυνῆ δυναμιτὶ Δάμαρις

The second convert Luke mentions is "a woman named Damaris" (NIV). There were no female members of the Areopagus Council, so she must either have belonged to "a crowd
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467 Seebass 1986:349.
469 Bruce 1990a:387.
470 See Hemer 1989a:119 and 3.3.2.1.
of bystanders listening to whatever they found interesting”\(^{472}\) or have served as an educated "companion of a citizen of Athens at public occasions where the presence of highborn Athenian women was frowned upon”\(^{473}\). The identity of Damaris remains a matter of speculation. It seems highly improbable, however, that she was the wife of Dionysios (as Chrysostom suggested\(^{474}\)), but she might very well have been a prominent foreign woman (see v. 21), possibly of Egyptian descent\(^{475}\).

4. καὶ ἕτεροι σὺν αὐτοῖς

This expression ('and others with them') indicates that 'a number of others' (NIV), in addition to the two persons mentioned, were converted. It could refer to "members of the households of Dionysius and Damaris which in the case of the former possibly included clients who accompanied their patron in public”\(^{476}\).

**Critical comments:**

There is no clear indication in the Lucan account of how long the interval was between v. 33 and v. 34. The account seems to allow for the possibility of further Pauline instruction


\(^{472}\) Bruce 1988:343.


\(^{474}\) See e.g. Bruce 1990a:388.

\(^{475}\) This is suggested in Griffiths, J. 1964. See Hemer 1989a:232 for the ancient evidence for the name Damaris.

\(^{476}\) Winter 1996:86. The presence of ἕτεροι σὺν αὐτοῖς could be explained, as Winter plausibly suggests, on the basis of the traditional role played by the people of Athens in the conventions surrounding a herald's official introduction of foreign deities into the Athenian Pantheon. (See Winter 1996:78-79,87.)
for those who wished that (v. 32b). Verse 34 should in any case be understood as describing the positive results of Paul's speech in vv. 22b-31. "In spite of the proverbial attitude of Athenian audiences, Luke wished his readers to note that there were converts, apart from an Areopagite, as a result of the speech."\(^{477}\) Carson ably summarizes the results in vv. 32-34:

> "Acts 17 does not say that "only a few" believed, but that certain people (\(tines\ de\)) believed, including a member of the Areopagus and a (probably distinguished) woman along with some others (\(heteroi\)). For the rest, some (\(hoi\ men\)) mocked, and some (\(hoi\ de\)) declared they wanted to hear Paul again on these matters. Comparison with the language depicting results from others' sermons in Acts betrays no fundamental shift."\(^ {478}\)

The Lucan epilogue thus indicates the theological adequacy of Paul's approach and message in Athens. Despite the significant results, however, there is no mentioning of baptism or actual church planting in Athens, neither in the Lucan account nor elsewhere in the New Testament.

### 4.6 Conclusions

This chapter has presented a detailed exegetical study of the Greek text of Acts 17:16-34. This has been done with a dual intention: a) to substantiate the preliminary analysis in chapter 2 and the critical conclusions on the contemporary exegetical debate in chapter 3; and b) to provide a sufficient exegetical basis for the analysis and assessment in chapter 5.

\(^{477}\) Winter 1996:87.

\(^{478}\) Carson 1996b:503. See also 6.2.2.2 and Green, J. 1998:102. Contrary to this view, quite a few commentators would mistakenly point to the "scanty" response in Athens (e.g. Bruce
of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model ‘then’. This chapter’s exegetical study leads naturally to some plausible conclusions to the two sub-questions identified in 1.5.1.

4.6.1 An apologetic model intended by Luke?

The first research sub-question focused on whether Luke, as the narrator, intended to provide his readers (i.e. the narratees) with an apologetic model in Acts 17:16-34 by recording what Paul supposedly did in Athens (cf. 1.5.1). It seems plausible to assume – in the light of the preceding discussion in chapters 2, 3 and 4 – that Luke had at least three intentions with his account of Paul’s visit to Athens:

a) to give the narratees a credible account of the initial event in Athens,

b) to confirm the validity of the narratees’ belief in the truth of the Christian Gospel over against pagan alternatives, and

c) to give the narratees significant apologetic tools for reaching out to pagans.

4.6.1.1 Luke’s intention (1): Providing a credible account

For the reasons given in chapter 3 (see 3.3 and 3.6.1), this chapter has presupposed the basic historical authenticity of Acts 17:16-34. The pericope, which clearly seems to play a key role in Luke’s overall account, provides the narratees with an edited and highly condensed version of a genuine Pauline speech in Athens before the Areopagus Council, within a narrative framework.


This, of course, does not rule out the possibility that Luke may have had other reasons for recording this passage (see 2.3.1). See also the conclusion in Gärtner 1955:64.
The exegetical discussion above has shown the legitimacy of understanding the Lucan account as a description of Paul's role as a herald of 'foreign gods' before the Areopagus Council (probably situated in the Stoa Basileios). This is clearly no formal, adversarial trial session, but the context described is a preliminary meeting of the Council. The preceding exegetical analysis has also shown that Paul's speech – as a deliberative speech before the Council on the topic of the 'foreign gods' of 'Jesus and the Resurrection' – naturally falls into five parts: 1) The *exordium*, 17:22b-23, where Paul establishes contact with the Athenian audience by referring to their altar 'To an unknown god'; 2) The *probatio I*, 17:24-25, where Paul presents the personal God as the Creator, Sustainer and Lord of the universe; 3) The *probatio II*, 17:26-27, where Paul introduces humanity's inhabitation of the earth and seeking of God as God's double intention for all of humanity; 4) The *probatio III*, 17:28-29, where Paul challenges idolatry on the basis of humanity as God's offspring; 5) The *peroratio*, 17:30-31, where Paul emphasizes conversion in view of the final judgment and finally returns to the initial topic raised in the *agora* context, 'Jesus and the Resurrection'.

4.6.1.2 Luke's intention (2): Providing confirmation for Christians

It was suggested in chapter 2 that Luke recorded this event, not just to provide a credible account of a historical Pauline visit to Athens, but also to provide his Christian readers with confirmation of the truth and validity of the Christian faith over against pagan alternatives (see 2.3.2). The discussions in chapters 3 and 4 have shown the plausibility of this view.
It seems plausible to assume that Christian converts among the readers of the Book of Acts were influenced by significant challenges from pagan philosophy and religion. They would thus need confirmation about the credibility and validity of Christian beliefs in ‘one God and one Lord’. This passage, then, presents Luke’s implicit arguments for the validity of remaining a Christian on the basis of essential Christian truth claims, even when faced with pagan philosophy and religion in Athens, the cultural capital of the Hellenistic world. The truth-value of the beliefs of the Christian narratees is thus confirmed.

4.6.1.3 Luke’s intention (3): Providing tools for apologetics to pagans

It was suggested in chapter 2 that Acts 17:16-34 fits a positive, repeated pattern of apologetics in Acts and can be related to Luke’s intention to provide his Christian readers with apologetic tools for reaching out to pagans. Such an understanding of Acts 17:16-34 has been shown to be consistent with contemporary scholarship (as argued in chapter 3) and supported by a responsible exegesis of the passage itself (as argued in this chapter).

The implicit claim in the Lucan narrative is that Paul’s approach in Acts 17:16-34 is representative for the way the apostles sought to justify the truth claims of the Christian Gospel to their pagan contemporaries.

When analysing Paul’s speech in Athens and the parallel passages in Acts 14:15-17 and 1 Thess. 1:9-10, three main elements seem to emerge as typical of the apostolic apologetic
in a non-Jewish setting: a) The strong affirmation of creational and providential monotheism, implicitly on the basis of Judeo-Christian convictions, but explicitly on the basis of general revelation. The one, true God is the personal Creator of the universe and is close to all humanity. b) The unequivocal affirmation of the uniqueness of Jesus Christ, on the basis of the facticity of the resurrection, which vindicated his final authority as the universal Judge. The apostolic message could thus appropriately be summarized as ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’. c) The strong emphasis on the responsibility of humanity to repent from the falsity and futility of idolatry to an acknowledgement of God as the one, true God and Jesus Christ as the one, true Lord. The possibility of repentance now, before the final judgment, is due to God's mercy.

All this implies that Luke seems to have recorded this event as a classic and paradigmatic example of Christian apologetics in a pluralistic and pagan setting. It remains, however, to analyse and assess this Lucan model (cf. chapter 5).

4.6.2 An apologetic model rooted in Paul’s apologetic?

The second research sub-question focused on whether Acts 17:16-34 provides valid insights into the apologetic thinking and practice of the apostle Paul (see 1.5.1). The preceding discussion – in 3.3 and chapter 4 – leads to the conclusion that the Lucan account should be seen as giving a reliable picture of the apostle Paul as apologist in

---

480 See 2.2.4 and 3.3.3.1. See also e.g. Hanssen 1995:13.
Athens, both explicitly about his apologetic practice and implicitly about his apologetic thinking.

4.6.2.1 Paul’s apologetic practice in Athens

Luke’s account in Acts 17:16-34 covers a significant, but brief, visit by Paul to Athens, where the focus is on apologetic challenges and responses in the pluralistic context of the agora, especially when facing the Areopagus Council. Paul uses this informal session to present an apologia for essential Christian truth claims.

The introduction in vv. 16-21 sets the appropriate and authentic scene for Paul’s speech (vv. 22b-31), whereas the epilogue (vv. 32-34) describes the expected (v. 32) as well as the unexpected (v. 34) results of the speech. At the level of orator and oratees, the Areopagus Speech should be seen as an attempt to clarify misunderstandings and to justify the truth claims of the Christian Gospel over against relevant Athenian questions, objections and alternatives. Paul’s deliberative speech seems to have functioned – at least implicitly - as an apologetic dialogue directed to Athenian idolaters, Stoics and Epicureans respectively (see also 3.4.4.3). The preceeding exegetical discussion has shown that Paul, when relating to these diverse religious and philosophical groups in Athens, moves from ‘points of continuity and contact’ to ‘points of discontinuity and tension’ in his argument.

The altar ‘To an unknown god’ is significant for Paul’s argument and constitutes the basis for two interrelated, but distinct, lines of argument. First, the implicit admission of ignorance about the Deity naturally leads to a presentation of the nature of the one. true
God. Paul's emphasis is both on the transcendence and the immanence of God, simultaneously challenging popular idolatry, Stoic pantheism and Epicurean deism. The times of ignorance are past, and humanity now stands responsible before this one, true God. The apostolic Gospel on ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’ must be understood within this biblical framework.

Secondly, the Athenian attempt to avoid divine judgment is futile. It is impossible to escape from God, since humanity is his offspring and totally dependent on Him. The delaying of God's judgment is due to His mercy and not to the Athenians' intended safety precautions. The finality of God's judgment is vindicated through ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’. Paul therefore challenges the Athenians, who (along with all of humanity) were created to seek God, to change their ways of thinking and living in light of this.

Paul’s apologetic practice in Athens will be analysed and assessed at large in the following chapter.

4.6.2.2 Paul’s apologetic thinking in Athens

The preceding chapters provide a basis for some significant conclusions on Paul’s apologetic thinking in Athens. First, subsequent chapters have confirmed the preliminary observations in 2.4 about a) significant underlying theological convictions in Paul’s apologetics, b) Paul’s awareness of the need for a proper contextual understanding in apologetics, and c) Paul’s argumentative structure from creation to Resurrection and ‘the epistemic obligation’ of the Christian faith. Secondly: chapters 3 and 4 have also uncovered
Paul’s subtle apologetic dialogue with Stoicism and Epicureanism, where he seems to treat them as inadequate ‘half-truths’. *Thirdly*, both the clear apologetic character of Acts 17:16-34 and its key role in the Lucan account seem to indicate that Paul considered the rational justification of Christian truth claims – through critical arguments, logical persuasion and the marshalling of relevant evidence – not only legitimate but also essential in his witness to pagans.

_The apologetic thinking of Paul in Athens, which includes these significant examples, will be analysed and assessed at large in the following chapter._
5. ANALYSING AND ASSESSING ACTS 17:16-34 AS AN APOLOGETIC MODEL ‘THEN’

Outline:
5.1 Introducing the Chapter
5.2 Analysing Paul's Apologetic in Athens: Contexts and Features
5.3 Assessing Paul's Apologetic in Athens: Genuine, Effective and Relevant?
5.4 Conclusions

5.1 Introducing the Chapter

5.1.1 The aim and focus of this chapter

Building on the preliminary analysis of the context of Acts in chapter 2, the critical engagement with commentators in chapter 3, and the critical exposition of the actual text in chapter 4, this chapter analyses and assesses Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model ‘then’. This is done in three parts, after an introductory section on the apologetic character and argument of Acts 17:16-34 (5.1.2-3). *First*, in order properly to understand Paul in his original context, an analysis is provided of Paul's apologetic in Athens in terms of major contexts and significant features (5.2). *Secondly*, Paul’s original apologetic encounter in Athens is assessed in terms of whether it should be seen as genuine, effective and relevant.
apologetics (5.3). Thirdly, in the concluding section (5.4), on the basis of the preceding analysis and assessment, a substantial answer is given to the first major research question, i.e. whether Acts 17:16-34 contains an identifiable and positive apologetic model, and, if so, what its significant elements are and its status may be (see 1.5.1).

5.1.2 Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic text

This chapter presents an analysis and assessment of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics. A number of significant observations by contemporary scholars clearly strengthen the case for considering this passage as a significant apologetic text.

First, Hemer's term 'apologetic dialogue' was shown in 3.4.4.3 to be an illuminating way of looking at Paul's polemical engagement with the Athenian audience.

Secondly, Winter's plausible suggestion that Paul might have used a Stoic apologetic outline (see 3.4.4.3) indicates that the speech should be seen as an highly sophisticated one, showing Paul as a Judeo-Christian apologist among pagan apologists.

Thirdly, Gempf's plausible description of the Areopagus Speech, - as a follow-up talk intended to clarify misunderstandings (3.5.2.2) - clearly fits the definition of apologetics assumed in 1.2.2.

Fourthly, following Gärtner’s plausible suggestion (see 3.2.1), it has been argued by many commentators that the apostle Paul seems to have appropriated key motifs as well as the
general approach from Jewish Hellenistic apologetics (such as Wis. 13-15). This approach "clothed essentially Jewish beliefs in a Hellenistic form" in order to establish what could be seen as legitimate points of contact.

Fifthly, as Bruce (among others) has pointed out (see 2.3.2), the speeches at Lystra and Athens "anticipate the main line of second-century Christian apologetic against the pagans". This implies that Justin Martyr and other early significant apologists seem to have treated the Areopagus Speech as an apologetic model.

Sixthly, in a parallel argument to Guerra's interpretation of Romans, it can be argued that this Lucan account of Paul as an apologist in Athens seems to be an important bridge historically between the apologetics of Hellenistic Judaism and the Christian Greek
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481 See Gartner 1955:34,66-72,125-129,167-169,251-252. Gartner pointed out that there is "a close relationship between this portion of Wisdom of Solomon and Acts 17 in respect of their theology. The reference to nature has the same function, namely, to reinforce an attack on a false conception of God and a forceful polemic against idolatry." (Gartner 1955:251) See also the critical analysis of Jewish Hellenistic apologetics to the Hellenistic Roman world in Conzelmann 1992:135-233, as well as the brief discussion in Barnett 2000:268-271.

482 Marshall 1980:282. See also e.g. Witherington 1998:524,531.

483 Bruce 1977:35. On the influence of Acts 17:16-34 on Justin Martyr's apologetic (both in his Logos-argument and in his description of Socrates), see Skarsaune 1996 and Skarsaune 1998. Hemer issues a timely warning when treating the Areopagus Speech as having a special kinship with the second century apologists: "It is indeed a model of apologetic, but its force as apologetic is rooted in its situation, and partly lost in the necessity of summarising a recollection. It presupposes a real encounter, not a Lucan set-piece, which must have focused more pointedly on the latent arguments. This is Pauline apologetic in substance. It is neither Luke nor a proto-Justin." (Hemer 1989b:255; Hemer's original reads 'Lukan'.)
apologists of the second century. In that case, Acts 17:16-34 should be treated as a key part of a significant Judeo-Christian apologetic tradition.

These arguments confirm the exegetical conclusions in 4.6 about Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic text. This chapter, then, assumes that ‘Paul as apologist’ is an exegetically valid perspective on this Lucan text.

5.1.3 Recapitulating Paul's argument

The previous chapter established the following exegetical understanding of Paul's argument in the Areopagus Speech:

The exordium: Introducing the topic(s)

17:22b Vocative address.
17:22c The captatio benevolentiae: The religiosity of the Athenians.
17:23a The narratio: Paul's tour of Athens and the altar.
17:23b The propositio: Paul's aim is making known the Unknown God.

Probatio I: On the nature of God

17:24a Premise (for v. 24b): God is sovereign Creator and Lord.
17:24b First critique: Therefore, he does not live in temples.
17:25a Second critique: God does not need humanity's service/sacrifices.
17:25b Premise (for v. 25a): God is totally independent as the source of life.

Probatio II: On the divine intentions with humanity

See Guerra 1995. Alexander also recognizes this when she argues that Paul's speech “is a fine example of philosophical rather than judicial argument, showing continuity both with the Hellenistic-Jewish tradition of philosophical debate with paganism and with the later Christian apologists” (Alexander 1999:33).
17:26a God created humanity as a unity.
17:26b God's first intention with humanity: to fill/cover the earth.
17:26c God is supplying order and stability in the order of creation.
17:27a God's prime intention with humanity: to seek God.
17:27b Premise (for v. 27a): God is near (but humanity is blind).

_Probatio III: On the nature of humanity_

17:28a A common triadic formula: Human existence in God.
17:28b Proof (quotation): Humanity is God's offspring.
17:29a Premise: Humanity is God's offspring (repeated).
17:29b Consequence: The Sovereign Deity is not like idols.

_Peroratio: Challenging to response(s)_

17:30a Past status: God has overlooked times of ignorance.
17:30b Present status: God commands all to repent.
17:31a Reason: God has set a day for judgment and appointed a Judge.
17:31b Evidence: God has raised the Judge from the dead.

This is the exegetical basis for this chapter’s analysis and assessment of Paul’s apologetic approach before the Areopagus Council.

5.2 Analysing Paul's Apologetic in Athens: Contexts and Features

5.2.1 Paul’s apologetic in Athens: Three major contexts

It is possible to identify three major settings in Luke’s account of Paul’s apologetic approach in Athens, i.e. the synagogue context and the informal and formal contexts of the agora. These settings or contexts should be distinguished from each other both in terms of

---

485 The aim of this analytical overview of Paul’s apologetic in Athens is a) to show the validity of the preliminary analysis offered in 2.2 on the basis of the exegetical discussion in chapters 3 and 4, and b) to provide a basis for the subsequent discussion in this chapter.
apologetic challenges and responses. Paul seems to have used different justification procedures relative to these different contexts in Athens.486

5.2.1.1 The synagogue setting

Paul’s visits to a synagogue in Athens (17:17a) are clearly not the focus of Luke’s narrative, but still remain a clear feature of this passage. There might have been a dual reason for Paul’s visit: First, Paul’s obligation to go to the Jews first, and secondly, possibly also the fact that the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks were those most likely "to oppose the idolatry rampant in their city." 487

It seems reasonable to assume (as indicated in 4.3.2, see comments to 17:17) that Paul’s approach in the Athenian synagogue resembled his approach in other synagogues. 488 In the synagogue setting, truth was established by an appeal to the (Jewish) Scriptures (i.e. the shared religious authority). The apostolic apologetic in this setting followed this standard justification procedure and was therefore based on the OT. It was thus argued (Διολέγομαι), for audiences consisting of “Jews and God-fearing Greeks” (17:17a), that “this Jesus...is the Christ” (see 17:3), the promised Messiah. The structure of this argument from Scripture and history in the ‘synagogue setting’ – anywhere, and by

486 Potter observes that Paul’s engagement with the cultured despisers of the faith often is accentuated. "But a careful look at that passage indicates that Paul addressed himself to three different publics: the religious community (that is to say, to the Jews and the God-fearing Greeks - those persons who were already conversant with Jewish religion and morality). the marketplace or the public sphere (whoever happened to come by) and then, last, the Epicurean and Stoic philosophers (those who participated in what social theorist Alvin Gouldner has referred to as 'the culture of critical discourse').” (Potter 1995:178) This analysis of the ‘three publics’, however, seems imprecise – both in its use of ‘religious community’ instead of e.g. ‘Scripture community’ and in its exclusion of the Epicureans and the Stoics from the open marketplace setting – and does not correspond to the three contexts described in the following.


488 See e.g. 13:14ff and 17:1-4. For a description of the apologetic to Jews, see 2.2.3-4.
implication also in Athens – is a move from the written special revelation (i.e. the OT) to the facticity, meaning, and significance of Jesus as the crucified and risen Messiah.

5.2.1.2 The open discussions in the marketplace

Luke's narrative moves swiftly from the Athenian synagogue to the agora (17:17b-18). This setting is clearly at the centre of Luke’s interest when describing Paul’s visit to Athens. The apostle's outreach in the agora should be seen in the light of Paul's calling as an apostle to the Gentiles. This 'marketplace' setting was a pluralistic context with a plethora of competing religious and philosophical truth claims. There was no common recognized authority to appeal to, so truth had to be argued by seeking to establish some common ground with the audience. The Lucan narrative underlines some significant features regarding this apologetic setting.

1. Paul encountered a variety of people in the agora (17:17b-18): casual passers-by, regular visitors, as well as Epicurean and Stoic philosophers. This variety in background was typical of the Athenian pluralistic context (see 3.3.2.1).

2. Paul had to justify the belief in the Christian Gospel over against Athenian questions, objections, and alternatives. Paul’s initial preaching of “the good news of Jesus and the Resurrection” in the agora seems to have sounded foolish (“a babbler”), foreign (“foreign gods”), and confusing (a new divine couple?) to the Athenians (17:18). The challenges thrown up by the alternative beliefs of popular paganism, Epicureanism and Stoicism also had to be met.

3. Paul responded to the agora context by a continuing dialogue (and dispute) with the Athenians. As shown in 2.2.3, the dialogues with non-Christians play a significant role in apostolic apologetic, as recorded in Acts.

4. The description of the open agora setting provides the context and background for the subsequent narrative with its major focus on the Areopagus setting. The scene is set for what seems to be a significant Pauline apologetic in a non-Jewish setting.
5.2.1.3 The formal setting before the Areopagus

Whereas the open discussions in the agora setting seems to have been a regular, informal context for Paul while visiting Athens, the setting before the Areopagus in the agora (17:19-33) is described as a specific, more formal occasion. As previous chapters have shown, Paul is clearly not answering to formal charges in an adversary trial before the Areopagus Council, but given an opportunity to give his speech as a herald of 'foreign gods'. The speech conforms to these Athenian conventions (concerning the introduction of 'foreign gods'), but is simultaneously an attempt to justify the truth claims of the Christian Gospel over and against relevant Athenian questions, objections and alternatives. Thus, Paul's Areopagus Speech corresponds to the definition of apologetics assumed in 1.2.2. The Lucan narrative underlines some significant features regarding this apologetic setting.

1. Luke makes the transition from the open agora setting to the more formal Areopagus setting by focusing on the curiosity of the Athenians (17:19-21). Paul's initial preaching in Athens had centred on 'Jesus and the Resurrection'. To the Athenians, the Hebrew name Jesus must have excited curiosity because of the staggering claims made about a strange and unfamiliar Jew. The resurrection as a concept would also have excited curiosity to such a Greek audience. This emphasis on curiosity complements the picture given in the previous verses, and implies that Paul faced a mixed audience characterized both by curiosity and scepticism in relation to him and the Christian Gospel.

2. There is a significant interplay in Luke's agora narrative between the open discussions in the marketplace and the formal discourse before the Areopagus. In the first context, the emphasis is on the apologetic challenges, whereas - in the latter context - the focus is on Paul's response to these challenges. Luke's summary of Paul's speech before the Areopagus could actually be read as an implicit apologetic dialogue dealing specifically with these challenges (see 3.4.4.3).

3. Compared with the apostolic apologetic in the synagogue setting, the Areopagus speech

---

489 See 3.4.2 and 4.3.4.
490 As argued in 3.4.1 and 4.3.4, this transition does not necessarily imply a physical location outside the agora.
indicates a different approach all together. In this pagan context, no OT passage is quoted or referred to explicitly. The Lucan narrative depicts Paul as consciously using his knowledge of the religious and cultural background of Athens in order to establish vital points of contact. Paul seeks to establish common ground with his audience, on the basis of God's self-revelation through creation and history. The apostle focused on God as Creator, Sustainer and Judge over and against questions and objections regarding the divine nature and 'Jesus and the Resurrection'. To challenge the audience of idolatry (on the basis both of whom God really is and of his future judgment) seems essential to this approach. Furthermore, the historicity of the Resurrection and its implications for the credibility of Jesus are emphasized. The structure of Paul's argument in the Areopagus setting, then, seems to move from natural theology and God's general revelation via the ultimate authority and future judgment of God to the facticity, meaning and significance of the Resurrection.

5.2.2 Paul's apologetic in Athens: Three significant features

Three central features can be identified in Paul's apologetic in Athens: a) Through 'points of continuity and contact', Paul seeks to find common ground with his audience; b) The normative content of Paul's message is a presentation and justification of Christian truth claims; c) Through 'points of discontinuity and tension', Paul challenges the audience in terms of their beliefs.

The exegesis in chapter 4 has indicated that it seems possible to demonstrate these features in all three settings in Athens. In terms of the synagogue setting and the open agora setting, however, these characteristics are more implicit in Luke's narrative. The following discussion, therefore, will focus on the more formal agora setting, i.e. on the Areopagus Speech.

---

491 As noted in 2.2.3 and 3.5.1, the speech in Lystra is the nearest parallel in Acts (see Acts 14:15ff).
492 This approach seems to a certain extent to be paralleled in 1 Thess. 1:9-10, Rom. 1:18ff and Rom. 2:14-16. See previous discussion in chapter 3.3.3.
5.2.2.1 'Points of continuity and contact': Finding common ground

Paul identified and utilized crucial 'points of continuity and contact' in the Athenian context in order to seek to establish some common ground with his listeners.

1. The curiosity of the Athenians (17:19-21; cf. 5.2.1.3) constituted the rhetorical starting-point for Paul. Their wish for more knowledge about these new religious claims gave Paul the opportunity to expound his teaching of the Christian Gospel before the prestigious Areopagus Council. Paul argued thus before the Council for 'the epistemic permission' of essential Christian truth claims.

2. In the *exordium*, Paul refers to a specific Athenian altar ('To an unknown god’, 17:23; cf. 3.4.3.2). The apostle understood this altar as an open acknowledgement of ignorance, which clearly is a crucial element in Luke’s narrative (see 17:20a, 23, 30). The altar quotation provided the apostle with a 'theological' starting-point for his speech. Their self-confessed ignorance made it legitimate to present who God really is. ‘Safety precaution’, i.e. the desire to avoid divine catastrophe or judgment, is yet another aspect to this altar which was used by Paul in his argument for the inevitability of divine judgment (see 17:29-31). Paul’s use of this pagan inscription (as ‘proof’) seems to some extent to parallel his use of OT 'proof texts' in the synagogue setting (see also next paragraph).

3. In his presentation to the Athenians, Paul used Stoic expressions and referred to Stoic beliefs as 'points of continuity and contact'. As shown in 3.4.4.3, this included the possible use of a Stoic apologetic outline, the Stoic view of divine providence, the quotation from
the Stoic poet Aratus (17:28), and the Stoic belief in judgment. As in the case of the altar inscription (see the previous paragraph), the reference to Aratus seems to a certain extent to parallel his use of the OT Scriptures in the synagogue setting. Witherington remarks that, from a rhetorical point of view, "the function of the quotation or quotations [in v.28] is to cite an authority recognized by one's audience to support one's point. It would have done Paul no good to simply quote the Scriptures, a book the audience did not know and one that had no authority in the minds of these hearers."493

4. As shown in 3.4.4.3, Paul also seems to have used Epicurean expressions and referred to Epicurean beliefs in his speech. This included the following 'points of continuity and contact': God/the gods is/are living, knowable, and is/are not dependent on human temples or gifts. The latter emphasis on God's/divine self-existence ('aseity') is crucial in Paul's argument.

As indicated in chapters 3 and 4, some scholars would disagree with this interpretation, arguing that Paul sided with the Stoics against the Epicureans.494 A similar argument is set forth by J. W. Montgomery regarding Paul's apologetic approach: "Paul ignored the Epicureans ('the Sadducees of the Greeks'), doubtless because of the intellectual dishonesty into which their movement had fallen, and concentrated on the Stoics, who continued to

494 See 3.4.4.3 and 4.5 (esp. the comments to 17:32).
hold a high view of natural law.\textsuperscript{495} This argument, however, seems unbalanced and inadequate. First, Paul did seem to have focused more explicitly on the Stoics, possibly for the reasons given by Montgomery above. This is especially evident from the crucial use of the Stoic poet Aratus, which could imply, as Montgomery argues, that Paul offered the Christian gospel to Stoic philosophers at Athens as "the historically verifiable fulfilment of natural religion and the natural law tradition, with their vague and insufficiently defined content\textsuperscript{496}. Secondly, however, as shown in previous chapters, Paul did not ignore the Epicureans. While, for Paul, areas of agreement may have been far greater in relation to the Stoics, the consensus described above in relation to Epicureanism still remains. Thirdly, as shown in the exegesis of the Lucan epilogue to the speech (see 4.5.1), there is no textual support for the interpretation that the Epicureans mocked whereas the Stoics were positive (17:32). Fourthly and most importantly, however, as argued in the exegesis of 17:25 (see 4.4.2), a crucial part of Paul's apologetic strategy seems to have been to affirm both Stoic pantheism and Epicurean deism as equally inadequate 'half-truths', stressing divine immanence or divine transcendence at the expense of the other.\textsuperscript{497}

Paul used these significant references – to the curiosity, the altar, and to Stoic and Epicurean expressions and beliefs – as a basis for his presentation and justification of Christian truth claims before the Areopagus Council in Athens.

\textsuperscript{495} Montgomery 1996:244. Montgomery refers to E. M. Blaiklock for this view, in the unpublished "Annual Wheaton College Graduate School Lectures, October 21-22, 1964" (Montgomery 1978:37).
5.2.2.2 Presenting and justifying Christian truth claims

Luke’s narrative indicates that Paul used the opportunity in Athens to deliver a presentation and justification of Christian truth claims, thereby providing contours of a Christian worldview. Paul sought to confirm these basic premises, negatively or positively, by the marshalling of evidence from the Athenians’ experience as well as the historical evidence of the Christian Gospel.

In a classical study on apologetics, W. Smith claimed that the main points of Paul’s apologetic argument in Athens were *creation, resurrection and judgment*: “The great truths which St. Paul set forth in this address are: the nature and character of God, the creation of the world by God, the resurrection of Christ, a judgment to come, and, because of these truths, the need for men to repent.” An alternative analysis has recently been offered by D. Groothuis, where he introduced Paul’s presentation and justification of Christian truth claims in Athens as *a number of propositions*:

“1. Athenian religion is objectively inadequate because it lacks Christ (vv. 22-23). 2. God is the Creator of all and cannot be reduced to idols. The Athenians’ idolatrous worship is false before the fact of God (vv. 24-25). 3. God is the sovereign source of every human being and has marked out each one’s habitation and place in history (v. 26). 4. God did this so that people would seek him and perhaps find him (v. 27). 5. A non-Christian Greek thinker’s writings expand on point 4 (v. 28). 6. Since we are God’s creatures, God should not be depicted by an image made by human skill (v. 29). It fits neither God nor us. 7. God overlooked the race’s previous ignorance, but now commands all people everywhere to repent (v. 30). 8. God has decreed a day when the world will be rightly judged by the risen Christ (v. 31). 9. God has proven point 8 for all people by raising Christ from the dead in history (v. 31).”

These analytical outlines must be assessed. The proposal from Smith – about creation, resurrection and judgment – seems consistent with the exegetical study in chapter 4 and

496 Montgomery 1996:223.
497 This argument will be further developed in 5.3 and is supported by Keyes’ argument on "the near and far idols" of the Athenians (see 5.3.2.1). See also 2.4.4.3.
indicates key elements of the structure of Paul’s argument (see 5.4.2.5). It seems more appropriate, however, in the light of this chapter, to rephrase and reorder the three elements as natural theology, ultimate authority and Resurrection. The outline offered by Groothuis highlights both the apologetic character of the speech and a number of truth claims in Paul’s speech, but the significant ‘points of continuity and contact’ in Paul’s argumentative strategy (as identified in 5.2.2.1) are clearly underemphasized.500 This means that this outline does not properly take into account the role of the altar (17:23) and the appeal to shared human experience (17:23-29) in the apostle’s argument.

The following analysis focuses on the role of the doctrines of God, humanity, human responsibility, and ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’ in Paul’s apologetic argument.

1. The focus of Paul’s presentation in 17:23bff is clearly on the doctrine of God.501 The apostle presents God as the Creator of the universe, and contrasts that with human-made temples (v. 24). Humanity’s futile religious offerings are compared with God as the Sustainer of all life (v. 25). God is also the sovereign Ruler of creation, which is confirmed by humanity’s living in him and seeking after him (vv. 26-28a). All this implies that the existence and nature of the one and true God is the basis for Paul’s apologetic (see further 5.3.3.2).

2. Paul continues his apologetic argument with the doctrine of humanity.502 Humanity is a unity (17:26a), is the object of God’s providential care (17:26b-28a), and was intended to seek God (17:27). The Athenians’ own writers (17:28) confirm the fact that humanity is

500 Similarly, Paul’s ‘positive deconstruction’ of Athenian worldviews is not adequately focused on (see further 5.3.4.3).


502 G. McGrath notes perceptively “the logic of ... Paul’s apologetic at Athens in Acts 17:25-29. A person’s humanity (his or her personality, rationality and physical being) is the inescapable evidence of a dependent relationship. Before faith and repentance, there is alienation and rebellion, nonetheless a relationship exists.” (McGrath, G. 1995a:133)
God’s offspring. So, the one, true God of the Christian Gospel is no ‘foreign’ God. He is actually the Creator and Sustainer of the Athenians.

3. The final part of Paul’s speech is concerned with human responsibility before God. In the light of being made in the image of a personal God (17:29), as well as the fact of the coming divine judgment (17:31), humanity should turn to the one, true God (17:30). The apostle’s call to conversion, therefore, makes sense on the basis of the nature of God and humanity.

4. In the final sentence of his speech, Paul returns to the topic of his initial preaching in the marketplace: ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’ (17:18c, 31:b), but this time in a more indirect way. Jesus (introduced as a ‘man’) is the divinely appointed judge, and the evidence for this is said to be the historical resurrection of Jesus. As indicated in 2.2.3, the apostolic apologetic argument from history has as its focus the facticity, meaning, and significance of the Resurrection of Jesus. This crucial ‘Resurrection argument’ occurs both in relation to Jews and to Gentiles. The arguments from Scripture (in a Jewish setting) and from Creation (in a pagan setting) both seem to move - in parallel fashion - towards the facticity, meaning, and significance of the Resurrection. For Jewish audiences, the Resurrection functioned as an affirmation of Jesus as the Messiah (2:31ff; 13:30ff). whereas for Gentile audiences it functioned as a justification of Jesus as the Judge of the World (10:40-42:

---

503 Dowsett observes that "it's very interesting that Paul uses half his sermon to explain that there is nothing foreign to the Athenians about the Christian gospel ... It isn't a foreign religion. It is about a God who made them." (Dowsett 1994:185).

504 The only exception is the actual Lystra speech (14:15ff), though 14:6f points out that the
The Resurrection of Jesus is claimed to have vindicated central truth claims of the Christian Gospel. This implies an encouragement to curious Athenians to investigate the historical evidence for the Resurrection.

5.2.2.3 'Points of discontinuity and tension': Challenging beliefs

Green has noted that Paul's speech to the Athenians could be summarized in "the three main points of a polemic against idolatry, a defence of the one true God, and the drawing of strong moral corollaries from man's relationship to him". These constitute clear points of tension, when encountering the Athenian situation, which was characterized by a plurality of competing truth claims in terms of religion (vv.16, 23), philosophy (v.18) and ideas generally (v.21). Thus, Paul seems to move in his argument from common ground (through 'points of continuity and contact') to a challenging of beliefs (through 'points of discontinuity and tension').

1. Paul's speech contains an implicit critique of Athenian attitudes towards religion and what's new. Paul's ambiguous statement about the religiosity of the Athenians (17:22) has "good news" indeed was preached also in that area.

See also Peterson 1998b.

See also 1 Cor.15:3-20 and Acts 1:3,21-22 for the emphasis on the historical evidence for the resurrection of Jesus. Peterson points out that the Resurrection of Jesus "is critical to the argument [in Acts 17] because it is a 'proof' that the Creator God whom Paul represents is sovereign over nature and history, that he cannot be avoided and must in the end be judge of all. More particularly, it is a 'proof' of the significance of the man who was raised. The resurrection confirms the teaching about the importance of humanity in the divine plan set out in vv. 25-28. At the same time, it affirms that there is one man who is to be the standard and the agent of divine judgement for all." (Peterson 1998b:55)
an ironic twist. Though being very religious, the Athenians were actually superstitious and ignorant about the true God. Paul claims to bring something, which is totally new to the Athenians. The ‘good news’ (17:18) is about a personal Creator actively revealing himself and reaching out to humanity in Jesus Christ. But many Athenians (17:18, 32a) reject this truly ‘new teaching’ (17:19). Luke brings out the irony of the situation in verse 21, with its comment on the Athenians' interest in novelties as such. The reader of Luke’s narrative is thus able to discern an explicit critique of Athenian attitudes in 17:21-23.

2. Paul’s strong critique of Athenian idolatry stands clearly out in Luke’s account. The apostle’s critique of idolatry is correlated to his emphasis on who God really is (17:23b, 29). Paul's deep indignation, when encountering the idolatry of Athens (17:16), is caused by his fervent monotheism. Paul's presentation of the one and true God was controversial in Athens, both when encountering the popular religiosity and the different philosophical schools. In his speech, Paul challenges popular idolatry, Stoic pantheism and Epicurean deism. As shown in the comments to 17:27 in 4.4.2.2, Paul implicitly suggests that who God really is, cannot be discovered simply by popular religion or sophisticated philosophy.

As shown in 3.4.3.2 and 4.4.1, the altar ‘To an unknown god’ implicitly functions as a devastating critique of all the other altars (17:23). The use of this altar in Paul's argument is strengthened by the explicit temple critique (17:24ff) and by Paul's quotation from one of the Stoic poets (17:28). It should also be noticed that Paul’s emphasis is on God as being

truly personal (17:24ff, contra Stoicism) and God as being really close (17:27, contra Epicureanism). All this leads up to Paul’s key conclusion in 17:29, characterized by logical persuasion (‘ought not to think’) and presupposing a concession from his audience that the premise of the poets was correct. Paul claims thus that idolatry simply does not make sense, neither in the light of who God really is nor of humanity as his ‘offspring’.

Therefore, Paul challenges his listeners to reconsideration as well as repentance.

3. The idolatry critique leads thus naturally to Paul’s emphasis on conversion in 17:29-31, which functions as a critique of the religious pluralism of ancient Athens (as well as implicitly of the Roman empire in general). Contrary to the philosophical schools of Stoicism and Epicureanism, Paul did not accommodate his beliefs to popular piety. 508

Paul’s arguments in 17:29-31, therefore, implied an obvious conflict with the Roman imperial policy on religion, since veneration of the deceased emperors was held to be an integral part of loyalty to the Roman authorities. 509

4. As shown previously (see 5.2.2.1), the Athenians used the altar ‘To an unknown god’ as

---

508 This illustrates the crucial difference between modifying or changing one’s beliefs and identifying ‘points of continuity and contact’.

509 Christians would not yet (i.e. around 49 A.D.) feel the full implications of this, since they still were seen as members of a Jewish sect. The protection Judaism provided for Christianity was ultimately removed at “the fall of Jerusalem and the payment of the Jewish temple tax for the support of the pagan temple of Jupiter Capitolinus in the reign of Vespasian” (Winter 1991:128). Winter points out, however, that in Athens “the issue between Paul and the Areopagus indirectly involved the Romans. He was thought to have been ‘the herald of foreign deities’ (17:18), and as such, would be required to give proof of their divinity, build a temple, and provide a feast day for the city. The only gods in effect to be recognized in this period were emperors on their accession to the throne and occasionally members of the imperial family, so his evangelistic activities
a religious 'safety precaution'. Paul's argument in 17:30-31 was intended as a critique of this Athenian 'escapism'. The apostle explains why God's punishment is delayed, given the conditions of ignorance and idolatry already described. The delaying of God's judgment indicates that God is gracious (17:30a), not that the Athenians are innocent. The tables are turned in v. 30b, when charging the listeners with false worship. God's judgment is introduced in v. 31a as the reason for repentance. Verse 31b presents Jesus as the Judge, and the Resurrection as the evidence given for this unique, delegated authority of Jesus. All this implies that God's judgment is inevitable and Athenian 'escapism' is futile.

5. When mentioning the Resurrection of Jesus (17:31), Paul is in tension with the negative statement about resurrection supposedly said at the foundation (i.e. the inauguration) of the Areopagus. As argued in earlier chapters, the idea and fact of a physical, historical Resurrection was a crucial key to the meaning of the Christian Gospel but alien to Epicureans, Stoics and popular Athenian idolaters. Paul's clear emphasis on the Resurrection of Jesus (17:18, 31) functions thus as a critique of Greek scepticism towards the Resurrection. This also implies that neo-Platonic dualism (which seemed to have been a commonplace in much Greek thought) was criticized in Paul's argument.

warranted further investigation.” (Winter 1999:215)

510 See 4.5.2 (the textual comment to χλεώνζω in 17:32).
511 See 2.2.4, 4.4.3 (the comments to 17:31) and 4.5.1.
512 See the arguments in 3.2.2.1, 4.3 (in the textual comments to 17:18 and the critical comments to 17:20), 4.4.3 (in the comments to 17:31), and 4.5 (in the comments to 17:32) on Greek scepticism towards the idea and fact of a/the Resurrection.
513 As Carson argues: "If the spiritual is good, the physical world bad, it is inconceivable that
6. The focus in the Christian Gospel (17:18, 31) was not on a mythological figure, but on recent historical events concerning Jesus Christ. This implies that the truth of the Christian Gospel can be established with reference to the historical evidence of the Resurrection of Jesus and that there is no valid excuse for unbelief. This means that ‘the epistemic obligation’ of the Christian faith is emphasized.

5.3 Assessing Paul’s Apologetic in Athens: Genuine, Effective and Relevant?

Building on the preceding analysis (5.2), the intention of this section is critically to evaluate Paul’s apologetic approach in Athens. The historical authenticity of the Lucan account (see 1.2.3) was argued for in chapter 3 (see 3.3.1-2), but the theological validity of the Areopagus Speech – as apologetics – still remains to be properly assessed (see 1.2.4, 2.2.3 and 3.3.3). The focus in the present section, then, will be on whether Paul’s approach should be seen as genuinely Christian (5.3.1), effective (5.3.2) and relevant (5.3.3), as the means to assess its legitimacy as an apologetic model.

5.3.1 Paul in Athens: A genuinely Christian apologetic?

According to the Lucan summary in Acts 17, Paul’s speech in Athens is characterized by no explicit Old Testament references, an extensive use of pagan material, and no ...
mentioning of the cross of Christ. These unique features have led some commentators to question the speech as an example of genuine Christian apologetics. Such a view may be assessed as follows. To be theologically valid, the speech must be shown to be theologically consistent with a) a positive, repeated pattern in Acts (as argued in 2.2), b) appropriate passages in Paul's letters (as argued in 3.3.3), and c) other relevant, biblical material.

5.3.1.1 Paul and the Old Testament

In the pluralistic settings in the agora (whether in open discussions or before the Areopagus), Paul could not refer to the OT Scriptures as a common religious authority. Thus, Paul knew "it would be futile to refer to a history no one knew or argue from fulfilment of prophecy no one was interested in or quote from a book no one read or accepted as authoritative." This seems to be a key, widely recognized reason for the lack of explicit OT quotations in Paul's speech.

As shown in the exegetical study in the previous chapter, however, Paul used appropriate passages from the OT and expressed essential biblical truths in a way that would be understandable (but not necessarily acceptable) to his Gentile audience. These key Old Testament themes include God as Creator, Sustainer and Lord, as well as humanity as deriving from and seeking God, but at the same time characterized as ignorant, accountable and culpable. Paul's intention was thus to "establish an entire framework, a framework very largely at odds with the various outlooks of paganism, if the gospel of Christ was to be understood and accepted on its own terms." Moreover, a careful study of this implicit OT background to the Areopagus Speech indicates that Paul in Athens used the approach of key OT apologists such as Isaiah and

515 See the discussions in 1.2.4, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.
516 It is outside the scope of this thesis to treat the relationship between the apologetics of Acts 17 and the wider (non-Pauline) biblical material in any detail or depth. This would require an in-depth study of esp. a) Old Testament apologetics and b) the apologetics of Jesus and the evangelists. The intention of 5.3.2.1, then, is only to indicate what can be said about Paul and the wider biblical material on the basis of and within the scope of the present study.
Jeremiah. This is especially true in terms of Paul's critique of idolatry, which seems to be one of the main emphases of OT apologetics. Keyes has suggested that Paul in his speech takes his cue from the key text in Jer. 23:23-24, systematically contradicting "the near and far idols" of the Athenians with four alternating strokes, and correcting them "each time with a true vision of the immanence and transcendence of God". This implies that Paul, by applying this OT prophetic paradigm (of the 'nearby' and 'faraway' idols) to Stoic pantheism and Epicurean deism, was able to speak meaningfully into this non-Jewish context.

The apostle did not have to quote – or refer to – the Jewish Scriptures explicitly in order to speak or establish biblical truth. The theological content of Paul's message in Athens is a) in accord with the personal God revealed in the OT and b) shaped by his belief that this one, true God now ultimately is made known through Jesus.

---

520 According to Keyes 1992:37-40, the 'nearby' idol (ex. Jer. 10:5) counterfeits God's immanence, whereas the 'faraway' idol (ex. Is. 65:11) counterfeits His transcendence.
521 Keyes 1992:47. It is appropriate at this point to quote Keyes' illuminating summary of Paul's speech in extenso: "First, Paul contradicts their idea that God is unknown. God is not a far idol that is unknowable (verse 23). Then he contradicts their near idols by saying that God does not live in shrines made by human hands, nor does He need our help for anything (24-25). Next he attacks the far idol when he declares that God is not far from each one of us, for, 'In him we live and move and have our being' (27-28). Finally, he negates the near idols again by reasoning that if we are God's offspring, then it does not make sense to believe that He is our offspring. God is not made of gold, silver, or stone and fashioned by human artistry (29). The apostle seems to have keyed his critique explicitly into the dual nature of their idolatry. He saw the specific way that they had counterfeited both God's immanence, miniaturizing Him, and God's transcendence, vaporizing Him. With each of these negations, Paul makes an affirmation about the one, true God, in contrast to the counterfeits. God is knowable, Paul says, and he proceeds to tell the listeners about Him (23). He is the Lord of heaven and earth, and gives life to all people (24). God made the nations to live on the earth, and wants them to seek after Him to find Him (26-27). God is our source, not the other way round (29). In all these points, God is both immanent and transcendent. He is never a God 'at hand' or 'far off'. He is never unable to see, hear, speak, or act. He fills heaven and earth. The apostle Paul went on to declare the ultimate moral challenge - the need for repentance for all people, everywhere, and foretold of the man, raised from the dead, who will one day stand in judgment over the world." (Keyes 1992:47-48; underlining added)
5.3.1.2 Paul's use of pagan material

The previous discussion has shown that Paul used some pagan material in an (at least partly) approving way in Athens. There are two explicit quotations from pagan sources (the altar 'To an unknown god' and the poet Aratus) and many possible allusions to Hellenistic philosophy in Paul's speech. The key to the apostle's use of pagan material (as indicated in 3.4.4.3) is found in the approach taken by Jewish apologists to the Hellenistic world. As Gärtnert has shown convincingly (cf. 3.2.1), Paul follows their approach closely.

Paul's intention in Athens, as an apostle to the Gentiles, was thus to communicate the Christian message in a way that was both authentic and relevant. In order to relate to his audience in a meaningful way, Paul adapted concepts and expressions from their religion, culture and philosophy. These functioned for communicative purposes as 'points of contact'. But Paul seems to have gone a step beyond this to 'points of continuity'. Some (revelational) presuppositionalists have objected to this understanding of Acts 17:16-34. L. Thornton points out that C. van Til "makes it very clear that Paul is not accepting [any] common ground [with] another system". J. Frame expresses the same basic opinion (somewhat more moderately than van Til) in a key statement:

"Thus the presuppositional apologist need not be embarrassed by Acts 17:16-34. In that passage Paul does not appeal to some "neutral" criterion of truth but to the revealed knowledge of God that even pagans (unbelievers) are unable to escape. In the Acts passage, contrary to their own inclinations.

523 Geisler has coined the term 'revelational presuppositionalism' to describe the apologetics of C. van Til and J. Frame, in order to distinguish them from a) the 'rational presuppositionalism' of G. Clark and C. F. H. Henry, b) the 'systematic consistency' approach of E. J. Carnell and G. Lewis, and c) the 'practical presuppositionalism' of F. A. Schaeffer (Geisler 1999:607-608; for a slightly different interpretation of Schaeffer, see also Lewis, G. 1986). See also 6.2.1.
524 Thornton 1986:7. See also Dennison 2000.
Paul's pagan audience admits two truths of the Christian faith: their own ignorance (v. 23) and God's immanence (v. 28). But as in Romans 1, Paul condemns them for having resisted this revelation. There is no reason why the apologist cannot agree with certain elements of unbelieving thought, as long as he takes account of the fact that unbelievers seek to suppress the truth that they know. Such agreements, then, are not appeals to common or neutral criteria; they are appeals to the truth that Scripture warrants (though it be found on unbelieving lips).\footnote{Frame 1987:367-368.}

This perspective seems to be partially right, but it does not seriously enough take into account the common rationality shared by all humans and the fact that 'all truth is God's truth'.\footnote{See esp. Holmes 1977.} Paul clearly seems to have affirmed elements of truth within Stoicism and Epicureanism, implicitly appealed to (and acknowledged) the traditional philosophical arguments against idolatry, and emphasized logical persuasion (17:29) as well as the public nature of the evidence of the resurrection (17:31).

It was thus appropriate of Paul to affirm whatever truths there might be in the diverse belief-systems in Athens. Stoicism and Epicureanism are seen as inadequate 'half-truths' that emphasize either God's immanence or God's transcendence, i.e. the one truth at the expense of the other.\footnote{See further 5.3.4.3.} By his use of the altar and the poet, Paul is also able to affirm, that humanity "had a natural awareness of God which was consonant with the revelation of God in the OT and Christian experience."\footnote{Brown points out that this knowledge "is sufficient to show the error of identifying God with any finite thing or creature ... Man has this awareness already, and reflection on the finite character of the natural order should be sufficient to tell him that God is not to be identified with anything or anyone within that order." (C. Brown in Schneider, J. et al 1986:77)}

This ties in with the function of the altar ΑΓΝΩΣΤΩ ΘΕΩ as an implicit and devastating critique of all the other altars, thereby affirming both biblical monotheism and the
traditional philosophical critique of religion as foolish idolatry. This also implies that Paul used the pagan material both as ‘points of continuity and contact’ and as ‘points of discontinuity and tension’.\textsuperscript{529} As indicated in 3.4.4.3, this dual approach should be called ‘polemical engagement’.

Paul’s use of pagan material in Acts 17:16-34 is thus a significant example of genuine Judeo-Christian apologetics.

5.3.1.3 Paul and the cross of Christ

According to Paul in 1 Cor. 15:1ff, the cross and the resurrection of Christ constitute the core of the Christian Gospel. The theological consistency with 1 Cor. 2:1-2 has already been argued for in 3.3.3.2, but the fact still remains that the cross of Christ is never mentioned explicitly in Luke’s narrative in Acts 17:16-34. To seek to explain this textual feature is then to argue from silence and has to be seen as such. In the light of the preceding discussion, however, the following conjecture seems to be the most plausible one.

1. It has been suggested that, since Luke only provided a summary of Paul’s speech, the

\textsuperscript{529} Many contemporary commentators and apologists, however, seem to emphasize either ‘points of continuity and contact’ or ‘points of discontinuity and tension’ in their analysis and use of Acts 17:16-34. But, as shown in 5.2 and 5.3, Paul’s apologetic in Athens showed awareness both of ‘common ground’ and of ‘the scandal of particularity’. This illustrates that both ‘points of continuity and contact’ and ‘points of discontinuity and tension’ should be emphasized if Acts 17:16-34 is to be understood properly as apologetics.
apostle in fact did mention the cross of Christ before the Council.\textsuperscript{530} It is possible that the cross-event is mentioned in Paul's speech (as the background to the resurrection), but it seems highly unlikely that the theological significance of the cross is mentioned in this setting. The Areopagus Speech makes perfect sense as it is, as (a highly condensed summary of) a follow-up talk intended to clarify misunderstandings and to present the evidence for ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’. What are present in Paul's speech, however, are humankind's ignorance and guilt, God's righteous anger, God's grace (or his forbearance), and the need for and possibility of a new relationship with God. Such an argument is theologically consistent with Paul's preaching and teaching of God's law and the Christian Gospel elsewhere.

2. According to Luke, Paul’s preaching in the agora was on “the good news of Jesus and the Resurrection” (17:18). It seems highly probable to suppose that this initial proclamation and defence of the Gospel in the agora included an explicit mentioning of the cross-event and possibly also something about the redemptive significance of the death of Christ. The emphasis in Paul’s message, though, seems to have been on the credibility and significance of the Resurrection of Christ.

3. It has also been suggested that Paul’s presentation before the Areopagus was interrupted before Paul got to the message of the cross.\textsuperscript{531} This proposal, however, seems to be unnecessary for the following reasons. First, Paul’s speech in 17:22-31 has a coherent and

\textsuperscript{530} See e.g. Stott 1990:289 and Danbolt 1967; cf. also 3.3.3.2
complete structure rhetorically and theologically. Secondly, through his speech Paul is seeking to establish a biblical framework ("which alone makes the good news of Jesus Christ coherent")\(^{532}\), both in order to clarify initial misunderstandings and to provide a basis for subsequent evangelism. Thirdly, Jesus is introduced in an indirect way (ἐν ἀνάρτωσι) in order to generate interest and to arouse curiosity, and no full doctrinal presentation was thus intended or required. Fourthly, the emphasis on the evidential nature of the Resurrection in 17:31 makes sense as an appropriate and challenging conclusion to Paul’s apologetic argument.

4. It has also been observed that Paul primarily focused on the atoning aspects of the death of Jesus in the preaching and teaching for Christian converts. Nordlander argues thus that a pagan audience like the one facing Paul in Athens would not be able to grasp the deeper theological meaning and significance of the cross.\(^{533}\) Nordlander’s proposal may have to be modified in the light of a) the discussion in 5.3 and b) the fact that 1 Cor. 15:1-8 includes “that Christ died for our sins” among “the first things” communicated to pagans becoming Christians in Corinth. This would imply that a pre-evangelistic presentation – on the nature of God, the human responsibility and the possibility and necessity of conversion – usually seems to be needed, if the deeper theological redemptive message of the cross is to be grasped by pagans who are biblically illiterate.

\(^{531}\) See 4.5 (the textual comments to 17:32).
\(^{532}\) Carson 1996b:504: see further 6.2.2.2.
\(^{533}\) See Nordlander 1990:230-231,238-240.
The intention of Paul's follow-up talk (before the Council) was thus to present the Athenians with a Christian theistic view of the world. This was done so that they could make sense of the Christian Gospel (including the redemptive message of the cross of Christ) within a proper biblical framework. Luke would clearly consider such an approach as a key example of genuine Christian apologetics.

5.3.2 Paul in Athens: An effective apologetic?

The discussion above has shown that Paul's apologetic in Athens is a significant and theologically valid example of Judeo-Christian apologetics. This leads to the question whether Paul's approach in fact was effective, when encountering a situation characterized by both curiosity and criticism (see 3.5.1.4). Paul elsewhere describes the critical attitude of the Greeks to the Gospel of "Christ crucified". It was considered as "foolishness" (see 1 Cor. 1:18ff).

5.3.2.1 A successful apologetic?

Paul faced a challenging cultural context in Athens, where there were significant questions, objections, and alternatives to the Christian Gospel. This implies that the apologetic task was demanding and difficult. An appropriate assessment – of whether Paul’s apologetic in Athens should be considered a failure or a success – must therefore be done both on the basis of the apostle’s aims and his results.

534 Stott remarks perceptively that Paul, when encountering Greek cities like Athens and Corinth, “knew that his message of Christ crucified would be regarded as intellectually foolish (incompatible with wisdom), religiously exclusive (incompatible with tolerance), personally humiliating (incompatible with self-esteem), morally demanding (incompatible with freedom) and politically subversive (incompatible with patriotism).” (Stott 1992:67)
1. What did Paul intend to achieve through his speech? The argument in previous chapters has shown that the apostle had a dual aim with his apologetic speech (see 3.5.1.4, 4.4.3 and 4.5.1). The immediate aim, when faced with this critical audience, was to arouse curiosity and to generate genuine questions among the listeners concerning the Christian faith. Paul's role in Athens was primarily "as a sower and pioneer rather than a reaper". This corresponds to the reaction in 17:32b and ties in well with the function of apologetics as pre-evangelism. Paul's final aim, though, clearly was conversion to the Christian faith. This corresponds to the positive reactions in 17:34 and to the strong sense of epistemic obligation present in Paul's speech (especially in 17:29-31).

2. It seems to be common among the commentators, however, to interpret 17:32-34 as indicating a failure on Paul's part, exchanging the curiosity (of 17:18-21) with rejection. But, as Carson argues (and as shown in 4.5), "a careful examination of Luke's handling of the various addresses reported in Acts show that he did not think this one a failure". As argued above, the short-term results in 17:32b and 17:34 correspond to the dual aim of the speech. Seen in the light of Paul's realism in e.g. 2 Cor. 4:1-6, the mocking rejection recorded in 17:32a was to be expected, not least in a challenging setting such as Athens.

---

536 See 1.2.2. The understanding of apologetics as pre-evangelism is also found e.g. in Mæland 1985:112-125; McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993:16-18; and Colson & Pearcy 1999:30-33.
537 See e.g. Allen, R. 1962:66; Larsson 1987:395-96; Pesch 1986:140-41; Roloff 1981:266-67; and Schneider, G. 1982:243-44. If the results in 17:32-34 are to be seen as indicating a failure (which by no means is the most natural interpretation; see the exegetical discussion in 4.5). Conzelmann's comment seems wise: "In Luke's view Paul fared well in this encounter: the conclusion of the scene is not meant to portray any failure on Paul's part, but rather a failure on the part of the Greeks." (Conzelmann 1987:147)
This latter reaction does indicate that Paul's message hit some target in the Athenians,
when they were confronted with the true offence of the Gospel.

3. Nothing is said in the Lucan text about long-term results of Paul's visit, neither seems
much to be known about this from other historical sources. The absence of any evidence
of baptisms or church planting in Athens in the first century remains an historical enigma.
We are thus left with arguments from silence. However, Prior points to the possible
historical link between Paul and later apologists in Athens such as Athenagorus.

The preceding discussion has shown that Paul's apologetic in Athens was no failure.
Paul's *apologia* for the truth of the Gospel was intended as conceptual clarification, a
critique of Athenian beliefs, as well as positive support for the adoption of the Christian
Gospel, in order that it should make sense to the Athenians. Regardless of how the
results should be evaluated, however, it is important to recognize (with Rapske) that

---

538 Carson 1996b:503; see also 6.2.2.2 and Barr 1993:28-32.
539 Kruse points out accordingly, that there is “no mention in the New Testament of a Christian
community there, or any indication of what ministries were exercised in it after the apostle left”
(Kruse 2000:208).
540 Prior argues that is is possible to know "that a church was established in Athens, although
we know little of its earlier history... From the small beginnings, which resulted from Paul's visit,
the church sooner or later grew, because by the first half of the second century it was quite
flourishing. One of its major contributions was in the apologists it produced, the best known of
whom was Athenagorus, a second-century Athenian, who wrote *A Plea for the Christians* and *On
the Resurrection*. In view of Paul's emphasis on the resurrection, the latter title naturally attracts
our attention. Its author was converted through reading the Scriptures with the original intention
to discredit them and, significantly enough, it was the resurrection, which convinced him. Apologists
like him followed in the steps of the apostle in presenting the faith meaningfully to the thinking
people of their day." (Prior, K. 1995:169-170)
541 Prior remarks that Paul's aim was to "convince people's minds of the truth of the gospel as
the means of persuading them to submit their wills". (Prior, K. 1995:53)
success "is not an invariable Lucan criterion of significance."\textsuperscript{542} Rapske adds: "Such a faulty criterion has led some to judge the Areopagus Speech a resounding failure to be repented of."\textsuperscript{543} To argue from the number of converts to the appropriateness of the approach – or the correctness of the message – seems thus quite precarious, since (as observed by Brown in his reflections on this passage) "in and of itself public response to an idea is not a measure of its truth and validity."\textsuperscript{544}.

\subsection{5.3.2.2 A significant apologetic?}

The significance of Acts 17:16-34, "the classical case of apologetics in the New Testament"\textsuperscript{545}, seems evident in the light of the previous discussion.

1. At the most basic level, Paul's approach in Athens illustrates and illuminates context-specific (or applied) apologetics. As shown in 3.3.3.3, this account seems in total accord with Paul's explicit principles in 1 Cor. 9:19-23 to be "all things to all people". Acts 17:16-34 has therefore been described as a "model for how to communicate the gospel into any and every context"\textsuperscript{546}. As shown in 5.2, the passage shows Paul's awareness and understanding of the various contexts in Athens, as well as his argumentative strategies in responding to these challenges.

\textsuperscript{542} Rapske 1994:358. Rapske's original reads 'Lukan'.
\textsuperscript{543} Rapske 1994:358.
\textsuperscript{544} Brown 1990:67.
\textsuperscript{545} Geisler 1999:39; see also 1.3.
\textsuperscript{546} Cook 1995a:229.
2. The focus in the Lucan account is on Paul's apologetic approach when faced with a non-Jewish and pluralistic context. The significance of Acts 17:16-34 for apologetics should thus be further explored on the basis of Luke's explicit intention to record Paul's speech as a "typical exemplar of the first Christian sermons to the Gentiles". This passage (together with Acts 14:15-17) seems to be intended by Luke as a paradigm for approaching "the man without the Bible".

3. Paul's apologetic approach in this context seems highly significant. Through 'points of continuity and contact' Paul was seeking to establish common ground, without explicitly referring to the Scriptures. This was done in order to present the challenging and controversial truth claims of the gospel. The aim of Paul's apologetic was to show the Athenians that their "tragedy and foolishness was that they themselves as humans were not even fulfillable on the basis of their own integration point. Their alienation was self-chosen; their aspirations were higher than the idols they worshipped ... [and] to live out the logic of their presuppositions is to accept alienation as a way of life."

The intention of the apostle seems thus to have been to argue that their beliefs/worldviews actually were in tension with their way of living and with reality itself. Paul’s emphasis is on how the Christian Gospel, on the other hand, fits the way humans are, “not in any limited religious category but in the whole of our humanity. It is not a question of heredity.

547 Gärtner 1955:71. I would disagree with the description 'sermon', though, as argued in 3.4.5.
548 The expression is found in Schaeffer 1969:79-96. See also 6.3.1.
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or cultural chance, but of congruity with truth." As shown in 5.3.2.1, this was basically the apologetic approach used by the OT prophets when confronted with paganism and idolatry.

4. As with the OT prophets, Paul's apologetics is at its very centre characterized by creational and providential monotheism. The crucial theological significance of Acts 17:16-34 is therefore that "the motivation and basis on which we 'do' apologetics must be God and his nature". This leads to a number of fundamental considerations.

First, as shown in the comments to 17:16-17 (see 4.3.1-2), Paul was moved to apologetics because of his zeal for the glory of God and his loving concern for the Athenians' needs since they were living without this one and true God. This shows the depth and power of Paul's motivation as an apologist.

Secondly, Paul's deep understanding of who God is, is not only the key to his motivation, but also (as shown in 5.3.1) to his strategy. Paul's clear grasp, therefore, of God's transcendence and immanence gave the apostle apologetic tools for handling Athenian idolatry as well as Stoicism and Epicureanism.

Thirdly, Paul's combined emphasis on 'points of continuity and contact' and 'points of discontinuity and tension' seems to have arisen from his conviction of God as being both

---

550 McGrath, G. 1995a:162.
Creator and Redeemer. Paul saw humanity as created by God with a potentiality for a relationship with God, but at the same time as living alienated from God because of sin. Paul's awareness of God's redeeming initiative towards humanity made him look for God-given 'points of continuity and contact', whereas Paul's belief in the reality of sin and the necessity of a God-given salvation made him deeply conscious of existing 'points of discontinuity and tension'. Humanity is thus simultaneously attracted to and repelled by the Christian Gospel.

_Fourthly_ and finally, Paul's approach in Athens demonstrates thus that apologetics must be grounded in God's disclosure in general and special revelation. The one and true God is making himself known to a blind humanity, both in an incomplete (but nevertheless real) way through creation\textsuperscript{553} and in a definite and more complete way through Jesus Christ. Paul was thus making the Unknown God known to the Athenians. This apologetic approach presupposes that 'all truth is God's truth', and ought to be identified and utilized as such, while at the same time recognizing that, ultimately, God's truth is uniquely and finally revealed in and through Jesus Christ. This implies that Luke and Paul would claim that a genuine and significant Christian apologetic neither can ignore elements of truth within

\textsuperscript{553} It is thus legitimate to conclude with Demarest (on the basis of the biblical evidence in Psalm 19:1-6, Acts 10:34-35, Acts 14:8-18, Acts 17:18-31, and Rom. 1:18-32) that general revelation "affords all people of all times and places rudimentary knowledge of God as Creator and moral law-giver. It also affords the Christian evangelist significant points of contact with the non-Christian world, thereby serving as a valuable pre-evangelistic tool. General revelation, however, does not yield that higher knowledge of God that is redemptive." (Demarest 1991:151; see also Demarest 1982:227-262.)
other beliefs nor can avoid the 'scandal of particularity'. Therefore, Paul both "acknowledged the truth and challenged the error in his hearers' beliefs".555

It seems to be legitimate to argue, then, as indicated in 4.6.2, that Luke has recorded Paul's speech as "an object lesson in apologetics", in order to illustrate a typical first-century Christian approach to pagans557.

5.3.3 Paul in Athens: A relevant apologetic?

The assessment so far has shown that Paul's apologetics in Athens should be seen as both genuine and significant. This leads the question of its relevance. Was Paul's apologetic approach really relevant then – and thus appropriate to the ancient Athenian situation? The appropriateness of Paul's receptor-orientated approach can be seen in his attempt to be meaningful, involving and challenging.

5.3.3.1 A meaningful apologetic?

After initial misunderstandings (see 3.5.2), Paul seems to have adopted a flexible and sensitive approach relative to the different contexts in Athens. As shown in 5.2, he started where they were – whether in the synagogue or in the informal and formal contexts of the

---

554 The 'scandal of particularity' is "the Christian claim that the climax of God's saving revelation is tied to a particular time, a particular place and (above all) a particular person" (Bruce 1977:89).
556 McGrath, A. 1992a:49. See further 6.2.2.1.
557 Regardless of their perspective on the text, this seems to be the view of many of the


agora, established and developed points of contact, and argued for the truth of the Gospel on the basis of this common ground. This implies that Paul did not consider an explicit use of Scripture a necessary prerequisite for authentic and relevant apologetics, when the audience did not share his knowledge of and belief in the Jewish Scriptures. As shown above (in 5.3.1-2), the apostle seems to have considered this approach as the most meaningful approach to such a pagan audience.

5.3.3.2 An involving apologetic?

The relevance of Paul's apologetic approach is also seen in his critical (or polemical) engagement with the worldviews of the pagan Athenians. As shown in 3.4.4.1, Stoics and Epicureans could appropriately be described as pagan apologists, arguing for the truth of their beliefs and traditionally arguing against idolatry. The Lucan account shows Paul as a Christian apologist among these pagan apologists, effectively using the philosophers' own arguments and their own poets to uncover their pragmatic accommodation to the religious pluralism of the day. The apostle is thus exposing the fallacies of Stoicism and

commentators.

Wright suggests that Acts 17 exemplifies this principle, which (he claims) secures the relevance of the Gospel: "What the Gentiles needed was precisely the Jewish message, or rather the Jewish message as fulfilled in Jesus the Messiah ... The nature of this polemical engagement is thus that Paul is claiming the high ground from his pagan hearers ... The Jewish belief in the creator meant that any Jew who cared to do so (and Paul certainly cared to do so) could address the pagan world with a message from its true God, its creator. The message, paradoxically, had to remain essentially Jewish if it was to have its proper relevance to the pagans. If it had been translated into pagan categories it would have competed with them for their own turf. It would have made YHWH one God among the other gods. By remaining what it was, it claimed the high ground of genuine creational monotheism." (Wright 1997:82-83)
Epicureanism on their own grounds as well as showing the folly of idolatry. This implies that Paul’s speech in fact is a highly sophisticated apologetic speech.

5.3.3.3 A challenging apologetic?

When arguing with popular piety, Stoicism and Epicureanism, the focus of Paul’s argument in Athens is the nature of the one, true God as both transcendent and immanent.

As shown above (see 3.4.3-4, 4.4 and 5.2-3), this was done in a way, which functioned as a very compelling critique (i.e. as a ‘positive deconstruction’\(^{559}\)) of these Athenian belief-systems. 1. *Popular Athenian religion* was shown by Paul to be *both* inconsistent in its practice of idolatry alongside the (implicit) belief in the Unknown God *and* inadequate in its escapism and superficiality. 2. *Stoicism* was shown by Paul to be a) inconsistent in its acceptance of popular idolatry, b) simultaneously affirming the evidence for divine immanence (with an emphasis on divine providence) and suppressing the evidence for divine transcendence (as well as the evidence for the Resurrection), and c) indifferent to genuine human relationship with God as a result of the emphasis on 'fatalism, submission

\(^{559}\) Pollard and Watkins have suggested that Paul’s critical engagement with Athenian worldviews is a key role model of the strategy and process of ‘positive deconstruction’ (see also 1.1.2). They describe this strategy (which Pollard quite surprisingly distinguishes from the task of apologetics, which he narrows down to giving ‘a reasoned defence for the Christian faith’ (Pollard 1997:128)), as a five-stage process: 1) to identify the influential worldviews in a given context. 2) critically to analyse such worldviews on the basis of common criteria of truth. 3) to discover and affirm elements of truth in these worldviews, 4) to discover and challenge elements of error in these worldviews, and 5) to identify an appropriate Christian response over against these worldviews. This popular, but perceptive, analysis of Paul’s apologetic strategy in Athens (which is indebted to Cook 1996 and found in Pollard 1997:43-59 and Watkins 1999:91-121; see also 1.2.2 and 5.4.2.5) seems largely consistent with the analysis and assessment offered in this
and the endurance of pain'. 3. Epicureanism was shown by Paul to be a) inconsistent in its acceptance of popular idolatry, b) simultaneously affirming the evidence for divine transcendence (with an emphasis on divine aseity) and suppressing the evidence for divine immanence (as well as the evidence for the Resurrection), and c) indifferent to human responsibility before God as a result of the emphasis on 'chance, escape and the enjoyment of pleasure'.

But there is also another underlying reason for this focus on who and what God is. The nature of God has a key place in any (religious) belief-system. It follows from this that the changing of beliefs in this area will have consequences for all the other beliefs. A proper understanding of the nature of the one, true God, would thus remove the initial Athenian misunderstandings concerning "the Gospel of Jesus and the Resurrection". When Paul in his speech moves from who God is to the final argument concerning the judgment of God and the resurrection of Jesus, this is specifically intended as a challenge to Athenian beliefs. In the face of Athenian disbelief, Paul provides πίστις about God's final judgment. God has the final say. This argument creates a diversity of Athenian reactions, which indicates that Paul's message had been meaningful, involving and challenging.

chapter.

Burnett observes thus accordingly, that the concept of the nature of deity is an important theme within any worldview "because it lays an important foundation which has repercussions for other themes. We see Paul speaking to the people of Athens using just this sort of approach ... He commences with their concept of an unknown god, and from this point goes on to present a biblical concept of the nature of the Supreme Creator." (Burnett 1990:229-230)

See 4.4.3-4.5.1.
5.4 Conclusions

5.4.1 An identifiable and positive apologetic model?

The first major research question (see 1.5.1) focused on whether the apologetic model in Acts 17:16-34 is identifiable and positive, and if so, what its significant elements are and its status may be. These aspects are addressed in this section, primarily on the basis of the preceding analysis and assessment in 5.2-3.

The question of whether Acts 17:16-34 contains an identifiable apologetic model needs to take into account the nature of this Lucan narrative. It was argued in previous chapters, in response to 1.4, that this Lucan description should be seen both as an authentic account (see 2.4.3.3 and 4.6) and as representative of Paul’s apologetic thinking and practice (see 3.3.3). This Lucan narrative, however, presents a highly condensed summary of Paul’s apologetic in Athens, and can therefore in no way claim to be a complete model of the apostle’s approach in agora contexts such as Athens. There is thus a need to be cautious, both in terms of explicit and implicit apologetic elements in the Lucan account. However, the originally assumed definition of apologetics (in 1.2.2) provides, together with 5.2-3, a basis for the identification of various significant elements of this Lucan-Pauline apologetic model in Acts 17:16-34.

The preceding discussion in this chapter has identified a number of explicit and implicit elements in this text related to apologetic challenges and responses. Such elements ~ from the Lucan account of the original encounter between the orator (Paul) and the
oratees (the Athenians) – include the following: 1) Paul was shocked by Athenian idolatry. 2) Paul reacted to the idolatry by setting forth truth claims about ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’. 3) Paul’s initial presentation was misunderstood and provoked curiosity. 4) Paul was confronted by significant questions, objections and alternatives to the Christian faith. 5) Paul applied different justification procedures in the synagogue and the agora, and here he focused on challenges in the pluralistic agora context. 6) In his speech before the Areopagus, Paul engaged significant alternative worldviews and argued for the truth of essential Christian truth claims.

These elements must be supplemented with apologetic perspectives related to the probable intentions of the narrator (Luke) and needs of the narratees (Theophilus and other Christian readers) in writing and reading about Paul as apologist in Athens. This leads to the question whether Acts 17:16-34 originally was intended, understood and applied as a positive apologetic model.

It was suggested in 2.4 and confirmed in 4.6, that Luke approves of Paul’s overall apologetic approach in Athens, since it both conforms to a positive apologetic pattern in Acts and can be related to a plausible apologetic purpose of Acts. This implies (as argued in 4.6) that Luke wrote this to his Christian readers both as a confirmation of the truth of their Christian faith (over against pagan religious and philosophical alternatives) and as a role model for their apologetics (providing them with apologetic tools for contexts characterized by pagan beliefs and biblical illiteracy). It seems plausible, in the light of chapters 2, 4 and 5, that these Lucan perspectives were communicated effectively to the
narratees. Accordingly, the theory that Acts 17:16-34 is a Lucan description of a mistaken overall apologetic approach by Paul – and thus, as a whole, would constitute a negative role model – has previously been rejected as incompatible with the biblical evidence.562

This section, then, has argued for the plausibility of interpreting the apologetics of Acts 17:16-34 as an overall positive role model, where Luke provided his readers with “the beginnings of a model and some important lessons to follow”.563

It remains to assess, however, a) whether there may be any negative elements, where Luke intended his readers to learn from any supposedly apostolic mistakes in Athens, and b) whether the identified positive elements in the model should be considered as normative, recommended or repeatable.564

562 See esp. 4.5 and 5.3.3.1.
563 Cook 1996:171. Witherington claims, accordingly, that it is "hard to doubt that Luke sees this speech in Acts 17 as something of a model for how to approach educated pagan Greeks, and means it to reflect positively on his hero Paul, especially since he records only three major speech summaries from Paul’s travels, and this is the only major one specifically directed at Gentiles". (Witherington 1998:533)
564 On the one hand, to interpret the overall model in Acts 17:16-34 as ‘normative’ seems to be to claim too much. Such an interpretation seems foreign to the nature of the Book of Acts, as indicated in chapter 2, since elements concerning the apostles’ actions and strategies do not appear to be intended by Luke as prescribed approaches (i.e. as ‘blueprints for action’) for the narratees. It seems plausible, however, that elements concerning the defining content of the apostles’ truth claims should be seen as normative. On the other hand, to interpret the overall approach in Acts 17:16-34 as only a ‘repeatable’ model seems - in the light of the discussions in chapters 2, 4 and 5 - to be to claim too little about the apologetic responses recorded in the Lucan account. Paul’s overall apologetic approach and strategy seem thus not only to be possible, but intended by Luke as a suggested and recommended approach. It may be, however, that single elements of the model should be seen as ‘repeatable’ rather than ‘recommended’. 
5.4.2 Significant interlocking elements of the apologetic model in Acts 17:16-34

5.4.2.1 The truth claims as indicators of a Judeo-Christian worldview

This chapter has shown that Paul presented a number of essential Christian truth claims in Athens (see 5.2.2.2). These truth claims are indicators of the apostle's theological convictions, i.e. his Judeo-Christian worldview.

It has been pointed out that key theological convictions form the basis for the practice of apologetics (as defined in this thesis).565 This chapter has shown that Paul's apologetic in Athens was grounded in his theological commitment to a) creational and providential monotheism (as expressed by OT prophets; see 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.3.2) and b) the uniqueness of the Christian Gospel (as expressed in the apostolic kerygma; see 5.2.2.2 and 5.3.2.3).

This theological framework is not only the underlying basis for Paul's apologetic in Athens, but also seems to inform it explicitly.566 As shown in 4.4 and 5.3.3.2, both God's transcendence and immanence and God's self-disclosure in general and special revelation

---

565 Gustavsson points out, perceptively, that there are at least four key theological convictions underlying the apologetic enterprise and making it both possible and plausible: a) The consistency between the proclaimed Gospel and the content of the Gospel – as an open and public message in the marketplace; b) The consistency between God the Creator and God the Redeemer – thus through the Gospel God addresses humankind in its humanity; c) The continuity between the general and special revelation – thus indicating the consistency between God's World and God's Word; d) The continuity between a personal God and human persons made in God’s image – thus making rational discourse about God possible and legitimate (Gustavsson 1997:201-204). As argued in this chapter, these theological convictions are found - explicitly or implicitly - in Acts 17:16-34.

566 The use of the word ‘explicit’ in this context does not imply that these theological convictions and apologetic strategies necessarily are obvious in the Lucan redaction, but rather
are key theological convictions informing Paul’s apologetic strategy in Athens. On the one hand, Paul’s Judeo-Christian understanding of God as both transcendent and immanent enabled the apostle to ‘positively deconstruct’ Athenian idolatry, Stoicism and Epicureanism (see 4.4, 5.2.2.1, 5.3.2.1 and 5.4.2.5). On the other hand, Paul’s appreciation of God’s self-disclosure generally in creation and specifically in history enabled the apostle simultaneously to affirm genuine elements of truth within other beliefs as well as the uniqueness of Christian truth claims about ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’ (see 4.4, 5.3.3.2 and 5.3.3.2.). This implies that ‘all truth is God’s truth’ and “the uniqueness and finality of Christ” seem to have functioned— at least implicitly— as complementary strategic principles for Paul in Acts 17:16-34.

Thus, Luke describes Paul as an apologist steeped in a genuinely Judeo-Christian worldview in the midst of the challenging pluralistic and pagan context of Athens. As shown in 5.3, convictions about who God is and how he has revealed himself are at the core of the apostle’s apologetic enterprise in Athens. It seems plausible to assume, then, that Luke intended this ‘worldview element’ of his model as normative, since it primarily relates to the defining content of Christian apologetics and not just to various strategic or tactical approaches.

Cook 1995b:667; see also Zacharias 2000b.

that they seemed to have been obvious to Paul while being in Athens.
5.4.2.2 The need for a 'proactive' apologetic approach in agora contexts

As noted above (see 4.3.3 and 5.4.1), Paul’s initial presentation of ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’ in the agora was misunderstood, at least to a large extent.\textsuperscript{568} This is described in the context of pagan idolatry in Athens (17:16), which provoked Paul to proclaim the Gospel both in the synagogue and in the agora (17:17). The initial responses in the agora to Paul’s new teaching were characterized by incomprehension, intrigue, and an invitation to the apostle to present his views before the Areopagus Council. Paul perceived that their ignorance was basic to their idolatry. This led to a renewed presentation and justification of Christian truth claims in this new setting. As in Lystra (Acts 14), Paul initially seems to have underestimated the influence of the pluralistic and pagan context on the listeners’ appreciation of his Gospel about ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’.

This may imply that Paul had to rethink his initial approach in Athens along more ‘proactive’ lines (probably in view of key OT precedents, as suggested in 5.3.2.1), and that the Areopagus Speech constitutes this renewed ‘proactive’ approach. Whereas Paul’s initial ‘reactive’ presentation resulted in misunderstandings and curiosity, the apostle’s later ‘proactive’ presentation provoked the Athenians to three different reactions: rejection, reconsideration and repentance. \textit{As indicated in 4.3.3, this may be interpreted as an implicit and soft Lucan critique of the apostle’s initial ‘reactive’ approach in Athens.}\textsuperscript{569}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{568} This section is partly indebted to Cunningham 1993:21-26.
\item \textsuperscript{569} The alternative interpretative approach would be to see this element in the text as a Lucan
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
This way of interpreting the account seems plausible in the light of a) the dynamics of apologetic challenges and responses in Acts 17:16-34 as outlined in this chapter and b) the consistency with the pattern of the Lystra incident. It is appropriate to ask, however, why the previous experience of misunderstanding in Lystra didn’t result in an initial ‘proactive’ approach in Athens. The reasons for this, though, may have been a) Paul’s zealous reaction against idolatry, which (as shown in 4.3.1-2) was the direct cause for his initial communication in Athens, and/or b) Paul’s possible initial over-estimation of the educated public in Athens (over against the uneducated crowd in Lystra).

Thus, Luke probably describes Paul as an apologist who gradually sees the need for a proactive approach in agora contexts. This would imply that Luke intended this both as a negative element (i.e. as a soft, implicit criticism of Paul’s initial ‘reactive’ approach) and as a positive, recommended element (i.e. as an approval of Paul’s willingness and ability to adopt a more ‘proactive’ approach when faced with such a challenging pagan and pluralistic context)\(^{570}\).

emphasis on the demanding nature of a religious and philosophical context like Athens. This, it could be argued, is seen not only in the initial misunderstandings, but also in the absence of any evidence of long-term results of the visit. To expect immediate understanding after brief initial proclamations and dialogues and significant results after one follow-up ‘lecture’ in such a challenging context would thus be unrealistic. This would then be a contrast in the overall Lucan account to the results in comparable challenging contexts after long-term teaching (e.g. in Ephesus). Both interpretations seem possible in the light of the preceding discussion and may not necessarily be contradictory.

\(^{570}\) Thus, this should not only be seen as a Lucan narrative technique to create suspense.
5.4.2.3 The contextual understanding of relevant questions, objections and alternatives in the agora

It has previously been argued\(^{571}\) that the *Lucan* description — of Paul as apologist in the Athenian *agora* — shows his contextual understanding of relevant questions, objections and alternatives to his truth claims about ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’. These apologetic challenges in Athens included the following (as indicated in the exegetical study of 17:17-21; cf. 4.3.2-5):

1. **Key questions** to the apostle’s claims were the explicit “Can we hear more about this?”, the implicit “Who are ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’?”, and the implicit “Is there a need for a new altar?”. The presence of these questions corresponds to the Lucan narrative aside about Athenian curiosity in 17:21.

2. **Key objections** to the apostle’s claims were the explicit “This is foolish!”, the explicit “This is foreign!”, as well as the implicit “If we are wrong, why is there no plague?”\(^{572}\). The presence of these objections indicates that (at least) part of the audience had a critical attitude towards Paul.

3. **Key alternative** worldviews were popular Athenian religion, Stoicism, and Epicureanism. The key role of Paul’s polemical engagement\(^{573}\) with these beliefs indicates

\(^{571}\) See the following sections: 2.4, 3.6.3, 4.6.2.2, 5.2.1.2 and 5.4.2.2.

\(^{572}\) See 3.4.3.2 (4), 4.4.3, 5.2.2.3 (4), and 5.4.2.8.

\(^{573}\) See 5.3.4.3.
that the apostle was aware that such alternative belief-systems shape how the Christian worldview is perceived in a given context and thus affect people’s questions and objections to Christian truth claims. Paul’s understanding of these challenges enabled him to identify both legitimate ‘points of continuity and contact’ and significant ‘points of discontinuity and tension’.

*Thus, Luke implicitly describes Paul as a Christian apologist with a contextual understanding of relevant questions, objections and alternatives in Athens to his claims about ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’. This enabled him to reflect (in the light on his Judeo-Christian worldview; see 5.4.2.1) on how to respond appropriately to these challenges. It seems plausible (on the basis of the discussion in this chapter as well as in chapter 2) to assume that Luke intended this as a highly recommended element of the model.*

5.4.2.4 The application of appropriate justification procedures in the synagogue and the agora

As suggested in 2.2 and 2.4, and shown in 5.2.1, the Lucan description of Paul in Athens includes an increasing awareness of different justification procedures of the synagogue and the informal and formal agora contexts. The following conclusions on the justification procedures of the synagogue and the agora – and on the apostle’s application of these – should be seen as indicative rather than definitive.

In the Jewish synagogue setting in Athens, it has been assumed in this chapter (see 5.2.1.1), on the basis of a consistent pattern elsewhere in Acts (as shown in 2.2), that Paul
sought to justify the truth claims of the Christian faith on the basis of Scriptural and historical evidence. Implicitly, in 17:17, Luke seems to describe the justification procedures of what might be called 'the Scripture community', i.e. those, whether Jews, ‘godfearers’ or others, who had a knowledge of the OT Scriptures and a belief in it as God's authoritative revelation. The Lucan narrative seems to imply that the proper justification procedure for Paul in the context of ‘the Scripture community’ is to demonstrate the consistency between the OT Scriptures (as the assumed shared authority) and Christian truth claims about ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’ (as confirmed by historical evidence). The OT Scriptures were thus the common ground in the synagogue context in Athens.

The focus of Luke’s narrative, however, is on the pluralistic context of the agora, both in terms of the open discussions in the marketplace (see 5.2.1.2) and the more formal setting before the Areopagus (see 5.2.1.3). Paul encountered Hellenistic people – both in the informal and formal contexts of the agora – who were biblical illiterates, had no knowledge of the Christian worldview, and did not accept the Jewish Scriptures as the final authority. A justification procedure on the basis of the formal authority of Scripture would thus have seemed largely irrelevant – or even invalid – in these pluralistic contexts. Paul seems to have been – or have become – aware of this, since he – at least gradually – is adopting a completely different justification procedure in these agora contexts.

This thesis has identified some of the key characteristics of Paul’s apologetic approach in the agora: a) Paul appeals to available evidence, explicitly both to the altar (17:23) and
to the Athenians’ human and religious experience (17:22-29) as ‘signposts’ of a transcendent-immanent God, and implicitly to the historical evidence for the Resurrection (17:31) as ‘signpost’ of the identity, authority, and credibility of Jesus. b) Paul appeals to Athenian authorities and traditions, explicitly to Aratus (17:28), and implicitly to Stoic and Epicurean philosophies in general (17:24-29) and possibly also to traditions associated with Epimenides (17:23, 28) and Aeschylus (17:31). These authorities and traditions are all seen as exponents of elements of truths (or at least as ‘half-truths’). c) Paul appeals to logic, explicitly in terms of inference (‘therefore’) in 17:29a (a logical conclusion, given that the premise of the poets is accepted), and implicitly in terms of implication (‘if... then’) in 17:30-31 (the appropriateness of conversion in view of the credibility of the Resurrection and the plausibility of the future divine judgment).

These appeals to evidence, Athenian authorities/traditions and logic seem to indicate that Paul assumed that there was a common ground between him and the Athenians, not only ontologically but also (at least to some extent) epistemologically. The ontological common ground is indicated in the references both to a shared created reality (since ‘being, order and life’ is in God; see 17:28) and to a shared, created humanity (since humanity is made in the image of God; see 17:28-29). This clearly implies, that – however differently reality may have been described and experienced by representatives of different worldviews in the Athenian agora – there is, according to Paul, an ontological givenness of shared, created reality and humanity. The epistemological common ground is indicated in what implicitly seems to be considered by Paul as common or shared criteria of truth. The appeals to evidence, authorities and logic mentioned above seem thus to be implicit appeals
to the criteria of coherence and consistency, correspondence with reality, and adequacy and relevance.

Thus, Luke describes Paul as an apologist with an awareness of and an ability to apply appropriate justification procedures in various contexts, relative to whether people have any knowledge of the OT Scriptures and/or belief in the OT Scriptures as authoritative. Luke’s focus is on Paul’s justification procedure in the pluralistic contexts of the agora. The implicit premise of Paul’s justification procedure in these ‘agora contexts’ seems to have been, as indicated above, that a worldview should be seen as rationally justified if its central truth claims can be shown (a) to be coherent, (b) to correspond to the known facts, and (c) to be adequate (i.e. whether a given worldview makes any difference and in that case what it changes and transforms). This interpretation of Paul’s approach in Athens is consistent with Luke’s description of Paul as an apologist in Acts 26:25-29 (see 2.3.3). This would imply that Luke intended this as a highly recommended element of his model.

5.4.2.5 The role and strategy of the ‘positive deconstruction’ of alternative worldviews

It has been shown (in 5.4.2.2) that the Lucan description of Paul shows an apologist with a proper contextual understanding, including an appreciation of the key role of worldviews. The Lucan account claims that Paul started where the Athenians were in his

---

574 For a significant parallel: see Blockmühl 1992 on the ethical argumentative approach of the early church in a pluralistic setting.
follow-up speech before the Areopagus, i.e. he started with their popular piety and with their Stoic and Epicurean beliefs. Paul claims that Stoicism and Epicureanism are ‘half-truths’ (see 5.3.3.3), thus simultaneously identifying and affirming elements of truth (i.e. ‘points of continuity and contact’; see 5.2.2.1) and identifying and challenging elements of error (i.e. ‘points of discontinuity and tension’; see 5.2.2.3) within these worldviews. The Lucan emphasis seems to be, then, that Paul began his apologetics with “the beliefs people were familiar with and showed that in Christ there was a better, fuller understanding of God”575. The apostle saw Stoicism and Epicureanism as influential beliefs, which a) do not fully or adequately explain both the transcendence and the immanence of God and b) should not have accepted the popular idolatry.

Paul relates the question of the nature of God to the question of the purpose of humanity. As shown in 5.3.3.2, Paul argued in Athens that human beings are not fulfillable – ultimately – on the basis of their own beliefs/views of themselves, but only on the basis of the one, true God and the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Paul’s implicit claim, then, as indicated in 5.4.2.4, seems to be that holding a non-Christian worldview, such as Stoicism and Epicureanism, in fact implies being in tension both with reality (since human beings are not fulfillable on the basis of their own views of themselves) and with God (since humanity substitute the one, true transcendent-immanent God with counterfeit idols).

575 Cook 1996:6. There seems to an element in the apostle’s ‘proactive’ apologetic approach in Athens of earning his right to speak about the Christian truth claims.
Thus, Luke describes Paul before the Areopagus as a ‘proactive’ Christian apologist who starts with the beliefs of the Athenians and ‘positively deconstructs’ these beliefs.\textsuperscript{576} Popular idolatry, Stoicism and Epicureanism are thus shown by Paul to be inconsistent, as failing to correspond to reality in key areas – and as much less adequate than the Judeo-Christian worldview. It seems plausible that Luke explicitly intended this approach – of beginning where the Athenians were – as a recommended element of his model, whereas the actual ‘positive deconstruction’ approach seems to be more implicit as a recommended element from the original Pauline setting.

5.4.2.6 The overall structure of the arguments for the Christian faith before the Areopagus

Luke describes Paul as countering the objection that he and his message are ‘foolish’ by presenting a coherent argument before the Areopagus in the agora about ‘the knowable God’ and ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’. Paul’s overall argument before the Areopagus could be expressed as follows (in the light of 4.4 and 5.2): 1) As shown by natural theology (i.e. Judeo-Christian reflections on how God’s general revelation indicates the personal origin and sustenance both of the universe in general and of humanity specifically), the theistic God is the one and true God, 2) Whereas the delaying of this one and true God’s judgment is evidence of his mercy in the past, the inevitability of the future judgment day is evidence

\textsuperscript{576} It should be noticed that the first part (‘starting with their beliefs’) is explicit in the Lucan account, whereas the latter part (‘positively deconstructing their beliefs’) is not necessarily evident in the Lucan redaction (see 3.3.2.1).
both of God’s *ultimate authority* and of humanity’s ultimate responsibility before him. 3) As shown by the evidence of the *Resurrection* (i.e. the historical evidence and its plausible implications), Jesus has already been given unique and final authority (as Judge) by this one and true God. Paul’s overall argumentative structure seems consistent with the justification procedures in the *agora* (as outlined in 5.4.2.4).

The structure of Paul’s overall argument seems thus to have been a move *from natural theology through ultimate authority to resurrection*. This would confirm the suggestion in 2.2.3 that Paul approached the Jews in Athens (and elsewhere) via the OT Scriptures and the pagans in Athens (and elsewhere) via the light of general revelation, i.e. an apologetic approach in each case on the basis of an assumed common ground (see above, 5.4.2.4). On the one hand, Luke seems to imply that, for Paul the evidence from the OT Scriptures and the evidence from general revelation point in the same direction, i.e. towards the ultimate authority of God – and the need for and the fact of his revelation in Jesus. On the other hand, Luke seems to imply that, when there is no knowledge of the OT Scriptures, Paul found it necessary (in his renewed, ‘proactive’ approach) to start with the nature of God and humanity and the authority and judgment of God before coming to the specific claims about ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’.

*Thus, Luke describes Paul as a Christian apologist with an overall argument before the Areopagus, where he moves from arguments about the credibility of a Judeo-Christian*
natural theology through the plausibility and implications of God's ultimate authority to the significance and evidence of the Resurrection. It seems plausible to assume (in the light of chapters 2 and 5) that Luke intended this overall argument as recommended – both in its three main points and in how they are related – for apologetics in comparable pluralistic agora contexts.

The three main points of Paul's overall argument are expounded in the following (see sections 5.4.2.7, 5.4.2.8 and 5.4.2.9).

5.4.2.7 The content and role of 'the natural theology argument' for the Christian faith

The rhetorical starting-point for Paul’s ‘natural theology argument’, which was delivered in the context of competing natural theologies (see 3.4.4.1), was the ignorance expressed in the altar ‘To an unknown god’. This ignorance seems to have been interpreted by Paul, at least in relation to some Athenians, as a sign of openness and interest, since he claims that he will make known the true nature of the unknown god.

There are three parts to Paul’s ‘natural theology argument’ (see 4.4.2 and 5.1.3), which (as indicated in 3.4.4.3) seems to have affinities with a Stoic apologetic ‘natural theology outline’: a) God has revealed himself as the sovereign Creator (transcendent) and Sustainer (immanent) of the universe (and thus also of the Athenians). These aspects – of who God really is – are in fact confirmed by the Athenians’ own experience. b) This one, true God has significant intentions with humanity, both ‘horizontally’ (to fill the earth) and
‘vertically’ (to seek him). This God is near humanity, but humanity is actually blind. c) Humanity is God’s offspring, a fact confirmed by the Athenians’ own writer(s). The logical absurdity of idolatry should thus be evident, according to the apostle.

This argument has a number of functions in Paul’s apologetic: a) It simultaneously answers the question ‘Is there a need for a new altar?’ and meets the objection ‘This is foreign!’ b) It shows the plausibility of a Judeo-Christian natural theology over against alternative natural theologies such as Stoic pantheism and Epicurean (polytheistic) deism (see also 5.4.2.5). c) It provides a credible premise for Paul’s claims about God’s judgement - since God in fact has ultimate authority as the Creator and Sustainer. d) It provides a theistic context for Paul’s claims about ‘Jesus and the Resurrection’. It should be noticed that, since there are no explicit appeals to ‘proofs’ of God’s existence in Paul’s argument, in this speech the created order seems to constitute the circumstances in which a Judeo-Christian belief in a transcendent-immanent Creator and Sustainer is ‘properly basic’, rather than to serve as the basis for inferring this Creator’s existence.

Thus, Luke presents Paul as an apologist with the argument that, whereas natural theologies such as Stoicism and Epicureanism contain elements of truth, a Judeo-Christian natural theology provides the most adequate view of God, the universe and humanity. It seems plausible to assume that Luke intended this element of his model as recommended

577 See also Cook 1988b:51-56. 578 See also Craig in Cowan 2000:39.
for pluralistic contexts characterized by competing natural theologies and biblical illiteracy (since knowledge of and belief in the OT Scriptures do not constitute necessary premises for Paul’s natural theology argument).

5.4.2.8 The content and role of ‘the ultimate authority argument’ for the Christian faith

Paul’s ‘natural theology argument’ raised implicit questions about the status of the Athenians and about the authority of God. He anticipated these questions by presenting a subsequent ‘ultimate authority argument’, which is much more compressed in the Lucan account than the preceding ‘natural theology argument’.

There are three parts to Paul’s ‘ultimate authority argument’ (see 4.4.3): a) The delaying of the one, true God’s judgment does not imply that the Athenians are innocent, but it is evidence of his abundant mercy in the past. b) The present status made known by Paul to the Areopagus Council is that God – as the authoritative Creator and Sustainer of the universe and humanity – summons all of humanity to repentance. c) The reason for this appeal to repentance is the inevitability of the future judgment: God – as the one with ultimate authority – has (already) set a day for judgment and appointed a Judge.

This argument has a number of functions in Paul’s apologetic: a) It answers the implicit question ‘If we are wrong, why is there no plague?’ 579. b) It relativizes or

579 See 3.4.3.2 (4), 4.4.3, 5.2.2.3 (4), and 5.4.2.3. This indicates the crucial difference between
deconstructs any claims from the Areopagus Council (or from any philosophical or religious worldviews) to any kind of ultimate authority.\footnote{Paul simultaneously seems to have accepted the formal procedural role of the Areopagus Council in relation to the introduction of ‘foreign gods’ into Athens and to have challenged any attempts of the Council or any of its members to relativize any Christian claims about absolute truth and ultimate authority.} c) It challenges fundamental Athenian attitudes – such as their escapism, attempts at safety-precautions and feelings of self-sufficiency – as being futile. d) It presents God’s final judgment (as an expression of his ultimate authority) as the plausible reason for the universal summon to repentance (thus claiming the ‘epistemic obligation’ of the Christian faith). e) It reintroduces the topic ‘who is Jesus?’ in an indirect and ‘proactive’ way.

Thus, Luke presents Paul as an apologist with the argument that the claim that the Judeo-Christian God has ultimate authority – as expressed in the claims about his final judgment – a) is plausible, since he is the Creator and Sustainer, and b) constitutes an appropriate basis for claims about ‘the epistemic obligation’ of the Christian faith. It seems plausible to assume (in the light of 3.3.3.1 and 5.2.2) that Luke intended this as a recommended element of his model for pluralistic, biblical illiterate contexts with competing claims to ultimate authority.

an Athenian concept of the capricious wrath of the gods ‘here and now’ and Paul’s concept of God’s righteous, final judgment.
Paul’s ‘ultimate authority argument’ raised questions about the credibility of these claims, thus whether any evidence could be presented in favour of the staggering claims. He anticipated these questions by presenting a subsequent ‘Resurrection argument’, which is even more compressed in the Lucan account than the preceding ‘ultimate authority argument’.

There seems to be two key parts to Paul’s condensed ‘Resurrection argument’ (as indicated in 4.4.3 and 5.2.2): a) The Man of God’s appointment was vindicated by God through his Resurrection, being exalted to a status of lordship and given ultimate authority. b) Paul states that credible and available historical evidence exists for this unique claim about the Resurrection of Jesus.

This argument has a number of functions in Paul’s apologetic: a) It answers in an indirect way the questions ‘Can we hear more about this?’ and ‘Who are Jesus and the Resurrection?’. b) It reintroduces the controversial question of the Resurrection (from 17:18) in a theistic context with claims to ultimate authority. c) It implicitly introduces the Christian claims about the Resurrection as more attractive than Stoicism (‘the soul lives on after death but is finally absorbed into god’) or Epicureanism (‘death is the end of all

---

Paul seems thus to argue implicitly, over against Greek objections to the Resurrection (see 4.4.3), that, given the God of creation, providence and ultimate authority described in 17:24-30, the explanation or hypothesis ‘God raised him from the dead’ is neither impossible nor intrinsically more improbable than other explanations. (See also Craig 1998b:11-12.)
Thus, Luke presents Paul as an apologist with an argument about the historical Resurrection of Jesus – as resonating with ultimate human concerns, as indicating the uniqueness and authority of Jesus, and as being based on sufficient, available evidence. It seems plausible (in the light of 2.2.4 and 5.2.2) to assume that Luke intended this element of his model as recommended for pluralistic, biblically illiterate contexts.582

5.4.2.10 The threefold apologetic aim: ‘to interest’, ‘to persuade’ and ‘to confront’

The preceding discussion has shown that Paul presents the Christian faith – through the ‘natural theology’, the ‘ultimate authority’ and the ‘Resurrection’ arguments – as a coherent and adequate belief, which corresponds to the known facts. Paul’s arguments were met with three different responses: mocking, interest and repentance. It seems plausible to assume (in the light of 4.4.3, 4.5.1, 5.3.2 and 5.3.3) that these responses – to a certain extent – correspond to what seems to have been Paul’s threefold apologetic aim: ‘to interest’, ‘to persuade’, and ‘to confront’.

---

582 It should be noticed that a parallel argument was presented for Jews, which focused on the Resurrection as a confirmation of the unique, Messianic status of Jesus. See also 2.2.4.
It is evident from the Lucan text that Paul leads his hearers "from their self-confessed ignorance of the divine nature to the point where the Man of God's appointment is introduced". This resulted naturally, as shown above (see 5.4.2.5), in a critique of Athenian beliefs, where idolatry, 'escapism' and dismissal of the Resurrection constitute some significant 'points of discontinuity and tension'. The mocking attitude (17:32a) of some Athenians (who obviously persisted in their pagan attitudes) should thus probably be seen as indicating that the apostle confronted their untenable convictions at the basic worldview level. This may suggest that Paul in his apologetic seems to have confronted the unbelief when people persisted in their rejection of the Christian faith.

Some Athenians, however, expressed a genuine interest in listening further to Paul's justification of his claims (17:32b). This corresponds to Paul's positive and immediate aim to generate further interest in 'Jesus and the Resurrection' (see also 3.5.1.4). The apostle achieved this, not just by answering their questions but also by 'proactively' generating genuine and significant questions about the Christian faith. This could be seen as an implicit communicative principle underlying Paul's apologetic approach.

---

583 Bruce 1977:47.
584 The Lucan account seems to indicate that the mocking Athenians had blinded themselves to the truth.
585 This could have included questions such as these: "Does this Jewish herald of 'foreign gods' actually say the same things about idolatry as our own Socrates did way back?"; "If there is one, true God and he has raised this Jesus from the dead, is there really sufficient evidence to support this staggering claim?"; "This Jew Jesus must be unique, can you tell us more about him?"; "We want to obey this merciful and authoritative Creator and Sustainer, but what does it really mean to repent?"
Paul’s ultimate apologetic aim, however, was to persuade interested Athenians of ‘the epistemic obligation’ of Christian truth claims about ‘one God and one Lord’, and the Lucan narrative shows that some Athenians were persuaded (17:34).

The structure of Paul’s apologetic argument should thus be expressed in terms of a movement from ‘negative’ to ‘positive’ apologetics. In 17:22-28, Paul argues that the Christian view of God makes sense as it is in itself and over against Athenian questions, objections, and alternatives. But the apostle goes even further in his argument in 17:29-31, where he argues that the Christian view of God, divine judgment and the Resurrection, should be accepted as true on the basis of the supporting evidence. This means that Paul in his apologetics in Athens moves from ‘the epistemic permission’ to ‘the epistemic obligation’ of the Christian faith. The aim of Paul’s approach is thus to justify his belief in a personal God and a risen Lord as well as to justify why the Athenians ought to believe in this Christian Gospel. This is conceptual clarification and a positive encouragement to – as well as a challenge to – belief.

Thus, Luke presents Paul as an apologist with a threefold apologetic aim: ‘to interest’, ‘to persuade’, and ‘to confront’. There seems to be an underlying awareness (at least in the Lucan narrative and probably also in Paul’s approach) that people’s perspectives affect

---

586 It is instructive to compare this with Paul’s explicit aim in 2 Cor. 5:11: “Therefore, knowing the fear of God, we try to persuade others.” (On persuasion, see also Kemmler 1975: 6-142.)
their perceptions. Accordingly, there is a need in apologetics to appreciate the relativity of people's presuppositions.

*It seems plausible to assume that Luke wanted his readers to be aware of people's perspectives and presuppositions and to act in their apologetics according to this awareness.* Luke seems to urge his readers, then, when encountering a degree of openness, to aim primarily to generate further interest about the Christian faith and ultimately to persuade people who are interested of 'the epistemic obligation' of the beliefs in 'one God and one Lord' — and when encountering scepticism, persistent rejection, and scorn to *confront* the unbelief.
6. APPLYING ACTS 17:16-34 AS AN APOLOGETIC MODEL ‘NOW’: A CRITICAL DIALOGUE WITH ALISTER E. MCGRATH AND DONALD A. CARSON

Outline:

6.1 Introducing the Chapter

6.2 A Common Apologetic Base and A Common Apologetic Challenge

6.3 A Critical Review of McGrath’s and Carson’s Apologetic Use of Acts 17:16-34 in Relation to the Postmodern Challenge

6.4 Conclusions

6.1 Introducing the Chapter

6.1.1 Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model: From ‘then’ to ‘now’

It seems appropriate to start this chapter with a biblical scholar’s claim about the relevance of Acts 17:16-34 to contemporary apologetics:
"Contemporary apologists for Christianity operate in a very different context from the preachers in Acts. The closest parallel to our own situation is Paul’s encounter with paganism in Acts 17. In modern western culture, few have any knowledge of the biblical background assumed in the apostolic preaching to the Jews. But those who wish to communicate the gospel to our own generation would do well to recover and apply those same perspectives, even as Paul does embryonically in Acts 17."

As indicated in 1.3, a number of contemporary apologists would agree with Peterson and thus consider Acts 17:16-34 – at least to some extent – as relevant and applicable for apologetics in the modern secular and pluralistic world.588

This chapter critically assesses the use of Acts 17:16-34 by two significant contemporary apologists in relation to a specific contemporary challenge. The aim is not just to assess to what extent these two apologists appreciate and apply the elements outlined in 5.4.2, but also critically to compare Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model 'then' and 'now'.

---


588 One significant early example would be W. Smith. He applied his exegetical understanding of Acts 17:16-34 (see 5.2.2.2) to the mid-twentieth century context in a major discussion on a) 'the creation of the world by God [as] the apologetic for this era of scientific emphasis', b) 'the resurrection of Christ from the dead [as] the apologetic for an age demanding historical certitude', and c) 'a righteous judgment to come [as] the apologetic for this time of disappearing ethical standards'. (See Smith 1981:203-466; see also Giertz 1966.)

Before outlining the format of this critical dialogue (6.1.4), this introductory section identifies what a number of apologists consider as a major contemporary challenge (6.1.2), and selects two significant contemporary apologists, who have responded to this specific challenge, at least to some extent, by applying Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model (6.1.3).

### 6.1.2 Selecting postmodernism as a key contemporary challenge

This thesis assumes that Christian apologetics responds to relevant questions, objections and alternatives (see 1.2.2). It was indicated in 5.4.2.3 that non-Christian worldviews (i.e. ‘alternatives’) often tend to affect questions and objections to Christian truth claims. This would imply that a contextual understanding of significant alternative belief-systems is crucial for the apologist. If so, contemporary apologists need to be aware of and understand influential present-day alternative worldviews.

A number of Christian theologians and apologists claim that postmodernism constitutes a major contemporary ‘worldview challenge’ to Christian truth claims.589 Thiselton’s assessment seems to be representative for many of these Christian authors:

“Nietzsche and Foucault, among others, argue that claims to truth often represent disguised attempts to legitimate uses of power... With the rise of

---

postmodern notions of the self, of language and meaning, and of society. This issue has become perhaps a more far-reaching cause for disbelief about claims to truth on the part of Christian theology than older, more tired appeals to materialist world-views as monolithic responses of secular modernity.\(^{590}\)

Thiselton claims further that the alleged shift from the attitudes of ‘modernity’ to those of postmodernism represents one of “the major intellectual debates of today”.\(^{591}\) Accordingly, Lyon in *Postmodernity* describes postmodernism as “the new but paradoxical cultural paradigm”\(^{592}\) whereas Taylor and Winquist in the recent *Encyclopedia of Postmodernism* describe it as a “critical concept that is so much a part of our intellectual and cultural context”\(^{593}\).

The *precise* meaning of ‘postmodern’ as a concept seems unclear.\(^{594}\) It seems widely agreed, however, that it usually refers (in various ways) “to the exhaustion – but not necessarily to the demise – of modernity”\(^{595}\). Critics have analysed this ‘exhaustion of...
"Postmodernism", refers here to cultural and intellectual phenomena, to the production, consumption and distribution of symbolic goods. Intellectually, one example is the forsaking of ‘foundationalism’, the view that science is built on a firm base of observable facts, in the philosophy of science. This escalated into the so-called ‘science wars’ of the 1990’s. Beyond this, postmodernism questions all the key commitments of the European Enlightenment. As Gary Woller says, ‘postmodernism is about deposing the trinity of the Enlightenment – reason, nature and progress – which presumably triumphed over the earlier Trinity’. But in everyday life, the postmodern may be seen in the blurring of boundaries between ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture; the collapse of hierarchies of knowledge, taste and opinions; and the interest in the local rather than the universal. If science is soft, its authority is dethroned. ‘Learn from Las Vegas’ (or from natives, or nature) becomes the slogan. Beyond this lies the loss of ‘logocentrism’ in the

596 Lyon makes a tentative, but helpful, analytical distinction between “postmodernism, when the accent is on the cultural, and postmodernity, when the emphasis is on the social” (Lyon 1999:9). He adds: “In the end, however, postmodernism cannot be understood without postmodernity, any more than the cultural makes sense without the social and vice versa.” (Lyon 1999:10).

597 It would thus be a different kind of thesis if this chapter included a discussion on the social aspects of postmodernity. It seems appropriate, though, to include Lyon’s instructive summary of these crucial social ‘postmodern’ dimensions: “‘Postmodernity’, on the other hand, while still concentrating on the exhaustion of modernity, has to do with putative social changes. Certain features of modernity are being inflated, and by contrast shrink others into insignificance, to yield new social configurations. While still recognizable to those familiar with modernity, the reshaped conditions call for reappraisal. The old organizational thrust of modernity, argues one group, is jeopardized by the rampant differentiation and fragmentation of the present. Either a new kind of society is coming into being, whose contours can already be perceived dimly (Zygmunt Bauman’s view), or a new stage of capitalism is being inaugurated (David Harvey’s position). In both cases, previous modes of social analysis and political practice are called into question, as power balances shift and ties are unbound and re-bound. And in both cases, two issues are crucial: the prominence of new information and communication technologies, facilitating further extensions of social relationships such as globalization; and consumerism, perhaps eclipsing the conventional centrality of production.” (Lyon 1999:10; see also Lyon 2000)
proliferation of discourses; the printed book and the TV screen, word and image, text and figure."

Accordingly, W. Welsch emphasizes plurality or pluralism as the central postmodern concept, whether the focus is on the end of metanarratives, the deconstruction of truth, a deconstructed and decentred self, decentred meaning, or conflicting communities.

Many Christian apologists would thus claim that such intellectual and cultural phenomena, as encapsulated in philosophical and popular postmodernism, constitute a major challenge to contemporary apologetics.

---

600 Sire claims that philosophical postmodernism – as prefigured by Friedrich Nietzsche and propounded by contemporary philosophers such as Jacques Derrida, Jean-Francois Lyotard, Michel Foucault, Jean Baudrillard and Richard Rorty – can be summarized in the following propositions: "1. The first question postmodernism addresses, is not what is there or how we know what is there but how language functions to construct meaning itself. In other words, there has been a shift in ‘first things’ from being to knowing to constructing meaning... 2. The truth about the reality itself is forever hidden from us. All we can do is tell stories... 3. All narratives mask a play for power. Any one narrative used as a metanarrative is oppressive... 4. Human beings make themselves who they are by the languages they construct about themselves... 5. Ethics, like knowledge, is a linguistic construct. Social good is whatever society takes it to be... 6. The cutting edge of culture is literary theory...” (Sire 1997: 175-184; see also Lundin 1995).
601 Cook provides a tentative summary of popular postmodernism: “Postmodernism moves beyond the ‘modern’, scientifically based view of the world by blending a scepticism about technology, objectivity, absolutes, and total explanations with a stress on image and appearance, personal interpretation, pleasure and the exploration of every spiritual and material perspective.” (Cook 1996:9; italics added) It may be, at least to some extent, that such “postmodernism in general culture is the effect of the trickle down from postmodern theory” (Hinkson & Ganssle 2000:68). Popular postmodernism, as defined by Cook above, may also include phenomena such as New Age religiosity (cf. also Drane 2000:258 and Lyon 2000:92,94).
602 ‘Philosophical postmodernism’ and ‘popular postmodernism’ are the present author’s terms.
This chapter, however, does not offer a first-hand analysis and critique of philosophical and popular postmodernism as such, but engages with two contemporary apologists' most significant writings on apologetics, Acts 17:16-34 and the challenge of postmodernism.

6.1.3 Selecting McGrath and Carson as two key contemporary apologists

This chapter engages critically with the views of two influential contemporary theologians, Alister E. McGrath and Donald A. Carson. These two apologists are among the very few contemporary theologians who have written substantially both on apologetics in general and on postmodernism as a challenge to contemporary apologetics, as well as specifically on Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model.

Furthermore, the selection of two contemporary theologians with a combined academic and popular involvement in apologetics reflects the combined emphasis in this thesis on the 'science' and the 'art' of apologetics, whereas the selection of one historical-systematic

---

603 Alister E. McGrath is Professor of Historical Theology at Oxford University and a prominent British Anglican evangelical (with the major scholarly contributions in the areas of Reformation history and theology), whereas Donald A. Carson is Research Professor of New Testament at Trinity International University (Deerfield, Illinois) and a prominent American Baptist evangelical (with the major scholarly contributions in the areas of New Testament Greek and exegesis). It should be noted that the selection of two evangelical apologists reflects a) a traditional emphasis on Scripture in evangelical theology and b) that "one of evangelicalism's most significant areas of theological activity is the field of apologetics" (McGrath, A. 1997b:334).

604 It should be added that McGrath and Carson also share a common interest in and concern for 'spirituality'; see esp. McGrath, A. 1992c; McGrath, A. 1999a; McGrath, A. 1999b; Carson 1992; Carson 1996b:555-569; Carson 1998a; Carson 1999. This topic, however, is outside the scope of this thesis.

605 These two authors' popular involvement in apologetics is evident from their writings; see e.g. McGrath, A. 1994b:100 and Carson 1996b:9-10.
theologian (McGrath) and one biblical theologian (Carson) reflects the interdisciplinary nature of this thesis.

These two authors’ primary texts on apologetics, Acts 17:16-34 and the challenge of postmodernism are as follows:

a) Alister E. McGrath published a widely influential textbook on apologetics in 1992, *Bridge-building*, where Acts 17:16-34 was referred to in passing and postmodernism was treated briefly.\(^606\) The concept of bridgebuilding was popularized in *Springboard for Faith* (co-authored in 1993 with M. Green).\(^607\) In *A Passion for Truth: The Intellectual Coherence of Evangelicalism* (1996), the critical interaction with postmodernism was further developed.\(^608\) McGrath published a significant series of four articles in *Bibliotheca Sacra* (in 1998) on “Biblical models for apologetics” in the Book of Acts (which included an article on Acts 17:16-34\(^609\)). His popular apologetic *The Unknown God: Searching for Spiritual Fulfillment* (1999) is also crucial.\(^610\)

b) Donald A. Carson published the bestseller *The Gagging of God: Christianity Confronts Pluralism* in 1996, which is a major critique of postmodernism. This influential study also includes significant material on apologetics and on Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic

---

\(^{606}\) McGrath, A. 1992a.

\(^{607}\) McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993.

\(^{608}\) McGrath, A. 1996.

\(^{609}\) McGrath, A. 1998c; see also McGrath, A. 1998f.

\(^{610}\) McGrath, A. 1999f.
model. The popular *Letters Along the Way: A Novel of the Christian Life* (co-authored with J. D. Woodbridge in 1993), the articles "Preaching that understands the world" (1995) and "Athens Revisited" (2000), and the daily devotional guides *For the Love of God* (published in two volumes in 1998 and 1999) also include key material.

### 6.1.4 Introducing the format of this chapter

The *first* major section (6.2) is a comparative analysis and critique of McGrath's and Carson's views on a) apologetics, b) Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics, and c) postmodernism as a challenge to contemporary apologetics. The *second* major section (6.3) is a critical review of McGrath and Carson's applications of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model in relation to the postmodern challenge. The *final* section (6.4) contains a critical comparison between the original model ('then') and these contemporary applications of the model ('now'). This leads to a tentative answer to the second major research question (regarding the validity and relevance of Acts 17:16-34 to contemporary apologetics; see 1.5.2).

---

611 Carson 1996b.
612 Carson & Woodbridge 1993.
613 Carson 1995b.
614 Carson 2000a. See also Carson 1998b.
615 Carson 1998a and Carson 1999. These two devotional volumes lack page numbers. Any references, therefore, will have to be to the assigned dates for the daily devotions (e.g. Jan 1).
6.2 A Common Apologetic Base and a Common Apologetic Challenge

6.2.1 McGrath and Carson on apologetics: An analysis and a critique

This section presents a comparative analysis and critique of Alister E. McGrath and Donald A. Carson’s a) definitions of apologetics (including their descriptions of the apologetic tasks)\(^{616}\), b) interactions with major apologetic approaches\(^{617}\), and c) views on the relevance and role of biblical material in apologetics.

\(^{616}\) See also the background material in 1.2.

\(^{617}\) In a recent helpful – but tentative – taxonomy, Cowan identifies five major argumentative strategies in contemporary apologetics (see Cowan 2000:14-20; see also a similar taxonomy in Geisler 1999:41-44 and different taxonomies in Ramm 1962 and Lewis, G. 1990):

1. *The classical method* is usually considered to have two foci (or two phases): first, arguments for Christian theism from natural theology, and secondly, historical evidence for the Christian faith. Key contemporary examples are: Craig in Cowan 2000:26-55; Craig 1994; Geisler 1976; Davis 1993; Davis 1997; and Swinburne 1979. 2. *The evidential method* is usually considered to be a ‘one-step’ approach with a primary focus on historical evidence in constructing an argument for the Christian faith. Key contemporary examples are: Habermas in Cowan 2000:92-121; Habermas 1980; Montgomery 1975; Montgomery 1978; and Pannenberg 1968. 3. *The cumulative case method* is usually considered to be “an informal argument that pieces together several lines or types of data into a sort of hypothesis or theory that comprehensively explains that data and does so better than any other alternative hypothesis” (Cowan 2000:18). Key contemporary examples are: Feinberg in Cowan 2000:148-172; Evans 1982; Evans 1996; Lewis, G. 1990; and Mitchell 1981. 4. *The presuppositional method* is usually considered to be an approach where arguments and evidence for Christian theism are presented while presupposing the truth of the Christian premises, since it is argued ‘transcendentally’ that “all meaning and thought, indeed every fact logically presupposes the God of the Scriptures” (Cowan 2000:19). Key contemporary examples are: Frame in Cowan 2000:208-231; Frame 1994; and van Til 1969. 5. *The reformed epistemology method* is usually considered to be an approach where the focus is on negative (or defensive) apologetics, since it is argued, “that belief in God does not require the support of evidence or argument to be rational” (Cowan 2000:20). Key contemporary examples are: Clark, K. in Cowan 2000:266-284; Plantinga 1983; and Alston 1989.

As shown below, McGrath and Carson critically interact with four of these five argumentative strategies, only leaving ‘the cumulative case method’ aside.
6.2.1.1 McGrath on apologetics

1. Alister McGrath has written extensively on apologetics. In *Bridge-building*, he defines Christian apologetics as “an *apologia* for the Christian faith – a presentation and defence of its claims to truth and relevance in the great market-place of ideas”\(^{618}\). A slightly different definition is provided in the more recent ‘Glossary of Terms’, where McGrath defines apologetics as “the area of Christian theology which focuses on the defence of the Christian faith, particularly through the rational justification of Christian beliefs and doctrines”.\(^{619}\) In his earlier *Bampton Lectures*, McGrath suggested that one of the major functions of doctrine is to make truth claims,\(^{620}\) which means that the latter definition above could be taken as implicitly denoting *apologetics as ‘the rational justification of truth claims’*.

McGrath considers this apologetic task imperative both in relation to non-Christians and Christians. a) In relation to non-Christians, McGrath defines apologetics as pre-

---

\(^{618}\) McGrath, A. 1992a:9. Thus, “apologetics is basically about affirming the truth and the attraction of the gospel.” (McGrath, A. 1999e:70). Elsewhere, he presents a complementary definition: “A good working definition of apologetics would be ‘the attempt to create an intellectual climate favourable to Christian faith’, or ‘a concern to enhance the public plausibility of the gospel’. (McGrath, A. 1994b:102) In a recent work, apologetics is defined as “the reasoned defence and justification of the Christian faith against its critics” (McGrath, A. 2001a:4).

\(^{619}\) McGrath, A. 1997b:426. See also McGrath, A. 1999a:179 and McGrath, A. 2001a:754. In another recent work, though, due to a growing critique of ‘foundationalism’, McGrath expresses hesitation towards an uncritical use of terms such as ‘rational’ and ‘rationality’. (McGrath, A. 1998e:14).

\(^{620}\) McGrath, A. 1997a:37. McGrath suggests that doctrine a) functions as a social demarcator, b) is generated by and subsequently interprets the Christian narrative, c) interprets experience, and d) makes truth claims. (McGrath, A. 1997a:37-80) His emphasis on “the wonderful coherence of Christian doctrine” (McGrath, A. 1999b:3; cf. also McGrath, A. 2001b:6 and the title of McGrath,
evangelism, thus clearing the ground for evangelism.\textsuperscript{621} “Apologetics stresses the reasonableness and attractiveness of the Christian faith; evangelism makes the offer of that faith.”\textsuperscript{622} Bridgebuilding and Springboard for Faith are written to equip Christians for this pre-evangelistic task, whereas The Unknown God is intended as pre-evangelism and evangelism \textit{per se.} b) In relation to Christians, McGrath suggests that apologetics should be “part of the regular diet of faith, if that faith is to grow.”\textsuperscript{623} This implies that apologetics is related to key areas such as preaching, teaching, and writing. McGrath argues thus in Bridge-building for the incorporation of apologetic material “into the regular preaching rhythm of the church.”\textsuperscript{624} He also points out that his own work “as a scholar, speaker and writer has centred on the defence of the intellectual foundations of the gospel.”\textsuperscript{625}

\textsuperscript{621} Already in The Genesis of Doctrine (which contained his 1990 Bampton Lectures on doctrinal criticism), McGrath asserted that apologetics, “understood as the explanation of Christian ideas to an audience drawn from outside the community of faith, is clearly of continuing importance as part of a broader evangelistic strategy” (McGrath, A. 1997a:199). This definition of apologetics as pre-evangelism corresponds to his publication of the popular Explaining Your Faith Without Losing Your Friends in 1988. See also McGrath, A. 1999e:70 and McGrath, A. 2000b:24.

\textsuperscript{622} McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993:17. See also McGrath, A. 1992a:9.

\textsuperscript{623} McGrath, A. 1992a:243; see also McGrath, A. 1990.

\textsuperscript{624} McGrath claims that apologetics should inform regular preaching in three key areas: “The preacher must \textit{anticipate} the difficulties which will be experienced by ordinary Christians, and indicate how they may be handled. The sermon must \textit{explain} basic ideas and concepts of the Christian faith, in order that Christian congregations can achieve new depths of understanding. And finally, the sermon must \textit{reassure} Christians of the credentials of their faith.” (McGrath, A. 1992a:243) McGrath’s co-author, M. Green, claims in Springboard for Faith, that apologetics should be integrated in the teaching of both local churches and theological colleges.

\textsuperscript{625} McGrath, A. 1994b:100.
McGrath’s influential 1992 textbook, with the significant title *Bridgebuilding*, seems largely to have been shaped by *historical and systematic theology*.626 His aim was, on this theological basis627, to develop apologetics, both as ‘science’ and as ‘art’. This key notion of bridgebuilding

“implies a gap, a gulf fixed between two sides of a canyon. The two sides will remain permanently isolated, unless the gap can be bridged. Effective Christian apologetics aims to locate the points at which there exists a separation between the gospel and individuals and communities within the world, and to identify the best points at which to build bridges, in order that contact may be established. The nature and location of those gaps varies from one culture and one individual to another, as do the sites and types of the bridges, which need to be built. And the Christian apologist will discover, with delight, that God has already laid the foundations for those bridges in the world and in the human heart; our responsibility is to build upon those foundations, and make the necessary connections.”628

On the basis of his definition of apologetics and this key notion of bridgebuilding, McGrath identifies a number of crucial tasks for the apologist: a) Apologetics must be “receptor-orientated”629, and therefore apologists should know the experiential world of an

---

626 McGrath claims that ‘creative’ and ‘effective’ apologetics must be properly informed by (systematic) theology in two distinctive ways: “First, it provides the apologist with a network of beliefs and doctrines which enable him or her to detect weaknesses in alternative worldviews and to identify the strengths of the Christian proclamation... [Second, theology] provides an analytical framework by which the apologist may bring the full resources of the gospel to bear on the situation in hand.” (McGrath, A. 1992a:41; see also McGrath, A. 1998a:6-7 and McGrath, A. 2000b:24-25.)

627 McGrath claims that significant theological expressions of apologetics as bridge-building are found a) historically in classical evangelical thought, such as Calvin’s “views on the created order as a point of contact for divine revelation” (McGrath, A. 1992a:36), and b) theologically in the doctrines of creation and redemption (McGrath, A. 1992a:18-25).


629 McGrath, A. 1992a:43.
audience. Apologists should know the identity and potential of God-given key points of contact for the Christian gospel. McGrath identifies six such significant points of contact: a sense of unsatisfied longing, human rationality, the ordering of the world, human morality, existential anxiety and alienation, and awareness of finitude and mortality. Apologists should be able to identify and answer various intellectual objections to the Christian faith in an audience. McGrath identifies six key intellectual barriers to faith in the contemporary context: the projection theory (God as a wish-fulfilment), the problem of suffering, religious pluralism and relativism, the credibility of the historicity of the Resurrection, the credibility of the divinity of Christ, and the credibility of the Christian views of sin and salvation. Apologists should be able to challenge non-Christian worldviews in a given audience. McGrath identifies six significant contemporary rivals to the Christian faith: Enlightenment rationalism, Marxism, scientific materialism, feminism, postmodernism, and the New Age.

630 McGrath, A. 1992a:45-50.
631 McGrath, A. 1992a:51-75. Some of these themes are central in McGrath’s writings: a) on ‘a sense of unsatisfied longing’ and ‘existential anxiety and alienation’, see e.g. McGrath, A. 1997c:420-436 and McGrath, A. 1999f:7-17; b) on ‘human rationality and ‘the ordering of the world’, see e.g. McGrath, A. 1998c:262-265 (on Acts 17), McGrath, A. 1998e and McGrath, A. 1999c:134-139.
633 See also McGrath, A. 1999f:18-25.
634 See McGrath, A. 2000d.
636 For the three latter topics, see esp. McGrath, A. 1997c.
637 McGrath writes elsewhere, however, about the “non-confrontational” character of apologetics. (McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993:18)
638 For an in-depth discussion on justification procedures in (natural) science and theology, see McGrath, A. 1998e and McGrath, A. 1999c.
2. In developing his apologetics, McGrath critically interacts with and combines major apologetic approaches. 'Classical apologetics', in the shape of Aquinas, is largely positively treated. McGrath claims that, through the 'Five Ways', "Aquinas was not out to prove the existence of God by rational argument, but to provide a rational defence of an already existing faith in God". Aquinas is criticized, however, for his appeal to a universal rationality, since frameworks of rationality should be seen, not as universal, but as "socially and historically located". 'Historical evidentialism', McGrath argues, "fulfils a vital and central function in the armoury of the Christian apologist", e.g. as represented by W. Pannenberg's seminal argument for the historicity of the Resurrection. McGrath claims, however, that evidentialism "tends to imply that facts anchor meaning, whereas the reverse appears to hold true". The apologist, therefore, needs "to establish not just what has happened, but how that event should be interpreted". 'Presuppositional apologetics' is criticized for its denial of any points of

\[\text{640} \quad \text{For McGrath's apologetic interaction with postmodernism, see further 6.2.3.1.}\]


\[\text{642} \quad \text{McGrath, A. 1992a:86.}\]

\[\text{643} \quad \text{McGrath, A. 1997a:90.}\]

\[\text{644} \quad \text{McGrath, A. 1992a:83}\]

\[\text{645} \quad \text{See McGrath, A. 1992a:164-165; McGrath, A. 1994a:332-334 and McGrath, A. 1994c:192-194. McGrath points out that "many observers sense that Pannenberg has made it theologically respectable to speak once more of the resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth as an historical event" (McGrath, A. 1994c:194; see also Pannenberg 1968).}\]

contact or 'common ground'.

McGrath credits C. van Til, however, for having "shown the necessity of grounding apologetics upon a solid theological foundation", but claims that neither C. van Til nor K. Barth have succeeded "in undermining the foundations which give theological justification to a limited and informed appeal to nature".

McGrath refers with assent to the 'Reformed epistemological' rejection of 'classical foundationalism', but disagrees with A. Plantinga's objection to natural theology (which, according to McGrath, is based on a belief that natural theology intends to prove the existence of God). McGrath claims, however, that natural theology "is to be understood as a demonstration, from the standpoint of faith, of the consonance between that faith and the structures of the world". Natural theology, then, should be used in order to affirm 'the epistemic permission' (rather than 'the epistemic obligation') of a (Christian) theistic worldview.

It seems then, as if McGrath does not explicitly identify with any of these apologetic traditions, but his aim is rather "to supplement them". He characterizes his own

---

651 McGrath, A. 1998e:11-14; see also McGrath, A. 1996:172 and Plantinga 1983. McGrath's appropriation of central insights from Reformed epistemology is also found in a more recent statement: "Beliefs systems possess their own integrities, which may not be evaluated by others as if there were some privileged position from which all may be judged." (McGrath, A. 2000b:34)
653 See McGrath, A. 1992a:85-86 and McGrath, A. 1998e:108,114. It should be noticed that McGrath does not use the expressions 'epistemic permission' and 'epistemic obligation'.
apologetics a 'creative approach', "based upon the notion of the point of contact"655 (see above) and making "a judicious use of an arsenal of apologetic techniques"656. McGrath's apologetic emphasis, however, seems to be more on demonstrating the coherence and the attractiveness of Christian beliefs657 than on the actual presentation and defence of theistic arguments658 and historical evidence.

3. McGrath did not engage in any extended discussion on the relevance and role of biblical material in apologetics in his 1992 textbook, although there are a few illustrations from Scripture, including some key observations on Acts 17:16-34.659 In 1998, however, McGrath explicitly added biblical material to his primary theological resources for the apologetic tasks. Significantly, he argues (in a series of articles entitled "Biblical models for apologetics") that insufficient attention has been given in contemporary apologetics to the various models in the Book of Acts.

"Here is material that is explicitly apologetic in nature. In a series of addresses and incidents Paul and others directly interacted with the ideas and concerns of a number of major social groups. As the narrative of Acts (and the history of the early church) makes clear, each of these groups came to be represented in the early church. The apologetic approaches illustrated in Acts led to conversions within each of these groups. These early apologetic approaches offer insights into authentically biblical methods of

657 See e.g. McGrath, A. 1998a:5.
658 For a brief presentation of philosophical arguments for the existence of God, see McGrath, A. 1999c:88-102. It should also be noted that an apologetic for the existence and personal nature of God is presented in McGrath, A. 1997c:125-183.
659 See McGrath, A. 1992a:47-50. He also refers in passing (in footnote 45) to the important study by F.F. Bruce on The Defence of the Gospel in the New Testament (Bruce 1977; see McGrath, A. 1992a:269), but this does not seem to have influenced his overall approach.
apologetics, as well as strategies for interacting with specific groups that were of major importance to the development of the early church. The same issues remain as relevant today as they did at the dawn of the Christian era.\footnote{660}

For McGrath, then, this leads to a discussion of Paul's approach in Athens as a key apologetic model in Acts (see further 6.2.2.1).

\textit{This analysis has shown that McGrath a) defines apologetics as a rational justification of Christian beliefs and doctrines (including an affirmation and defence of their claims to relevance and attractiveness) for both non-Christians and Christians, b) critically combines insights from various apologetic traditions, but with an emphasis on material showing the coherence and attractiveness of Christian beliefs (especially through the use of significant 'points of contact'), and c) recently has added apologetic models in the Book of Acts, with an emphasis on Acts 17:16-34, to his primary theological resources for apologetics.}

\section*{6.2.1.2 Carson on apologetics}

Donald Carson does not present an explicit definition of apologetics. He claims, however, that the apologetic enterprise includes "rational arguments"\footnote{661} and "the use of the theistic proofs and historical evidence for the resurrection"\footnote{662}. The role of apologetics,
according to Carson, is both to sustain the beliefs of Christians and to present evidence to non-Christians. Elsewhere, he argues that the apostolic injunction in 1 Pet. 3:15 should lead to a commitment among Christians “to grow in apologetic competence”.

Furthermore, Carson emphasizes simultaneously the necessity of and the limitation of “an intellectually responsible and biblically faithful apologetic”.

2. In his endeavour to be ‘intellectually responsible’, Carson critically interacts with major apologetic approaches, as found in contributions from some significant contemporary apologists. He refers thus with critical approval to ‘Reformed epistemologist’ A. Plantinga’s argument “that belief in God is ‘properly basic’ (i.e., that it does not need some other foundation to be considered rational), but claims that this approach must be complemented with an emphasis on ‘epistemic obligation’, as argued by H. Netland. Carson emphasizes, with evidentialism, over against ‘Reformed epistemology’, that biblical passages such as 1 Cor. 15:3-15 and Acts 17:2-3 seem “to provide us with Biblical

---

663 This includes arguments in support of beliefs “in the divinity of Christ or in the authority of the Bible” (Carson & Woodbridge 1993:150). It should also be added that Carson has written two significant studies for Christians a) on suffering and evil (Carson 1990) and b) on divine sovereignty and human responsibility (Carson 1994).

664 See e.g. Carson & Woodbridge 1993:150-156; where the example is evidence about the uniqueness of Christ in a world of religious pluralism.

665 Carson 1999 (on May 16).

666 Carson 1996b:96.


669 Carson seems to treat ‘evidentialism’ as a form of ‘classical apologetics’ (see Carson 1996b:95).
warrant for some form of evidentiary apologetics. He expresses an ambiguity, however, towards the role and effect of evidence in apologetics: “From one perspective, God has supplied such ample evidence that men and women are without excuse; from another, the evidence is never such that in itself it overcomes our innate self-centeredness, our profound lostness, our deep rebellion.” Carson claims further that, whereas more narrower forms of presuppositionalism “do not justify the Christian’s worldview over against other competing worldviews,” J. Frame’s work (as a modified presuppositional apologist) “marks the most mature melding of various components of apologetics I have seen so far.”

“For example, he makes clear that he has no objection to the forceful presentation of evidences in Christian apologetics; what he objects to is the adoption (implicit or otherwise) of the assumption that evidence or reasons are neutral. He does not object to appeals to extrabiblical data in apologetics, but refuses to assign them independent authority to which Scripture must measure up to.”

3. Carson’s focus is on the relevance and role of biblical material in apologetics. Like Frame, Carson emphasizes a ‘biblically faithful’ apologetic. Whereas Frame

---

671 Carson & Woodbridge 1993:156. See also Carson 1983:142.
672 Carson 1996b:186. Carson describes such narrower forms of presuppositionalism as “fideistic” (Carson 1996b:95).
673 Carson 1996b:188. Carson observes that “one wonders if the classical debates between, say, evidential and presuppositional apologetics, between empiricism and fideism, would look vastly different if they were forced to butt up against a well-articulated analysis of the entailments of the fall and of biblical presentations of God’s rich bounty in providing general, specific, and personal revelation to meet our moral and spiritual blindness” (Carson 1993a:54).
674 Carson 1996b:187-188.
675 See e.g. Frame in Cowan 2000:208.
676 Carson claims that a biblically faithful apologetic is possible since “the kerygma has
established a biblical worldview in the *atemporal* framework of systematic theology.\(^{677}\) Carson claims that a wiser and more strategic approach in apologetics would be to establish a biblical worldview within the framework of the Bible's plot-line (i.e. according to biblical theology\(^{678}\): "One is simultaneously setting forth a structure of thought, and a meta-narrative; one is constructing a worldview, and showing how that worldview is grounded in the Bible itself."\(^{679}\) Carson emphasises that this 'biblical storyline' should be spelt out "to Christians and to non-Christians alike – to Christians, to ground them in Scripture, and to non-Christians, as part of our proclamation of the gospel."\(^{679}\) He claims that this approach is exemplified, in relation to non-Christians, in Acts 17:16-34 (see further 6.2.2.2).

*This analysis has shown that Carson a) implicitly defines apologetics as the presenting of rational arguments and evidence for the truth of Christianity to both Christians and non-Christians, b) critically interacts with various apologetic traditions, but prefers Frame's modified presuppositional approach, and c) suggests that 'the biblical plot-line', e.g. as seen in Acts 17:16-34, should be allowed to shape contemporary apologetics.*

---

^677^ This is how Carson describes the approach in Frame 1994.

^678^ Carson uses the term 'biblical theology' to refer to "the theology of the biblical corpora as God progressively discloses himself, climaxing in the coming of his Son Jesus Christ, and consummating in the new heaven and the new earth. In other words, sequence, history, the passage of time – these are foundational to biblical theology, and relatively minor in systematic theology." (Carson 1996b:502).

^679^ Carson 1996b:502. Carson claims that the biblical storyline provides a basis for the Christian communicator's evaluation of a given cultural context, i.e. "what cultural elements are largely neutral, what are to be opposed and reformed by the gospel, what are the fruit of common
6.2.1.3 Commonalities and differences

McGrath and Carson share common views on apologetics in a number of areas. First, their definitions of apologetics seem complementary rather than contradictory. Secondly, McGrath and Carson both critique traditional versions of classical apologetics, evidentialism and presuppositionalism as significant but inadequate apologetic strategies. Both authors also acknowledge key insights from the more recent 'Reformed epistemological' approach. Thirdly, there is a common concern for the integration of biblical material in contemporary apologetics, with a focus on Acts 17:16-34 as a particularly significant text. Fourthly, Carson's emphasis on the primary role of the biblical plotline in the establishment of a Christian worldview (over against a systematic theology approach) seems— to a large extent— to be parallel to McGrath's claim that the Sola Scriptura principle is "an assertion of the primacy of the foundational scriptural narrative over any framework of conceptualities which it may generate." 682

There are also some important differences between McGrath and Carson's views of apologetics. First, whereas McGrath's work on apologetic theory is both extensive and significant, Carson's work in this area is much more limited in scope but seems

681 The agreement between the two authors on 'the principle of accommodation' as a fundamental belief in apologetics should also be noticed. Accordingly, Carson quotes McGrath approvingly: "God is able to communicate with humans through human language. This belief is fundamental, to the point of being axiomatic, to Christian apologetics." (McGrath, A. 1992a:26; quoted in Carson 1996b:130)
nevertheless significant. Secondly, their respective areas of primary expertise – for McGrath historical and systematical theology, and for Carson hermeneutics and biblical exegesis – seem to a large extent to shape their apologetic approach and terminology. 

Thirdly, whereas McGrath does not seem to associate himself explicitly with one specific apologetic tradition, Carson favours a modified presuppositional apologetics (as proposed by Frame).

6.2.1.4 A critique

The understanding of apologetics assumed in this thesis (see 1.2) forms the basis for a brief critique of McGrath and Carson’s definitions.

a) The understanding of apologetics as ‘the rational justification of Christian truth claims’ is consistent with McGrath’s explicit and Carson’s implicit definitions. McGrath’s additional emphasis on attractiveness should be included as an essential part of one of the actual criteria for truth (i.e. the test for adequacy and relevance).

b) Apologetics as an activity ‘over against specific questions, objections, and alternatives’ seems consistent with both McGrath and Carson’s views of the apologetic task, but neither has integrated this element into their (normative) explicit or implicit definitions of apologetics.

c) Apologetics as having the dual aim of establishing 'the epistemic permission' and 'the epistemic obligation' of the Christian faith' is briefly mentioned by Carson (but not developed conceptually or in relation to relevant Scriptural passages), whereas this terminology is absent in McGrath's writings. It seems, though, that – in terms of their argumentative strategies – McGrath's emphasis is on 'epistemic permission' whereas Carson focuses on 'epistemic obligation'. The tension between the notion of 'epistemic obligation' and McGrath's emphasis on the "non-confrontational" character of apologetics\(^{683}\) should also be noticed in this context.

d) Both authors recognize and practise apologetics as intended 'for both Christians and non-Christians'. These critical observations lead to the conclusion, that there is a large measure of agreement between the assumed definition of apologetics in this thesis and McGrath's explicit and Carson's implicit definitions – with the exception of McGrath's possible hesitance towards the notion of 'epistemic obligation'.

It seems legitimate briefly to assess the two authors' contributions to apologetics: both in light of their critical interactions with major apologetic strategies and their views of the role of biblical material in apologetics.

McGrath's eclectic approach recognizes a number of key insights from various apologetic 'schools', but his many writings seem to lack any independent in-depth presentation and defence of theistic arguments and/or historical evidence (in contrast to other major

\(^{683}\) McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993:18. See also McGrath, A. 1992a:128-129
contemporary apologists such as e.g. W. L. Craig, S. T. Davis, G. Habermas, W. Pannenberg, A. Plantinga and R. Swinburne. It should also be added that McGrath's writings up to 1998 lacked any in-depth engagement with the foundation of apologetics in the theology and practice of the New Testament.

*It seems evident, though, that McGrath has made a number of significant contributions to contemporary apologetics; esp. a) the re-introduction of apologetics as a legitimate and significant spiritual discipline in contemporary theology; b) the foundational arguments on the (fourfold) nature of doctrine in *The Genesis of Doctrine* (over against postliberalism, historicism and cultural relativism), c) the creative development of 'points of contact' – as a basis for claiming the inherent attractiveness and relevance of the Gospel – in *Bridge-building*, d) the in-depth demonstration of the coherence of key Christian beliefs and doctrines, as seen e.g. in *Studies in Doctrine*, and e) the explorations

---

684 For references to significant works by these authors, see footnote 617.
685 As expressed by McGrath recently (when writing on 'theology and spiritual disciplines within contemporary evangelicalism'): “Apologetics is thus much more than the art of communication and persuasion; it is a theological science, undergirded by a rigorous analysis of the nature of the gospel on the one hand and the situation and nature of those to whom it is addressed on the other.” (McGrath, A. 2000b:26) It would have been more appropriate, however, to focus on ‘the truth claims of the gospel’ – as more precise and specific than the much wider ‘the nature of the gospel’.
686 Sumner’s recent claim that even though “McGrath attacked [G.] Lindbeck’s position for shirking the questions of history and truth, ... the alternative McGrath offers sounds quite Lindbeckian” (Sumner 2000:433) seems largely unfair.
687 In relation to the notion of a ‘point of contact’, McGrath refers repeatedly in his writings to the Barth-Brunner debate on natural theology (as in McGrath, A. 1992a:24; McGrath, A. 1994c:148-150; and McGrath, A. 1998e:103-104; see also McGrath, A. 1999d:175-194). For an incisive account of this influential debate, see Hart 1999:139-172. On the implications for apologetics, see Holder 2001.

*It remains to assess, however, whether McGrath’s analysis and application of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics is equally significant* (see 6.2.2.1).

Carson’s tentative approval of Frame’s modified presuppositional approach makes him dependent on the strengths and weaknesses of Frame’s position. Whereas Frame allows for the use of theistic arguments and historical evidence, he still holds the traditional presuppositional view that all arguments are circular.688 This latter view, however, has been subject to serious criticisms, both as begging the question689 and as “based on a confusion between ontology and epistemology.”690 Carson’s selection of Frame’s presuppositional approach as a role model is thus at the very least a controversial choice.

Carson’s contribution to contemporary apologetics seems largely limited to his significant suggestion in *The Gagging of God* that the biblical storyline should shape the presentation and defence of a Christian worldview; see 6.2.2.2.

---

688 See Frame’s contributions in Cowan 2000.
689 ‘Classical apologist’ W.L. Craig, ‘evidentialist apologist’ G.R. Habermas, ‘cumulative case apologist’ P.D. Feinberg and ‘Reformed epistemology apologist’ K.J. Clark all agree in this critique of Frame’s presuppositional approach: “As commonly understood, presuppositionalism is guilty of a logical howler: it commits the informal fallacy of petitio principii, or begging the question, for it advocates presupposing the truth of Christian theism in order to prove Christian theism” (Craig in Cowan 2000:232).
690 Cowan 2000:379, which refers to Craig’s critique of Frame in Cowan 2000:315-316. Thus, “if God did not exist, then the causal principle would be false (because the truth and existence of
It remains to assess, however, whether Carson’s analysis and application of this key notion in relation to Acts 17:16-34 is equally significant (see 6.2.2.2).

6.2.2 McGrath and Carson on Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics: An analysis and a critique

The previous section (6.2.1) indicated that both McGrath and Carson assigned a significant role to Acts 17:16-34 in apologetics. This section (6.2.2) presents a comparative analysis and critique of McGrath and Carson’s understanding of this passage, both exegetically and as apologetics.

6.2.2.1 McGrath on Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics

In his NIV Bible Commentary Alister E. McGrath presents his basic exegetical understanding of – what he considers to be Luke’s credible account691 in – Acts 17:16-34:

"After passing through Berea (17:10-14), the group finally arrive in Athens, still widely regarded as the intellectual centre of the ancient world. The city had a reputation for its short-lived interest in the latest ideas and intellectual fashion, and appears to have seen in Paul the source of some exciting new ideas. It is here that Paul delivers his famous address on the Areopagus, or 'Mars Hill’692

anything is ontologically dependent on God’s existence). But, according to Craig, it does not follow from this fact of reality that one’s reason or justification for believing in the causal principle is that one believes in God’s existence.” (Cowan 2000:379)

691 McGrath considers Luke as the author of Acts (see McGrath, A. 1997b:7.66) and claims that Luke “gives us access to some of Paul’s sermons, allowing us to appreciate the way in which he presented the gospel in a variety of different situations” (McGrath, A. 1995b:307).

692 Contrary to this reference (and e.g. McGrath, A. 1992a:231 and McGrath, A.
Rather than get caught up in some petty theological arguments, Paul declares that it is common knowledge that there is a creator God, who has authority over men and women. But who is this God? And how may he be known? Having noted an altar in the city dedicated to 'an unknown god', Paul declares that what the Athenians worship as something unknown, he will proclaim as someone who can be known. Having thus laid the foundations for the gospel, he develops the basic Christian message of the need for repentance.

The reception accorded to his address is not particularly enthusiastic. Nevertheless, the gospel has now been proclaimed in Athens. ... There is no letter from Paul to the Athenians. It seems that no church was founded in this city.

It seems reasonable to assume that this exegetical understanding constitutes the framework for McGrath's five major claims about Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics.

*First*, the passage is seen as a *key apologetic model in Acts* (see 6.2.1). It was thus intended as "an object lesson in apologetics". As such, it has considerable "apologetic potential".

*Secondly*, the passage is seen as illustrating the principle that "apologist-evangelists must know their audiences": a) Paul seems to have identified intelligibility as a major

---

1997b:125,245), the location question is left undecided in McGrath, A. 1998c:260.

695 Elsewhere, McGrath explains 'proclaim' in 17:23 (and a number of other Scriptural passages) as the "proclamation of God's saving activity in the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ" (McGrath, A. 1997c:197).

694 McGrath, A. 1995b:323.


697 McGrath, A. 1998d:393; italics added. See also McGrath, A. 1992a:45-50.
challenge in relation to this biblically illiterate audience,\textsuperscript{698} which led to at least two implications: (1) "The basic theme of a living personal God needed to be introduced before the fundamental themes of the gospel could be enunciated."\textsuperscript{699} (2) Relevant material (see b below), relevant authorities (see c below) and relevant lines of argument (see d and e below) – which carry weight with the audience – were identified and utilized by the apostle.\textsuperscript{700} b) Paul allowed the religious and philosophical curiosity of the Athenians to shape "the contours of his theological exposition"\textsuperscript{701}. c) Paul "appeals to the authority of Cleanthes, Aratus, and Epimenides…(17:28)"\textsuperscript{702}. d) Paul, it is claimed, "showed a clear appreciation of the apologetic potential of Stoic philosophy, portraying the gospel as resonating with central Stoic concerns, while extending the limits of what might be known".\textsuperscript{703} e) According to McGrath, Paul argued that Christianity "put a name to the god whose existence ancient philosophy had recognized"\textsuperscript{704}. Thus, God is being made known to the Athenians "a) by name and b) in full".\textsuperscript{705}

\textsuperscript{698} McGrath, A. 2000c.

\textsuperscript{699} McGrath, A. 1998c:261.

\textsuperscript{700} McGrath, A. 1998d:393. Elsewhere, it is claimed that Paul “aimed to gain a hearing for the gospel by engaging with ideas and terms which were already familiar to Paul’s audience” (McGrath, A. 1997b:125).

\textsuperscript{701} McGrath, A. 1992a:49 and McGrath, A. 1998c:261.

\textsuperscript{702} McGrath, A. 2001a:xii.

\textsuperscript{703} McGrath, A. 1992a:49 and McGrath, A. 1998c:261.

\textsuperscript{704} McGrath, A. 1997b:245. This (it is claimed elsewhere) is an example of religious experience as a point of contact for the Christian gospel (see below, footnote 706); "in other words, Christianity puts a name to this reality of which we are aware, and opens the way towards a full appreciation of the richness and profundity of the experience of God" (McGrath, A. 1997c:146-147).

\textsuperscript{705} McGrath, A. 2000c.
Thirdly, along with Romans 1-2, the passage is seen as indicating, Paul’s awareness of God-given points of contact within the created order (see 6.2.1), such as a sense of unsatisfied longing, a sense of unsatisfied longing, human reason, the ordering of the world and the beauty of the world. McGrath claims thus that Paul “explicitly appealed to the idea of creation as a basis for his apologetic approach,” since the doctrine of creation gives a “theological foundation to the concept of a natural knowledge of God.” Paul used thus “the ‘sense of divinity’ present in each individual (vv. 28-29) as a powerful apologetic device.”

Fourthly, having spoken about the importance of creation, Paul “clinched his argument by an appeal to Jesus’ resurrection (Acts 17:31).” Thus, “what the Greeks held to be unknown (v. 23) and possibly unknowable, Paul said was made known through the resurrection of Christ.”

---

706 McGrath claims (as indicated above, see footnote 704) that 17:23-24 identifies and utilizes a “point of contact that the gospel of justification addresses. The ‘It’ we know intuitively to lie through and beyond our quests and hopes discloses himself as a ‘You’. We learn that our longings point to something unknown, to someone, whom we were longing for...The gospel thus complements and develops such insights by proclaiming that a person lies behind and under our personal existence – and more than that: it is possible to relate to this person, to the ‘You’ who lies beyond and behind every human ‘I-You’ relationship.” (McGrath, A. 1997c:435; see also McGrath, A. 1999f, where this notion is developed further.)

709 McGrath, A. 1998c:262.
710 McGrath, A. 1998c:261; see also McGrath, A. 1992a:49.
711 McGrath, A. 1998c:264; italics added.
712 McGrath, A. 1998c:261; see also McGrath, A. 1992a:49. It is claimed that Paul also may have appealed, at least implicitly, in connection with his emphasis on the Resurrection, to ‘a sense of anxiety’ (McGrath, A. 2000c).
Fifthly, the passage “illustrates the New Testament tendency to mingle kerygma (preaching) and apologia (apologetics) as two aspects of a greater whole”.”

For McGrath, then, Acts 17:16-34 is a significant New Testament model of apologetics, since it is a speech – with explicitly apologetic material – to Greek unbelievers. It shows Paul as an evangelist-apologist, a) who knows his audience, which enables him to respond appropriately to biblical illiteracy – evident both in the way the Christian faith is introduced and in his use of relevant material (e.g. their curiosity), relevant authorities (Cleanthes, Aratus and Epimenides), and relevant lines of argument (from Stoic philosophy), b) who appreciates and appeals to significant points of contact (such as ‘a sense of longing’, ‘a sense of divinity’, and ‘a sense of anxiety’), c) who connects creation (where God can be known indirectly) and the resurrection (where God has made himself known ‘in full’ and ‘by name’), and d) who combines kerygma and apologia.

McGrath claims that this New Testament model is significant for contemporary apologetics (see further 6.3.1).

6.2.2.2 Carson on Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics

Donald A. Carson’s exegetical views on – what he considers to be Luke’s credible, “condensed report” in – Acts 17:16-34 could (on the basis of various key comments.

---

primarily in *The Gagging of God, For the Love of God I-II* and "Athens Revisited") be summarized as follows.\(^7\)

Paul encountered "remarkable intellectual challenges in Athens."\(^8\) *17:16* shows how Paul evaluated Athens on the basis of a "God-centred cultural analysis".\(^9\) *17:17* reflects Paul's "persistent evangelism of both biblical literates and biblical illiterates".\(^10\) *17:18* (and the speech itself) indicates that Paul in his approach in Athens engaged simultaneously with both Epicurean and Stoic philosophy.\(^11\) Paul is "finally brought before the Areopagus".\(^12\) (cf. *17:19-21*).

Carson claims further that Paul’s speech in *17:22ff* demonstrates his courtesy and sensitivity, yet it is "coupled with certain restraint … lest he jeopardize the gospel".\(^13\)

Paul’s strategic use of the altar in *17:23* reflects the contrast between Athenian animistic fears of unknown powers and Paul’s message about the knowable God.\(^14\) Paul’s emphasis on the doctrines of creation (as expressed in *17:24-26, 29*) and resurrection (as expressed in *17:18, 31*) rule out a) Stoic pantheism (since God is the sovereign Creator), b) Epicurean

---

\(^7\) Carson refers primarily to the exegetical discussions in Balch 1990; Barr 1992; Barrett 1974; Bruce 1990a; Proctor 1992; Winter 1991; and Yeo 1994. See also Carson 1993c:51-53.

\(^8\) Carson 1990:210. Carson elsewhere describes these challenges as "the enormous spiritual and intellectual hurdles at Athens" (Carson 1992:80).

\(^9\) Carson 2000a:391; see also Carson 1998a (on Feb 10) and Carson 1996b: 498.

\(^10\) Carson 2000a:391.

\(^11\) Carson 1996b:498-501. See also Carson 2000a:389-390, where he points out that neither Sophists nor atheistic philosophical materialists (such as Lucretius) are mentioned in the Lucan report.

\(^12\) Carson 1996b:498.

deism (since God is immanent), c) neo-Platonic dualism (since God is the God of both
creation and resurrection), d) Athenian polytheistic idolatry (since God is self-existent),
and e) Athenian tribal deities (since God is sovereign over all the nations). In 17:25 Paul
stresses God’s ‘aseity’ (i.e. his self-existence) and humanity’s utter dependence on him
(“as the human correlative of the doctrines of creation and providence”). This emphasis
in Paul’s speech on “God’s creative power and providential rule establish what the pagan
nations ought to learn, and their obligation to draw the right conclusions”. “From
theology proper, Paul turns to anthropology” in 17:26, with an emphasis on unity and
universality. Universal human rebellion against the Creator is hinted at in 17:27 and
clearly stated in 17:29-30. Despite human rebellion and God’s judgment, God is still
close (17:27), a fact underscored by some Greek poets (17:28). Paul uses the sentiments
of these poets in a sophisticated way “to bridge some gaps”, in order to express
meaningfully “God’s personal and immediate concern for our well-being”. Paul
expounds in 17:29 on the implications of the theology and anthropology argued for in the

---

723 See also Carson 1996b:202.
725 Carson 1996b:500. See also Carson 1996b:223. Carson argues that the view of God as
transcendent and sovereign is fundamental in 17:24-25, “even before [Paul] makes any mention of
Jesus” (Carson 1996b:230).
726 Carson 2000a:393.
728 Carson 2000a:393.
729 See also Carson 2000a:393.
733 Carson 2000a:394.
previous verses: it makes “idolatry utterly reprehensible”\(^{734}\). The final emphasis in 17:30-31 on ‘teleological history’\(^{735}\) and ‘realized eschatology’\(^{736}\) challenges the worldviews of the Athenians by the focus on “a particular man, a man accredited by the brute historical fact that God raised him from the dead”\(^{737}\).

The Gospel is thus presented, in 17:22-31, within the “linear framework”\(^{738}\) of biblical theism.\(^{739}\) Due to Greek dualistic attitudes among the listeners, Paul’s affirmation of the Resurrection (17:31) “causes so much offense that Paul is cut off”\(^{740}\). Carson argues, however, that 17:32-34 (and 1 Cor. 2:1-5) clearly does not imply that Paul’s approach in Athens was a mistake.\(^{741}\) These final verses in the passage, it is claimed, should be understood as describing two stages: “Following Paul’s address, no one became a Christian

\(^{734}\) Carson 2000a:394.
\(^{735}\) Carson 1996b:500; see also Carson 1996b:202.
\(^{736}\) Carson 1996b:310; see also the quote from Carson in 4.4.3.
\(^{737}\) Carson 1996b:501.
\(^{738}\) Carson 2000a:394.
\(^{740}\) Carson 2000a:395.
\(^{741}\) Carson points to a number of key reasons for this view of the consistency between Acts 17:32-34 and 1 Cor. 2:1-5: a) This is the natural reading of Acts, both in terms of the narrative flow (where there is no indications that Luke wanted his readers to consider this Athenian visit to have been a mistake) and the Greek text of 17:32-34 (see the quote from Carson in 4.5.3). b) Paul’s initial message in the agora was characterized as ‘the good news’ (17:18). c) The theology of Paul’s speech is in line with the theology of Romans 1-2. d) The apostle was interrupted before he could give a full exposition of the Gospel. e) Paul’s approach in Athens indicates that he thought ‘worldviewishly’, not that he suddenly (after twenty years’ consistent witness among pagan biblical illiterates) compromised the gospel. f) The link between Acts 17 and 1 Cor. 2 is chronological and not causal. g) 1 Cor. 2 should be understood, not against the background of what happened in Athens, but rather against the triumphalism and sophistic rhetoric which seem to have attracted many of the Christians in Corinth. (See: Carson et al 1992:188-189; Carson 1993b:35; Carson 1996a:134; Carson 1996b:503; Carson 1999 (on Feb 15); and Carson 2000a:396-397.) See also 3.3.3.2 and 5.3.1-2.
on the spot. But some did become followers of Paul. In consequence, in due course they grasped the gospel and believed; they became Christians.\footnote{742}

This exegetical understanding seems to be the basis for Carson’s four major claims about Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics.

First, it is claimed that Paul’s speech in Athens shows that the apostle thought ‘worldviewishly\footnote{743}: a) Paul as an evangelist-apologist appreciates the differences between biblical literates and biblical illiterates. This passage illustrates how the Christian worldview is introduced to biblical illiterates in Athens.\footnote{744} b) The Christian faith is presented and argued for, as a coherent worldview, in a way which reflects the basic biblical storyline or plotline:\footnote{745}

"In a world of finite gods (often supported by one pantheistic deity), cyclical views of history, sub-biblical understandings of sin, multiplied idolatry, dualism that declares all that is material to be bad and all that is spiritual to be good, tribal deities, and not a little superstition, Paul paints a worldview of the true God, a linear view of history, the nature of sin and idolatry, impending judgment, the unity of the human race and the oneness of God – all as the necessary framework without which his proclamation of Jesus makes no sense."\footnote{746}

\footnote{742}{Carson 2000a:397.} 
\footnote{743}{Carson 1999 (on Feb 15) and Carson 2000a:397.} 
\footnote{744}{See Carson 2000a:387.} 
\footnote{745}{It is argued that this “biblical plotline establishes an entire worldview for Christians” (Carson 1996b:313). Carson writes elsewhere that Paul’s theological outlook (as found in the epistles, e.g. on mission and prayer) is shaped by ‘the Bible’s story-line’ (see Carson 2000c:179,182-183).} 
\footnote{746}{Carson 1998a (on July 30; see also Carson 1995b:154). Carson compares this with Acts 13:13-52, where Paul “does not have to explain basic categories the way he does to the Athenians.}
Paul engages with the Athenians at the level of *their* worldviews, thus interacting with both Stoicism and Epicureanism (as well as with neo-Platonic dualism and popular idolatry). Carson seems to emphasize Paul’s interaction with the Stoics, since it is claimed that “many of the expressions in this address, especially in the early parts, are the sorts of things one would have found in Stoic circles.” The major problem in the Stoic worldview, as Paul seems to have realized, was that pantheism shaped both its view of the world and of what is wrong with the world.

Secondly, Paul’s speech in Athens is seen as a key biblical example of “a preparation for the gospel… [where Paul] used as many contacts with [the Athenians’] culture as possible in order to establish some common ground.” Paul shows thus a specific understanding of this particular cultural context.

Thirdly, Paul argues (Carson claims) that *God has left traces in creation* of his existence, power and divine nature. This apologetic argument a) is used in evangelism over against Gentiles (both in this passage and in Acts 14:15-18), b) has as its starting point “the who are biblically illiterate” (Carson 1999, on Jan 13).

---

750 See Carson 1998a (on Apr 28).
personal/ transcendent Creator-God of the Hebrew canon”⁷⁵³, and e) claims “that there is sufficient revelation in nature to rob human beings of excuses”⁷⁵⁴.

Fourthly, it is emphasized that Paul considered the key defining elements of the Christian worldview and the Christian Gospel as nonnegotiable. Carson writes accordingly:

“Although the gospel must be presented to any group in terms of the categories and felt needs of that group, just as Paul wisely shapes his presentation of the gospel to the Athenians to take into account their intellectual history and structures (Acts 17), it must always press on to the point where it is in some measure subverting and overthrowing the categories of that culture”.⁷⁵⁵

This is especially evident in this passage from Paul’s affirmation of the realities of sin, the divine judgment, and the Resurrection of Jesus – in the face of Greek idolatry, scepticism and dualism.⁷⁵⁶

For Carson, then, Acts 17:16-34 is a significant New Testament model of apologetics, since it is the foremost example of a speech to biblical illiterates in a pluralistic setting. It shows Paul as an evangelist-apologist, a) who is thinking ‘worldviewishly’, both in his use of the biblical plotline and in his interaction with other beliefs (esp. Stoicism, but also

⁷⁵³ Carson 1996b:182. Carson observes, incidentally, that Kant differs radically from Paul, by arguing from below (with human reason as the test of all things) “that one cannot by reason move from the phenomenal realm to the noumenal realm”. (Carson 1996b:182) Carson argues, however, that there are “limits in how far Paul will go. Unlike [James] Barr, Paul will not use ‘natural theology’ against biblical revelation.” (Carson 1996b:498-499; see also Barr 1993:27-28.)

⁷⁵⁴ Carson 1996b:183. Carson emphasizes that, according to Acts 17:16-34, nature contains no saving knowledge of God (see Carson 1996b:183,308-310). He writes elsewhere: “Human beings are supposed to know God. We are made in his image and enough of his nature and character has been stamped on our conscience that we are eternally without excuse.” (Carson 1995a:122)
Epicureanism and neo-Platonic dualism), b) who is seeking to establish some common ground with his listeners (through the use of appropriate cultural features), c) who appeals to divine traces in creation in his arguments to Gentiles, and d) who affirms a challenging, nonnegotiable Gospel in the face of pluralism and paganism.

Carson claims that this New Testament model is relevant for contemporary apologetics (see further 6.3.2).

6.2.2.3 Commonalities and differences

McGrath and Carson share common views on Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics in a number of areas. First, both authors focus on Acts 17:16-34 as a significant text on apologetics in the New Testament material, due to the nature both of Paul’s audience and of his speech. Secondly, McGrath and Carson both focus on Paul’s awareness of biblical illiteracy as a key characteristic of the audience in Athens, and that this essential knowledge about the listeners shaped his apologetic approach. A key example of this (both authors point out) is Paul’s emphasis on the nature of God before introducing the specific gospel themes. Thirdly, there is a common emphasis on Paul’s interaction with relevant Athenian beliefs or worldviews, where both authors focus on Paul’s use of Stoic expressions and Stoic philosophy. Fourthly, Carson and McGrath both interpret 17:23ff as an apologetic argument from creation, based on ‘God-given points of contact’ (McGrath)

\[75^{\text{55}}\] Carson 1995c:59.
or ‘traces God has left’ (Carson) within the created order. **Fifthly**, both authors highlight the confirming and challenging role of the Resurrection in Paul’s argument. **Sixthly**, the authors have a common emphasis on the close relationship between apologetics and evangelistic preaching in Paul’s speech.

There are also some important **differences** between McGrath and Carson’s views of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics. **First**, they differ in their approach to the text, both in terms of exegesis and apologetics. Exegetically, McGrath largely presupposes the exegetical basis for his views, whereas Carson’s arguments are more directly linked to the exegetical discussion. In terms of apologetics, McGrath for the most part uses commonly accepted apologetic terminology, while Carson largely does not develop his views with the use of such terminology. **Secondly**, they differ in what they emphasize about Paul’s apologetics in Athens. McGrath sets his focus on Paul’s appreciation and use of God-given points of contact within the created order. Thus, the emphasis is on the apostolic apologetic as a bridgebuilding activity via natural theology. Carson, on the other hand, focuses on Paul’s appreciation and use of the biblical plotline to establish the Christian worldview over against other worldviews. Thus, the emphasis is on the apostolic apologetic as a challenging of alternative beliefs.
6.2.2.4 A critique based on the model outlined in 5.4.2

This section presents a critique of McGrath and Carson’s views on Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics on the basis of the model outlined in 5.4.2.757

1. On the Judeo-Christian worldview: It was argued in 5.4.2.1 that Luke in Acts 17:16-34 describes Paul as an apologist steeped in a genuinely Judeo-Christian worldview in the midst of the challenging pluralistic and pagan context of Athens. McGrath and Carson would largely agree with this description, since both emphasize a) Paul’s commitment to a genuinely biblical view of who God is and to the Christian kerygma, b) the pluralism and biblical illiteracy of the audience, and c) Paul’s apologetic interaction with the audience as an intended role-model. McGrath and Carson’s focus, however, seems to be on Paul in Athens – not only as an apologist – but as an evangelist-apologist. This is also evident from their somewhat uncritical use of the inadequate term ‘sermon’ to describe Paul’s speech (contra 3.4.2 and 3.5.3).758 Carson’s hesitant and ambivalent use of the term ‘apologetics’ to describe Paul’s approach and address in Athens should also be mentioned in this context.759

757 Exegetically, as shown above, neither McGrath nor Carson offers a detailed and comprehensive treatment of the text, but their studies seem largely to be based on a responsible exegesis.

758 See e.g. McGrath, A. 1992a:47,233; McGrath, A. 1998c:261; and Carson 1996b:308,503

759 On the one hand, Carson refers to Christian Witness that follows the example of Paul in Athens as something “much more than an intellectually responsible and biblically faithful apologetic” (Carson 1996b:96). On the other hand, Carson refers in passing to Paul’s speech in Athens as apologetics (cf. Carson 1996b:182) and introduces (as shown previously) Paul’s emphasis on the Bible’s plotline in ‘worldview evangelism’ as an alternative approach to Frame’s
2. On the 'proactive' approach: It was argued in 5.4.2.2 that Luke probably describes Paul as an apologist who gradually sees the need for a proactive approach in agora contexts. Neither McGrath nor Carson interprets the text in this way. In fact, both authors seem to come close to treating Paul's speech as a 'missionary primer' which included crucial apologetic features, thus seemingly not adequately appreciating its key function as an apologetic follow-up speech (see 3.5.2.2). This seems to be due to McGrath and Carson's tendencies to mingle apologetics and evangelism in their interpretations of the text.

3. On the contextual understanding: It was argued in 5.4.2.3 that Luke implicitly describes Paul as a Christian apologist with a contextual understanding of relevant questions, objections and alternatives in Athens to his claims about 'Jesus and the Resurrection'. As shown above (6.2.1), neither McGrath nor Carson uses this specific terminology in their normative discussions of apologetics. Both authors, however, emphasize Paul's awareness of the cultural presuppositions of the audience, which enabled him to build bridges to his listeners (McGrath's emphasis) and to clarify the content of the gospel (Carson's emphasis).

4. On the justification procedures: It was argued in 5.4.2.4 that Luke describes Paul as an apologist with an awareness of and an ability to apply appropriate justification procedures in various contexts, relative to whether people have any knowledge of the OT Scriptures and/or belief in the OT Scriptures as authoritative. McGrath and Carson both emphasize

the biblical illiterate audience in Athens and the resulting need for Paul to establish as much common ground as possible. McGrath also writes briefly on Paul’s appeal to relevant authorities and his use of relevant lines of argument. Neither of them, however, develops what may have counted as appropriate justification procedures in the pluralistic context of the Athenian agora, or discusses to what extent Paul may have appealed to such commonly accepted criteria of truth and/or rationality.

5. On the ‘positive deconstruction’: It was argued in 5.4.2.5 that Luke describes Paul before the Areopagus as a ‘proactive’ Christian apologist who starts with the beliefs of the Athenians and ‘positively deconstructs’ these beliefs. Neither author uses this specific terminology, but both are concerned with how Paul in his apologetics relates to other beliefs. Whereas both McGrath and Carson focus on Paul’s interaction with the Stoics, seemingly at the expense of his dialogue with the Epicureans (see 3.4.4.3), they differ in their emphases. While McGrath acknowledges Paul’s argumentative move towards a challenge to conversion, the emphasis is on relevant ‘points of continuity and contact’ with Stoicism. Carson, on the other hand, recognizes Paul’s positive use of Stoic beliefs and expression, but the emphasis is on relevant ‘points of discontinuity and tension’ with Stoicism. However, the approach adopted in chapter 3-5 of this thesis, where both emphases are seen as equally legitimate and upheld in creative tension, seems more justifiable in the light of the Lucan text.

760 It should be noticed that ‘points of continuity and contact’ and ‘points of discontinuity and tension’ are the expressions of the present author.
6. **On the overall structure of the arguments**: It was argued in 5.4.2.6 that Luke describes Paul as a Christian apologist with an overall argument before the Areopagus, where he moves from arguments about the credibility of a Judeo-Christian natural theology through the plausibility and implications of God’s ultimate authority to the significance and evidence of the Resurrection. Neither McGrath nor Carson describes Paul’s overall argumentative structure in these categories, though both focus on Paul’s emphasis on the nature of God before introducing the specific gospel themes. Carson’s main contribution to the understanding of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics, however, is his claim that Paul’s overall argumentative structure – when establishing the Christian worldview – reflects the biblical storyline.

7. **On the natural theology argument**: It was argued in 5.4.2.7 that Luke presents Paul as an apologist with the argument that, whereas natural theologies such as Stoicism and Epicureanism contain elements of truth, a Judeo-Christian natural theology provides the most adequate view of God, the universe and humanity. Although both authors mention Paul’s apologetic argument from creation, this is where McGrath makes his most significant contribution to the understanding of Acts 17:16-34 as apologetics, especially in his exposition of 17:23-24. He claims that Paul’s appreciation and use of God-given points of contact within the created order before the Areopagus Council should be seen as an important role model for apologists. This claim seems highly valid in the light of this thesis. McGrath’s further discussion, however, on ‘human reason’, ‘the ordering of the
world' and 'the beauty of the world' as three aspects of nature revealing something of the nature of God, seems argued with a less than sufficient exegetical basis in this passage." 761

8. On 'the ultimate authority argument': It was argued in 5.4.2.8 that Luke presents Paul as an apologist with the argument, that the claim that the Judeo-Christian God has ultimate authority – as expressed in the claims about his final judgment – is plausible, since he is the Creator and Sustainer, and constitutes an appropriate basis for claims about 'the epistemic obligation' of the Christian faith. Whereas McGrath (implicitly, at least) acknowledges the challenging nature of Paul's approach, this 'ultimate authority argument' is not expounded in his writings on this passage. Carson, however, focuses on this 'ultimate authority argument' when claiming that Paul in his speech argues that the (Christian) notion of sin is justified since human responsibility and accountability are appropriate before the Creator of humanity.

9. On 'the Resurrection argument': It was argued in 5.4.2.9 that Luke presents Paul as an apologist with the argument that the historical Resurrection of Jesus resonates with ultimate human concerns, indicates the uniqueness and authority of Jesus, and is based on sufficient, available evidence. Both authors mention the Resurrection as the climax of Paul's speech – either as appealing to a sense of anxiety and clinching the argument about the knowable God (McGrath) or as challenging Neo-Platonic dualism and accrediting Jesus (Carson). However, neither author explores in depth the role of the Resurrection in

761 See McGrath, A. 1998c:262-265.
Paul's apologetic argument nor develops Paul's implicit claim on the evidential force of the Resurrection.

10. On the threefold apologetic aim: It was argued in 5.4.2.10 that Luke presents Paul as an apologist with a threefold apologetic aim: 'to interest', 'to persuade' and 'to confront'. While Carson acknowledges Paul's aim of generating interest, he emphasizes the confrontational dimension of Paul's apologetic. McGrath, on the other hand, (with his non-confrontational view of apologetics) focuses on Paul's aim of generating interest. Neither author emphasizes nor develops 'to persuade' as an aim.

This section (6.2.2) has shown that a) both authors emphasize Paul as a Judeo-Christian evangelist-apologist, with an appropriate contextual understanding which enables him to engage in a meaningful way with relevant cultural elements and key beliefs (especially Stoicism); b) neither author interprets the Areopagus Speech as a proper apologetic (follow-up) speech nor develops Paul's justification procedures in the agora context; c) neither author presents a balanced view on Paul's 'positive deconstruction' approach, since McGrath accentuates Paul's 'natural theology argument' and his creative use of significant points of contact whereas Carson's emphasis is on Paul's 'ultimate authority argument' and his challenging confrontation with their worldviews; and d) although both authors mention the role of the Resurrection in Paul's argument, neither
develops properly what is implied in Paul's stress on evidence and credibility in relation to the Resurrection.

These critical observations indicate that whereas both authors make significant contributions to the understanding of Paul as an apologist in Athens, neither presents an adequate or comprehensive view.

6.2.3 McGrath and Carson on postmodernism as a challenge to contemporary apologetics: An analysis and a critique

As shown in 6.2.1, McGrath and Carson both view postmodernism as a major contemporary challenge to Christian apologetics. This section presents a comparative analysis and critique of these two authors' a) tentative definitions of postmodernism, b) descriptions of the postmodern challenge to apologetics, c) views on possible epistemological implications of the postmodern challenge for apologetics, and d) proposals for apologetic approaches to postmodernism.

6.2.3.1 McGrath on the postmodern challenge to contemporary apologetics

1. Alister E. McGrath describes postmodernism as one of the major contemporary non-Christian worldviews (see 6.2.1.1). He defines it as "the general intellectual outlook arising after the collapse of modernity",\(^{762}\) or as "a major change in cultural mood".\(^{63}\) It is

---

\(^{762}\) McGrath, A. 1992a:223. This worldview is seen as a temporary challenge to apologetics since "there are indications that postmodernism is unlikely to remain a significant feature of our
characterized, he claims, by a "precommitment to relativism or pluralism in relation to questions of truth". Elsewhere, McGrath defines postmodernism more substantially as "something of a cultural sensibility without absolutes, fixed certainties, or foundations, which takes delight in pluralism and divergence, and which aims to think through the radical 'situatedness' of all human thought."

McGrath points out that representatives of postmodernism are found in structural linguistics and deconstruction, and identifies Derrida, Foucault, Lyotard, Baudrillard and Rorty as key writers. As an intellectual movement, a key distinguishing characteristic of postmodernism, McGrath claims, is "its contention that claims to truth often represent disguised attempts to justify the power, status or vested interests of the claimants."

---

763 McGrath, A. 1994c:222. Accordingly, in 'A Glossary of Terms' is is defined as follows: "A general cultural development, especially in North America, which resulted from the collapse in confidence of the universal principles of the Enlightenment" (McGrath, A. 2001a:759; cf. also McGrath, A. 1997b:431 and McGrath, A. 1999a:188).
766 McGrath remarks perceptively that postmodernism "represents a situation in which the signifier (or signifying) has replaced the signified as the focus of orientation and value" (McGrath, A. 1994a:103). See also McGrath, A. 1992a:223 and McGrath, A. 1996:185.
767 McGrath observes that deconstructionism indicates the postmodern obsession with texts and language, claiming that all interpretations are "equally valid, or equally meaningless (depending upon your point of view). As Paul de Man ... declared, the very idea of 'meaning' smacked of fascism." (McGrath, A. 1994a:103-104)
768 McGrath, A. 1998e:10. McGrath writes elsewhere that postmodernism as an intellectual movement proclaims "that, in the first place, the Enlightenment rested on fraudulent intellectual foundations (such as the belief in the omnipotence of human reason), and in the second, it ushered in some of the most horrific events in human history - such as the Stalinist purges and the Nazi extermination camps" (McGrath, A. 1994b:185).
In his analysis, McGrath also connects postmodernism ("with its vigorous rejection of universal truth claims and its commitment to openendedness") with New Age religiosity, since the latter movement (or worldview) is "widely regarded by cultural analysts as a protest against the spiritual barrenness of the Enlightenment’s emphasis upon pure reason".

2. McGrath claims that postmodernism represents a ‘paradigm shift’ (comparable to the Reformation and the Enlightenment), which challenges theology in terms of "existing understandings of background presuppositions, norms and methods." For apologetics, this postmodern challenge has various facets.

First, Christian apologetics needs to explore the epistemological and evangelistic implications of postmodernism’s increasing questioning of the former major rival worldview to the Christian faith, Enlightenment rationalism. McGrath claims in this context that "the days of a blind secular faith in human reason are behind us... [and that] Christianity has as much right as any other belief-system to gain a hearing."

Secondly, Christian apologetics needs to engage with this new, postmodern cultural mood, where all belief-systems are regarded as equally plausible and the truth-question seems to

769 McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993:52.
770 McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993:52.
771 McGrath, A. 1999c:83.
be dismissed by postmodernism in advance. In this context McGrath maintains that apologetics must offer substantial answers to such key questions as these: “How can Christianity’s claims to truth be taken seriously, when there are so many rival alternatives, and when ‘truth’ itself has become a devalued notion?”

McGrath claims that postmodernism should lead to a rethinking of apologetic epistemology, due to (what he describes as) “the lingering death of foundationalism.” McGrath defines foundationalism as

“This pervasive western philosophical doctrine that every non-basic belief must ultimately be accepted on the basis of universally compelling beliefs or realities, which are themselves in need of no support, and which transcend the particularities of culture, chronology, and geography. The Enlightenment generally regarded such beliefs as being limited to those which were self-evidently true, or which related directly to one’s own sense-experience, or which were evident to the senses.”

Focusing on evangelical apologetics – from the perspective of “a committed yet critical evangelical” – McGrath claims that much apologetics has been influenced by this Enlightenment epistemology.

---

773 See McGrath, A. 1992a:225. McGrath does not use the terms ‘epistemic permission’ and ‘epistemic obligation’, but they would be appropriate terms to express his arguments in this context.

774 McGrath, A. 1996:188. See also McGrath, A. 1992a:224, where the first question is identified.

775 McGrath, A. 1998e:11. See also McGrath, A. 2000b:33-34.

776 McGrath, A. 1998e:12. McGrath claims accordingly: “One of the relatively few insights of postmodernism with which I find myself in full agreement is that there is no privileged vantage point independent of tradition that allows us to read any text – biblical or otherwise – devoid of prior assumptions and precommitments.” (McGrath, A. 2000a:148)

777 McGrath, A. 1994b:3.
This secular influence on evangelical apologetics, he argues, is evident in a) “its foundational assumption of universal categories of evidence and rationality”\(^{779}\), b) a seemingly widespread assumption that “the appeal of Christianity is purely rational”\(^{782}\), and c) its equation of “the biblical idea of ‘truth’ ... with the Enlightenment notion of conceptual or propositional correspondence”\(^{780}\). McGrath refers thus, with assent, to Bloesch’s critique\(^{781}\) of the writings of key evangelical contemporary apologists such as C. F. H. Henry, J. W. Montgomery, F. A. Schaeffer and N. Geisler as embodying “a strongly rationalist spirit”\(^{782}\).

Accordingly, McGrath claims that evangelical apologetics in a post-Enlightenment context is “free to avoid the false lure of foundationalism, and to maintain the integrity of divine revelation on its own terms and in its own categories”\(^{783}\). Thus, evangelicalism needs to allow its approach to apologetics “to be reshaped and fashioned by the New Testament, rather than the outmoded presuppositions of a now defunct Enlightenment”\(^{784}\). McGrath has not (as yet) developed such an approach, but he refers especially to Topping’s contribution\(^{785}\) for “some promising indications”\(^{786}\).

---

\(^{780}\) McGrath, A. 1996:177.
\(^{782}\) McGrath, A. 1996:170.
\(^{783}\) McGrath, A. 1996:172.
\(^{784}\) McGrath, A. 1996:176.
\(^{785}\) Topping 1991, which offers a critique of C. F. H. Henry and S. C. Hackett as ‘foundationalist’ evangelical apologists. See also Van den Toren 1993, which is written with guidance from McGrath and proposes a line of argument where Christianity is presented as a...
4. McGrath’s proposal for apologetics over against the postmodern challenge focuses on a restructuring of the traditional argumentative strategy.\textsuperscript{787}

First, Christian apologists should “adopt a tactical approach”\textsuperscript{788}, where the attractiveness and relevance of God should be argued for first of all. This includes a focus on key elements such as

“the ability of God to satisfy the deepest human longings. ... the overwhelming love of God, as seen in the death of Christ, ... [how] faith in God anchors people, giving them stability and purpose, ... [and how Christianity meets] the need to have a basis for morality, ... the need to have a framework for making sense of experience, ... [and] the need for a vision to guide and inspire people”.\textsuperscript{789}

This also implies that McGrath emphasizes experience as “a vital ‘point of contact’ for Christian apologetics in a postmodern world”\textsuperscript{790}.

Secondly, Christian apologists should continue by arguing that “truth matters”\textsuperscript{791}.

McGrath claims that this may be shown clearly by the uncovering of a key internal inconsistency in central postmodern writers, such as e.g. when M. Foucault writes about superior tradition, being truer to reality, because it overcomes and explains the inconsistencies and limitations of rival traditions” (Van den Toren 1993:60).

\textsuperscript{786} McGrath, A. 1996:278.

\textsuperscript{787} McGrath links his approach to "the rise of a person-centred apologetics. ... which aims to remain faithful to the gospel while ensuring that it enmeshes fully and faithfully with the situations to which it is addressed" (McGrath, A. 1994b:103).

\textsuperscript{788} McGrath, A. 1992a:225. See also McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993:51-54 and McGrath, A. 1994b:103-104.

\textsuperscript{789} McGrath, A. 1992a:226. McGrath’s The Unknown God exemplifies this approach; see McGrath, A. 1999f.

\textsuperscript{790} McGrath, A. 1996:87; see also McGrath, A. 1993:74 and 6.3.1.

\textsuperscript{791} McGrath, A. 1996:197.
ethics. Foucault rejects objective truth and morality, but passionately prefers freedom before repression. Foucault’s anti-oppressional ethics, McGrath argues, thus illustrates “the need for foundational principles which Foucault has declared in advance to be oppressive themselves”⁷⁹². McGrath’s focus is on Foucault’s inability to put forward “any normative standard by which one might be able to distinguish acceptable social régimes (such as the liberal-democratic) from unacceptable totalitarian régimes”⁷⁹³. Accordingly, McGrath suggests that the basic and casual question ‘Is postmodernism true?’ “innocently raises fundamental criteriological questions which postmodernism finds embarrassingly difficult to handle”⁷⁹⁴.

3) McGrath suggests another, complementmy approach with a focus on whether Christianity could be seen as credible.

“If the word ‘truth’ continues to cause intractable problems, an alternative approach may be tried. Instead of asking whether Christianity is true, the postmodernist might be asked whether it can be regarded as credible. This is a direct invitation to discuss the foundations of Christian belief, not least the resurrection of Christ. Why should anyone believe that Christianity is credible? The question of the evidential basis of Christianity can thus be placed directly upon the agenda.”⁷⁹⁵

---

⁷⁹² McGrath, A. 1996:195. McGrath points out that his argument is an application to postmodernism of F. A. Schaeffer’s argument over against the ethical agnosticism and nihilism of J.-P. Sartre (in Schaeffer 1990:58). Schaeffer expressed the underlying principle of this seminal argument as follows: “The more logical a man who holds a non-Christian position is to his own presuppositions, the further he is from the real world; and the nearer he is to the real world, the more illogical he is to his own presuppositions.” (Schaeffer 1990:134; quoted in McGrath, A. 1996:195)

⁷⁹³ McGrath, A. 1996:196.


⁷⁹⁵ McGrath, A. 1992a:229.
4) Christian apologists should argue, finally, that truth is "accessible," ultimately, in the person of Jesus Christ as "the embodiment and self-revelation of God".

This analysis has shown that McGrath defines postmodernism as an influential, contemporary worldview which deconstructs metanarratives, rejects the foundationalism of the Enlightenment, and delights in pluralism. He describes the postmodern challenge to apologetics as an ambiguous combination of openness to any (personal) stories/beliefs and dismissal of any (absolute) truth-claims, claims that (much evangelical) apologetics must rethink its rationalist epistemology in the light of Scripture, and suggests a restructured argumentative strategy in a postmodern context, arguing first for the attractiveness and relevance of God (especially through the exploration of experience as a significant point of contact), secondly either that truth matters (by exposing key inconsistencies in postmodernism) or that Christianity is credible, and finally, that truth is accessible in Jesus Christ.

6.2.3.2 Carson on the postmodern challenge to contemporary apologetics

1. Donald A. Carson describes postmodernism as a major worldview with a vast influence on contemporary culture. He defines postmodernism (which is "an almost

---

796 McGrath, A. 1996:197.
797 McGrath, A. 1996:37; see also McGrath 1997a:74-76. Elsewhere, he claims accordingly, that in "a postmodern world in which all the old certainties of liberalism and rationalism have evaporated, Christianity can and must continue to seek and find its point of reference in Jesus Christ. Here is its central legitimating and defining resource." (McGrath, A. 1994c:222)
798 Carson 1996b:91.133.
infinitely flexible phenomenon799) tentatively as "an outlook that depends not a little on what are perceived to be the fundamental limitations on the power of interpretation: that is, since interpretation can never be more than my interpretation or our interpretation, no purely objective stance is possible".800 Carson refers to Derrida, Foucault, Lyotard and Rorty as primary spokesmen of postmodernism.

Postmodernism, Carson claims, is linked to a specific epistemology, philosophical pluralism and philosophical naturalism:

a) The move 'from modernity to postmodernity', he argues, "is primarily epistemological"801, symbolized by the successive change of focus in interpretation "from the author to the text to the reader"802.

b) The notion that all interpretation is culturally conditioned and socially constructed803 is supported by philosophical (or hermeneutical) pluralism.804 This is the view that "any

800 Carson 1996b:57. Elsewhere Carson defines postmodernism, more popularly, as the view that "all 'knowledge' is either a personal or a social construct, is never absolute, and is conditioned by just about everything (language, heritage, presuppositions, ...). The only heresy left is the heresy that there is such a thing as heresy." (Carson 1995b:156)
801 Carson 1996b:77. He admits, though, "that the term was used with reference to art and the literature in the 1960s, and with reference to architecture and style in the 1970s, before it came to be used with reference to radical hermeneutics and deconstructionism in the 1980s" (Carson 1996b:77).
802 Carson 1996b:77.
803 Carson argues that, due to postmodern sensibilities, "truth has perished" (Jer. 7:28) in contemporary Western culture, since postmodernism claims that "all religious claims are driven by sociological pressures...and not by a divine Being who actually speaks objective truth" (Carson 1999, on July 11).
804 Carson refers to contemporary philosophical pluralism as somewhat comparable to the
notion that a particular ideological or religious claim is intrinsically superior to another is

\textit{necessarily wrong} \textsuperscript{805}. Postmodernism has thus, according to Carson, "convinced many of
the absolute relativity of all truth claims, not least religious truth claims" \textsuperscript{806}.

c) Carson argues that philosophical naturalism is a shared assumption of both modernity
and postmodernism, \textsuperscript{807} but that (contrary to modernity) in postmodernism "the quest for
certainty has gone, along with dependence on a single approved method in each discipline,
all forms of foundationalism, and the confident assertion that the 'truths' being discovered
enjoy an ahistorical universality" \textsuperscript{808}.

2. Carson describes the postmodern challenge to apologetics as implying both
possibilities and problems. This is due to an ambiguity in postmodernism, where openness
to 'stories' is combined with a suspicious attitude towards metanarratives. \textsuperscript{809} Thus, whereas
arguments for 'the epistemic permission' of the Christian worldview (such as Plantinga's
argument that belief in God is 'properly basic') largely seems acceptable in a postmodern
context, arguments for 'the epistemic obligation' of the Christian worldview is seen as
intolerant by postmodernists. \textsuperscript{810} Carson also claims that postmodernism "powerfully
reinforces the most sentimental, syncretistic, and often pluralistic views of the love of God.

\textsuperscript{805} Carson 1996b:19. See also Carson 1996b:57.
\textsuperscript{806} Carson 1996b:182.
\textsuperscript{807} Carson has later qualified this to that "the reading is mixed" (Carson 1998b:2) in
postmodernism regarding philosophical naturalism.
\textsuperscript{808} Carson 1996b:77.
\textsuperscript{810} Carson 1996b:188, where Carson refers to Netland 1994.
with no other authority base than the postmodern epistemology itself. Postmodernism also treats ‘sin’ as a social construct.

Carson emphasizes the demanding nature of this postmodern context for Christian apologetics. He claims that traditional approaches, such as various standard forms of evidentialism and presuppositionalism, “simply do not touch the committed deconstructionist.” However, the onset of postmodernism, he maintains, “is fostering refinements in virtually every approach to apologetics, and the result might well be better integration than has been achieved in the past.

3. Carson presents an extensive critique of postmodern epistemology and hermeneutics. He claims that postmodernism is correct in emphasizing that the human knower sees only in part, always with some measure of distortion, and that it is impossible to escape the cultural locatedness. It should also be acknowledged, he maintains, that interpretations advanced to others (including Christian evangelistic statements) could be instruments of power, thus controlling, defining and manipulating ‘the others’. Carson claims, however, that the postmodern insistence on “either absolute knowledge or

---

814 Carson 1996b:188.
815 See the extensive discussion in Carson 1996b:57-191 on postmodern epistemology and hermeneutics.
816 Carson 1996b:97-100. He writes elsewhere: “If postmodernity has taught us anything, it has taught us that it is impossible for any ‘knower’ to think outside of all paradigms, as an entirely ‘neutral’ observer and thinker.” (Carson 1996b:154)
complete relativism” is an indefensible antithesis\textsuperscript{518}, since “human beings can know objective truth – doubtless not exhaustively and absolutely, but truly nonetheless”\textsuperscript{519}. The Christian worldview has thus, Carson argues, as one of its credible premises, that truth “can be objective and transcendent even though it is necessarily expressed in culture-laden ways and believed or known by finite, culturally restricted people”\textsuperscript{820}.

Carson argues therefore, that Christians neither should embrace a modern nor a postmodern epistemology\textsuperscript{821}, but be open to acknowledge elements of truth from both perspectives.

“I am simply asserting that a Christian view of our finitude makes allowance for the valid insights from both modernity and postmodernity but succumbs to the worldview of neither. On the one hand, there is such a thing as objective truth; on the other, all human grasping of that truth is necessarily interpretive, but it is not necessarily for that reason untrue or removed from objective truth.”\textsuperscript{822}

Epistemologically, then, apologetics needs to take into account that the Bible’s “appeal to truth is rich and complex. It cannot be reduced to, but certainly includes, propositional truth”\textsuperscript{823}. The truth of the biblical worldview, Carson claims (as indicated in 6.2.1.2 and 6.2.2.2), should be argued for in accordance with the biblical storyline, “with full

\textsuperscript{518} Carson 1996b:107. See also Carson 1996b:129.
\textsuperscript{519} Carson 1996b:544. It should be noted that this expression is reminiscent of F. A. Schaeffer, e.g. in Schaeffer 1990:343-347.
\textsuperscript{820} Carson 1996b:99. Carson defines ‘objective’ as ‘having extra-mental reality or validity’ (see further Carson 1996b:120).
\textsuperscript{822} Carson 1996b:132-133.
\textsuperscript{823} Carson 1996b:174.
recognition of the developing plot-line in Scripture, and of Scripture’s highly diverse literary genres).

4. Carson’s proposal for apologetics over against the postmodern challenge focuses on a number of elements.

First, the Christian apologist is obliged to recognize a number of strengths – or certain truths – within postmodernism. These include some important epistemological and hermeneutical insights (see above on limitations of the human knower and on truth claims as possible instruments of power), as well as key aspects of the postmodern critique of modernity. Thus, the sustained postmodern attack on modernity (accusing it as consisting of manipulative metanarratives) ironically implies that “the modernity which has arrogantly insisted that human reason is the final arbiter of truth has spawned a stepchild that has arisen to slay it”.

Secondly, the apologist should expose inconsistencies within postmodernism. These include (Carson claims) an indefensible antithesis in postmodern hermeneutics (see above) and a key commitment to relativism. Carson maintains that the “unswerving relativism of

\[824\] Carson 1996b:189.


\[826\] Carson points out that (according to Lyotard) the ‘metanarratives’ of modernity include “Marxism, Hegel’s theory of universal spirit, the post-Enlightenment view of progress, and, in theology, the view that we should accept as rational in the field of theology only what is judged rational by any reasonable and intelligent person” (Carson 1996b:63).

\[827\] Carson 1996b:100. Carson adds in passing that ‘deconstruction’ also can help Christians “to overthrow the hegemony of mere traditionalism” (Carson 1996b:101).
principled postmodernism^{828} is highly problematic, since “any statement of relativism, whether grounded in culture, linguistics, or hermeneutics, is fundamentally self-destructive^{829}. The apologist should thus challenge postmodernists (and philosophical pluralists) to “justify the authority of their position^{830}.

In this context Carson follows McGrath (see 6.2.3.1) in arguing that the truth question naturally can be raised in relation to postmodernism (despite the postmodern aversion towards truth):

“But the need to have the truth question on the agenda is relatively easily argued. One method of approach might be the following. To the postmodern suggestion that something can be ‘true for me’ but not ‘true’ the following reply might be made. Is fascism as equally true as democratic libertarianism? Consider the person who believes, passionately and sincerely, that it is an excellent thing to place millions of Jews in gas chambers. That is certainly ‘true for him’. But can it be allowed to pass unchallenged? Is it as equally true as the belief that one ought to live in peace and tolerance with one’s neighbors, including Jews? Should one tolerate the burning of widows on Hindu funeral pyres?”^{831}

Thirdly, the Christian apologist should argue for the truth of the Christian faith on the basis of ‘the biblical plotline’ (see 6.2.1.1). This means highlighting central biblical truth claims about God, humanity, and salvation^{832}, which together constitute “an essential way of

---

^{829} Carson 1996b:176.
^{830} Carson 1996b:176. Carson claims also that postmodernism is fundamentally backward looking, since it “defines itself most clearly in terms of what it isn’t – and that inevitably means a critique of the past. [Postmodernism] has nowhere to go.” (Carson 1996b:136)
looking at the world. Such an apologetic, Carson argues, challenges postmodernism at the worldview level and is exemplified in Paul’s approach in Athens (see further 6.3.2).

Fourthly, contrary to ‘the intolerant tolerance’ of postmodernism and philosophical pluralism, Christian apologists “ought to be simultaneously arguing for the truth of the gospel, and insisting that people have the right to disagree without fear of coercion.”

This analysis has shown that Carson a) defines postmodernism as a major contemporary worldview characterized by epistemological scepticism, philosophical pluralism, and philosophical naturalism, b) describes the postmodern challenge to apologetics as an ambiguous combination of openness to any (personal) stories/beliefs and dismissal of any (absolute) truth-claims, c) claims that apologists, on the basis of the biblical worldview, should recognize elements of truths both within modern and postmodern epistemologies, and d) suggests that Christian apologetics should recognize certain strengths in postmodernism, raise the truth question by exposing key inconsistencies within postmodernism, and challenge postmodernism with the biblical metanarrative.

---

833 Carson 1995b:150.
834 Carson describes this elsewhere as a challenging of plausibility structures (see Carson 1995b:154).
6.2.3.3 Commonalities and differences

It seems instructive to begin this critical comparison of McGrath and Carson’s views on the postmodern challenge to apologetics with McGrath’s review of Carson’s *The Gagging of God*:

“Carson chooses to focus on the area of NT interpretation (an excellent decision), and is able to set out clearly the weaknesses of postmodern hermeneutics. Readers of *Themelios* who are active in any literary field will find his criticisms of postmodern theory persuasive and helpful. Perhaps I have misunderstood Carson at some points; however, I gained the impression that he regards postmodernism as a *uniformly* negative matter. My own impression is that it does have serious weaknesses; nevertheless it at least allows evangelicalism to throw off its enslavement to Enlightenment rationalism, which has so hindered its spiritual and theological vitality in the first half of the present century. Postmodernism, like the modernism which its aims to displace, is best viewed as containing both opportunities and challenges for evangelicalism. It is the task of theologians to distinguish these. While I personally have considerable doubts about the merits of postmodernism, it does at least allow us to shake off the ‘evangelical rationalism’ that has managed to infiltrate North American evangelicalism at a number of points.”

There are a number of areas, however, where McGrath and Carson clearly share common views on postmodernism and its challenge to apologetics. *First*, McGrath and Carson seem largely to agree on the definition of postmodernism, as well as on the seemingly temporary character of the postmodern worldview. *Secondly*, both authors include both possibilities and problems in their descriptions of the postmodern challenge to apologetics. Whereas the possibilities primarily are due to postmodern openness to arguments for ‘the epistemic

---

permission’ of the Christian faith, the problems seem related to postmodern aversion to arguments for ‘the epistemic obligation’ of the Christian faith (or any other absolute truth-claims). McGrath’s critique of Carson (see above) seems thus exaggerated, since both authors acknowledge certain truths and point out fundamental weaknesses in postmodernism (as well as in modernism). Thirdly, McGrath and Carson both emphasize the appropriateness of exposing key inconsistencies within postmodernism and the necessity of ultimately raising the truth question in a postmodern context.

As indicated by McGrath’s critique of Carson, however, there are also some important differences between the two authors. First, McGrath and Carson disagree in their views of the extent to which evangelical apologetics has been shaped by Enlightenment epistemology. Secondly, whereas the emphasis in McGrath’s approach is on building bridges between postmodern experience and the Christian gospel’s claims to attractiveness and relevance, Carson’s approach has its focus on challenging the postmodern worldview with the biblical metanarrative. Thirdly, while both authors analyze the postmodern challenge to apologetics in terms of scepticism, pluralism and relativism, Carson highlights the naturalistic claims of philosophical postmodernism more explicitly than McGrath does.

---

839 It should be noticed that this disagreement is part of a wider discussion on the extent to which 19th century American conservative theology (esp. as represented by the Old Princeton Presbyterianism of C. Hodge and B. B. Warfield) was influenced by Scottish Common Sense Realism, and in that case if that influence had a decisive and negative affect on the Princeton theology’s views on truth. Scripture and apologetics. Whereas McGrath accepts the view that the Princeton theology philosophically should be described as an ‘evangelical rationalism’ (see McGrath, A. 1996:168-170,273; cf. McGrath, A. 1998e:13), Carson is highly critical of this view (see Carson 1996b:153-154; cf. also Carson & Woodbridge 1993:161-166). This wider discussion.
6.2.3.4 A critique

The tentative definitions of postmodemism offered by McGrath and Carson seem largely to be in accord with the tentative understanding of postmodernism assumed in 6.1.2. However, neither McGrath nor Carson seems to distinguish clearly and consistently between a) cultural (or intellectual) postmodernism and social postmodernity or between b) philosophical and popular postmodernism. Whereas both authors emphasize the postmodern aversion towards the notion of absolute truth and the resulting attempts to ‘deconstruct’ truth, neither accentuates the postmodern deconstruction of self and identity. Furthermore, the claims that postmodernism is ‘the general intellectual outlook’ (McGrath) and ‘has a vast influence on contemporary culture’ (Carson) probably need to be qualified, at least in terms of the academy\(^\text{840}\) but possibly also in terms of popular culture\(^\text{841}\).

McGrath and Carson present a similar picture of the ambiguity of the postmodern challenge to apologetics. In the light of the preceding discussion, this can be expressed as a widespread cultural openness to personal stories and arguments related to ‘the epistemic permission’ of the Christian faith combined with a widespread cultural aversion towards...
claims and arguments related to ‘the epistemic obligation’ of the Christian faith. This assessment of the postmodern challenge to apologetics seems plausible in view of the definitions of postmodernism assumed by these two authors. Carson’s emphasis on the largely naturalistic character of (philosophical) postmodernism seems appropriate in the light of what was assumed in 6.1.2.

McGrath and Carson’s contributions to apologetics and epistemology are highly different.

*Carson* offers an insightful in-depth analysis and assessment of postmodern hermeneutics and epistemology, but does not primarily develop his response to these challenges in terms of apologetic theory and practice. Carson is largely pointing to Frame’s modified presuppositionalism as the way forward, but (as shown above; see 6.2.1.4) does not address significant objections to Frame’s approach.

*McGrath*, on the other hand, does not present an analysis and assessment of postmodern epistemology as such, but offers a controversial critique of (much) traditional evangelical apologetics as being rationalistic (i.e. as decisively influenced by Enlightenment ‘foundationalist’ epistemology). It is appropriate within the scope of this thesis to offer a critical assessment of some central aspects of McGrath’s critique.
First, McGrath’s critique must be seen in the context of his valid concerns for a 
Scripturally based apologetic, which both avoids rationalism and enables people in a 
postmodern context to appreciate the attractiveness and relevance of the gospel.

Secondly, whereas postmodernism has shown the inevitable presence of subjective 
perspectives and presuppositions in rational processes, this does not invalidate the 
universal validity of basic laws of logic and standard forms of reasoning. This relates 
to Groothuis’ claim (over against McGrath) that “Christianity and Enlightenment thought 
are in basic agreement on the nature of truth; the disagreement concerns what is true, how 
truth is known and what effect truth should have on us”. This does not imply that the rich 

---

842 It seems appropriate to suggest (in the light of 1.2 and chapter 5) that Christian apologetics becomes rationalistic if the authority of Scripture is denied or neglected (which means that any apologetic approach and argument should be in accordance with the normative content of Scripture, but that the authority of Scripture – at least outside ‘the Scripture community’ – is an innocuous presupposition, i.e. it does not enter into the actual arguments as a premise; cf. Craig 1989:xv-xvii); b) if the decisive role of the Holy Spirit in bringing people to God – both on the basis of and apart from argument and evidence (see e.g. Netland 1995:264-265) – is denied or neglected; and c) if arguments and evidence for the truth of the Christian faith are considered to be coercive.

843 The basic laws of logic include the following: 1) the law (or principle) of non-contradiction (‘A is not non-A’), 2) the law (or principle) of identity (‘A is A’), and 3) the law (or principle) of the excluded middle (‘either A or non-A’); see e.g. Geisler 1999:427-429; Groothuis 2000:88,176-178; Nash 1999:193-207; and Netland 1991b:183-184.

844 It has been pointed out that (at least) three crucial elements are involved in a good argument: “First of all, it must be sound, which means that its premises must be true and the conclusion must follow from the premises in accord with the rules of logic. Second, it must not be question-begging; that is to say, the reasons you believe the premises to be true must be independent of the argument’s conclusion ... Finally, the premises of the argument must be more plausible than their denials.” (Craig 2000:7) Such key elements seem to be valid and necessary, regardless of contexts.

845 Groothuis 2000:131. Groothuis’ critique of McGrath may be appropriate in relation to the specific, controversial passage in A Passion for Truth, but it does not present an adequate analysis of this passage in the context of other relevant discussions by McGrath.
biblical concept of truth\textsuperscript{846} is reduced to ‘the Enlightenment notion of conceptual or propositional correspondence’, but that “without the correspondence theory of truth there can be no such thing as informative language or factual meaning”\textsuperscript{847}.

\textit{Thirdly}, whereas the (total) appeal of Christianity never is purely rational, the apologetic task is by definition limited to ‘rational justification’. For apologetics to make sense outside ‘the Scripture community’, what is counted as ‘rational’ within the Christian faith must be related to what may be shown – across contexts and traditions – as ‘rational’ on the basis of key criteria of truth (such as coherence and consistency, correspondence with reality, and pragmatic relevance and adequacy).\textsuperscript{848}

\textit{Fourthly}, a shared created reality – including a shared created rationality – constitutes the basis for Schaeffer’s apologetic approach to existentialism (and other worldviews such as pantheism), an approach adopted by McGrath (as shown above, see 6.2.3.1) in relation to postmodernism. This points to what seems to be an inconsistency in \textit{A Passion for Truth} between McGrath’s principled rejection of any universal rationality and his practical appeal to a shared rationality.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{846} See Nicole 1983. \\
\textsuperscript{848} The plausibility of viewing such criteria of truth as ‘context-independent’ has been argued in Netland 1991a and Netland 1991b:180-193. This may also be related to a more general issue: “If no agreed criteria of meaning, rationality and truth are thought to operate across boundaries of gender, race, class, history and religious tradition, society is doomed.” (Thielicke 2000:456)
Fifthly, the claim that evangelical apologists C. F. Henry, J. W. Montgomery, F. A. Schaeffer and N. Geisler are rationalistic in their apologetic approaches is highly disputed.849

It is also appropriate to offer a critique of McGrath and Carson’s largely complementary proposals for apologetics in a postmodern context.

First, McGrath’s suggestions for a restructured approach—both in terms of emphasizing relevance and attractiveness (‘plausibility’) before truth per se (‘credibility’) and of showing the importance of truth and rationality before arguing for the truth of the Christian faith— seem legitimate and strategic in view of the nature of the postmodern challenge.850 It seems, however, that ‘positive deconstruction’ should be seen as an equally legitimate (and to some extent similar) strategy.

849 McGrath has more recently admitted that “it is not quite as simple as Bloesch suggests” (McGrath, A. 2000b:33). Accordingly, Carson claims that the dismissal of Henry as a ‘Christian rationalist’ “tends to be sloganeering” (Carson 1996b:187). Such a dismissal of Henry is also questioned in Brand 1999 and Groothuis 2000:116,120-127. Montgomery’s strong evidentialism may be controversial, but it seems inappropriate—e.g. in view of his seminal “The Theologians Craft” (Montgomery 1970) and his recent “The Holy Spirit and the Defence of the Faith” (Montgomery 1997) —to describe him as a rationalist. The inclusion of Schaeffer among supposed evangelical rationalists seems surprising, since McGrath elsewhere refers to him with approval for “some important comments on the limitations of rationality” (McGrath 1992a:267; see Schaeffer 1990:123-125). Schaeffer’s contribution to the discussion on apologetics, rationalism and rationality should also be noticed in this context; see Schaeffer 1990:175-187. Geisler’s neo-Thomistic approach may be controversial, but contrary to rationalism he claims a) that faith is never based on reason but (at best) only supported by reason or evidence and b) that the truths of faith (while not going against reason) surpasses reason (see Geisler 1999:88,243,337,349).

Secondly, neither author develops the postmodern experience (McGrath) of ‘a deconstructed self’ as a vital point of contact for arguing for the relevance and attractiveness of God. This is a key element, though, in some other recent apologetic proposals. Such an approach would emphasize key elements in ‘the biblical storyline’ (Carson) – both about the nature and authority of God and the nature and accountability of humanity – as the basis for arguing that a ‘decentred’ and ‘destabilized’ postmodern self may be rescued and reconstituted.

Thirdly, neither McGrath nor Carson develops appropriate justification procedures for apologetics in the postmodern context.

Fourthly, it remains to see whether McGrath’s and Carson’s applications of Acts 17:16-34 to the postmodern challenge are consistent with their proposals.

6.3 A Critical Review of McGrath’s and Carson’s Apologetic Use of Acts 17:16-34 in Relation to the Postmodern Challenge

The preceding discussion has indicated that Alister E. McGrath and Donald A. Carson both consider Acts 17:16-34 as a key text in apologetics (see 6.2.2) and the postmodern challenge as highly significant (see 6.2.3). This section presents a comparative analysis and critique of their specific applications of this biblical passage to the postmodern challenge.

The focus is on whether (and in that case to what extent) a) the Acts 17 and the postmodern contexts are comparable and b) Paul’s apologetic approach, arguments and aims in Athens are valid and relevant in a postmodern context.

6.3.1 McGrath on applying Acts 17:16-34 to the postmodern challenge: An analysis

McGrath claims that the Acts 17 and the postmodern contexts to a certain extent are comparable, since both contexts are characterized by biblical illiteracy. Accordingly, McGrath considers the issues of intelligibility and authority as major challenges both for Paul as apologist in the pagan Acts 17 context and for the contemporary apologist in a postmodern context. McGrath adds, however, that the present-day collapse in biblical knowledge positively implies that an inherited aversion towards the Christian faith increasingly seems to be absent.

McGrath maintains that Paul’s general apologetic approach in Athens (see 6.2.2.1) – of addressing the specific audience, identifying relevant authorities, using relevant lines of argument, and making people want to hear more – is appropriate also in a postmodern context. For the contemporary apologist, this means acquiring a sufficient understanding of a given postmodern audience in terms of its degree of biblical illiteracy, its relevant

---

852 See further 6.3.4.3.
853 McGrath seems also (more implicitly) to presuppose pluralism as a common characteristic of the two contexts.
authorities, and potential points of contact.\textsuperscript{855} Due to the characteristic postmodern features of pluralism (see 6.2.3.1) and “fragmentation”\textsuperscript{856}, this may lead to the apologetic use of a diversity of relevant material and authorities.\textsuperscript{857}

McGrath claims that Paul’s use of significant points of contact in his arguments (see 6.2.2.1) is both valid and relevant in a postmodern context, and suggests \textit{experience} (as indicated in 6.2.3.1) as a key point of contact in a postmodern setting. McGrath interprets experience as follows:

1. In the popular apologetic \textit{The Unknown God}, the experience of ‘a sense of longing’ (for meaning and personal fulfilment) is explored in depth.\textsuperscript{858} The postmodern experience – of looking for meaning and relevance but not finding it – is connected with the deep sense of human restlessness. Such significant “signals of transcendence”\textsuperscript{859} – together with the postmodern openness to ‘stories’ – are in a postmodern context seen as a basis for introducing the attractiveness and relevance of the gospel “of a God who can \textit{and} wants to be known…What if he offered to give us that which we have been searching for, but have never found?”\textsuperscript{860} On the one hand, McGrath sees such points of contact as intended for “individuals who sense God’s creative power”\textsuperscript{861}, on the other hand, they are claimed to

\textsuperscript{855} See esp. McGrath, A. 2000c.
\textsuperscript{856} McGrath, A. 1996:199.
\textsuperscript{857} Cf. esp. McGrath, A. 2000c and McGrath, A. 2000e.
\textsuperscript{858} McGrath, A. 1999f:7-71.
\textsuperscript{860} See McGrath, A. 1999f:71.
\textsuperscript{861} McGrath, A. 1998c:262.
"create receptivity to theism". This appeal to the experience of ‘a sense of longing’ may thus be seen as an application of Paul’s ‘natural theology argument’.

2. McGrath also touches on the experience of ‘a sense of anxiety’ as a significant point of contact in ‘postmodern apologetics’ for the Christian message of real hope, “grounded in the bedrock of the Resurrection”.

McGrath claims that Paul’s ‘Resurrection argument’ is relevant to the New Age challenge, which he (as indicated in 6.2.3.1) considers to be closely related to the postmodern challenge. He develops three ways in which the resurrection of Christ – as for the Athenians – “may hold the key to engagement with New Agers”: First, in the light of New Age interest in near-death experience, the claim that Jesus has returned from death (with experience of death and beyond) would imply that he should get attention. Secondly, the resurrection establishes (in ‘quasi-New Age language’) that “Christ has broken through into the realm of transcendent knowing, making it knowable and available”. Thirdly, the resurrection shows “that Christ has some superiority over the rest of us when it comes to knowing spiritual reality”.

862 McGrath, A. 1998c:264.
863 McGrath, A. 2000c; see also McGrath, A. 1999f:105-106.
864 McGrath claims that Acts 17:16-34, as a key New Testament account of a Christian encounter with classical paganism, is esp. relevant to the New Age challenge. See McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993:77.
865 McGrath, A. & Green, M. 1993:79.
More recently, however, in *The Unknown God*, McGrath applies similar arguments more generally in relation to any (postmodern) seekers: *First*, the argument that “only someone who has been to that great beyond and returned to tell the tale is to be trusted.”

*Secondly*, “what if someone were to enter into a realm that lies beyond, and return to take us with him into this new and wonderful realm?”

Paul’s argumentative appeal to the Resurrection in Acts 17 is thus considered by McGrath to be a valid and relevant model for apologetics to popular postmodernism.

McGrath claims that Paul’s aim in Acts 17 of generating interest is valid and relevant in a postmodern context. For the contemporary apologist, this means introducing the attractiveness and coherence of the Christian faith in such a way that postmodern people want to hear more.

There is also an implicit link to Paul’s other aims in Acts 17 of persuading and confronting, when McGrath applies Schaeffer’s apologetic approach to non-Christian worldviews to postmodernism (see 6.2.3.1).

This analysis has shown that McGrath claims that *a* the Acts 17 and the postmodern contexts are comparable in terms of biblical illiteracy (and possibly also in terms of pluralism), *b* Paul’s approach – of using relevant material, relevant authorities and

---

869 McGrath, A. 1999f: 104.
870 McGrath, A. 2000c.
871 Schaeffer’s apologetic approach is based on the conviction that Acts 14:15-17, Acts 17:16-34 and Rom. 1:18-2:16 provide the contemporary Christian apologist with an appropriate approach to ‘the man without the Bible’ (cf. Schaeffer 1969:79-105 and Schaeffer 1990:123,132,182). The emphasis, however, is on Paul’s argument in Rom. 1:2, “where he can develop his argument at ease” (Schaeffer 1969:79). This significant implicit link to Acts 17 and the parallel passages.
relevant lines of arguments – is appropriate also in a postmodern context,  
c) Paul’s use of points of contact is a significant role model for the contemporary apologist’s use of postmodern experience (esp. of ‘a sense of longing’ and ‘a sense of anxiety’), d) Paul’s appeal to the Resurrection is a paradigm for apologetics to popular postmodernism (e.g. as found in New Age religiosity), and e) Paul’s aim of generating interest is significant in a postmodern context.

6.3.2 Carson on applying Acts 17:16-34 to the postmodern challenge: An analysis

Carson claims that the Acts 17 and the postmodern contexts to a certain extent are comparable, since both contexts are characterized by pluralism (with a number of influential worldviews “far removed from that of the Judeo-Christian tradition”\(^{872}\)) and biblical illiteracy. Accordingly, Carson considers the presence of “various non-Christian frames of reference”\(^{873}\) and ignorance of biblical data as major challenges both for Paul as evangelist-apologist in the pagan Acts 17 context and for the contemporary apologist in a postmodern context. There is, however, according to Carson, “at least one fundamental difference between Paul’s situation and ours…We sometimes deal with [biblical illiterate]s who have adopted a worldview that is not only at several points profoundly antithetical to a

\(^{872}\) Carson 1996b:496.  
\(^{873}\) Carson 2000a:386.
Carson maintains that Paul's approach – when faced with such a context – is significant. The apostle presents and defends the 'big story' of the Bible, thus challenging the listeners' worldviews. In the same way, "we need to confront the postmodern worldview with the big story of the Bible ... the story of Jesus ... within the Bible's metanarrative," since "without the big story, without the metanarrative, the little story or the little expression becomes either incoherent or positively misleading." Carson's concern is, that whatever communicative bridges are used to relate to postmodernism, "all such bridges must sooner or later set the gospel within a particular worldview." For Carson, then, as indicated in 6.2.2.2, Acts 17 shows the need for the contemporary apologist to think 'worldviewishly'.

Carson claims that Paul's argument about sin (i.e. 'the ultimate authority argument') is highly relevant in a postmodern context. Carson maintains that the postmodern notions of sin, good and evil as social constructs (see 6.3.2.2) must be challenged on the basis of "the Bible’s big story line, which spells out the concept of sin, i.e. that God made us and we

---

874 Carson 2000a:391.
876 Carson 1998b:1.3. Carson maintains that "this insistence on establishing a biblical/theological framework does not in itself dictate the style of approach, or the point of entry" (Carson 1996b:504-505). This general observation, however, does not prevent Carson from identifying specific 'Acts 17 approaches' and applying them to a postmodern context.
877 Carson 2000a:395.
owe him."\(^{879}\) He points out that sin "at root [is] a defiance of God’s authority, a deeply rooted self-centeredness at enmity with God and his claims."\(^{880}\) Carson claims accordingly that atheism "in the last analysis [is] ... a defiant and stubborn rebellion...[A] lust for autonomy that refuses to recognize the rights of our Maker and our obligations to him."\(^{881}\)

He maintains further, that postmodern atheist Foucault exemplifies this when he "frankly acknowledges that it became important to him to destroy traditional notions of truth and morality because he wishes to justify his own sexual conduct."\(^{882}\) Thus, over against such postmodern relativism Carson applies key parts of ‘the ultimate authority argument’ as a justification of Christian truth claims about sin and divine judgment.

This application of ‘the ultimate authority argument’ illustrates that Carson primarily focuses on Paul’s aim in Acts 17 of confronting. Thus, he maintains that, when relating to postmoderns, the primary focus is not how to get back into the discussion (i.e. generating interest) but where the discussion goes (i.e. challenging and confronting the postmodern worldview).\(^{883}\) This implies that contemporary apologist-evangelists need to know where to

---

878 Carson 1996b:505.
879 Carson 1998b:3.
880 Carson 1995c:35.
881 Carson 1999, on August 11.
882 Carson 1999, on August 11. On the other hand, Carson argues that the human need for a basis for morality may open up postmodernists to the Christian view of sin (see Carson 1998b:3-4).
883 Carson claims that many Christians largely seem to be concerned with how to get (back) into a conversation with postmoderns (cf. Carson 1998b:3), but he defines the crucial question as "whether the Christian witness has a clear, relatively simple, straightforward grasp of what the Bible’s story line is, how it must give form to a worldview, and how the wonderful news of the gospel fits powerfully into this true story – all told in such a way that men and women can see its
go in relation to postmoderns – "that is to a point where people grasp that we are sinful
before a holy God and need to be forgiven." Thus, whereas Carson seems to consider ‘to
interest’ and ‘to persuade’ as legitimate but subordinate aims in a postmodern context, the
aim ‘to confront’ is seen as primary.

This analysis has shown that Carson claims that a) the Acts 17 and the postmodern
contexts are comparable in terms of pluralism and biblical illiteracy, b) Paul’s approach –
as an evangelist-apologist – of presenting and defending the Bible’s story-line as a
challenging worldview is highly appropriate in a postmodern context, c) Paul’s argument
about sin (i.e. God made us and we owe him) is a significant model for the contemporary
evangelist-apologist when faced with postmodern objections to sin as a social construct,
and d) Paul’s aim of confronting other worldviews is primary in a postmodern context.

6.3.3 Carson and McGrath on applying Acts 17:16-34 to the postmodern
challenge: Commonalities and differences

McGrath and Carson share common views on the application of Acts 17:16-34 to the
postmodern challenge in a number of areas. First, both authors claim that the Acts 17 and
the postmodern contexts to a certain extent are comparable, at least in terms of biblical
illiteracy, but possibly also in terms of religious pluralism. Secondly, McGrath and Carson
both maintain that Paul’s general approach in Athens – as an evangelist-apologist in a

relevance, power, truthfulness, and life-changing capacity" (Carson 2000a:398).
pluralistic, biblically illiterate context – is applicable in a postmodern context. McGrath would thus largely agree with Carson’s claim that Acts 17:16-34, as an example of New Testament responses to the pluralism of the first century, “can be applied with relative directness to the analogous pluralism of our day”885. Thirdly, and following on from this, both authors consider one or more of Paul’s specific arguments to be valid and relevant over against postmodernism. Fourthly, both McGrath and Carson consider Paul’s aims as legitimate in a postmodern context.

There are also some areas where McGrath and Carson differ in their views on applying Acts 17:16-34 to the postmodern challenge. First, they differ in their contextual understanding. While McGrath emphasizes an increasing absence of inherited aversion towards Christianity in the postmodern context, Carson points to the possible presence of anti-Christian attitudes in the contemporary setting. Secondly, they differ in expressions and emphases regarding the application of Paul’s approach in a postmodern context. Whereas McGrath focuses on Paul’s ‘audience sensitivity’ and the relevance of the apostle’s bridgebuilding, Carson emphasizes Paul’s ‘worldview sensitivity’ and the significance of the apostle’s defence of ‘the biblical story-line’. Thirdly, they differ in their selection and application of Paul’s arguments. While McGrath selects Paul’s ‘natural theology argument’ and ‘the Resurrection argument’ and to some extent develops them for postmodern seekers, Carson focuses on Paul’s ‘ultimate authority argument’ and to some extent develops it over against postmodern objections to the biblical concepts of sin and

885 Carson 1996b:496; cf. also McGrath, A. 1998f:6. See also 6.3.2.
divine judgment. *Fourthly*, and following on from the previous points, they differ in their perspectives on Paul’s *aims*. McGrath’s focus on bridgebuilding and points of contact naturally leads to an emphasis on ‘generating interest’, so that postmoderns may want to hear more about the Christian faith. Carson’s focus on the biblical metanarrative over against other worldviews, on the other hand, naturally results in a stress on ‘confronting’. so that postmoderns may be challenged to commit themselves to the Christian faith.

6.3.4 *Carson and McGrath on applying Acts 17:16-34 to the postmodern challenge: A critique*

6.3.4.1 *Comparable contexts?*

It seems appropriate of McGrath and Carson to stress *biblical illiteracy and pluralism* as two *common characteristics* of the Acts 17 and the postmodern contexts. The modern processes of secularization and pluralization have created a post-Christian setting in the contemporary (Western) world, with a) a decrease both in knowledge of the Bible and in the belief in its authority and b) a widespread influence from a number of secular and religious alternatives to the Christian worldview. It has also been suggested that there are some striking parallels – in terms of content – between the ancient Athenian beliefs of popular piety, Stoicism and Epicureanism *and* some contemporary worldviews.\(^{886}\) This

---

\(^{886}\) It has been suggested a) that the polytheistic superstitious reaching for an unknown god to some extent corresponds to popular superstitious and occult beliefs (with their emphases on various 'safety precautions') in the postmodern context and b) that the postmodern counterpart of the Stoic pantheistic ‘reducing of God’ may be found in various New Age ways of thinking. whereas the parallel to Epicurean deistic ‘removal of God’ may be found in the ‘practical atheism’
post-Christian context has appropriately been described as neo-pagan. These observations indicate that the Acts 17 and the postmodern contexts to a significant extent may be seen as comparable in terms of biblical illiteracy and pluralism.

These common characteristics, however, need to be balanced against some key features of discontinuity related to the contemporary context in general and to postmodernism specifically. First, as indicated by Carson (see 6.3.2), there is the significant difference between the ‘pre-Christian’ Acts 17 context and the ‘post-Christian’ context of the contemporary Western world. Secondly, there is the considerable difference between the ‘pre-modern’ ancient Acts 17 context and the ‘post-modern’ contemporary Western context. Thirdly, whereas the Acts 17 context (at least according to the Lucan narrative) seems to have been unambiguously a religious context, the postmodern context is an ambiguous context of competing secular and religious beliefs and claims. Fourthly, there is the significant difference between the traditional emphasis on logos and rationality in ancient Athens and the postmodern distrust of reason and emphasis on pathos.

of many Westerners. (See esp. Prior, K. 1995 and Proctor 1992.) Bruce observes accordingly: "Stoicism and Epicureanism represented alternative attempts in pre-Christian paganism to come to terms with life, especially in times of uncertainty and hardship, and post-Christian paganism down to our own day has not been able to devise anything appreciably better" (Bruce 1988:331). This corresponds to the claim that "like Paul, Christians today are locked in debate with both Epicureans and Stoics" (Clark & Geisler 1990:7; quoted in McGrath, A. 1992a:231).

887 N. T. Wright claims that since the Western world is moving towards new forms of paganism, the contemporary church needs to analyze Paul’s message to the pagan world in order to rediscover the way in which the Gospel really is good news for a postmodern, neo-pagan world (see Wright 1997:94). For a brief critique of key ‘neo-pagan’ beliefs, see Wilkinson 2000.
These discontinuous features are largely missing in McGrath and Carson’s discussions, but need to be taken into account if the Acts 17 model is to be appropriately applied to the postmodern challenge.

6.3.4.2 A relevant approach?

This thesis describes Paul’s approach in Athens in terms of a) contextual understanding (5.4.2.3), b) application of appropriate justification procedures (5.4.2.4), and c) ‘positive deconstruction’ of alternative worldviews (5.4.2.5). McGrath and Carson’s applications of Acts 17 relate to all three aspects.

a) McGrath and Carson’s applications of Acts 17 to the postmodern challenge are largely characterized by a proper *contextual understanding* of the postmodern context. This includes both the identification of biblical illiteracy and pluralism as common characteristics of the Acts 17 and the postmodern contexts (see 6.3.4.1) and the analysis of postmodernism as a significant contemporary *alternative* to the Christian faith (see 6.2.3). Thus, despite significant limitations in their cultural critiques of the postmodern phenomena (as noted in 6.2.3.4), both authors appropriately describe the postmodern challenge to Christian apologetics as an ambiguous combination of openness to any personal stories/beliefs and dismissal of any absolute truth-claims. Neither author.

---

888 This analysis may be developed as follows: Whereas arguments for ‘the epistemic permission’ of Christian truth claims to a large extent seem more acceptable in a postmodern – than in a modern – context, arguments for ‘the epistemic obligation’ of Christian truth claims seem to have become even more of a *scandalon* in the postmodern context.
however, offers an in-depth assessment of how philosophical postmodernism influences common contemporary *questions and objections* to Christian truth claims.\textsuperscript{889}

b) McGrath and Carson’s applications of Acts 17 to the postmodern context are to some extent characterized by *the application of appropriate justification procedures*. This may be expressed both in terms of their awareness of the postmodern setting as an ‘*agora context*’ (even though neither author uses this terminology) and their implicit applications of two criteria of truth:

(1) The awareness of the marketplace character of the postmodern setting leads for both authors, as shown in 6.2.3, to a legitimate emphasis on the need to establish common ground with postmodernism, e.g. through the use of relevant material.

(2) The two authors’ implicit application of two criteria of truth seems to be as follows: *First*, both authors apply the criterion of ‘*pragmatic relevance and adequacy*’. McGrath explores the postmodern experience of ‘a sense of longing’ and ‘a sense of anxiety’ as significant points of contact, which show the attractiveness and relevance of Christian truth claims about the Creator and the Resurrection. Carson’s argument, on the other hand, is that postmodern notions of morality and sin negatively point to the need for a biblical view of ‘ultimate authority’ and forgiveness.

\textsuperscript{889} For some insightful suggestions, see Sampson 2000:153-161 on ‘modern myths in a postmodern world’. Cf. also Hinkson & Ganssle 2000:85-87.
Secondly, both authors apply the criterion of 'consistency and coherence'. McGrath argues that the specific, extraordinary claims of Jesus about the afterlife (see 6.3.1) make sense in the light of his Resurrection. Carson, on the other hand, argues that the biblical storyline constitutes a coherent worldview, which makes sense of individual Christian truth claims.

*McGrath and Carson's applications of these two criteria seem appropriate and are consistent with their proposals for apologetics (see 6.2.3).*

Thirdly, neither author seems to apply the criterion of 'correspondence with reality' in their explicit uses of Acts 17. This may be due to underlying factors such as McGrath's hesitance towards the correspondence theory of truth (see 6.2.3.1) and Carson's preference for presuppositionalism (see 6.2.1.2). However, the following section on the relevance of Paul's arguments will indicate some key areas where an application of this criterion seems appropriate – and to some extent unavoidable – in a postmodern context (see 6.3.4.3).\(^{890}\)

\(^{890}\) It should be noted that the utilization of these criteria of truth as appropriate justification procedures in a postmodern context does not decide the communicative mode of apologetics, which may vary considerably in order to fit the personality of the apologist, the form of the occasion, and the relevant questions and objections.
the basis of Acts 17. This implies, as shown in 6.2.3, that both McGrath and Carson affirm truths and expose errors in postmodernism:

a) Elements of truth include part of the postmodern critique of modernity (including some key epistemological and hermeneutical insights) and the postmodern openness towards ‘the epistemic permission’ of any personal beliefs. It would also have been appropriate of McGrath and Carson to include the telling postmodern description of the seemingly dominant contemporary cultural and personal experience and mood among the elements of truth in postmodernism.

b) Along with a number of other contemporary apologists, both McGrath and Carson have appropriately identified and exposed relativism as a crucial vulnerability (or error) within both philosophical and popular postmodernism, arguing that relativism is self-referentially incoherent. Carson has also identified and critiqued the epistemological scepticism and the naturalism of philosophical postmodernism as inadequate frames of

891 As noted in 6.3.1, McGrath’s use of Schaeffer’s ‘worldview criticism’ (see Veith 1994:64) is significant in this context.
892 Sire observes accordingly: "[As] apologists, we can accept much of the postmodern critique of modernity. It properly identifies and sometimes destroys the pretensions of an Enlightenment logos – a logos that assumes that people in the exercise of their ordinary mental faculties can grasp the truth truly and certainly. That kind of ability has not been ours as human beings from at least the time of the fall." (Sire 1995:119)
893 An insightful summary of this postmodern ‘mood’ is found in Cook 1996:167-170; see also McGregor 1994 and Lyon 2000.
reference. It would also have been appropriate of McGrath and Carson to challenge the subjectivism of both philosophical and popular postmodernism. 895

However, such a ‘positive deconstruction’ of postmodernism may be argued for explicitly on the basis of the Acts 17 model (see 5.4.2.5), thus enabling the contemporary Christian apologist to approach this contemporary worldview as Paul approached Stoicism and Epicureanism, i.e. as a ‘half-truth’ 896. This implies arguing that postmodernism should be seen as fundamentally inconsistent, failing to correspond to reality in key areas, and inadequate as a way of living.

These critical observations indicate that McGrath and Carson’s apologetic approaches to postmodernism to some extent implicitly reflect Paul’s apologetic approach in Athens of contextual understanding, application of appropriate justification procedures, and ‘positive deconstruction’ of alternative worldviews. However, this section has suggested that a more explicit and comprehensive application of Paul’s approach needs to be developed. 897

896 Guinness notes accordingly, that “modernism and postmodernism both have their insights, but both are ... equally inadequate half-truths” (Guinness 1994a:107).
897 In contrast to a number of ancient Athenian worldviews, postmodernism seems to treat any apologetics as an oppressive and manipulative activity (see 6.1.2). McGrath and Carson do not seem to address this key objection sufficiently. This postmodern objection, however, may be dealt with as follows. a) The making of truth claims is unavoidable, as indicated by the critique of postmodern relativism as self-referentially incoherent. The corresponding rational justification of truth claims is an integral and necessary part of any argumentative discourse; b) Truth claims are not manipulative per se, when presented in an open and non-coercive manner. Thus, covert forms of persuasive communication (such as advertising and other similar forms of media discourse) are much more likely to be manipulative than traditional apologetic discourse; c) The mutual dialogue and critique on competing truth claims between representatives of alternative worldviews seem significant for the public and private discourse in a pluralistic society (cf. Griffiths, P. 1991 and
6.3.4.3 Relevant arguments?

This thesis describes Paul’s arguments in Athens as a) ‘the natural theology argument’ (5.4.2.7), b) ‘the ultimate authority argument’ (5.4.2.8), and c) ‘the Resurrection argument’ (5.4.2.9). To some extent, McGrath and Carson’s contributions may be seen as valid partial applications of one or more of these arguments to the postmodern challenge, with an emphasis either on natural theology and Resurrection (McGrath) or on ultimate authority (Carson).

a) McGrath argues that the postmodern experience of ‘a sense of longing’ points to and is fulfilled in a God who can and wants to be known (6.3.1). This application of Paul’s ‘natural theology argument’ seems legitimate but incomplete. A more adequate application, however, would have to address key issues related to the justification of Christian claims about 1) humanity, 2) the universe, and 3) God. Some of these issues are indicated in the following:

(1) The postmodern experience of ‘a deconstructed and decentred self’ (see 6.1.2 and 6.2.3.4) constitutes a significant point of contact for Christian claims about fundamental human identity in God (17:28). However, such claims about the adequacy of a Christian view of humanity would have to be justified over against the postmodern re-construction of
identities (which takes place, as Lyon points out, through various meaning-routes such as ‘the plastic self’, ‘the expressive self’, and ‘the subsumed self’).

(2) Popular postmodernism claims to be open to the exploration of any secular and religious ‘story’. Due to this curiosity and an increasing biblical illiteracy, such postmodernists may thus be interested in a Christian view of the universe. If so, arguments on ‘the ordering of the world’ and ‘the beauty of the world’ (cf. 6.2.1.1 and 6.2.2.4), as indicators of a personal Creator and Sustainer, need to be developed for postmodern seekers.

(3) The original ‘natural theology argument’ seems to presuppose a context of competing religious claims, or at least openness to ‘signals of transcendence’ (McGrath). This would imply that over against a thoroughly secular perspective, such as the naturalism of philosophical postmodernism, Paul’s ‘natural theology argument’ would have to be extended to include arguments for the existence of a personal Creator. Despite their disputed status (cf. 6.2.1)999, such arguments may (if argued non-coercively) present a challenge to postmodern naturalists to consider the possibility and plausibility of a Judeo-Christian view of God.900 This presupposes that the apologist can show that these arguments

---

899 It should be noted that neither McGrath nor Carson makes an explicit use of traditional theistic arguments (cf. 6.2.1). See, however, the defence of the possibility and plausibility of a natural theology in Geivett 1993:90-139.
900 A prominent recent example would be Craig’s exposition (e.g. in Craig 1994:91-122; Craig 2000:11-19) of the kalam cosmological argument: “1. Whatever begins to exist has a cause. 2. The universe began to exist. 3. Therefore, the universe has a cause.” See also the rigorous critique of philosophical naturalism in Craig & Moreland 2000.
are more than Christian linguistic and social constructs and don’t mask a Christian play for power.

b) Carson argues that the argument ‘God made us and we owe him’ justifies a Christian view of sin and divine judgment over against postmodern notions of morality and sin as social constructs (6.3.2). This is a legitimate application of key parts of Paul’s ‘ultimate authority argument’. A more adequate application, however, would have to address key issues related to the justification of Christian claims about divine authority 1) as legitimate and 2) as obliging humanity. Some of these issues are indicated in the following:

(1) In view of postmodern suspicion of (absolute) authority⁹⁰¹, legitimacy becomes a key issue for the justification of Christian claims regarding divine ultimate authority. The argument that the Sovereign Author of life has a legitimate authority over life, as Carson argues in his valid application of Paul’s argument, may have to be supplemented in a postmodern context with an argument for the non-manipulative nature of God’s claim to

---

⁹⁰¹ See e.g. Bauckham 1999:1,8-9; Lyon 2000:39,41; and Cook 1996:27,165. The postmodern approach to authority has been characterized as “the questioning of all attempts to ground authority on any absolute foundation, whether that of religion or reason… The general thrust of postmodernism...is the recognition that authority is constituted through the shifting and contextual uses of power, such that its legitimacy does not transparently derive from either natural right or rational consent.” (Hayden 2001:23,24) This postmodern attitude may be related to “human fear of losing human lordship over human decisions and life” (Moser 2000:28).
ultimate authority. A number of contemporary apologists and theologians would emphasize
that 'the theology of the cross' constitutes a legitimate basis for such an argument.\textsuperscript{902}

(2) In view of the subtle religious shift from obligation to consumption in the postmodern
context\textsuperscript{903}, \textit{obligation} becomes another key issue for the justification of Christian claims
regarding divine ultimate authority. As indicated by Carson (see 6.3.2), the meaning and
basis of human morality seem to constitute significant points of contact in this context.
This would imply that a sequential argument may need to be developed, where a) moral
obligations to 'neighbours' are shown to be inevitable also in a consumerist culture, b)
such moral obligations are shown to be objective (and thus point to the non-relativistic
nature of morality), and c) this objective morality is shown to have a plausible basis in the
nature of God as the divine Lawgiver.\textsuperscript{904} Thus, 'moral obligation' would make sense both
in relation to 'the neighbour' and (ultimately) to God.

c) McGrath argues that the postmodern experience of 'a sense of anxiety' is a
significant point of contact for claims about the Resurrection, and he also develops an
argument for postmodern seekers on the basis of the Resurrection (6.3.1). These are

\textsuperscript{902} "In the face of postmodern critiques of the notion of power, the \textit{theologia crucis} is a protest
against forms of relationship between people, or between people and God, which are based
primarily on manipulative power rather than love." (Tomlin 1997:71; cf. also Middleton & Walsh

\textsuperscript{903} This is amply documented in Lyon 2000.

\textsuperscript{904} For various parts of this argument, see Henriksen 1999:116-144; Cook 1996:45-47,167-
170; Zacharias 2000c:34-37; and Craig 1997. An alternative, more direct approach would be to
argue that the fact of God's judgment, in addition to being a threat to humanity, also affirms
human value, gives humanity an identity, and awards humanity with responsibility (see Henriksen
legitimate applications of key parts of Paul’s ‘Resurrection argument’. A more adequate application, however, would have to address key issues related to the justification of Christian claims about the Resurrection as 1) resonating with ultimate human concerns, 2) indicating the uniqueness and authority of Jesus, and 3) being based on sufficient, available evidence. Some of these issues are indicated in the following:

(1) The claim that the Resurrection resonates with ultimate human concerns need to be justified in the context of ambiguous postmodern attitudes to life, where anxiety, longing and restlessness (McGrath’s emphasis) seem to exist alongside cynicism, irony and ‘nihilism with a smile’. This means that a ‘positive deconstruction’ of the latter views may need to be developed, where the application of an argumentative strategy of ‘relativizing the relativizers’ seems appropriate: “By this is meant applying to skeptics the skepticism they apply to others, thus pushing them out toward the negative consequences of their own beliefs.” If so, the “absurdity and despair” of postmodernism becomes apparent. This may lead to an increased appreciation of the adequacy of the ‘Resurrection hope’ for humanity in a postmodern context of fading or lost hopes.

(2) The claim that ‘the Resurrection argument’ indicates the uniqueness and authority of Jesus needs to be justified in the context of a widespread, continuous interest in Jesus as a

---

905 For the latter expression, see Sampson 1994:30; on postmodern cynicism and irony, see e.g. Cook 1996:19-20 and Hinkson & Ganssle 2000:85-86.
906 Guinness 2000:101. Guinness refers to Berger 1969, but the same approach is also found in Schaeffer 1990:134. This is also evident from the applications of Schaeffer’s arguments by Guinness (see 5.3.2.2) and McGrath (see 6.2.3.1).
907 Craig 1994:70.
figure of identification and legitimation for a number of worldviews. In view of postmodern explorations of various perspectives, the Christian 'story' of Jesus (as found in the New Testament Gospels) must be shown as coherent and attractive over against such competing ‘Jesus-stories’. This may imply that the evidential basis for the various ‘stories’ is seen as a key issue, over against popular postmodern claims about the irrelevance of history.

(3) Neither McGrath nor Carson assesses the evidential force of the Resurrection in a postmodern context. However, the claim that ‘the Resurrection argument’ is based on sufficient, available evidence needs to be justified over against the historical relativism (i.e. the non-realism and the non-objectivism) of philosophical postmodernism. If the general credibility of historical knowledge is established over against this view, then the specific case for the historicity of the Resurrection may be argued. Even though ‘the Resurrection argument’ seems preferable in a context of competing theistic truth claims, it may even present a challenge to philosophical postmodernism when argued on the basis of a

---

908 On ‘Resurrection hope’ in a postmodern context, see Bauckham & Hart 1999.
911 For such a justification, see Craig 1994:166-190 and Geisler 1999:320-330.
913 Following Craig 1985, Carson claims that miracles enjoy certain evidential force when “made in the face of competing theistic claims” (Carson 1986:373).
914 This is claimed by Carson (in connection with Paul’s rhetorical question in Acts 26:8): “To people with naturalistic outlooks today, the same question remains a challenge: dismissal of the category of resurrection stems from an earlier dismissal of the God of the Bible. Granted the God of the Bible, why is the category of resurrection so difficult?” (Carson 1999, on Jan. 26)
‘minimal facts approach’ºº. Thus understood, ‘the Resurrection argument’ would have a vital role in establishing the credibility of the Christian worldview in a postmodern context.ºº

_These critical observations indicate that McGrath and Carson have presented helpful applications of parts of Paul’s arguments, but also that neither author has developed these arguments comprehensively and contextually. Even though these partial applications illustrate the possibility of applying Paul’s arguments in Acts 17 in a postmodern context, this section has outlined a number of key issues that need to be addressed if Paul’s arguments are to be considered properly valid and relevant in a postmodern context._

6.3.4.4 Relevant aims?

This thesis describes ‘to interest’, ‘to persuade’, and ‘to confront’ as Paul’s three aims in Athens (5.4.2.10). McGrath and Carson’s applications of Acts 17 relate to two of these aims, with a focus either on the first (McGrath) or the third (Carson). These contributions are critiqued in the following.

---

ºº This implies using as historically established evidence only those reported facts in the Gospels that are accepted by a majority of contemporary critical scholars, see Habermas in Cowan 2000:115-116 and Craig in Copan & Tacelli 2000:32,163

ºº This is well expressed by Houston: “[Resurrection] is this mighty act of God which affirms the order of things, natural and moral, and provides a basis for [Paul’s] call to the Athenians to redirect their lives towards the God for whom they should seek and find... In postmodernity, many of our neighbours may feel that such talk of resurrection from the dead is another virtual reality, a construction of hopes and dreams, but nothing more. Others may suggest that this is merely the ultimate power-play to gain control of hapless individuals. But Paul simply invites his readers freely to enter into the world of Ultimate Reality.” (Houston 1998:187)
First, McGrath and Carson’s applications of two of Paul’s aims (‘to interest’ and ‘to confront’, respectively) to the postmodern challenge are consistent with their explicit views on apologetics (6.2.1) and Acts 17 (6.2.2).

Secondly, the two apologists’ shared balanced understanding of the ambiguous postmodern context (6.2.3) has for both of them in practice become a one-sided emphasis. Thus, McGrath and Carson’s approaches seem representative of the ‘either-or’-tendency noted in 5.3.1.2. 917

Thirdly, whereas McGrath’s focus on ‘to interest’ seems related to the postmodern openness to any personal stories and beliefs, Carson’s emphasis on ‘to confront’ seems connected to the postmodern dismissal of any absolute truth claims. These different contributions, however, indicate that both these aims are legitimate and complementary in a postmodern context.

Fourthly, the application of the two aims ‘to interest’ and ‘to confront’ needs to be developed beyond McGrath and Carson’s legitimate contributions. Thus, in order ‘to interest’, Christian apologists would need to explore creative ways of using the postmodern openness to ‘the epistemic permission’ of the Christian’s ‘story’ to show how the ‘biblical story’ makes sense of the shared ‘human story’. Further, in order ‘to confront’, Christian apologists would need to explore creative ways of challenging the postmodern worldview 917 See footnote 529.
so that postmodernists may see the need to investigate the moral and spiritual basis for their ‘life-story’.

Fifthly, McGrath and Carson’s hesitance to apply ‘to persuade’ as an aim may be due to the fact that neither author develops persuasive apologetic arguments *per se* (see 6.2.1.4) nor appropriate justification procedures for the postmodern context (see 6.2.3). However, it was argued in 6.2.3.4 that apologetics as persuasive argumentative discourse is indispensable also in a postmodern context.

These critical observations indicate that McGrath and Carson have presented valid and relevant applications to the postmodern challenge of two of Paul’s aims, namely ‘to interest’ and ‘to confront’, but that these applications may need to be further developed. Even more importantly, however, if Acts 17 is to be properly utilized as an apologetic model, Paul’s aim ‘to persuade’ also needs to be explicitly applied in a postmodern context.

### 6.4 Conclusions

The second major research question (see 1.5.2) focused on whether, and (in that case) to what extent, the content of the Acts 17 model may be applied with validity and relevance in contemporary apologetics. These aspects are addressed in this section, primarily on the basis of 6.2-3.
6.4.1 Comparing ‘then’ and ‘now’: On identical elements

This chapter has identified a number of identical elements between the Lucan-Pauline model in Acts 17 (‘then’) and McGrath and Carson’s applications of this model in relation to postmodernism (‘now’). First, both McGrath and Carson presuppose that the key defining worldview elements of Paul’s apologetic remain normative for Christian apologetics in a postmodern context. Secondly, to some extent, McGrath and Carson’s apologetic approaches to postmodernism implicitly reflect Paul’s approach. Thirdly, both authors apply parts of (one or more of) Paul’s arguments. Fourthly, McGrath and Carson both emphasize one of Paul’s aims. Thus, both authors treat key parts of the Acts 17 model as valid and relevant in a postmodern context.

In their most significant apologetic contributions, both authors rely on the Acts 17 model: Whereas McGrath interprets and applies Paul’s use of God-given points of contact in order to generate interest for the Christian Gospel – as inherently attractive – in a postmodern context, Carson interprets and applies Paul’s use of ‘the biblical storyline’ in order to confront postmodernism with a coherent Christian worldview. These key contributions from McGrath and Carson illustrate the possibility of applying key elements from the model in Acts 17:16-34 to challenges in contemporary apologetics.

6.4.2 Comparing ‘then’ and ‘now’: On missing elements

This chapter has identified a number of missing elements in McGrath and Carson’s applications of Acts 17, when compared with the first-century model. The following reasons may account for such missing elements.
First, some missing elements seem primarily to be due to limitations in McGrath and Carson’s interpretations of the passage as apologetics. Neither author a) interprets Paul’s speech as a proper apologetic follow-up speech, b) develops Paul’s justification procedures in the agora, c) presents a comprehensive and balanced view on Paul’s approach, arguments, and aims, nor d) develops the evidential element in Paul’s ‘Resurrection argument’.

Secondly, some missing elements seem primarily to be due to limitations in McGrath and Carson’s applications of the passage as apologetics. Their applications tend to be more selective than their interpretations, as seen e.g. in the lacking emphases in Carson on common ground and appeals to creation. Despite their contextual sensitivity, neither author shows an adequate contextual understanding of ‘postmodern phenomena’. Their applications are also limited by commitments to ‘non-foundationalism’ (McGrath) or presuppositionalism (Carson), esp. in their lack of explicit appeals to logic or evidence.

Thirdly, in any application of the Acts 17 model, missing elements may be due to discontinuous characteristics when comparing the Acts 17 and the contemporary contexts. Such contemporary features are ‘post-Christian’, ‘post-modern’, ‘secular and religious’ and ‘emphasis on pathos’. Paul’s speech dealt e.g. with a limited number of fundamental apologetic issues in a pre-Christian setting and may thus be irrelevant – or relevant only by implication – to other issues in a post-Christian context. Even though such discontinuous features for the most part neither are identified nor discussed in McGrath or Carson’s
contributions, they need to be addressed if the Acts 17 model is to be applied with proper contextual sensitivity.

A fourth possible reason, which neither McGrath nor Carson discusses, is that missing features in any adequate application of the passage also may be due to proper limitations in the passage itself. Such elements include the following: a) As shown in 5.4.1, the passage is not intended as a complete Pauline apologetic model. b) As argued in 5.4.2, the Acts 17 model has both explicit and implicit apologetic features. c) As shown in 3.5.2.2 and chapter 4, the speech is not a ‘missionary primer’ but an apologetic follow-up speech. d) As a proper example of applied apologetics (cf. 1.2.1 and chapter 5), Paul’s speech is intended for and delivered to a specific audience in a specific context. Such key elements need to control the potential use of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model ‘now’.

6.4.3 Comparing ‘then’ and ‘now’: Towards a more adequate application

The contributions of McGrath and Carson have shown the legitimacy of the focus on Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model in the postmodern context. However, neither author develops the model fully.

It was suggested in 6.3.4 that the features of Acts 17, which justifiably may be seen as valid and relevant in a postmodern context, go beyond those elements identified and applied by either McGrath or Carson. This presupposes, however, that key postmodern challenges are recognized and met.
This chapter, then, has offered a perspective for an exegetically more comprehensive as well as a contextually more relevant application of this New Testament model in a postmodern context.

6.4.4 Answering research question 2

It is now possible to offer an answer to the second research question, at least in relation to the specific postmodern challenge:

a) The truth claims in the Acts 17 model remain valid and relevant also in the contemporary context as the defining content of a Christian worldview. b) The general emphases in Acts 17 regarding contextual understanding, application of appropriate justification procedures and ‘positive deconstruction’ of alternative worldviews seem valid and relevant in any context. The common contextual features of biblical illiteracy and pluralism point to the relevance of Paul’s specific apologetic approach to the contemporary postmodern challenge. c) Paul’s arguments may be seen as potentially relevant, but need to be further developed contextually, if they are to be seen as properly valid over against philosophical and popular postmodernism. d) Paul’s aims seem relevant and valid in a postmodern context, if properly applied and when seen as complementary.

These conclusions indicate that the content, the approach, the arguments, and the aims of the apologetic model in Acts 17:16-34 may justifiably be seen as valid and relevant for contemporary apologetics in comparable ‘agora contexts’, at least in relation to the postmodern challenge.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Outline:

7.1 A Summary

7.2 Some Implications for Apologetics

7.1 A Summary

The intention of this critical exploration of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model ‘then’ and ‘now’ has been to offer answers to the research questions identified in 1.5.

The first sub-question addressed whether Luke (as the narrator) intended to provide his readers (i.e. the narratees) with an apologetic model in Acts 17:16-34 by recording what Paul supposedly did in Athens. The analysis in chapter 2 indicated a) that Acts 17:16-34 contains explicit apologetic material, b) that this material seems to fit a wider positive Lucan description in Acts of apologetic convictions, approaches and arguments, and c) that this positive pattern can be related to a plausible dual Lucan apologetic intention with Acts (as written for Christians both in order to confirm the truth-value of their Christian faith and to provide them with apologetic tools and models for reaching outsiders). This
preliminary analysis was confirmed in subsequent chapters and gives a plausible literary context for seeing Acts 17:16-34 as an intended apologetic model.

The second sub-question addressed whether Acts 17:16-34 provides valid insights into the apologetic thinking and practice of the apostle Paul (as the supposed orator). The basic historical purpose of Acts (chapter 2) and Luke’s general credibility as a historian (chapter 3) make it highly probable that this specific passage should be seen as claiming to be historically authentic. It was argued in chapter 3 that this claim should be seen as valid, since the account in Acts 17:16-34 can be shown to be appropriate both for Athens as the alleged situation (on the basis of an exploration of Athenian motifs in the text) and for Paul as the alleged speaker (on the basis of a comparison with relevant passages in Paul’s letters). The subsequent exegetical study in chapter 4 confirmed the legitimacy of taking this passage as Luke’s credible, but highly condensed, account of the apostle Paul as apologist in Athens.

The answers to these two sub-questions constituted the basis (together with the in-depth exegetical discussion in chapters 3 and 4) for the analysis and assessment in chapter 5 of Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic model ‘then’. This led to an answer to the first major research question, i.e. whether the key elements of the Acts 17 model can be identified, and if so, whether they are intended as normative, recommended or repeatable. This answer (i.e. the findings) may be summarized as follows:
a) Luke’s account describes the defining, *normative content* of Paul’s truth claims as consisting of key Judeo-Christian convictions about who God is and how he has revealed himself.

b) Luke’s account describes Paul’s proactive approach in Athens as a *recommended* apologetic in biblically illiterate and pluralistic contexts. The Lucan emphasis is on the apologist’s contextual understanding, his application of appropriate justification procedures and his ‘positive deconstruction’ of alternative worldviews.

c) Luke’s account describes Paul’s *overall argument* in Athens as a move *from* the credibility of a Judeo-Christian natural theology (over against competing natural theologies) *through* the plausibility and implications of God’s ultimate authority (over against competing claims to ultimate authority) *to* the significance and evidence of the Resurrection (over against competing ‘stories’ and ideas). These arguments are recommended to the narratees.

d) Luke’s account implicitly describes Paul’s *threelfold aim* (‘to interest’, ‘to persuade’, and ‘to confront’) as recommended, thus encouraging his Christian readers – in their apologetic – to be aware of and interact with people’s presuppositions.

Having thus established Acts 17:16-34 as an apologetic New Testament model, the discussion moved in chapter 6 from ‘then’ to ‘now’. After having selected *postmodernism* as a key contemporary challenge and *Alister E. McGrath and Donald A. Carson* as two significant dialogue partners, this chapter presented an analysis and critique of these two
authors’ views on apologetics, Acts 17:16-34, and the postmodern challenge. Significant contributions to contemporary apologetics were identified, primarily on the uses of either points of contact (McGrath) or ‘the biblical plot-line’ (Carson). These contributions demonstrate the legitimacy of the focus in this thesis on Acts 17 as an apologetic model. The critical dialogue established, however, that neither author has fully developed this model exegetically nor in terms of application to the postmodern challenge.

This led to an answer to the second major research question, i.e. to what extent the content of the Acts 17 model may be applied with validity and relevance in contemporary apologetics. This answer (i.e. the findings) may be summarized as follows:

a) McGrath and Carson appropriately presuppose that the worldview content of the Acts 17 model – about who God is and how he has revealed himself – remain valid and relevant as defining elements of a Christian worldview also in the contemporary context.

b) The Lucan emphases in the Acts 17 model on contextual understanding, application of appropriate justification procedures and ‘positive deconstruction’ of alternative worldviews may justifiably be seen as valid and relevant in any context. Despite a number of significant differences between the Acts 17 and the postmodern contexts, the common features of biblical illiteracy and pluralism (as identified by McGrath and Carson) indicate that Paul’s approach in the Athenian agora could be seen as relevant to the contemporary challenge of postmodernism.
c) McGrath and Carson’s partial applications of Paul’s *arguments* illustrate the potential relevance of the arguments in a postmodern context, but also that these arguments need to be further developed in view of key postmodern challenges: 1. If ‘the natural theology argument’ should be seen as showing the adequacy of Christian views about humanity, the universe, and God, it must be justified *over against postmodern* deconstruction and reconstruction of identities, explorations of various perspectives, and naturalistic presuppositions. 2. If ‘the ultimate authority argument’ should be seen as showing the legitimacy of God’s authority and the obligation of humanity, it must be justified *over against postmodern* suspicions and consumerism. 3. If ‘the Resurrection argument’ should be seen as resonating with ultimate human concerns, indicating the uniqueness and authority of Jesus, and being based on sufficient, available evidence, it must be justified *over against postmodern* ambiguous attitudes, explorations of any ‘stories’, and indifference to and uncertainty about history.

d) McGrath and Carson’s applications of Paul’s *aims* show the validity and relevance of ‘to interest’ and ‘to confront’ in a postmodern context. However, the aim ‘to persuade’ also needs to be explicitly applied in such ‘agora contexts’, if Acts 17 is to be properly utilized as an apologetic model.

_Thus, this thesis claims that Luke in Acts 17:16-34 presents an apologetic model from apostolic practice with implications for contemporary apologetics in comparable ‘agora contexts’._
7.2 Some Implications for Apologetics

This critical exploration has focused on a point of "insufficient attention" in contemporary apologetics, in order to make a critical and creative contribution both to the 'science' and the 'art' of apologetics. The uniqueness of this contribution to apologetics lies also in its interdisciplinary approach, with an integration of New Testament exegesis, apologetics, and cultural analysis. It is now appropriate, in view of the preceding summary of this thesis, to indicate some key implications for apologetics, including some suggestions for further research.

7.2.1 The thesis and the 'science' of apologetics

The preface to the thesis stated that contemporary apologetics largely seems to be characterised by "a neglect of biblical foundations and models". If so, this thesis should be seen as making a significant contribution to apologetics as a theological science by developing Acts 17:16-34 as a key New Testament model both exegetically and in terms of contemporary apologetics.

First, the thesis implicitly demonstrates the biblical legitimacy of apologetics. It has been shown that apologetics - as the rational justification of Christian truth claims over against specific questions, objections and alternatives - was an essential part of Acts 17:16-34 in its New Testament context, both in terms of Luke's intention (as the narrator) and

---

918 McGrath, A. 1998a:9; see also 6.2.1.1.
Paul’s strategy (as the orator). If biblical material is to be considered foundational for contemporary theology, the content and status of this key New Testament passage seem to indicate that apologetics should be seen as a legitimate endeavour.

Secondly, it seems appropriate to indicate that the New Testament model in Acts 17:16-34 has significant implications for some key issues in the contemporary ‘science’ of apologetics. The first issue is “the importance of theology to apologetics”\(^{920}\), which is amply illustrated in this New Testament passage with its emphasis on God’s transcendence and immanence and God’s self-disclosure in general and special revelation as key theological convictions for Paul’s apologetic (see 5.4.2.1). The second issue is the legitimacy and role of positive apologetics, where this thesis has shown that the notion of ‘epistemic obligation’ (as defined in 1.2.2), despite being controversial in a postmodern context, was central to Paul’s apologetic in Athens. Thus, the claim that a “careful study of the biblical data makes it clear that it is legitimate for Christians to engage in both defensive and offensive apologetics”\(^{921}\) has been validated in relation to Acts 17:16-34\(^{922}\).

The third issue is methodology in apologetics. The developed ‘Acts 17 model’ (see 5.4.2) seems to rule out narrower forms of evidentialism, presuppositionalism and ‘Reformed epistemology’. However, the identified argumentative structure (of ‘natural theology – ultimate authority – Resurrection’) seems closer to, but not identical with, the classical

---

\(^{919}\) See preface, p. xxi.

\(^{920}\) McGrath, A. 2000d:24: see also 6.2.1.1.

\(^{921}\) Netland 1991a:57.

apologetic "natural theology-then-historical-evidences approach". Thus, the established 'Acts 17 model' does not lead to a necessary commitment to any of the traditional apologetic traditions, but rather (as indicated in 5.4.2 and 6.2.1-2) to a renewed critical and creative engagement with such traditional approaches.

Thirdly, the need for further work in the area of biblical apologetics arises out of the thesis. This thesis has established Acts 17:16-34 as one significant biblical apologetic model and has argued for the consistency between this specific passage and a) Acts at large and b) the Pauline letters. This leads naturally to the question whether the developed Acts 17 model is consistent with the wider biblical material, with specific reference to the Gospels (the apologetics of Jesus\textsuperscript{924}) and the Old Testament (especially 'the apologetics of the prophets'). Old Testament prophetic material has been shown (in chapters 4 and 5) to be significant for the understanding of Paul's apologetic in Athens: specific passages (such as Is. 42:5), the prophetic understanding of idolatry (such as Is. 40-44), and the general creational and providential monotheistic outlook (such as in Is. 42:5-9) all play a significant role in Paul's speech. An analysis of the meaning and significance of the apologetic dimensions of significant Old Testament prophetic material such as Is. 40-44, as set in the context of religious pluralism, would thus contribute to a more comprehensive view of the biblical validity of the 'Acts 17 model'.

\textsuperscript{923} Cowan 2000:377.
\textsuperscript{924} See esp. Gustavsson 2001.
Thus, this thesis contributes to the contemporary 'science' of apologetics by a) an implicit demonstration of the biblical legitimacy of apologetics, b) an explicit interaction with key contemporary issues related to (1) the foundational role of theology in apologetics, (2) the legitimacy and role of positive apologetics, and (3) the methodology of apologetics, and c) a tentative indication of Is. 40-44 as a significant topic for further research in the area of biblical apologetics.

7.2.2 The thesis and the 'art' of apologetics

It was assumed at the outset of this thesis that the contemporary 'art' of apologetics to a large extent seems to be characterised by a neglect of biblical models. If so, this thesis should be seen as making a significant contribution to the contemporary practice of apologetics by developing Acts 17:16-34 as a role model.

First, the thesis explicitly illustrates that New Testament practices of apologetics are significant resources for the contemporary 'art' of apologetics. Thus, the exploration of the meaning and significance of potential biblical apologetic models seems highly appropriate in order to uncover normative, recommended or repeatable apologetic principles and/or strategies for contemporary apologetics.

Secondly, the thesis has established Acts 17:16-34 as a significant and relevant model for contemporary apologetics in 'agora contexts'. The role model in Acts 17:16-34 provides the contemporary apologist with apologetic tools (as summarized in 7.1) for relating to a pluralistic context of competing worldviews, and esp. for relating to 'biblical
Thus, the Christian apologist argues for the truth of an authentic biblical worldview, but in contexts where people do not know of and believe in the Bible. Scripture should not be referred to as an authority ("the Word of God") which people have to accept before coming to faith in Jesus Christ. Rather, it may be suggested that the appropriate way to argue is the other way around, i.e. that a belief in the authority of the Bible is a possible (or even plausible) consequence of a belief in the authority of Jesus. The apologist is thus released to argue openly for the truth of the Christian faith in the contemporary marketplace of ideas, without having to resort to an authoritarian approach. This means inviting people openly to investigate the self-consistency, the empirical adequacy, and the adequacy and experiential relevance of essential Christian truth claims about 'one God and one Lord'.

Thirdly, the need for further work in the area of apologetic practice in relation to the postmodern challenge arises out of the thesis. One key question (which neither McGrath nor Carson has addressed explicitly) is whether, and in that case to what extent, a given communicative context – such as the contemporary media – affects the shape and influence of argumentative strategies in apologetics. The relevance of such an issue to this thesis is due to descriptions of a) the ancient Athenian agora as ‘the first mass medium in history’

(which may be related to the narrative aside in 17:21; see 4.3.5) and b) ‘the postmodern’

and mass media as related cultural phenomena (see 6.1.2), as well as to the noted

925 See esp. 6.3.4, where a perspective was offered towards a more adequate application of the Acts 17 model to the postmodern challenge.
926 See Berg Eriksen 1987.
difference (in 6.3.4.1) between the traditional emphasis on *logos* and rationality in ancient Athens and the postmodern distrust of reason and emphasis on *pathos*. There is thus a need to develop a critical analysis of the role and nature of 'postmodern media' as a communicative context for apologetics. Such an analysis would address various significant roles of the media in relation to apologetics\(^{927}\) – e.g. as a formative cultural presence (media as ‘wallpaper’), as an arena (media as ‘marketplace of ideas’), and as a story-teller (media as ‘secular pulpit’) – as well as the extent to which the content, the approach, the arguments and the aims of the Acts 17 model are relevant in a communicative context of ‘postmodern media’.

*Thus, this thesis contributes to the contemporary ‘art’ of apologetics by a) illustrating the significance of New Testament resources, b) providing key tools for apologetics in ‘agora contexts’, and c) indicating that the communicative context of ‘postmodern media’ is a significant topic for further research in the area of apologetic practice.*

---

\(^{927}\) For a tentative analysis of the content and form of the media in relation to apologetics; see Dahle 2000a. Cf. also Dalton 1999 and Dahle 2000b.
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